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Abstract

Critical infrastructures enable our everyday life and their protection is vital to a nation’s
sovereignty and the safety and security of its citizen. Transportation, and among it,
civil aviation, is one vital sector that allows for the international travel of goods and
passengers. As of 2022, Air Traffic Management (ATM) is in the process of becoming
gradually digitized, which is crucial to automate and secure data transmission in civil
aviation. For that purpose, the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) project
investigates several new digital data links. One such data link is the L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS), which is a cellular, ground-based digital
communications system for flight guidance and communications related to the safety and
regularity of flight. Unfortunately, many existing and new datalinks in the aeronautical
communications ecosystem lack link layer security measures. Among them is LDACS.

In this doctoral thesis, we introduce a cybersecurity architecture for LDACS, which
presents a first step in integrating sound, long-term cybersecurity to the aeronautical
communications ecosystem. The chosen modular security approach allows for seamless
integration of various pre- and post-quantum security algorithms and by that ensuring
longevity of the security solution.

The LDACS cybersecurity architecture thereby pays attention to the various aspects
of LDACS use cases, such as digital Air Traffic Network (ATN) data, digital landing
augmentation information in the form of the Ground-Based Augmentation System
(GBAS), and voice transmissions along with offering Alternative Positioning Navigation
and Timing (APNT). Due to the multitude of applications and services, a variety of
security measures to protect LDACS user-data and control-data is developed. Among
them are two new authentication and key establishment protocols and a novel approach
to secure control-data of resource constraint wireless communications system.

On the one hand, the security of aforementioned protocols is carefully analyzed with
techniques of provable security. On the other hand, practical applicability of the developed
security solution is demonstrated in software simulations and in flight trials. Evaluations
in an aeronautical communications simulation framework show an added latency of 576
milliseconds when an aircraft attaches to a cell and an added data overhead of 5% to 10%.
Lastly, experiments in flight trials show a > 99% GBAS over LDACS availability, which
represents an important milestone since GBAS over LDACS has never been demonstrated
before. Additionally, LDACS adds security measures to GBAS, which was previously an
entirely unsecured system.

The presented security solutions enable future aeronautical applications, such as 4D-
trajectories, hence virtual waypoints that aeronautical vehicles follow automatically, and
thus pave a way into a digitized, automatized future of civil aviation.
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Kurzfassung

Kritische Infrastrukturen ermöglichen das tägliche Leben, und ihr Schutz ist für die
Souveränität eines Landes und die Sicherheit seiner Bürger von entscheidender Bedeutung.
Der Verkehrssektor, und damit auch die zivile Luftfahrt, ist ein wichtiger Sektor, der den
internationalen Waren- und Personenverkehr ermöglicht. Ab 2022 soll das Flugverkehrs-
management (ATM) schrittweise digitalisiert werden, was wichtig für das Wachstum der
zivilen Luftfahrt ist. Zu diesem Zweck werden mehrere neue digitale Datenverbindungen
entwickelt.

Eine dieser Datenverbindungen ist das L-Band Digital Aeronautical Communications
System (LDACS), ein zellulares, bodengestütztes, digitales Kommunikationssystem für
die Flugführung. Leider mangelt es vielen bestehenden und neuen Datenverbindungen
im Bereich der Luftfahrtkommunikation an Sicherheitsmaßnahmen auf der Link-Layer
Ebene. Zu ihnen gehört LDACS.

In dieser Dissertation stelle ich eine Cybersicherheitsarchitektur für LDACS vor, die
einen ersten Schritt zur Integration einer langfristigen Cybersicherheit in das Ökosystem
der Luftfahrtkommunikation darstellt. Es wird dabei ein modularer Sicherheitsansatz
gewählt, bei dem die Sicherheitsalgorithmen ausgetauscht werden können, sogar durch
Post-Quantum-Algorithmen, ohne dass die Sicherheit und Leistung beeinträchtigt wird.

Die LDACS-Cybersecurity-Architektur berücksichtigt dabei die verschiedenen LDACS-
Anwendungsfälle, wie z.B. digitale Air Traffic Network (ATN)-Daten, digitale Landein-
formationen in Form des Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS) und Sprachüber-
tragungen zusammen mit der Bereitstellung von Alternative Positioning Navigation and
Timing (APNT). Aufgrund der Vielzahl von Anwendungen und Diensten wurden mehrere
Sicherheitsmaßnahmen zum Schutz der LDACS-Nutzer- und Kontrolldaten entwickelt.
Dazu gehören zwei neue Authentifizierungs- und Schlüsselherstellungsprotokolle sowie ein
neuer Ansatz zur Sicherung von Kontrolldaten eines ressourcenbeschränkten drahtlosen
Kommunikationssystems.

Einerseits wird die Sicherheit der genannten Protokolle sorgfältig mit Techniken der
beweisbaren Sicherheit analysiert. Andererseits wird die praktische Anwendbarkeit der
entwickelten Sicherheitslösung in Softwaresimulationen und in Flugversuchen demonstriert.
Auswertungen zeigen eine zusätzliche Latenzzeit von 576 Millisekunden, wenn sich ein
Flugzeug an einer Zelle anmeldet, und einen zusätzlichen Daten-Overhead von 5% bis
10%. Schließlich zeigen Experimente in Flugversuchen eine > 99%ige Verfügbarkeit von
sicherem GBAS über LDACS, was einen wichtigen Meilenstein darstellt, da GBAS über
LDACS noch nie zuvor demonstriert wurde und zuvor ein völlig offenes System war.

Die vorgestellten Sicherheitslösungen ermöglichen damit zukünftige Luftfahrtanwen-
dungen und ebnen so den Weg in eine digitalisierte, automatisierte Zukunft der zivilen
Luftfahrt.
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1. Introduction

Critical infrastructures are systems and assets that are vital to the functioning of a
society and economy. They provide essential services and support daily activities, such
as producing and delivering food, water, energy, financial services, healthcare, communi-
cation, and transportation. The German Federal Office for Information Security (germ.
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, BSI) defines critical infrastructures
as “organizational and physical structures and facilities of such vital importance to a
nation’s society and economy that their failure or degradation would result in sustained
supply shortages, significant disruption of public safety and security, or other dramatic
consequences” [1]. As such, disruptions to these systems can have significant impacts on
public health and safety, economic activity, and national security.

The “Transportation Systems Sector” is one of 16 critical infrastructure sectors, and
includes “Civil Aviation” as a subcategory. Civil aviation encompasses various components
such as aircraft, air traffic control systems, airports, heliports, and runways. Aeronautical
communications, which enable air traffic control systems, are the focus technology domain
of this doctoral thesis [2].

Protecting critical infrastructure involves ensuring security, which includes measures
to protect desired properties in a system. Additionally, security is a prerequisite for
ensuring a system’s safety and the privacy of personal information related to that system.
International standardization bodies define and measure the terms of security, safety,
and privacy as follows1 [3–5]:

Definition 1.1 (Security [3]). System condition in which system resources are free from
unauthorized access and from unauthorized or accidental change, destruction, or loss.

Definition 1.2 (Safety [3]). Property of a system being free from risk of causing harm
(especially physical harm) to its system entities.

Definition 1.3 (Privacy [3]). Right of an entity (normally a person), acting in its own
behalf, to determine the degree to which it will interact with its environment, including
the degree to which the entity is willing to share its personal information with others.

1Throughout this thesis, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)’s “Internet Glossary version
2”, RFC 4949 [3] from 2007, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard on
information security, ISO 27000 standards [4] from 2018, and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) standard on information security of industrial communication networks, IEC
62443 [5] from 2017, are referenced for relevant definitions.
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Introduction

A key aspect of security, specifically in regards to digital information processing, is
cybersecurity. The definition of cybersecurity is provided below:

Definition 1.4 (Cybersecurity [6]). The approach and actions associated with security
risk management processes followed by organizations and states to protect confidentiality,
integrity and availability of data and assets used in cyber space. The concept includes
guidelines, policies, and collections of safeguards, technologies, tools, and training to
provide the best protection for the state of the cyber environment and its users.

Definition 1.4 illustrates that cybersecurity is heavily dependent on various security
properties, which will be discussed in the following. Confidentiality or integrity are used
to prevent unauthorized parties from reading or altering secure messages. Availability
is another security concept, which ensures that a resource is accessible to authorized
entities when requested at a specific point in time. Authenticity is the property that an
entity is who it claims to be, which assures a communication participant of the validity
of transmission, message or origin. Verified authenticity can lead to the authorization
of a user to access resources and services. Accountability refers to the concept of being
able to trace the actions of a system entity to that entity, such that a user can be held
responsible for their actions. Non-repudiation can help thereby by offering protection
measures that prevent false denial of involvement in a communication exchange. Lastly,
reliability measures ensure that a system behaves as intended for a certain duration under
stated conditions.

ISO 27000 [4] defines information security based on a combination of properties,
whereas IEC norm 62443 [5] pertains to secure communications for industrial networks.
This norm is more relevant for digital wireless aeronautical communications in civil
aviation that transport safety-critical data, which is the main focus of this doctoral thesis:

Definition 1.5 (Secure Communications [5]). a) Measures that implement and assure
security services in a communication system, particularly those that provide data confi-
dentiality and data integrity and that authenticate communicating entities.
b) State that is reached by applying security services, enabling a state of data confiden-
tiality and integrity, and having successfully authenticated communications entities.

In summary, the security properties outlined above are implemented using network
protocols, cryptographic algorithms, system design, policies, and plausibility checks.
When executed effectively, this leads to secure communications [3–5]. Finally, a definition
of cryptography has not been provided yet, although all previous terms are at least partly
dependent on methods offered by cryptography. National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) special publication 800-59 offers such a definition [7]:

Definition 1.6 (Cryptography [7]). The discipline that embodies the principles, means,
and methods for the transformation of data in order to hide their semantic content,
prevent their unauthorized use, or prevent their undetected modification.

2



Introduction

Air traffic worldwide depends on safe and secure Air Traffic Management (ATM)
through Communications, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) systems, and secure com-
munications between ground and aircraft is a necessary requirement for this. Although the
concept of secure communications is well-established in recent commercial digital wireless
communications such as 4G [8, 9], 5G Next Radio (NR) [10], Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) - IEEE 802.16 series - [11] or WiFi - IEEE 802.11 series
- [12], this is not the case for most aeronautical digital wireless communications.

Modern aircraft are connected to Air Traffic Control (ATC) and Aeronautical Op-
erational Control (AOC) through voice and data communications during all phases
of flight [13]. While most voice communications are currently handled by High Fre-
quency (HF), Very High Frequency (VHF), and satellite, data communications mainly
rely on narrow-band customized VHF or satellite-based solutions. As segregation of safety-
critical data and passenger communications networks is mandated, aircrews must use
narrow-band services while passengers have access to broadband communications [14, 15].
This distinction between datalinks that are certified for the transmission of safety critical
aeronautical data and those without, is characterized by two main properties: (1) permis-
sion to operate in the protected aviation spectrum (e.g., in aviation C- or L-band) and
(2) offering robust Coding and Modulation Scheme (CMS), error-correction codes, signal
processing, and redundancy to achieve a high reliability rate of above 99.999 % [16–19].

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) states that safety-critical data
in civil aviation includes aircraft information services and aircraft control-data. This
doctoral thesis focuses solely on datalinks that are authorized to transport that type of
data [18].

The VHF band used for civil air traffic is becoming increasingly saturated, particularly
in Europe [13], and outdated datalink systems lack the necessary digitalization, bandwidth,
and cybersecurity to support growth [20]. A study conducted by the Single European
Sky Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR) in 2015 found that the capacity limit of
the VHF Data Link (VDL) Mode 2 system had been reached by 2015 when used on a
single frequency, and at most, the system’s capacity would only be increased until 2025
with a four-frequency deployment. The COVID-19 pandemic has temporarily reduced
air traffic in Europe by 55%, such that 2019 remains the busiest year in civil aviation at
the time of this writing, with EUROCONTROL registering 37,228 unique flights in one
day over Europe on 28th June, 2019 [21]. While the system is expected to fully recover
by 2024 [22], these issues with the air traffic management system continue to impede
growth in the industry [23].

To overcome the limitations in ATM communications, one solution is to implement
modern digital datalinks [24]. The candidate for long-range terrestrial communications is
the L-band Digital Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS). LDACS is a cellular,
ground-based system that supports flight guidance and communications related to flight
safety and regularity [25]. It is recognized internationally in the Global Air Navigation
Plan (GANP) of the ICAO and is currently being standardized [26,27].
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1.1. Research Questions
LDACS will be one of multiple link layer technologies to transport data in ICAO’s Aero-
nautical Telecommunications Network (ATN)/IP-Protocol Suite (IPS) [28,29]. Therefore,
aeronautical standards for cybersecurity on link layer, in the network infrastructure, for
relevant applications enabled by LDACS must be considered. In addition to secure com-
munications being a crucial aspect for transmitting safety-related information, LDACS,
along with other potential Future Communications Infrastructure (FCI) candidates such
as the Aeronautical Mobile Airport Communications System (AeroMACS), have a clear
international mandate to provide cybersecurity measures.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, security in aeronautical communications is not as ad-
vanced as it is in commercial cellular technologies like 4G and 5G. In commercial digital
wireless datalinks, trust relationships, established protocols for authentication and key
establishment, and algorithms for data integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality pro-
tection are used. Only AeroMACS [30] has similar security measures among established
aeronautical digital wireless datalinks. As LDACS aims to supplement and eventually
replace the VDLm2 datalink from the 1990’s for Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) and
En-Route (ENR) areas, it must include security from the design phase on. This thesis
aims to close the gap and develop a cybersecurity architecture for LDACS by addressing
the following research area:

What are the appropriate techniques for achieving secure communications in the
LDACS digital wireless aeronautical system while adhering to resource constraints,
accommodating with frequent participant changes, minimizing data overhead and

maintaining low latency for security?

The area in question is situated at the intersection of cybersecurity, wireless communi-
cations, and aerospace. It is essential to recognize and address the unique requirements
and constraints from these domains as well as the system. The field of wireless security
offers some direction in constructing a secure system, covering trust, authentication, key
handling, and data security, but domain-specific considerations may require innovative
solutions. This realization led to the emergence of the following six research questions:

Research Question 1: What are the certified digital wireless systems used in civil
aviation that already transmit safety-critical data through a secure channel?

Research Question 2: What are the LDACS system specific requirements and constraints
for cybersecurity measures?

Research Question 3: What type of trust framework is appropriate for LDACS and
what is its design?

Research Question 4: How can mutual authentication and key establishment be realized
for LDACS?
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Research Question 5: How can a secure communications channel be realized for LDACS
user-data?

Research Question 6: What are ways to ensure control-data security for LDACS??

Research Question 1 is focused on examining the security architectures of various
digital wireless aeronautical communication systems and evaluating them based on trust,
certificate and key management, and algorithmic choices. The aim is to understand why
custom-built security solutions are necessary in the specific environment of aeronautical
communications instead of relying on standardized procedures. Since LDACS is built
for long-range terrestrial communications, it deals with relatively long latencies and low
data throughput, and unmodified standardized security mechanisms would reduce its
usability. Therefore, Research Question 1 leads to the assessment of LDACS-specific
security requirements and identifying areas where existing solutions are not applicable,
which is the focus of Research Question 2. As there is currently no digital, cellular,
terrestrial system for this specific use case, the findings Research Question 2 are valuable
for the design of our security solutions.

Research Question 3 explores potential sources of trust for LDACS as a crucial step
in developing a security architecture. Utilizing a standard Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) may not consider the different levels of funding and technical capabilities among
states and the varying trust relationships between them. The ICAO, as a United
Nations organization, aims to promote access to international air transport for all states.
Therefore, trust and technical capabilities are significant challenges in implementing
a global PKI. However, a common trust origin is necessary for entity authentication
and key establishment processes. Additionally, standard Mutual Authentication and
Key Establishment (MAKE) protocols may not be suitable for LDACS due to the strict
aeronautical requirements and thus, adapted protocols need to be developed. This is the
focus of Research Question 4.

Answers from Research Questions 3 and 4 are necessary for securing data transmitted
through LDACS, which includes both user- and control-data in both point-to-point and
broadcast mode. The security needs for the user- and control-channels of LDACS are
different, as the control-channels are much smaller than the user-channels. Therefore,
both channel types require their own specific research question in order to secure them
properly.

Research Question 5 addresses the question of how user-data is protected in LDACS,
specifically focusing on which layer and algorithms are used for protection. It is important
to consider different solutions for point-to-point and broadcast communication and for
various use cases of user-data. Research Question 6 concerns the protection mechanisms
for control-channels, which are relatively small, thus requiring new and specific solutions
to be proposed.
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1.2. Methodology
The methodology of this doctoral thesis is divided into six parts. The first step involves
reviewing related aeronautical systems to understand their security measures and answer
Research Question 11. The second step involves identifying the constraints and security
requirements of the LDACS system by analyzing the system and conducting a threat-and-
risk analysis to address Research Question 2. Based on the findings from the first two
steps, security solutions are adapted from existing communications technologies and new
approaches are developed to create a cybersecurity architecture for LDACS. In the fourth
step, the architecture is completed by evaluating suitable cryptographic algorithms. Both
parts correspond to Research Questions 3 to 6. The last step involves evaluating the
proposed security solutions using computer simulations and flight trials to ensure they
meet the requirements and constraints of the LDACS system. The quality of the answers
to Research Questions 3 to 6 is evaluated during this step. This methodology is depicted
in Figure 1.1 and elaborated on in depth in the following.

Design and

Development

Implementation

Flight Testing

Evaluation

Review

Literature Review of 

Security in Aeronautical 

Communications

LDACS System Review

Analyze

Simulation and Flight Trial Evaluations

Flight-Trial Evaluations:

Real-World Security and 

Communications Performance

LDACS Threat- and 

Risk Analysis

Security Architecture Design

Computer Simulations in 

Tamarin and FACTS2

Figure 1.1.: Methodology of this doctoral thesis.

The methodology in Chapters 2 and 3 consists of a literature review and systematization
of knowledge regarding relevant aeronautical datalinks, networks and services with the
primary focus being their security solutions. Then, the most relevant datalinks were
selected for thorough security analysis. Apart from a particular focus on ACARS
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Message Security (AMS) [31, 32] and AeroMACS [30] as the only aeronautical digital
communications system with security standards, the security of ATN/IPS [28, 29] is
closely examined.

To identify constraints and requirements for LDACS security a threat-and-risk analysis
is conducted. Along an industry-based threat-and-risk analysis in a SESAR wave 2
project (PJ.14-02-01 SecRAM) [33], this leads to a taxonomy of risks that must be
mitigated via security additions within the LDACS system.

From here, the methodology follows a three-step approach: first an LDACS cyber-
security concept is developed, which is evaluated and optimized in a second step in
computer simulations. This process is done iteratively, hence results from the computer
simulations are directly taken into account for improving the cybersecurity concept. In a
third step, flight trials are conducted where the iterated concept is tested in a real-world
environment. This approach is chosen to rapidly develop suitable solutions and safe costs
in the development and implementation cycle.

With a risk taxonomy, requirements, and constraints in place, the state-of-the-art
literature review provides clear insights into how risks were addressed in other digital
wireless communications technologies. However, no existing solution addresses the specific
performance constraints of LDACS and new solutions need to be developed to mitigate
identified risks such as control message spoofing. Therefore, in this part of this doctoral
thesis, a cybersecurity architecture for LDACS is proposed which includes the development
of security protocols, the identification of suitable cryptographic algorithms, and the
integration of security functions into the protocol stack.

With this design in place, rapid prototyping can be done through security and per-
formance evaluations using computer simulations such as Tamarin and Framework for
Aeronautical Communications and Traffic Simulations 2 (FACTS2) [34,35]. This allows
for the optimization of security-related messages, message flow through the LDACS
protocol stack, and evaluating the overall feasibility of the security concept, with minimal
effort. In the FACTS2 simulation, behavioral changes are included, such as adjusting the
Bit Error Rate (BER), data traffic patterns, or the number of aircraft per cell. Using
the symbolic model checker Tamarin, security properties such as perfect forward secrecy,
authentication via injective agreement, secure key exchange, and others are tested [34].
To summarize, this part includes software development using python3 in FACTS2 for
performance evaluations [36] and Tamarin for security property evaluations.

Finally, the last part of the process is to conduct LDACS flight trials using actual radio
hardware, which allows testing the correctness of the findings from the software simulation
and evaluating the behavior of LDACS with added security measures in real-world use.

1.3. Impact and Contribution
The novel scientific contributions of this doctoral thesis resulted from answering Research
Questions 1 to 6, which include the development of efficient and modular authentication
and key establishment mechanisms for wireless communications, as well as message
authentication mechanisms for very short messages. Each step of this process led to one
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or more publications, which are listed in detail in Appendix A.
The new findings from this doctoral thesis have been integrated into a security ar-

chitecture for LDACS. The security design has a modular structure that allows for
future updates of security algorithms and it already includes post-quantum cryptographic
solutions [37]. This security design can also be applied to other future aeronautical
communications systems, such as the LDACS Air-Air (A/A) extension and other FCI
candidates [38]. These findings and developments were previously missing in the LDACS
standard, but were required by the ICAO for its finalization. As a result, these contribu-
tions have helped make LDACS a complete Technical Readiness Level (TRL) 6 product
by 2022 and pave the way for its successful deployment by 2024. In summary, the impact
of this doctoral thesis is a specialized and standardized LDACS security solution that
has been adopted by the IETF [27], ICAO [39] and the official LDACS standard [17].

The research conducted has led to significant developments that have contributed to
two world-first events in digital aeronautical communications. These include:

1. The demonstration of the feasibility of transmitting Timed Efficient Stream Loss-
tolerant Authentication (TESLA) secured GBAS data via the LDACS Air-Ground
(A/G) system [40].

2. The use of a post-quantum cryptographic scheme to secure civil digital aeronautical
communications [41].

The first achievement demonstrates how broadcast-based aircraft landing-augmentation
system data can be secured using the LDACS A/G system. As spoofing attacks on similar
systems, such as Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B), have been
successfully demonstrated [42–44], the demonstration that LDACS can prevent these
types of attacks is a significant milestone in the security of aeronautical datalinks. As
the role of the human in controlling the correctness of exchanged data is diminishing [20],
trust in the authenticity and integrity of transmitted data becomes increasingly essential
for the safe operation of increasingly automated aircraft. One example for this are GBAS
Landing System (GLS) Category (CAT) III approaches [45], which refers to the ability
and permission for aircraft or drones to perform a landing sequence without human
intervention, regardless of the approach pattern. If there is no trust in the data being
transmitted, it would not be possible to utilize these advancements.

The second development is crucial because aeronautical datalinks, such as VDLm2,
have a long service life, often lasting over 30 years [41]. During a similar lifetime of
LDACS, it is likely that pre-quantum cryptographic schemes will be broken [46]. Since
these datalinks have relatively low throughput, the demonstration of the feasibility of
using post-quantum schemes effectively is essential [39]. By integrating pre-quantum and
post-quantum cryptography and providing the ability to switch between the two, the
security measures and the datalink itself can be made more long-lasting.

Both milestones have been demonstrated in flight trials in 2019.
This doctoral thesis provides the basis for a multitude of future work, such as the

secure implementation and pen-testing of its design with radio hardware. Also, physical
layer robustness is out-of-scope for the thesis and subject to future research. Another
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topic is the development and integration of the LDACS A/A security into the proposed
LDACS A/G security architecture.

1.4. Thesis Structure
Throughout this thesis, the methodology introduced in Section 1.2 is followed. Next a
brief description of each chapter is presented, and Figure 1.2 illustrates the connection
between each chapter and its contributions.

Chapter 2 performs a comprehensive gap analysis of security in digital aeronautical
communications, at the time of writing. It introduces definitions of security properties,
aligned with IETF, ISO and IEC approved terminology, which are used in the gap
analysis and throughout the rest of the work. It provides a complete understanding of the
technology in the field of civil digital wireless aeronautical communications, and highlights
the current state-of-the-art in security in that field. Since aeronautical communications
differ in technology, ecosystem, operations, and requirements, mostly due to the very
strict safety procedures imposed in handling civil aviation operations, this chapter aims
to introduce the reader to this specific environment.

In Chapter 3, after conducting the analysis, background information is provided on
key topics such as cryptography and LDACS, including its potential use in GBAS. The
design, structure, channels, data flow, and deployment considerations for LDACS are
discussed in order to understand its security in Chapter 5. Both point-to-point and
broadcast-based applications of LDACS are presented with a focus on GBAS, which aims
to improve aircraft landing safety. The chapter concludes by discussing related work on
AMS, AeroMACS, and security in the ATN/IPS.

Chapter 4 conducts a threat-and-risk analysis of LDACS, identifying primary and
supporting assets and potential threats. It then evaluates the risks and develops a
strategy for treatment, leading to the identification of security requirements. Since
LDACS supports both point-to-point and broadcast data transmission and can be
used as an Alternative Positioning, Navigation and Timing (APNT) solution, different
countermeasures are necessary for each function. The chapter follows the SESAR ATM
Security Risk Assessment Methodology (SecRAM) 2.0, an industry standard for analyzing
cyber threats to aeronautical digital datalinks. The impact and likelihood of threats are
rated using expert judgement, with details provided in Appendix B.

Chapter 5 focuses on the design of LDACS cybersecurity and covers the following
key points: (1) modular design using Security Levels (SLs), (2) trust establishment,
(3) enhancements to the Cell Entry procedure, (4) Mutual Authentication and Key
Establishment (MAKE), (5) securing LDACS channels, and (6) secure cell handovers
during movement of the aircraft radio. A modular design is crucial for maintaining the
cybersecurity architecture over the long lifetimes of aeronautical systems and standards.
Trust is a complex issue, as political realities and technical capabilities can vary among
countries. The chapter explains how the Cell Entry procedure, which allows an aircraft
radio to access an LDACS cell, is strengthened using cryptographic primitives before the
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MAKE procedure can take place. This allows for secure communications on the link layer
and the creation of keys between the ground and air infrastructure to secure user-data
and control-data channels. When an aircraft moves from one cell to another, the handover
process must ensure a smooth transfer of security-related information between cells.

The security protocols and design developed in previous chapters are put into practice in
Chapter 6. This includes addressing practical issues such as selecting security algorithms,
determining where security functionality should be placed in the stack, and creating new
security-related messages. Additionally, all added functionality must be implemented and
demonstrated in a realistic environment. LDACS is first implemented in the FACTS2
framework with all security measures integrated. Then, secure point-to-point and
broadcast user-data transmissions, including a key agreement scheme, are implemented
and demonstrated using actual LDACS radios during two LDACS demonstration flight
campaigns in 2019 and 2022. The chapter highlights the contributions to the flight
campaign and provides details on the secure point-to-point data exchange and the secure
GBAS via LDACS experiment.

In Chapter 7, the solution presented in previous chapters is evaluated against the
requirements and constraints identified in Section 1.2 using Tamarin, FACTS2, and flight
trials. The primary focus is on evaluating the security properties of the solutions in
a symbolic model. The results of the security analysis are discussed, including their
completeness and limitations, before moving on to a performance analysis. The security
data overhead created by the enhanced Cell Entry, MAKE, handover procedure, and
security additions in point-to-point and broadcast user- and control-data channels are
evaluated against the limitations outlined in Chapter 4. The solution is also evaluated
against the strict latency requirements laid out in regulatory documents, such as the
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) DO-350A [47]. Finally, the security
of GBAS via LDACS and secure broadcast transmissions via LDACS is evaluated against
the performance requirements and constraints identified in Chapter 3.

The final chapter of the doctoral thesis, Chapter 8, summarizes the challenges of
integrating cybersecurity solutions into digital aeronautical communication systems. It
reviews the results from previous chapters, specifically Chapters 2 and 4 to 7. The
advantages of the developed cybersecurity architecture for LDACS are highlighted and
the questions on its security and performance impact, obtained from computer simulations
and flight trials, are answered. The chapter concludes with a look towards possible future
work, including physical layer cybersecurity and extending the LDACS A/G security
solutions to the A/A mode.

Appendix A summarizes all our publications and states the involved person and her
contribution to each work. Additionally, a brief summary of each work is given and they
are classified into contributions to this doctoral thesis or otherwise.

Appendix B details on threat rating results for primary and supporting assets by
giving concrete arguments for why a threat has been assigned a certain impact or
likelihood rating. Also, threats are discussed in depth. As such, this appendix can be
regarded as a detailed extension to Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.2.: Structure of this doctoral thesis. The central research question is denoted in
blue.
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2. State of Cybersecurity in Digital
Aeronautical Communications

Chapter 2 investigates the current state of cybersecurity in digital wireless aeronautical
communications, addressing Research Question 1. The focus is on aeronautical systems
that are certified to operate in the protected civil aviation band and transport data for
flight safety and regularity.

The methodology and chapter structure follows a three-step process: first, relevant
security properties are formally defined and the ecosystem of aeronautical communica-
tions is introduced in Section 2.1; second, relevant aeronautical applications, network
technologies, and datalinks are described in Section 2.2; third, security properties are
mapped onto standards, manuals, and scientific work on aeronautical communications
technologies to assess which technology fulfills which security property and at what level
(i.e., deployment level (manual), standardization level (standard), research level (scientific
publication)) in Section 2.3. The results were published in [15].

2.1. Terminology
In Chapter 1, the terms confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, accountability,
non-repudiation, and reliability were already informally introduced. In Tables 2.1 to 2.3,
formal definitions, as well as their typical implementations within communications systems,
are provided.

Table 2.1.: Confidentiality definitions and typical implementations per RFC 4949 [3], ISO
27000 [4] and IEC 62443 [5].

Security
Property

Standard Definition Typical
Implementation

Confiden-
tiality

RFC 4949 Property that data is not disclosed to sys-
tem entities unless they have been autho-
rized to know the data

Confidentiality is
typically realized by
message encryption,

ISO 27001 Property that information is not made
available or disclosed to unauthorized indi-
viduals, entities, or processes

either by asymmet-
ric, symmetric cryp-
tographic schemes

IEC 62443 Assurance that information is not disclosed
to unauthorized individuals, processes, or
devices

or a combination
thereof.
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Table 2.2.: Integrity, availability, authenticity, and accountability definitions and typical
implementations per RFC 4949 [3], ISO 27000 [4] and IEC 62443 [5].

Security
Property

Standard Definition Typical
Implementation

Integrity RFC 4949 Property that data has not been changed,
destroyed, or lost in an unauthorized or
accidental manner

Most security proto-
cols realize this via
generating and

ISO 27001 Property of accuracy and completeness attaching a
IEC 62443 Quality of a system reflecting the logical

correctness and reliability of the operat-
ing system, the logical completeness of the
hardware and software implementing the
protection mechanisms, and the consistency
of the data structures and occurrence of the
stored data

Message Authenti-
cation Code (MAC)
to a message, which
provides both in-
tegrity and authen-
ticity.

Availabil-
ity

RFC 4949 Property of a system or a system resource
being accessible, or usable or operational
upon demand, by an authorized system en-
tity, according to performance specifications
for the system

Availability is imple-
mented by a combi-
nation of physical
layer robustness
measures, correct

ISO 27001 Property of being accessible and usable
upon demand by an authorized entity

system configuration,
redundancy, access

IEC 62443 Probability that an asset, under the com-
bined influence of its reliability, maintain-
ability, and security, will be able to fulfill
its required function over a stated period of
time, or at a given point in time

control, rate-limiting
and more.

Authen-
ticity

RFC 4949 Property of being genuine and able to be
verified and trusted

Authenticity is typi-
cally implemented

ISO 27001 Property that an entity is what it claims to
be

via embedding an
entity in a trust

IEC 62443 Security measure designed to establish the
validity of a transmission, message, or
originator, or a means of verifying an in-
dividual’s authorization to receive specific
categories of information

infrastructure, e.g.,
a PKI, rolling out
certificates and us-
ing digital signa-
tures.

Account-
ability

RFC 4949 Property of a system or system resource
that ensures that the actions of a system
entity may be traced uniquely to that entity,
which can then be held responsible for its
actions

Accountability re-
quires unique identi-
fication, authentica-
tion and authoriza-
tion of entities

ISO 27001 Assignment of actions and decisions to an
entity

accessing a system,
along with tracing

IEC 62443 Property of a system [...] that ensures that
the actions of a system entity may be traced
uniquely to that entity, which can be held
responsible for its actions

and logging the ac-
tions of that entity
in an immutable
way.
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Table 2.3.: Non-Repudiation and reliability definitions and typical implementations per
RFC 4949 [3], ISO 27000 [4] and IEC 62443 [5].

Security
Property

Standard Definition Typical
Implementation

Non-
Repudi-
ation

RFC 4949 Proof of Origin: [providing] recipient of
data with evidence that proves the origin
of the data, and thus protects the recipient
against an attempt by the originator to
falsely deny having sent the data
Proof of Receipt: [providing] the originator
of data with evidence that the data was
received as addressed, and thus protects
the originator against an attempt by the
recipient to falsely deny having received the
data

Ensuring non-
repudiation requires
unique identification
of entities, use of
digital signatures of
data with signing
keys that were iden-
tified with a PKI
allowing verification
of the data’s origin
and protocol

ISO 27001 Ability to prove the occurrence of a claimed
event or action and its originating entities

mechanisms that
provide uniqueness

IEC 62443 Security service that provides protection
against false denial of involvement in a
communication

of a message.

Reliabil-
ity

RFC 4949 Ability of a system to perform a required
function under stated conditions for a speci-
fied period of time

Reliability is ensured
using similar mea-
sures as for avai-

ISO 27001 Consistent intended behavior and results lability protection,
IEC 62443 Ability of a system to perform a required

function under stated conditions for a speci-
fied period of time

along with defining
a system’s behavior,
monitoring it for any
deviations from that
and correcting devia-
tions if necessary.

To answer Research Question 1, each of the properties is inspected independently
from each-other for every aeronautical communications technology shown in Figure 2.1.
Although solving one problem may inadvertently resolve another, this study posits that
a system can only be deemed secure if all issues are specifically and independently
addressed.
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2.2. Ecosystem of Digital Wireless Aeronautical
Communications

This section presents a systematic overview of the ecosystem, in which LDACS will be
deployed in, and is divided into three parts: digital aeronautical datalinks, aeronautical
communications networks, and aviation communication services. Digital aeronautical
datalinks provide the necessary physical and link layer technology for network layer ser-
vices, such as Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS), AT-
N/OSI (i.e., ATN) and more recently ATN/IPS (i.e., IP-Protocol Suite (IPS)), to support
aviation communication services such as Context Management (CM), Controller–Pilot
Data Link Communications (CPDLC), and Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS).

Figure 2.1 summarizes relevant CNS applications, network services and datalinks.
Surveillance functionalities are indicated in green, voice services in orange and data
services in blue. The stacked boxes are ordered as a network stack: the one at the bottom
signifies link layer options, the one in the middle network options, and the one at the top
applications running over the below combinations of network and datalink technologies.
In the surveillance cases and voice over HF/VHF case, no network layer is required, as
applications are directly transmitted over the link.

ATC, ATS, AOC

ATN/OSI

VDLm2

Voice

VCS

Analog:
HF/VHF

Digital:
LDACS

Iridium Certus
Inmarsat SB
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Figure 2.1.: Air Traffic Management (ATM) communications services, networks, and
datalinks [48].
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2.2.1. Digital Aeronautical Datalinks
The technical term for wireless communication technologies that transmits data between
aircraft and ground is “digital aeronautical datalink”. One commonly differentiates
between terrestrial and space-based systems, which are designed for different flight
domains. Terrestrial systems are used for short- or long-range continental communications
in the Airport (APT), TMA, or ENR domain, while space-based systems cover the
Oceanic, Polar, Remote (ORP) domain [49]. APT refers to a 10-mile diameter wide
and up to 5000 ft high area above the airport surface. TMA covers the zone between
APT and ENR and extends 10 to 50 Nautical Mile (NM) from an airport with covering
FL50 to FL245. ENR starts at 50 NM from the center of an airport and covers FL245 to
FL600 with a horizontal limit of 300 to 500 NM. ORP is associated with geographical
areas outside of domestic airspace with horizontal limits of 1000 to 2000 NM. Tables 2.4
and 2.5 provide an overview [50].

Most notable in these tables are the domain and data rate combinations: while the
VDL datalink family as well as LDACS are both cellular networks covering the same
domains with approximately the same cell size, the data throughput of LDACS is 20-90
times larger.

The same holds true for space-based datalinks, where a much higher number of aircraft
in a much larger area, compared to cellular terrestrial datalinks, has to operate on very
low data rates. The evolution of aeronautical datalinks can also be seen at a glance
within Tables 2.4 and 2.5, when looking at data-rate, modulation scheme and access
method: while some technologies, such as Medium Shift-Keying (MSK) were developed
in the 1950s, the combination of adaptive CMS in the L-band with a scheduled access
method has been a new development in the 2000s [20].

2.2.1.1. Terrestrial Datalinks

The following are all of the digital terrestrial aeronautical datalinks that are currently
transporting safety-critical information for civil aviation as of 2022, and they will be
briefly outlined here.

VHF Data Link (VDL) mode 0/A, m2, m3, and m4 are a family of terrestrial digital
aeronautical datalinks operating in the VHF band. In 1983 ICAO initiated a special
committee on the Future Air Navigation System (FANS) to investigate necessary steps
to deploy ATM in its initial phase. At the 10th air navigation conference in 1991, a
concept was presented including the use of digital datalinks supporting the automation
of ATM. Key concepts were the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN) [60]
and a datalink bridging the air gap between ground station and aircraft [61].

This datalink was initially VDLm0/A, the initial installment of ACARS, providing
a data transmission rate of 2,400 baud. VDLm0/A was updated during the 1990s to
VDLm2, which increased the data rate to 31.5 kbps using Differential 8 Phase Shift
Keying (D8PSK) and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) on multiple channels in
the 118 MHz to 137 MHz band [51]. VDLm2 originally operated on a single common
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Table 2.4.: Summary of relevant terrestrial digital aeronautical datalinks.
VDLm0/A VDLm2 VDLm4 UAT 1090ES AeroMACS LDACS

Use A2G, G2A A2G,
G2A

A2G,
G2A,
A/A

A2G,
G2A,
A/A

A2G,
G2A,
A/A

A2G, G2A A2G, G2A

Type Selective Selective, Selective, Selective, Selective, Selective, Selective,
Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast

Domain APT, TMA,
ENR

TMA,
ENR

ENR TMA ENR APT TMA, ENR

Sender Air, Ground Air,
Ground

Air,
Ground

Air,
Ground

Air Air, Ground Air, Ground

Receiver Air, Ground Air,
Ground

Air,
Ground

Air,
Ground

Air,
Ground

Air, Ground Air, Ground

Frequency
(MHz)

129-137 118-137 118-137 978 1090 5091-5150 FL: 1110-1156
RL: 964–1010

Data
Rate

2.4 kbps 31.5 kbps 19.2 kbps 1 Mbps 1 Mbps 1.8-9.2 Mbps 0.6-2.8 Mbps

Modu-
lation
Scheme

MSK D8PSK GFSK CPFSK OOK adaptive:
QPSK-
64-QAM

adaptive:
QPSK-
64-QAM

Access
Method

CSMA CSMA S-TDMA CSMA CSMA Scheduled Scheduled

Adoption In use In use Parts of
the world

Parts of
the world

In use Parts of the
world

In preparation

ICAO
Ref.

- [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [16, 17]

RTCA
Ref.

- [56] - [57] [58] [59] -

signaling channel, however, the number of channels has been increased recently to address
capacity problems. Still, a large-scale SESAR induced study from 2015 [23] revealed,
that even quadrupling the capacity for VDLm2 will not suffice in providing appropriate
ATM service, latest by 2025.

This is one of the main motivations for LDACS described below in Section 2.2.1.1.
While VDLm3 and VDLm4 were standardized, they were never widely deployed [23] and
VDLm2 remains the de-facto standard for digital terrestrial aeronautical communications
as of 2022 [48,62].

Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) development began in 1995 and was initially
designed for the transmission of ADS-B messages [63]. It operates on 978 MHz on a single
common wideband channel, offers up to 1 Mbps and can support multiple broadcast
applications such as ADS-B, Flight Information System-Broadcast (FIS-B), or Traffic
Information System-Broadcast (TIS-B). UAT is standardized in ICAO Doc 9861 [53]
and in RTCA’s DO-282B [57]. The use of UAT for ADS-B is restricted to aircraft
operating below 18,000 ft and the technology is mainly deployed in general aviation in
Alaska [64] [48].

1090 MHz Extended Squitter (1090ES) is a datalink used above 18,000 ft instead of
UAT for ADS-B transmission. It operates in a single channel at 1,090 MHz and is used
by aircraft to broadcast detailed information on their position and intent. Contrary to
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Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR), also operating on this channel and using similar
data formats, it does not require interrogation, but transmits periodically. “ES” stands
for “Extended Squitter”, implying this fact in aeronautical jargon.

Guidance material for compatibility with ADS-B implementations using other datalinks
(i.e., UAT) can be found in RTCA’s DO-260B [58]. The dual link approach for ADS-B
(1090ES and UAT) in different air spaces was initiated by the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) with European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) also supporting
both links for compatibility reasons since 2012 [65] [48].

Aeronautical Mobile Airport Communications System (AeroMACS) is based on
the IEEE 802.16 WiMAX technology [30] and provides safety and non-safety related
services in the APT domain. AeroMACS is a relatively new aeronautical digital datalink,
standardized only in 2014 [59]. Since it is licensed to operate in the protected aviation
C-band from 5,091 MHz to 5,150 MHz [16], it is certified for safety related services,
similar to the permission of LDACS to use the protected aviation L-band [17]. As of
2021, AeroMACS is deployed at more than 40 airports worldwide [30].

Besides A/G communication with aircraft, AeroMACS is also used to interconnect
remote airport infrastructure. Since it is part of ICAO’s GANP [66] and has incorporated
cybersecurity measures from IEEE 802.16 WiMAX [67] combined with a PKI-based trust
approach [68], this technology and its security are discussed in detail in Section 3.4 [48].

L-band Digital Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS) is a ground-based
digital communications system for flight guidance and communications related to safety
and regularity of flight in continental airspace [41] and the main technology focus of this
thesis. As of 2022 it is under standardization by ICAO [26] and IETF [27], with initial
rollout starting in 2024, followed by planned worldwide deployment in 2028.

LDACS is foreseen for ATS, AOC and future applications such as sectorless ATM, 4D
trajectories or providing secure GBAS data [40,45,69]. It provides a data rate of up to
1.4 Mbps in Air-to-Ground (A2G) and Ground-to-Air (G2A) direction each, which is
at least one order of magnitude more net capacity than the current digital terrestrial
communications system VDLm2 [17].

Cybersecurity, covering aspects of trust, authentication, key management and data
protection, is one requirement within the standardization efforts [70], and the focus of
this work. More background on LDACS can be found in Section 3.2 [48].

2.2.1.2. Space-based Datalinks

Especially the Oceanic, Polar, Remote (ORP) domain and the Asia-Pacific region have
been the focus for the developments for ATM datalinks. Reasons for that are the
geographical scale or the remoteness of certain regions, which make the use of terrestrial
datalinks not viable. According to the ICAO’s Aeronautical Mobile-Satellite (Route)
Service (AMS(R)S) Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS) [71], there are
three classes of satellite links- Class A, B, and C. Class C is used for current time-based
ATM in the ORP domain, class B is foreseen to cover trajectory-based operations, and
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class A is foreseen for performance-based operations [72]. Since the focus of this thesis is
on terrestrial datalinks, and especially LDACS, the description of space-based links is
kept brief.

Table 2.5.: Summary of relevant space-based digital aeronautical datalinks.
Inmarsat SB Iridium Certus

Use A2G, G2A, A/A A2G, G2A, A/A
Type Selective, Selective,

Broadcast Broadcast
Domain (ENR), ORP (ENR), ORP
Sender Air, Ground, Space Air, Ground, Space
Receiver Air, Ground, Space Air, Ground, Space
Frequency FL: 1626.5-1660.5, 1668-1675 1616-1626.5
(MHz) RL: 1518-1559
Data Rate 432 kbps 22-704 kbps
Modulation A-BPSK, QPSK
Scheme A-QPSK
Access Method Scheduled Scheduled
Adoption In use In use
ICAO Ref. [73, 74] [73,74]
RTCA Ref. [75, 76] [75,76]

Inmarsat is a company for satellite communications and was established in 1979. As
of 2021, the sixth generation of Inmarsat-6 satellites is fully deployed, with the next
generation Inmarsat-7 satellites scheduled for launch in 2023 [77]. In the aeronautical
domain they provide ATC, AOC, two-way voice and data services at various data
rates [77]. As of 2021, the two relevant systems are the Inmarsat Iris and the JX system.

The first is a certified class B system (with possible evolution to class A) and based on
the Inmarsat SwiftBroadband technology [78], supporting IPv4 only and offering up to
432 kbps [77].

The second offers higher Quality of Service (QoS) and up to 50 Mbps on the forward
and 5 Mbps in the reverse datalink per beam, together with providing a secure end-to-
end connection from cockpit to the ground Communications Service Provider (CSP) or
Aeronautical Network Service Provider (ANSP) for voice and data paths and mutual
authentication and data integrity protection controls [48,78].

Iridium is also a company for satellite communications and was founded in 1991 [77].
They offer one class B system (with possible evolution to class A) - the Iridium Certus
system - for IPv4 services. This class B system is expected to be deployed via the Iridium
NEXT constellation [79]. Iridium Certus offers security features such as application
layer data security via the IPSec Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol using
Internet Key Exchange (IKE) with an Iridium-based PKI [80] [48].
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Future Constellations are new entrants to aeronautical communications, generally
summarized under this term. For instance, while Iridium and Inmarsat already have
satellites for aeronautical communications deployed, companies like SpaceX with Star-
link [81], OneWeb [82], and TeleSat with Lightspeed [83] are entering the market to
provide Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Internet Protocol (IP)-based SatCOM for aeronauti-
cal communications. Out of the three different communications domains declared by
ICAO [18] – (1) passenger entertainment services, (2) aircraft information services, (3)
and aircraft control-data – only the first can be provided with the current state of these
massive LEO constellations. The required reliability rate for safety-critical aeronautical
communications (2,3) is above 99.999 %, while for regular commercial datalinks reliability
can be lower than 99.9 % [19]. Since LEO constellations as of 2021 cannot provide these
reliability rates yet, these are not relevant for the state-of-the-art assessment on security
in digital aeronautical communications [48].

2.2.2. Aeronautical Network and Transport Layer Services
The three most relevant network and transport layer services, i.e., the interface between
aeronautical applications and datalinks, are characterized briefly here.

Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) was originally
designed out of necessity that flight crews had to report flight times via voice communi-
cations to ground radio operators, as they were paid differently for being airborne or on
ground. Thus, the text-based ACARS system was launched in July 1978 in an effort to
improve the accuracy of these reports and to reduce crew workload [84].

Technically, it is a character-based Telex point-to-point protocol, with different services
added later, such as ATC, AOC or Airline Administrative Control (AAC) informa-
tion [84]. ATC over ACARS is implemented as the Future Air Navigation System (FANS)
1/A package, which consists of CPDLC and Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Con-
tract (ADS-C). ACARS is one of the first systems in the aeronautical communications
ecosystem that supported the exchange of digital information. Originally an MSK modem
was used to send the data via a dedicated VHF channel, resulting in a data rate of 2.4
kbps [84].

ACARS predates modern concepts of layered network stacks and was implemented as
an integrated system with the combination of ACARS Telex protocol, applications, and
VDLm0/A often being called “Plain Old ACARS (POA)” [84].

In modern implementations ACARS is viewed as an application or overlay network over
another datalink, i.e., Telex messages encapsulated in packets of the underlying network.
In the case of VDLm2, this is implemented by a combination of the ACARS-Over-AVLC
(AOA) and Aviation VHF Link Control (AVLC) protocols. For satellite communications,
the compatibility layer is called Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) for Inmarsat
and Short Burst Data (SBD) for Iridium. Finally, ACARS over IP is also defined [84].

Thus, with the integration of different newer datalinks into the aeronautical commu-
nications ecosystem, ACARS messages can be transmitted via the following links: (1)
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VHF, (2) VDLm2, (3) HF datalink, (4) AeroMACS, (5) LDACS, (6) Inmarsat satcom
and (7) Iridium satcom [84]. For use cases not related to the safety and regularity of
flight, ACARS is also used over non-aviation IP datalinks like IEEE 802.11 (WiFi).

Since the original ACARS protocol offers no cybersecurity measures [85,86], Aeronauti-
cal Radio Incorporated (ARINC) made a concerted effort to develop a security framework,
called the AMS. This framework is described in ARINC specifications 823P1 [31] and
823P2 [32]. AMS is of high interest for this doctoral thesis, since it is one of the few fully
standardized securities architectures in the aeronautical civil domain. Thus, its content
is discussed further in Section 3.4 [48].

Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN)/Open Systems Interconnected
(OSI) was envisioned in 1998 as “... application entities and communication services
which allow ground, A/G and avionics data sub networks to interoperate by adopting
common interface service and protocols based on the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) open systems interconnection (OSI) reference model” [87]. The
most recent version is from 2010 and standardized in ICAO Doc. 9880 [87].

ATN/OSI

Protocol 

Stack

(ICAO Doc 

9880)

Link Layer

(VDLm2)

M-SNDCF

CLNP

TP4

ATN ULCS

Application

(CPDLC/CM)

Secure 

Dialogue

Service

Applications trigger use of

DS or SecDS -

Appears as same Interface

• Implements ATN-

defined SSO

• Provides (1) digital 

signature (ECDSA), 

(2) message 

authentication (HMAC-

SHA256), 

(3) key agreement 

(ECDH, KDF, SHA256) 

schemes, 

(4) public key 

certificates (ITU-T 

X.509)

• Can be implemented by

AMS (ARINC 

specification 823)

Figure 2.2.: ATN/OSI stack with security mea-
sures by ICAO Doc. 9880 [48,87].

The general goal was to establish
a common internetwork for aeronau-
tical services, enabling interoperabil-
ity across worldwide air traffic con-
trol. The ATN/OSI protocol stack
is depicted in Figure 2.2 and con-
sists of Link Layer1, Mobile Sub-
Network Dependent Convergence Func-
tion (M-SNDCF), Connection Less
Network Protocol (CLNP), and Trans-
port Protocol class 4 (TP4). ATN
Upper Layer Communications Service
(ULCS) is responsible for establishing
a session among communicating peers
on the airborne and ground sides. Be-
tween application layer and ATN, the
ULCS is either implemented via the
Dialogue Service (DS) or the Secure
Dialogue Service (SecDS) which offers
security features, such as digital signa-

tures, key agreement and public key certificates as depicted in Figure 2.2 [87].
As of 2022 the only standard meeting the security requirements from ICAO Doc.

9880 [87], is the ARINC standard 823 [31] for AMS. Hence, the terms “Secure Dialogue
Service” and “ACARS Message Security” can be used interchangeably [48].

1ICAO Doc. 9880 [87] only specifies VDLm2 here.
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Figure 2.3.: ATN/IPS protocol architecture as defined in ICAO Doc. 9896 [28,48].

Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN)/IP-Protocol Suite (IPS) strives
for a globally harmonized aviation communications ecosystem. It was declared the
successor to ACARS and ATN/OSI networks in 2010 and includes a communications
infrastructure based on IPv6. It is anchored in the ICAO GANP [66] and the Air/Ground
Data Communications Strategies of the European Union (EU), SESAR2, and NextGEN
in the United States (US)3, and therefore has a high potential to harmonize worldwide
aeronautical networks. The first specification of the ATN/IPS was released in 2010 in
ICAO Doc. 9896 [28], with the third edition in preparation as of 2022.

The specification has four abstraction layers, namely the link layer, which can be
filled by any aeronautical datalink technology discussed above, the internet or IP layer,
the transport layer and the application layer. The ATN/IPS architecture is depicted in
Figure 2.3.

Further requirements such as mobility, multilink, management, interface and naming
conventions, transport layer, network layer, IPS routing and security requirements are
defined in RTCA DO-379 [88]. For the scope of this work, it is important to note, that
a total of 18 security requirements are defined in [88], which are incorporated in the
informal ATN/IPS security standard, the ARINC standard 858 [29].

The ATN/IPS defines three security layers: Application security, which provides end-
to-end security for data exchanged between IPS nodes, such as airborne and ground
nodes. The basis for application security can be found in transport layer security, namely
the incorporation of Transport Layer Security (TLS) [89] or Datagram Transport Layer
Security (DTLS) [90] depending on the underlying transport protocol (i.e., Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP)). Due to the multilink

2https://www.sesarju.eu/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
3https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
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requirements (i.e., interchangeable use of terrestrial or space-based datalinks, resulting
on highly diverse Round Trip Time (RTT)) the default transport protocol will be UDP
with reliability extensions according to [88] defined in [28].

Network-security describes intra-network security, protecting ground-based IPS nodes
within an administrative domain, and inter-network security, which protects the com-
munication between ground-based nodes across different administrative domains. ICAO
Doc. 9896 [28] defines inter-network security mechanisms, such as the usage of the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) protocol version 4 [91] (cf. Figure 2.3), to ensure global
interoperability.

Lastly, it is foreseen that datalink security is handled by the respective aeronautical
datalink (e.g., AeroMACS, LDACS, SATCOM), providing mostly access control mecha-
nisms to the overall ATN/IPS network infrastructure. The standardization and roll-out
of ATN/IPS is, as of 2021, an ongoing process and most aeronautical applications are
still served via ACARS or the ATN/OSI in Europe [13].

Since LDACS is one of the link layer technologies for ATN/IPS-based data, this
technology is of high interest to this work and its security will be discussed in detail in
Section 3.4.3 [48].

2.2.3. Aviation Communications Services
This domain can be split into Air Traffic Services (ATS) applications [50], which enable
interactions between aircraft and ANSPs, and Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC)
applications, which concern flight planning, weather, dispatching, ground handling, and
airline messaging. Current and future ATS applications include [48]:

FANS-1/A RTCA DO-258A [92] defines the original FANS-1/A applications as ATS
Facilities Notification (AFN) messaging, ADS-C position reporting, CPDLC text--
based controller-pilot communications, using the ACARS protocols A2G message
transfer.

FANS-1/A+ upgrades FANS-1/A communications, by including a message latency
detection function.

Baseline 1 (B1) is a subset of the ICAO ATN application set and defined by ICAO
Docs. 9705 and 9880 [71, 93]. RTCA DO-280B [94] defines B1 services like CM,
ADS, CPDLC and FIS-B. Additional applications are ADS-B, FIS-B, and TIS-B
informational services. B1 applications are primarily provided via ACARS or
ATN/OSI.

Baseline 2 (B2) systems are datalink equipped aircraft and ground systems compliant
with RTCA DO-350A [47]. The shift from B1 to B2 is a major expansion of ATN
capabilities, including 4D Trajectory (4DT)-based operations and airport services.
As with B1 applications being designed mainly for usage via the DS defined in
ATN/OSI [93], these services will be accommodated on IPS using the IPS Dialogue
Service (DS) specified in ICAO Doc. 9896 [28].
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ARINC standards 702A and 620 [95,96] define a multitude of AOC services, such as the
“FLTPLAN” service – “Flight Plan” –, which prepares the flight plan in accordance with
AOC and loads it into avionics, or the “NOTAM” service – “Notice to Airmen” –, which
alerts the flight crew of special circumstances such as airspace restrictions. In this work,
aviation communication services are differentiated by their usage for air traffic control
and for aeronautical information services. The following section briefly characterizes the
different systems mentioned in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.

Table 2.6.: Summary of ATC systems [48,97].
Voice CPDLC SSR ADS-B GBAS(HF VHF)

System Voice comm Data comm Cooperative aircraft Broadcast aircraft, GNSS corrections
Description ATC-cockpit ATC-cockpit detection, ATC data, for precision,

positioning, Collision automatic
data exchange avoidance landings

Contents ATC, AOC ATC, ATS, AOC A: 4-digit codes, system, area, target GNSS corrections,
C: Altitude information and integrity
S: ADS-B-like with-
out position

position solutions

Network VCS ACARS, ASTERIX - -
Layer ATN/OSI, messages over IP

ATN/IPS ground network
Link Layer HF, VHF VDLm2/m4, 1090 UAT VDB

AeroMACS, 1090ES,
LDACS,
Inmarsat SB,
Iridium Certus

Signal Analogue Digital Digital Digital Digital
Adoption In use Parts of the world,

In use
In use In use In use

ICAO Ref. [60, 74] [60, 74] [60, 98] [26, 99] [93]
RTCA Ref. [100] [47] [101] [58] [102]

2.2.3.1. Air Traffic Control (ATC)

ATC provides flight guidance related to safety and regularity of flight [50, 97]. The main
purpose of ATC is “to prevent a collision between aircraft operating in the system and
to organize [...] the flow of traffic” [103]. As a result, communications technologies can
be seen as the enabler for ATC procedures and provider for the communication between
air traffic controllers and pilots.

High Frequency (HF), Very High Frequency (VHF) - or “Airband” [104] technology
- is still the primary communication between ATC and aircraft today [16]. Frequency
bands of 2-30 MHz have been assigned to HF, while VHF voice is located between
117.975-137 MHz [104]. The underlying communications technique still relies on analogue
VHF Double Side-Band Amplitude Modulation (DSB-AM), which has been in use since
1948 [16]. Voice transmission sites are connected to ATC centers via dedicated Voice
Communications Systems (VCSs). Modern VCSs use voice over IP in the ground network
according to ED-137 [48,105].
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Controller–Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) is a datalink application
allowing the exchange of data messages between ATC and flight crew [74]. Mainly used
for clearances and requests, the operators can either use pre-selected key words or free
text to send messages in A2G or G2A direction. CPDLC holds several advantages over
voice communications, such as the reduction of misunderstandings between pilot and air
traffic controller due to acoustic noise or the transmission of long or complex information
such as weather data or flight plan changes. Furthermore, CPDLC paves the way for
semi-automatic or fully automatic flying. This is especially important for new entrants,
such as Unmanned Aeronautical System (UAS). As of 2021, the main underlying datalink
used worldwide for CPDLC is VDLm2 [74, 97]. It mainly uses the ACARS network
outside of Europe while in Europe the transition to ATN/OSI has already begun. Other
areas plan to migrate directly to ATN/IPS without intermediate steps [48].

Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) is a cooperative surveillance technology which
provides target information such as aircraft identity and altitude [98]. In the context of
this work it suffices to describe it as a digital means to exchange position data. It relies
on SSR ground stations that broadcast interrogations to aircraft transponders. There are
several aviation transponder interrogation modes: Mode 1 to 5 for military use and Mode
A, B, C, D, and S for civilian use. Mode A provides a 4-digit octal identification code for
the aircraft, which is referred to as Squawk Code and often assigned by ATC prior to the
flight. Pressure altitude can be transmitted using Mode C, which is often combined with
Mode A in alternating interrogations. More complex information can be sent utilizing
Mode S, with each aircraft having assigned a 24-bit ICAO address. Mode S - “S” for
“selected” - will substitute Mode A and C, and also allows the specific interrogation of a
single aircraft instead of requesting information from all aircraft in broadcast range [106].

SSR uses 1,030 MHz for interrogations and 1,090 MHz for replies [98]. Evaluating the
1,090 MHz responses, an SSR system can obtain airspace monitoring information, such
as aircraft positions and velocities [106]. SSR has no network layer in the conventional
sense, although SSR data is exchanged over the ground network using the All Purpose
Structured Eurocontrol Surveillance Information Exchange (ASTERIX) message format.
ASTERIX messages may be exchanged via IP networks or X.25 networks [48].

Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) is commonly not regarded as an ATC
service. However, GBAS still provides a flight guidance service related to the safety and
regularity of flight, even in its most critical phase: the landing. GBAS is used to improve
the accuracy and integrity of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), to allow
GNSS-based precision approaches and automatic landings of aircraft [39].

GBAS-based GNSS corrections are transmitted via the VHF Datalink Broadcast
(VDB), a broadcast version of the VHF datalink and as such, shortcomings of the VHF
or VDLm2 datalink apply here as well. As of 2021, GBAS Approach Service Type D
(GAST-D) is rolled out worldwide, allowing for automatic category II and III aircraft
landings [102]. Since GBAS is an important broadcast application transmitted over
LDACS, a thorough description is given in Section 3.3.
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Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) is a GNSS dependent
surveillance technology where aircraft automatically broadcast their GNSS-based position
[26,43]. The tracking data is intended for ATC ground stations, and therefore replaces
active interrogations of those of other aircraft in the vicinity, providing situational
awareness [43]. Furthermore, ADS-B broadcasts can also be received by Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) satellites (such as e.g., Iridium-Next) to enable traffic surveillance over
ORP areas [107]. Update periods depend on airspace and traffic, but are set at 0.5
second on average for position and velocity updates and at 5 second for an identification
broadcast [26]. Broadcast data can be sent via two competing datalinks: UAT or
1090ES [57]. As UAT requires new hardware, ADS-B and SSR Mode S has been fused
to the 1090ES link for easier deployment [58]. ADS-B has no network layer, since data
is directly exchanged between aircraft. If ADS-B data is used for surveillance on the
ground, it is treated like SSR data i.e., exchanged using ASTERIX [48].

2.2.3.2. Information Services

All aeronautical information services are listed in ICAO Annex 15, which states “[t]he
objective of the aeronautical information service is to ensure the flow of aeronautical
data and aeronautical information necessary for global air traffic management system
safety, regularity, economy and efficiency in an environmentally sustainable manner” [108].
Hence, the focus is on information not directly linked to flight guidance, but applicable
to the flight safety and regularity. It should be noted that ACARS was described in
Section 2.2.2 due to its historical development as data transport and information service
system.

Table 2.7.: Summary of aeronautical information systems [48,97].
ACARS TCAS FIS-B TIS-B

System
Description

Data
Communications

Collision
Avoidance

Flight
Information

Traffic Informa-
tion for non ADS-B
equipped aircraft

Contents Flight ID, Position,
Weather, Mainte-
nance, Engineering

Transponder
Status, Posi-
tion

Weather, NO-
TAM,

Traffic Information

Link Layer VDL m0/A/m2/m4,
AeroMACS, LDACS,
Inmarsat SB, Iridium
Certus

Mode S,
1090ES

UAT UAT, 1090ES

Signal Digital Digital Digital Digital
Adoption In use In use Parts of US Parts of US
ARINC Ref. [84] - - -
RTCA Ref. - [109] [110] [58]

Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is an SSR transponder signal-based,
ground ATC independent aircraft collision avoidance system, designed to mitigate the
risk of mid-air collisions [111]. The version in use as of 2021, TCAS II, specified in
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RTCA’s DO-185 [111], uses information such as identity, altitude, position, bearing or
velocity from available ATC data, such as Mode C, S or ADS-B. This information is
then displayed to the pilot to provide a traffic surveillance overview of all aircraft in
the vicinity and is used to trigger advisories [111]. If a transponder equipped aircraft is
evaluated as an intruder, a Traffic Advisory (TA) is issued which raises pilot awareness
and aids in visually detecting the correct traffic. If the aircraft becomes hazardous, TCAS
can further provide a Resolution Advisory (RA). This is a suggested, vertical maneuver
designed to preserve or increase separation from conflicting aircraft, which pilots are
expected to follow immediately.

If both involved aircraft are equipped with TCAS II, the maneuvers can be coordinated
between the individual TCAS units utilizing 1,030/1,090 MHz for coordination interroga-
tions as well [112]. As of 2021, all this information is received via interrogation of nearby
aircraft with an update rate of 1 Hz. However, hybrid solutions relying on ADS-B data
for distant aircraft have been proposed [112]. In the future, full incorporation of ADS-B
can make interrogation unnecessary [48].

Flight Information System-Broadcast (FIS-B) is a G2A broadcast service via the
UAT datalink of meteorological and aeronautical information (e.g., Notice to Airman
(NOTAM), Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) or Significant Meteorological Information
(SIGMET)) [110]. Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) are specified
in DO-358 [110]. An aircraft needs to be equipped with an UAT receiver and data are
transmitted on 978 MHz [110]. Currently, FIS-B is mainly deployed in US airspace and
the FAA provides data mainly for flights below 24,000 ft [48].

Traffic Information System-Broadcast (TIS-B) is defined in DO-260B [58] and presents
a timely overview of nearby aircraft positions, based on the combined information of
GNSS and ground-based radar [58]. TIS-B information is either broadcast via 1090ES
or UAT, and thus it uses the same frequencies and even the same message format as
ADS-B [58]. The system is mainly used in the US and intended for aircraft that are not
equipped with ADS-B receivers [48].

2.3. State of the Art
The security properties outlined in Section 2.1 are applied to the aeronautical datalinks,
network services, and applications discussed in Section 2.2. To find out to what stage
security has progressed for each technology (1) requirements, (2) standards and (3)
scientific literature for each of them are reviewed. If security measures are implemented,
by any of the three mentioned standards on security properties (RFC 4949 [3], ISO
27000 [4], IEC 62443 [5]), the property is regarded as fulfilled. Tables 2.8 to 2.10 display
the results for each technology and adheres to the following color coding: ✔, shown in
green, indicates that the property is specified, ✘, shown in red, indicates that it is not
present, (✔), shown in yellow, indicates that it is an optional feature in the relevant
documents, and a gray box indicates that there is no available information.
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Table 2.8.: Aeronautical datalinks: Existence of security properties as specified in require-
ments, specification or scientific literature [15].

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Authenticity Accountability Non-Repudiation Reliability
Requirements - MOPS, MASPS (RTCA), SARPS (ICAO)

VDLm0/A ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61]
VDLm2 ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60] ✘ [56, 60]
UAT ✘ [57] ✘ [57] ✘ [57] ✘ [57] ✘ [57] ✘ [57] ✘ [57]
1090ES ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98] ✘ [58, 98]
AeroMACS ✔ [59] ✔ [59] ✔ [59] ✔ [59] ✔ [59] ✔ [59] ✔ [59]
LDACS (✔) [26] ✔ [26] ✔ [26] ✔ [26] ✔ [26] ✔ [26] ✔ [26]
Inmarsat SB (✔) [75,76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76]
Iridium
Certus (✔) [75,76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76] ✔ [75, 76]

Specification - Manual (ICAO, RTCA)
VDLm0/A ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61]
VDLm2 ✘ [51] ✘ [51] ✘ [51] ✘ [51] ✘ [51] ✘ [51] ✘ [51]
UAT ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53]
1090ES ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54]
AeroMACS ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67] ✔ [55, 67]
LDACS ✘ [17] ✘ [17] ✘ [17] ✘ [17] ✘ [17] ✘ [17] ✘ [17]
Inmarsat SB (✔) [76] (✔) [76] (✔) [76] (✔) [76] (✔) [76] (✔) [76] (✔) [76]
Iridium
Certus

Literature - Academic
VDLm0/A ✔ [113] ✔ [113] ✔ [113] ✔ [113] ✔ [113] ✘ [113] ✔ [113]
VDLm2 ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114]
UAT ✔ [115] ✔ [115] ✔ [115] ✔ [115] ✔ [115] ✔ [115] ✔ [115]
1090ES ✔ [43] ✔ [43] ✔ [43] ✔ [43] ✔ [43] ✔ [43] ✔ [43]
AeroMACS ✔ [30] ✔ [30] ✔ [30] ✔ [30] ✔ [30] ✔ [30] ✔ [30]
LDACS ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116] ✔ [15, 39,116]
Inmarsat SB ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117]
Iridium
Certus ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117] ✔ [117]

Table 2.9.: Aeronautical communications networks: Existence of security properties as
specified in requirements, specification or scientific literature [15].
Confidentiality Integrity Availability Authenticity Accountability Non-Repudiation Reliability

Requirements - MOPS, MASPS (RTCA), SARPS (ICAO)
ACARS ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61] ✘ [61]
ACARS AMS ✔ [31] ✔ [31] ✔ [31] ✔ [31] ✔ [31] ✔ [31] ✔ [31]
ATN/OSI ✘ [118] ✘ [118] ✘ [118] ✘ [118] ✘ [118] ✘ [118] ✘ [118]
ATN/IPS ✔ [88] ✔ [88] ✔ [88] ✔ [88] ✔ [88] ✔ [88] ✔ [88]

Specification - Manual (ICAO, RTCA)
ACARS ✘ [84] ✘ [84] ✘ [84] ✘ [84] ✘ [84] ✘ [84] ✘ [84]
ACARS AMS ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32] ✔ [31, 32]
ATN/OSI ✘ [93] ✔ [93] ✔ [93] ✔ [93] ✔ [93] ✔ [93] ✔ [93]
ATN/IPS ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29] ✔ [28, 29]

Literature - Academic
ACARS ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119] ✔ [113,119]
ACARS AMS ✔ [120] ✔ [120] ✔ [120] ✔ [120] ✔ [120] ✔ [120] ✔ [120]
ATN/OSI ✘ [121] ✔ [121] ✔ [121] ✔ [121] ✔ [121] ✔ [121] ✔ [121]
ATN/IPS ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114] ✔ [114]
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Table 2.10.: Aeronautical communications services: Existence of security properties as
specified in requirements, specification or scientific literature [15].

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Authenticity Accountability Non-Repudiation Reliability
Requirements - MOPS, MASPS (RTCA), SARPS (ICAO)

CPDLC ✘ [47] ✘ [47] ✘ [47] ✘ [47] ✘ [47] ✘ [47] ✘ [47]
SSR ✘ [101] ✘ [101] ✘ [101] ✘ [101] ✘ [101] ✘ [101] ✘ [101]
ADS-B ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58] ✘ [57, 58]
TCAS ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111]
FIS-B ✘ [110] ✘ [110] ✘ [110] ✘ [110] ✘ [110] ✘ [110] ✘ [110]
TIS-B ✘ [58] ✘ [58] ✘ [58] ✘ [58] ✘ [58] ✘ [58] ✘ [58]
GBAS ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122]

Specification - Manual (ICAO, RTCA)
CPDLC ✘ [74] ✘ [74] ✘ [74] ✘ [74] ✘ [74] ✘ [74] ✘ [74]
SSR ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54] ✘ [54]
ADS-B ✘ [99] ✘ [99] ✘ [99] ✘ [99] ✘ [99] ✘ [99] ✘ [99]
TCAS ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111] ✘ [111]
FIS-B ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53]
TIS-B ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53] ✘ [53]
GBAS ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122] ✘ [122]

Literature - Academic
CPDLC ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124] ✔ [123,124]
SSR ✘ [125] ✘ [125] ✘ [125] ✘ [125] ✘ [125] ✘ [125] ✘ [125]
ADS-B ✘ [126] ✔ [126,127] ✔ [126,127] ✔ [126,127] ✔ [126,127] ✔ [126,127] ✔ [126,127]
TCAS ✘ [128] ✘ [128] ✘ [128] ✘ [128] ✘ [128] ✘ [128] ✘ [128]
FIS-B ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129]
TIS-B ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129] ✔ [129]
GBAS ✘ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40] ✔ [39, 40]

Tables 2.8 to 2.10 reveal that no technology prior to 2007 has security measures speci-
fied or standardized for any aeronautical communications technology layer. For datalinks,
only AeroMACS and SatCOM have security measures fully specified and standardized,
while LDACS has them as requirements in the SARPS, but the MOPS/Minimum Avia-
tion System Performance Specifications (MASPS) or manual are still lacking these (cf.
Table 2.8). While the author of this thesis was directly responsible for defining security
measures as requirement for LDACS, the lack thereof in the manual yet underlines the
importance of this thesis.

On network layer side, AMS was the first technology with security measures fully
incorporated by 2007, with ATN/OSI not having them defined as requirement originally,
but following up on them in 2010 within its manual. Lastly, ATN/IPS has them fully
integrated from the design stage on.

On application side, no security measure is set as required whatsoever in the standards.
The last rows in Tables 2.8 to 2.10 clearly show that while most aeronautical standards

lack some or any security measures, the scientific community disclosed that fact at many
occasions and also proposed countermeasures.
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2.4. Findings
The gap analysis in this chapter reveals that prior to 2007, very few aeronautical
technologies had fully specified, standardized, or implemented security measures. Since
then, newer technologies have incorporated security, but legacy systems have been left as
is. This finding is well-documented in scientific literature and highlights the gap between
scientific publications and aeronautical standards.

The absence of security measures in any layer of the network stack, when combined with
other datalinks, network services, or applications, makes aeronautical data vulnerable
on wireless datalinks. This discovery is significant and highlights the importance of
implementing security measures at any one layer to already significantly improve the
security of aeronautical data.

To answer Research Question 1, what are the certified digital wireless systems used
in civil aviation that already transmit safety-critical data through a secure channel, the
analysis concludes that of all the examined technologies, only AeroMACS, AMS and the
ATN/IPS have fully specified, standardized, and implemented security measures.

These three topics are of particular interest for further examination in this doctoral
thesis as they provide effective security measures and are highly relevant to the aeronau-
tical field. Since LDACS is a datalink technology, the security measures of AeroMACS
are of particular interest and will be examined in the next chapter in Section 3.4.
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3. Background and Related Work

This chapter is divided into three sections: first, a brief introduction to the fundamentals
of cryptography is provided in Section 3.1; second, the technological focus of the doctoral
thesis, including LDACS and GBAS, is introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3,
respectively; third, related work on security architectures for aeronautical communications
is discussed in Section 3.4.

The system characteristics in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 highlight limitations in terms of
channel sizes or latency when it comes to the design and integration of security measures
in Chapters 5 and 6. These sections are technical in nature. Section 3.4 provides an
overview of existing security solutions in aeronautical communications and highlights
shortcomings identified in related works.

This chapter answers the second part of Research Question 2 by identifying the
constraints for applying security measures to LDACS.

3.1. Fundamentals of Cryptography
Throughout this work, two different types of keys are referred to: session keys and
long-term keys.

Session keys are keys that are created for a specific session or connection within
a protocol. They are primarily used to encrypt and decrypt data, or to confirm the
authenticity of data during that session and are usually discarded after the session
ends. On the other hand, long-term keys have a longer lifespan and are often used to
establish secure connections over an extended period of time. They are commonly used
to encrypt and decrypt or sign and verify data that is stored for long periods of time or
to establish secure connections that will be reused multiple times. While session keys
are usually used with symmetric-key cryptography and established during a protocol,
long-term keys can be shared keys or public-private key pairs. The former are keys
for symmetric-key cryptography shared by communications parties in a secure manner
before communications commences, while the latter are long-term public keys for which
each communications party hold the corresponding private key [130].

These keys can be used in schemes ensuring confidentiality, authentication, integrity,
non-repudiation and more security properties as defined in Section 2.1.

3.1.1. Security of Cryptographic Schemes
Since few of these schemes are provably secure, the question remains how a scheme
can be considered secure. Historically, cryptographic schemes have been based on hard
mathematical problems where the computation of the solution is assumed easy when an
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additional information is given, such as a secret key, and is assumed to be too expensive,
or infeasible, when not [46].

Informally, a computation is assumed feasible if the computation time increases
polynomially with the input length, while a computation is assumed infeasible if the
time increases faster than any polynomial. In concrete numbers, performing up to 260

computational operations on a classical computer is considered feasible, while 2160 is
considered infeasible [130].

However, previously assumed hard computational problems, such as the discrete
logarithm problem or, more fundamentally, prime factorization, can be broken with
Shor’s algorithm with the use of quantum computers. As such, previously assumed
secure schemes are broken once a quantum computer with sufficient logical q-bits exists.
Additionally, Grover’s algorithm speeds up the process of searching roots of a function
f from N to

√
N steps, essentially halving the security level of some of the most used

symmetric encryption algorithms, such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [46].
These developments are the main reason why this doctoral thesis considers pre- and

post-quantum cryptographic methods.

3.1.2. Authentication
Authentication protocols handle verifications resulting in proofs, e.g., that the sender and
receiver are who they claim to be, that the message has not been modified in any way,
and that the sender cannot claim that she did not send a message even if she actually
did.

The authentication property is hereby defined following Lowe’s hierarchy of authentica-
tion specification, as “(injective) agreement” [131], which enforces a one-to-one relationship
between two peers and can be considered the strictest authentication definition, given in
Definition 3.1. Lowe extends on this definition with the term full agreement, referring
to the agreement property but using all atomic data items exchanged in the protocol
run [131].

Definition 3.1 (Agreement [131]). A protocol guarantees to an initiator A agreement
with a responder B on a set of data items ds if, whenever A (acting as initiator) completes
a run of the protocol, apparently with responder B, then B has previously been running
the protocol, apparently with A, and B was acting as responder in his run, and the two
agents agreed on the data values corresponding to all the variables in ds, and each such
run of A corresponds to a unique run of B.

Since authentication requires some underlying cryptographic principle two shall be
discussed here: message authentication codes and signatures [132].

First a Message Authentication Code (MAC) is formally defined in Definition 3.2.
Since k is a symmetric key, a MAC does not provide the non-repudiation property, since
any communication member in possession of k could have created the tag t. Please note,
that due to MACs being computationally much more efficient than asymmetric means,
i.e., signatures, they are typically used for message authentication.
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Definition 3.2 (Message Authentication Code [130,132]). A Message Authentication
Code (MAC) is a family of functions of a key generation algorithm KeyGen(1n)→ k,
a message tag generation algorithm Mac(k, m) → t, and a message tag verification
algorithm verify(k, m, t) → {0, 1}, where k ∈ K is a key space, t ∈ T the tag space
with t of fixed-length value and m a message of arbitrary length, such that any tag
results in a valid verification, and which satisfies the following properties:
1. Given key k and message m it is computationally easy to calculate MAC tag t
2. Given MAC tags t for any number of messages under the given key k (even messages
chosen adaptively by an adversary), it is computationally hard to find any valid MAC
tags t for any new message.

A digital signature handles the verification of the sender’s authenticity, that a message
has not been altered in any way and a means to prevent deniability [132]. As such, digital
signatures are used at the beginning of MAKE protocols such as Internet Key Exchange
version 2 (IKEv2) [133] or SIGn and MAc (SIGMA) [134] to proof the identity claim to
each other, before a symmetric key is negotiated used for securing later exchanged user-
data. A digital signature is formally defined in Definition 3.3 with a security definition
for digital signature algorithms given in the following: “A digital signature algorithm is
regarded as secure if it is computationally hard for the adversary to find a valid signature
of any message that has not been previously signed, even given many previously signed
messages (chosen adaptively).” [130].

Definition 3.3 (Digital Signature [130,132]). A digital signature algorithm consists of
four sets: a set of signing keys Ksk, a set of verification keys Kpk, a message set M,
and a signature set S, together with three algorithms:
1. A key generation algorithm KeyGen(1n)→ (pk, sk)
2. A digital signing algorithm Sig(sk, m)→ σ
3. A digital signature verification algorithm verify(pk, m, σ)→ {0, 1}
with pk ∈ Kpk, sk ∈ Ksk, m ∈ M, σ ∈ S, such that any signature results in a valid
verification (output of 1).

Since anyone can claim an identity with a corresponding public, private key pair
(pk, sk), a solution is required that cryptographically binds that identity and the private
key together. One approach to solve this issue is the use of digital certificates and
a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). A PKI manages a set of public-/ private-keys
of a given set of parties such that each party has a public key associated to a digital
certificate and a private key that allows said party to sign messages. Another party can
then use the PKI to verify the authenticity of the signature and that the signature is
associated to a certain party. While a PKI may also incorporate public-key encryption,
this work only considers a PKI for digital signatures.

Please note, messages protected by MACs or signatures are by itself not protected
against replay attacks meaning the sequence m||t has not timeliness or uniqueness
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guarantee. The solution is to insert time variant parameters. One possibility for that is
sequence numbers as given in Equation (3.1) [130].

m||N ||t←Mac(k, m, N), with N ∈ N and N++ per message (3.1)

The other option is using timestamps as given in Equation (3.2) [130].

m||T ||t←Mac(k, m, T ), with t being a timestamp (3.2)

3.1.3. Key Establishment
At the beginning of Section 3.1 the term session key was introduced. A session key is
usually one result of a secure channel establishment protocol between communications
participants and used to secure the actual communications payloads. It is generally distin-
guished between key transport (cf. Definition 3.4) and key agreement (cf. Definition 3.5)
protocol but also hybrid forms exist, which combine properties of the two.

Definition 3.4 (Key Transport Protocol [130]). A key transport protocol is an au-
thentication and key establishment protocol in which one of the principals generates the
session key and this key is then transferred to all protocol users in that session.

Definition 3.5 (Key Agreement Protocol [130]). A key agreement protocol is an
authentication and key establishment protocol in which the session key is a function of
inputs from all protocol users in that session.

Agreed keys from Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 can have different security properties, de-
pending on the specific way, they are agreed upon. Here the good key, key integrity,
consistency and perfect forward secrecy property shall be introduced.

The good key property assures that the key is fresh and known to at most the involved
principles and, possibly, mutually trusted parties, and defined in Definition 3.6.

Definition 3.6 (Good Key [130]). A shared session key is a good key for A to use with
B only if A has assurance that (1) the key is fresh, (2) the key is known to at most A
and B and any mutually trusted parties.

Key integrity ensures that the resulting key has not been maliciously modified and
that inputs only stem from legitimate principals. It is defined in Definition 3.7.

Definition 3.7 (Key Integrity [130]). Key integrity is the property that the key has not
been modified by the adversary, or equivalently only has inputs from legitimate principals.
For a key transport protocol, key integrity means that if the key is accepted by any
principal it must be the same key as that chosen by the key originator.
For a key agreement protocol, key integrity means that if a key is accepted by any
principal it must be a known function of only the inputs of the protocol principals
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Consistency (also named key confirmation) ensures, that two principals have actually
agreed upon the same keys and that they can verify that from the respective other party.
The definition of Krawczyk [134] is used in this work and given in Definition 3.8.

Definition 3.8 (Consistency [134]). If two honest parties establish a common session
key then both need to have a consistent view of who the peers to the session are. Namely,
if a party A establishes a key K and believes the peer to the exchange to be B, then if B
establishes the session key K then it needs to believe that the peer to the exchange is A;
and vice-versa.

Perfect forward secrecy ensures that a conversation secured by a session key remains
secret, even if the long-term keys used to arrive at that session key are revealed later on.
We follow Krawczyk’s definition [134] together with Cremers extension [135], resulting in
the definition of perfect forward secrecy in Definition 3.9.

Definition 3.9 (Perfect Forward Secrecy). Secrecy of a term (typically a session key)
occurs in a session s whilst allowing the adversary to compromise the long-term keys
of all agents after s has been completed. Thus, the compromise of the long-term keys
should not lead to the compromise of session keys (or any session-specific secret) from
earlier sessions.

Although per-se not a cryptographic building block, the Diffie-Hellman Key Ex-
change (DHKE) protocol over finite fields or the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH)
protocol for elliptic curves over finite fields, is an important part in many key agreement
protocols, as it allows both participants to provide an input for the resulting session key.
The underlying problem is called the discrete logarithm problem, which can be extended
to the computational Diffie-Hellman problem [136], which is given in Definition 3.10.

Definition 3.10 (Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem [136]). For a cyclic group
G with a generator g, given the tuple g, gx, gy, with x, y ∈ Z the problem of computing
gx×y is known as the Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem.

Based on that problem, a simple DHKE exchange based on the cyclic group Zp with p
prime is given in Figure 3.1. Given two principals (Alice and Bob) share a prime p ∈ Z,
a prime divisor q ∈ Z for p− 1, and an element g ∈ Zp of order q and generator for the
cyclic finite group G, they can agree on a common key k ∈ key space K by performing
the following steps:

Most post-quantum key establishment protocols are based, at least partly, on key trans-
port protocols (cf. Definition 3.4) 1. One prominent example is the Key Encapsulation
Mechanism (KEM), which is used to first generate a random-looking new value and
then encapsulate that value such that only the chosen recipient can recover that value.
To close this part on key establishment options, KEM is defined in Definition 3.11. A

1https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/post-quantum-cryptography/selected-algorithms-2022
(accessed January 20, 2023)
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Alice Bob
Choose x with 2 ≤ x ≤ p− 2, Choose y with 2 ≤ y ≤ p− 2,
denoted DHToken(·)→ (x, PA) denoted DHToken(·)→ (y, PB)

PA = gx mod p Calculate secret: P y
A mod p = k,

denoted DHSharedSecret(y, PA)→ k

Calculate secret: P x
B mod p = k, PB = gy mod p

denoted DHSharedSecret(x, PB)→ k

Figure 3.1.: Ephemeral DHKE protocol.

KEM is secure, if no probabilistic polynomial time adversary can distinguish between a
valid encapsulation and a random value [130].

Definition 3.11 (Key Encapsulation Mechanism [130]). A key encapsulation mecha-
nism defines four sets: a public key set Kpk, a private key set Ksk, a randomness set R,
and a ciphertext set C together with three algorithms:
1. A key generation algorithm KeyGen(1n)→ (pk, sk)
2. An encapsulation algorithm Encaps(pk, r)→ (c, k)
3. A decapsulation algorithm Decaps(sk, c) → k with pk ∈ Kpk, sk ∈ Ksk, r ∈
R, c ∈ C, such that if (c, k) is a valid output by Encaps(pk, r), then the decapsulation
Decaps(sk, c) yields k.

All initial authentication and key establishment require some kind of freshness proof,
to proof aliveness of communications participants and, similar as in Section 3.1.2, prevent
against replay attacks. This property can be provided via timestamps, i.e., the sender
adds the current time to the message and the recipient compares that timestamp to her
current time, or via nonces - “numbers used only once” - i.e., the principal A generates
a fresh nonce NA, adds it to her message and expects principal B to return NA after
some processing within some cryptographic function f . Hence, A can now deduce that
the message is fresh, since the message cannot be formed before NA is generated [130].

Lastly, in terms of key distribution, Group Key Management (GKM) and security
implications of these need to be introduced. GKM is a term introduced in [137] and
referred to as the process of maintaining and distributing required keys for cryptographic
operations among a group of several clients [138]. Three security properties are of special
interest in the context of GKM: (1) forward secrecy (cf.Definition 3.12), (2) backward
secrecy (cf. Definition 3.13), and (3) key independence (cf. Definition 3.14) [139].

Definition 3.12 (Forward Secrecy [137,139]). The scheme must deny that members
who left the group can access future group keys.

Definition 3.13 (Backward Secrecy [137,139]). The scheme must deny that members
who left the group can access previous group keys.
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Definition 3.14 (Key Independence [137]). The scheme must provide protection against
collusion or at least be able to state in a provable manner the level of protection against
collusion.

One principle of good cryptography is to use different keys for different cryptographic
purposes. With key agreement/transport schemes defined, the next step before a key
can be used for securing a communications channel, is to derive different cryptographic
keys for different purposes. For example, one key is used for encrypting messages, while
another is used to compute a MAC over messages. This operation of deriving different
keys from a shared secret is performed via a Key Derivation Function (KDF), which is
defined in Definition 3.15.

Definition 3.15 (Key Derivation [130,140]). Given input keying material IKM , such
as a shared key, a key derivation function KDF should compute in a deterministic way
a fixed length len output keying material OKM with
OKM = KDF (IKM, salts, info)
with the salt value s being a not necessarily secret random value, and info an application
specific information, e.g., identifiers.

3.1.4. Confidentiality
Confidentiality is typically realized by encryption. A formal definition for an encryption
scheme is given in Definition 3.16.

Definition 3.16 (Encryption Scheme [130,132]). An encryption scheme defines four
sets: a set of encryption keys KE, a set of decryption keys KD, a message set M, and
a ciphertext set C, together with three algorithms:
1. A key generation algorithm KeyGen(1n)→ (k, k−1)
2. An encryption algorithm Encrypt(k, m)→ c
3. A decryption algorithm Decrypt(k−1, c)→ m
with k ∈ KE , k−1 ∈ KD, m ∈ M, c ∈ C, such that if c is a valid encryption of m, then
the decryption of c yields m.

An encryption scheme is secure, if no probabilistic polynomial time adversary can
distinguish between a valid ciphertext and a random value. This property is also called
indistinguishability. Please note, an encryption scheme is a symmetric key algorithm
if KE = KD and k = k−1, and an asymmetric or public algorithm if k ̸= k−1 and it is
computationally hard to obtain the private key k−1 from the public key k.

3.1.5. Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication (TESLA)
Lastly, a symmetric option for data origin authentication [130] shall be introduced here -
Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication (TESLA). It was first proposed by
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Figure 3.2.: Overview of the TESLA broadcast authentication key-chain generation, key
use order and the construction and content of TESLA packets.

Perrig et al. [141], uses symmetric keys, requires time synchronization between sender
and receiver and the ability to buffer messages on the receiver side.

For sake of simplicity, the communications partners are Alice and Bob.
First, TESLA requires three distinct functions: a hash function F , to generate a

self-authenticated key-chain, a key derivation function F ′ to derive cryptographic keys
for MAC calculations and a MAC tag generation function F ′′ to calculate MACs for a
message m.

Then, Alice splits time in equal intervals Tint. She generates a self-authenticated
key-chain, with keys denoted k, (e.g., by choosing a random start value and then applying
a suitable hash function F iteratively) and assigns each key ki to its respective interval i of
length Tint. Then, via a key derivation function F ′ and with key ki as input, cryptographic
keys k′

i for MAC calculations are generated for every interval i (e.g., F ′(ki) = k′
i). The

MAC tags are computed using function F ′′, key k′
i and message mj (j denoting the j-th

transmitted message) as input (e.g., tj ← F ′′(k′
i, mj)).

Finally, a packet pj in interval i is generated as follows: pj = mj ||tj ← F ′′(k′
i, mj)||ki−d.

d thereby denotes the key disclosure delay, hence the amount of time intervals until Alice
transmits the used key in interval i to Bob.

Both steps, the generation of a key-chain and the construction of packets pj , are
depicted in Figure 3.2.

When Alice sends out messages, Bob can immediately receive and buffer them. He
cannot yet verify their authenticity, as the necessary key is only revealed by Alice d
intervals later. With that, Alice ensures that at time Ti – the time the message was
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generated and sent by Alice – only she knew the key for the calculation of the MAC of
that message. Releasing the key ki d intervals later, Bob can then verify the correctness
of the MAC of previously received and buffered messages. Verification of tj proofs to
Bob, that the message mj in interval i with tj was actually sent by Alice and has not
been modified, since no one else knew the key ki at that earlier time Ti. The content of
the different packets pj with the respective key in the respective interval contained in the
packet is again depicted in Figure 3.2.

For Bob to partake in the TESLA protocol, Alice and Bob need to synchronize their
clocks within a margin of acceptable error [141].

Then Alice sends TESLA parameters, denoted in this work as KDST ESLA (cf. Chap-
ter 5 - Figures 5.5 to 5.7) which has the following content:

KDST ESLA = F ||F ′||F ′′||Tint||T0||i||l||d||kc.
F , F ′ and F ′′ are the hash-function to generate the key chain, the key derivation

function and the MAC tag generation algorithm, followed by the time interval schedule
consisting of interval duration Tint, start time T0, index of interval i and the length of the
one-way chain l, the key disclosure delay d, and a key commitment to the key chain kc

with ci being the current interval and c < ci − d. The last part allows Bob to verify that
the received keys are actually part of the key-chain since F i(ki) = k0. These parameters
need to be distributed in an authenticated manner.

Overall, the TESLA broadcast authentication protocol achieves the same properties as
digital signatures but with symmetric cryptography measures - which are computationally
cheaper - and less data overhead (128-bit MAC and key resulting in 256 bits overhead)
- with elliptic curve signature sizes starting at 512 bit and post-quantum signatures
reaching 1000 Byte and more [46].

3.2. The L-band Digital Aeronautical Communications
System (LDACS)

LDACS A/G is a ground-based digital communications system for flight guidance and
communications related to safety and regularity of flight in continental airspace [41] and
the main technology focus of this thesis.

The origins of LDACS lie in a 2007 EUROCONTROL and FAA joint study called
“action plan 17” . The study investigated whether existing aeronautical communications
infrastructure in 2007 could sustainably support civil aviation growth and meet require-
ments of then future applications such as extensive data communications between air and
ground. The outcome was that no digital communications system then (e.g., VDLm2)
could fulfill all demands and new systems based on identified demands were required.
These developments coincided with ICAO deciding to move from analogue to digital
communications, which was also a recommendation from “action plan 17”. To advance the
process of digitizing air traffic management related communications, two projects were
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initiated: the SESAR in Europe2 and NextGEN in the United States3. New broadband
digital datalink technologies were summarized under Future Communications Infrastruc-
ture (FCI), which encompasses AeroMACS for APT, LDACS for TMA and ENR and
SatCOM for ORP domain communications. LDACS was thereby developed under the
leadership of the German Aerospace Center (DLR), together with its partners [17] [142].

Initially two LDACS approaches were investigated and described in 2011 [143], while
early flight trials in 2013 [144] indicated strong advantages of the then called “LDACS1”.
In 2014 the results of the flight trials resulted in the continued development of “LDACS1”
as “LDACS” [25].

Standardization at ICAO began 2016 with initial SARPS being released in 2018 [26].
Standardization at IETF were commenced in 2019 [27]. During the same year, an
extensive flight campaign was conducted, demonstrating LDACS capabilities [40, 41].
While as early as 2011 the idea of an LDACS A/A mode was introduced [145], 2019
marked the year where the work was continued extensively. LDACS A/A is envisioned as
aeronautical ad-hoc communications mesh-network to improve communications in ORP
domains [38]. Please note, this doctoral thesis considers exclusively the LDACS A/G
mode, which in the following is always denoted as LDACS.

Finally, as of May 2022, the LDACS SARPS are finalized at ICAO [146], another
SESAR induced LDACS flight campaign was conducted in July 2022 with the goal to
demonstrate LDACS technical readiness level 6, EUROCAE Working Group (WG)-82
started its work on the LDACS MOPS4 and the ICAO LDACS manual is expected for
2023. With that LDACS, is as of 2022 well on its way to successful deployment in
2024 [14].

3.2.1. System Characteristics
LDACS is based on technologies from mobile communication standards such as “Broad-
band VHF Aeronautical Communications System Based on Multi-carrier Technology”
(in short B-VHF), Broadband Aeronautical Multi-carrier Communications (B-AMC),
WiMAX and Long Term Evolution (LTE), and has been adapted for safety-critical
infrastructure communications in a spectrum licensed for air traffic guidance [138,147].
In addition to its communications capabilities, the LDACS radio signal can be used for
surveillance or navigational purposes, making it the first truly integrated CNS system [41].
While the focus of this work is securing LDACS communications capabilities, a small
part is dedicated to security for APNT over LDACS.

LDACS is deployed as a cellular network, where every radio cell has a transmission site,
called a Ground Station (GS), which can serve several up to 512 Aircraft Stations (ASs)
[17,45]. Several GSs under the same service provider and managed by the Ground Station
Controller (GSC) are usually hosted within the same LDACS Access Network (LDAN)
(cf. Figure 3.3).

2https://www.sesarju.eu/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
3https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
4https://www.eurocae.net/about-us/working-groups/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
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The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 3.3 with LDACS transmitting digital voice
- defined by EUROCAE ED 137 [105] - (green line), user- (dark blue line for end-to-end
and black dotted line for user-data transport between AS and GS) and control-data
(light blue line for GSC managed LDACS control-data and red dotted line for AS-GS
related LDACS control-data). Please note, that parts of the LDACS protocol stack are
mentioned here and elaborated on below in Figure 3.4.

Like LTE, LDACS is a full-duplex communications system with two channels using
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with the Ground-to-Air (G2A)
direction being called Forward Link (FL) and the A2G direction Reverse Link (RL).
Every LDACS cell can span up to a radius of 200 NM, with currently planned distinct
sizes of 10 NM for APT, 40 NM for TMA/ENR and 120 NM for ENR domains [17].

The maximum cell size is thereby set by the propagation guard time of 1.6µs which
is set by the LDACS PHY layer characteristics [17]. This also represents the lowest
stack entity in the overall LDACS protocol stack depicted in Figure 3.4. Please note,
that all entities in the protocol stack are designed logically as state machines, with all
protocol entities starting in the “CLOSED” state and then gradually progressing via
successfully exchanged LDACS control-data, towards the “OPEN” state, which allows
the transmission of any user-data.

3.2.1.1. The PHY Layer

In this context, data transmission over the radio channel is managed. The transmission
in both directions, FL and RL, are separated by Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD)
and the FL operates within the frequency range of 1110 - 1156 MHz, whereas the RL
operates within the frequency range of 964 - 1010 MHz [17,143].

The primary user of these frequency bands in the L-band as of 2022 remains the
Distance Measurement Equipment (DME), which is a radio beacon primarily used for
ground-based navigational purposes in case of GNSS outages with its origin in the 1930’s.
Hence, a robust system design along with robust CMS was key when designing LDACS.
The LDACS link budget foresees a Transmission (TX) Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) of 52 dBm which results via Equation (3.3) (with P signifying power level
in mW and x the power level in dBm) to roughly 158.5 W of TX power:

P = 1mW × 10
x
10 (3.3)

With DME using a ground TX power of up to 2 kW [148], the necessity for a robust LDACS
design with an inlay channel approach, in between DME bursts, becomes apparent.

As per the official LDACS specification [17], three different modulation schemes are
offered - Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) and 64-QAM - which are combined with three different coding rates for its
convolutional codes: 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4. Since 16QAM with a coding rate of 3/4 is not
supported, this results in eight distinct CMS schemes [17]. Overall, this translates to
{768, 960, 1080, 1456, 1936, 2176, 2928, 3296} bit per FL PHY-Service Data Units (SDUs)
and to {112, 152, 176, 224, 312, 360, 480, 528} bit per RL PHY-SDUs (both PHY-SDUs
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depicted in Figure 3.5). The sizes of these units determine the available LDACS user-data
rate, elaborated on in Section 3.2.1.2.

For the GS to provide bi-directional links to multiple AS within its cell, different AS
are separated in time via Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) as well as in frequency
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). While the GS is transmitting
a continuous stream of data, every AS must request resources to transmit data on the
RL. Each AS is therefore assigned fixed sending time-slots, making all RL transmission
scheduled and deterministic [17,143]. To achieve this deterministic design, LDACS uses
a fixed framing structure depicted in Figure 3.5. Please note, Dedicated Control (DC)
and Common Control (CC) blocks are shifted in time to each other on purpose (cf.
Figure 3.5), such that passed time between DC and next CC block is kept at a minimum.

Every AS can listen to BC1 from one GS and BC3 from another GS during the same
SF. Since the AS knows the positions of GSs, and with usually four or more GSs in
reception range, LDACS APNT allows the AS to determine its position within two
SF [149]. As such, the BCCH is of special security interest for secure APNT over LDACS,
later discussed in Chapter 5.

3.2.1.2. The MAC Layer

This layer maps logical channels, running between peer AS and GS Data Link Layer (DLL)
entities, to PHY layer resources by allocating logical channels to slots (cf. Figure 3.4) [17].
Essentially the MACl5 organizes access to the PHY layer via a slot structure of PHY-
Physical Data Units (PDUs).

A PHY-Physical Data Unit (PDU) is “a constellation of modulated data symbols
within the OFDM frame, sub-frame or tile that carry the actual payload [...and] excludes
any non-data symbols like Automatic Gain Control (AGC) symbols, synchronization
symbols, [...] and pilot symbols” [17]. Please note the distinction SDU (cf. Figure 3.5) vs.
PDU at this point: SDUs only carry the actual data on the specific protocol layer, i.e.,
PHY-SDUs carry the payload exchanged via PHY-PDUs, while the PDU adds necessary
layer-specific protocol additions, such as a header or trailer. The logical channels are
described in the following [17]:

FL DCH As the FL channel is held in continuous OFDM transmission, dedicated to
the deliverance of user-data, the GS locally allocates FL channel resources (i.e.,
FL PHY-SDUs) within slots and manages the access priorities. The FL DCH
can operate as point-to-point or broadcast connection and is entirely used for the
transmission of user-data. As seen in Figure 3.5, 19-26 FL PHY-SDUs are available
per MF to contain user-data. With CMS schemes as given above, this results in a
minimum net FL user-data rate of 4× 19× 768 bit / 0.240 s = 243.2 kbps and a
maximum net FL user-data rate of 4× 26× 768 bit / 0.240 s = 1, 428.26 kbps.

RL DCH In contrast to the FL DCH, RL DCH uses a bandwidth on demand scheme.
Each AS has to request channel resources (RL PHY-SDUs) from the GS via the

5The MAC layer is abbreviated as “MACl” in this work due to “MAC” already being occupied by
“Message Authentication Code”.
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Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH) and these resources have to be granted by
the GS in the Common Control Channel (CCCH) before the AS can transmit
receivable user-data in the RL DCH. The RL DCH can be considered a point-to-
point only connection and is entirely used for the transmission of user-data. As
seen in Figure 3.5, 128-158 RL PHY-SDUs are available per MF to carry user-data.
With CMS schemes as given above, this results in a minimum net RL user-data
rate of 4× 128× 112 bit / 0.240 s = 238.93 kbps and a maximum net RL user-data
rate of 4× 158× 528 bit / 0.240 s = 1, 390.4 kbps.

CCCH The CCCH is a control channel and used in FL only. It is entirely under the
control of the GS and used to announce the MACl slot layout (i.e., how many
tiles/frames are used for user- and for control-data), to grant resource allocation
requests or to grant AS access to an LDACS cell. As seen in Figure 3.5, 1-8 FL
PHY-SDUs are available per MF to carry CC data. It can be used as point-to-point
and broadcast connection and due to a fixed CMS with coding rate 1/2, only
728 bits can be transported per FL CC PHY-SDUs.

DCCH The DCCH is a control channel and used on the RL only. It is used by an AS
to convey MACl/LLC control messages to the GS, such as a resource allocation
request to be allowed to transmit user-data in the RL DCH. Each AS has its own
DCCH so that none other than this specific aircraft can send on that channel. As
seen in Figure 3.5, 2-32 RL PHY-SDUs are available per MF to carry DC data
which means that only up to 32 AS can request resource allocations per MF. It
can be considered a point-to-point only connection and due to a fixed CMS with
coding rate 1/3, only 83 bits can be transported per RL DC PHY-SDUs.

BCCH The BCCH is a control channel and used in FL only. It is entirely under
control of the GS and used to transmit cell configuration information and mobility
management commands to the AS via broadcast messages. As seen in Figure 3.5, 3
FL BC PHY-SDUs are available per SF to carry BC data. It provides a broadcast
only connection and due to a fixed CMS with coding rate 1/2, in the first and
third FL BC PHY-SDUs 528 bit can be transported, while the second allows for
1000 bit. It is important to note, that an AS is able to listen to the BCCH of one
GS during the first BC slot, switch to another frequency during the second and
listen to another GS during the third BC slot.

RACH The RACH is a control channel and used in RL only. ASs transmit Cell Entry
requests here and only ASs may use it. As seen in Figure 3.5, 2 RA slots are
available per SF translating to two new AS being able to enter an LDACS cell per
SF. If more than two arrive at the same time, they use an exponential back-off
mechanism to prevent further clogging of the RACH. It can be used as point-to-
point only connection and due to a fixed CMS with coding rate 1/3, only 54 bits
can be transported per RL RA PHY-SDUs.

Any security additions introduced in Chapter 5 can only use the unoccupied space in
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Table 3.1.: Technical details and assignments of LDACS control channels.
Purpose Channel Recurrence Size Occupied

RACH 1/2 every 240 ms 54 bit 54 bit
Control DCCH every 60 ms 83 bit 16 - 81 bit
Data BCCH 1/3 every 240 ms 528 bit 88 - 416 bit

BCCH 2 every 240 ms 1000 bit 56 - 688 bit
CCCH every 60 ms 1-8 × 728 bit 56 - 5128 bit

FL DCH every 60 ms CMS dependent: 0 bitUser 13,832 - 85,696 bit
Data RL DCH every 60 ms CMS dependent: 0 bit14,336 - 83,424 bit

the logical channels. Thus, Table 3.1 lists the already occupied space by necessary control
messages defined in Chapters 9.6, 10.5. and 11.6. in the official LDACS specification [17].

3.2.1.3. The LME Layer

This is an entity in the LLC and responsible for link maintenance and access to the
LDACS cell. As such, this entity is of special interest to this work. Overall, two services
run in the LME:

The mobility management service in the LME provides support for registration and
de-registration (Cell Entry and Cell Exit of aircraft), scanning channels of neighboring
cells and handover between cells. It also manages the addressing of aircraft within cells.

The resource management service is responsible for link maintenance (e.g., power,
frequency and time adjustments) [17]. As such, the LME triggers and receives almost all
LDACS control-messages.

Next, the Cell Entry procedure, depicted in Figure 3.6 is introduced.
While more information is exchanged than the depicted fields - Unique Address (UA),

a 24bit unique ICAO aircraft and ground identifier and Sub-net Access Code (SAC), a
12bit temporary address used in LDACS cell for addressing - information in Figure 3.6 is
sufficient to understand the procedure.

The GS announces its existence in BC slot two (BC2) via the System Identification
Broadcast (SIB) and incoming AS are constantly scanning for the SIB of any GS in reach.
Once an AS receives the SIB, the CellEntryRequest message is triggered and transmitted
from the AS in the RACH, with a random selection whether it is transmitted in RA slot
one (RA1) or two (RA2). If a collision occurs, i.e., several AS are requesting cell access
at the same time, every AS waits via a random delay counter before trying again. Lastly,
once the GS successfully receives the CellEntryRequest, it triggers the CellEntryResponse
in the CCCH and by that tells the AS its SAC. After that, the DCH is opened, and
user-data can be exchanged between AS and GS.

Since the LME handles link-establishment and serves as a cross-layer between MACl,
DLS and SNP, it plays a major role for the design of LDACS security in Chapter 5.
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Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Addresses: UAGS , SACGS , Address: UAAS ,

Step 1 : BCCH: SIB
UAGS , SACGS

Store UAGS , SACGS

Step 2 :
RACH: CellEntryRequest

UAAS , SACGS

Step 3 : Store UAAS

CCCH: CellEntryResponse
SACAS

Store SACAS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DCH open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 3.6.: LDACS Cell Entry procedure.

3.2.1.4. The DLS Layer

Here. bidirectional exchange of user-data between AS and GS is enabled protocol-wise.
As such, this entity handles necessary resources to transmit user-data via requests
and allocations between AS and GS through CCCH and DCCH. Furthermore, packet
fragmentation, segmentation and re-assembly are performed on this layer, as well.

Overall, four services are performed here:
First, the acknowledged DLS transport mode, ensures via re-transmissions, that user-

data SDUs, containing the actual data payload, are delivered correctly, in correct order
and without duplicates. This is done via acknowledging the reception of data in the CCCH
and DCCH control channels. The unacknowledged DLS transmits DLS-SDUs without
providing checks whether the packets were partly or fully delivered. The broadcast DLS
is used by GS only for broadcast data transmission to the AS, with broadcast messages
addressed to the broadcast SAC. This ensures that information reaches multiple aircraft
listening for broadcast messages at the same address. Lastly, the DLS offers different
Class of Service (CoS), which is essentially a form of message prioritization, as depicted
in Figure 3.4. DLS_CoS_0 to DLS_CoS_5 are reserved for user-data prioritization,
DLS_CoS_6 for voice user-data and DLS_CoS_7 for LDACS specific sub-net functions.
Since LDACS is transmitting ATN/IPS data, user-data prioritization is tight to the ICAO
Doc 9896 [28], which defines IPv6 Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) for that
task. Since DSCP is a 6bit field, these must be mapped to the 3-bit CoS, which is done
as follows: voice via DLS_CoS_6, ADS-C and CPDLC via DLS_CoS_5, other ATS
data via DLS_CoS_4 - DLS_CoS_2 and AOC data via DLS_CoS_1 - DLS_CoS_0.

Between DLS and MACl, the DCH logical channels transport user-data to the MAC
layer. In turn, via the DATA interface on slot level, user-data is then handed from MAC
to PHY layer as shown in Figure 3.4 [17,62].
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3.2.1.5. The VI Layer

The transmission of digital voice is realized by this entity, via the concept presented
in [17, 150]. The overall transport pipeline between ground VCS and aircraft AVI is
shown in Figure 3.3.

For this work, it is important to emphasize that between AS and GS, voice packets are
handled as high prioritized VI-PDUs with aircraft having to request regular user-data
resources when they wish to transmit voice data.

Additionally, there is the issue of the “party-line effect”, which refers to the aviation
standard, that voice data must be available to every aircraft in the vicinity of each
other. As such, whenever an AS conveys voice messages to ground, the GS mirrors and
transmits them via broadcast-addressed VI-PDUs in the FL, such that every AS in the
cell has access also to AS RL voice traffic.

3.2.1.6. The SNP Layer

The SNP is the equivalent to the VI for ATN/IPS traffic and enabling the end-to-end
connectivity between AS and GS via encapsulating incoming IPv6 user-data packets in
LDACS conform SN-PDUs. They can be as large as 1536 Byte (similar to the regular
maximum transmission unit of ETH traffic), with one SN-PDU usually encapsulating
one IP packet. By providing end-to-end connectivity and the largest packet sizes in the
overall LDACS protocol, this unit will also receive new security functionalities as detailed
in Chapter 5 [17].

3.2.2. System specific Security Constraints
Looking at the system characteristics in depth, several constraints for designing a security
architecture for LDACS become apparent:
Constraint#1 (No Changes to PHY Layer and Frame Structure): The advanced
stage of LDACS standardization within the ICAO necessitates that any changes to
the physical layer, frame structure, or design of the various control channels must be
avoided, as it would significantly delay the progress. Therefore, security measures must
be compatible with the current LDACS specification [17].
Constraint#2 (User-Data after Cell Entry): The Cell Entry procedure (cf. Fig-
ure 3.6) must be performed before any user-data is exchanged between AS and GS. This
becomes problematic when looking at Constraint#3.
Constraint#3 (Small Control-Channels): Control-channels of LDACS are small
(cf. Table 3.1) and they are already occupied partly with system specific data. As such,
performing any kind of mutual authentication during Cell Entry is impossible since the
RACH offers very limited space with 54 bit and is already entirely filled with data. As
such, initial mutual authentication and key establishment have to be handled after Cell
Entry, following a similar approach as LTE [8].
Constraint#4 (Cell Join Time Limit): RTCA DO-350A, which defines communi-
cations performance requirements for aeronautical datalinks, imposes a 10 second time
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window for new AS to successfully join a cell [47].
Constraint#5 (SN-PDU Size): Confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity protection
of user-data in transit can only be performed efficiently on SN-PDUs, since they are the
largest LDACS internal packet unit, offer end-to-end sender-receiver relations and are
not fragmented or segmented like DLS-PDUs.
Constraint#6 (Multipoint for Voice): Voice-data can be protected on the RL in a
point-to-point fashion, however, to maintain the party-line effect, protection measures in
FL must enable every recipient, i.e., every authenticated AS, to verify the voice security
additions.
Constraint#7 (Group Security Requirements): Securing LDACS control-data on
the RL can be done in a point-to-point fashion as every AS is assigned its dedicated DC
slot by the GS or uses a unique RA slot. However, the FL requires broadcast/group-based
approaches because of the following reasons:

(a) APNT needs to be available to every AS that is receiving and decoding BCCH
signals. Since at least four different GS signals are necessary for APNT, an AS
needs to receive at least four different BCCH over time. As mutually authenticating
to every GS broadcasting an LDACS signal puts a lot of security data on the link,
an alternative security solution allowing the authentication of different data sources
and their integrity is required.

(b) CCCH control-data, i.e., resource allocations, must be readable and verifiable by
all AS in a cell. Since these are very small, in the order of a few bits, individually
securing every CCCH message adds too much security overhead on the FL. As
such, a security solution covering the entire CCCH and verifiable by all AS attached
to the cell, is necessary to reduce the security performance impact.

Constraint#8 (Low Data-Rate): The LDACS FL/RL data-rate of 230-1400 kbps
should be used for as much user-data throughput as possible. As such, any security
additions need to be as slim as possible.
Constraint#9 (Long Lifetime): Looking at the age of many operational aeronautical
datalinks in Section 2.2.1, and the development time of LDACS in Section 3.2, a long
LDACS operational lifetime can be deduced. Since its predecessor VDLm2 is, as of 2022,
more than 30 years in service, a similar LDACS lifetime is a reasonable estimation.

These observations conclude the technical background part on LDACS and are needed
again in Chapter 5 when designing LDACS security solutions.

3.3. The Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS)
A second, albeit smaller, technology-focus of this work is on the Ground Based Aug-
mentation System (GBAS). It is used to improve the accuracy and integrity of GNSSs,
ultimately to allow GNSS-based precision approaches and automatic landings of aircraft.

Several phenomena, such as ionospheric scintillations, ionospheric gradients, or the
troposphere’s influence on GNSS signals, make exact positioning with decimeter accuracy
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Figure 3.7.: Basic GBAS functionality [45,151]: GNSS is provided to a GBAS reference
station and to the aircraft at the same time. Since the reference station
knows its fixed position, corrections for the relative aircraft’s GNSS position
are calculated. These are transmitted together with an approach trajectory
and integrity parameters to the aircraft, setting the horizontal/vertical bound
of the computed corrections. This allows the corrected GNSS position of an
aircraft to reach vertical and horizontal decimeter accuracy.

in three dimensions difficult. These influences cause a global average horizontal position
error of 13 m and a vertical position error of 22 m in the 95th percentile. Since category
(CAT) II automatic landings require below 5 m horizontal and 3 m vertical error-accuracy,
with CAT III landings requiring even more precise positions, automatic landings only
work when GNSS positions are augmented with corrections. These are provided via a
GBAS ground station, which consists of typically four reference receivers at carefully
surveyed locations at the airport [151]. Basic functionality of GBAS is depicted in
Figure 3.7.

As of 2022, GBAS data is transmitted via the VDB datalink, which is a broadcast-
extension of the data-mode of VHF. Four major disadvantages of the link have been
identified: (1) very low data-throughput of around 10 kbps, (2) no security, (3) limited
transmission range of 42 km and (4) inoperability in non-line-of-sight situations [40].

Furthermore, with the evolution of GBAS from a single-frequency single-constellation
to a dual-frequency multi-constellation architecture, the provision of necessary data
is a major concern. A GBAS system using the L1 and L5 band and several GNSS
systems, such as GPS, BeiDou, GLONASS and GALILEO, is estimated to improve
vertical protection levels by roughly 100% meaning that a CAT-III landing approach can
be planned at 50 km distance from the GBAS reference station compared to 25 km at
single frequency, single constellation [152]. Dual frequency, multi-constellation GBAS is
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envisioned by ICAO and SESAR as a natural evolution of GBAS [45,69].
To mitigate the aforementioned shortcomings of VDB and pave the way for GBAS

advancements, in 2018 Felux et al. [151] proposed the use of LDACS for the transmission
of GBAS data.

While no official packet format for this new GBAS service has been defined by official
standards, such as RTCA DO-253 [102], Stanisak et al. [153] proposed a possible dual-
frequency multi-constellation message scheme. In this scheme a total of 859 Bytes are
necessary to provide all relevant information to airborne users with appropriate update
rates and will be used during this doctoral thesis.

Finally, the versions of GBAS are labeled GBAS Approach Service Type (GAST)-A/-
B/-C/-D, with -D being the current version as of 2022, and -E being in preparation [45].
Every version comes with various requirements the GBAS implementation has to fulfill in
order to be labeled, e.g., a GBAS GAST-D service type. The most important parameter
in this work is the GBAS correction age, referring to the time when a correction was
computed by the GBAS ground station and the time it can be used in the aircraft. For
GBAS GAST-C the hard requirement is at 3.5 s, for GBAS GAST-D it is at 1.5 s, with
correction updates occurring every 500 ms [40,45].

As already proposed in [40, 45, 69, 151,154], especially the integrity and authenticity of
GBAS corrections are necessary to establish trust in the augmented position solutions.
As such, broadcast data authentication, together with entity/data-origin authentication
are of interest for GBAS. One focus of this thesis is the development of security measures
providing these features for GBAS transmissions over LDACS.

3.4. Security Architectures of Related Aeronautical
Communications Technologies

As pointed out throughout Chapter 2, the scientific community has identified security
solutions to be largely missing for many civil aeronautical communications systems.
In the following, security architectures - and security issues - are presented for the
aeronautical datalink AeroMACS, the ACARS - ACARS Message Security (AMS) - and
the aeronautical network technology ATN/IPS.

3.4.1. The case of ACARS and AMS
ACARS has been identified to offer no security capabilities by Roy [113] and Risley et
al. [155] in 2001. Both works provide countermeasures, by Risley et al. even demonstrating
them. However, the subsequent works by Smith et al. in 2017 [85] and 2018 [86] still
revealed either the lack of or use of weak cryptography only, resulting in relating privacy
issues.

To overcome identified shortcomings of ACARS, the AMS was developed and released
in 2007. It offers two secure session establishment protocols: (1) public/private keys based
and (2) pre-shared secret key-based [31,32]. The first assumes an AMS specific PKI with
corresponding Certificate Revocation List (CRL) and Certificate Distribution Center
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(CDS). The second assumes a shared secret key to be agreed upon prior to a secure
session establishment attempt.

This analysis is focused on the first AMS secure session establishment protocol. In
Table 3.2 the realized security implementations in AMS are listed [15].

Table 3.2.: AMS security algorithms [15].
Feature Implementation
Signature Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) with

(1) SHA-256 (256 bit) or (2) SHA-1 (160 bit)
Key Establish-
ment

ECDH unified static model per ANSI X9.63

Key Derivation KDF per ANSI X9.63 with SHA-256 as underlying hash-
algorithm using as input: (1) the shared secret calculated
from combining the static public key QU/V and static pri-
vate key qV/U , (2) an initialization time InitTime = Time
in UTC measured by the AS, (3) a random value RandV

chosen by the GS as input values.
Message Authen-
tication Code

Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) with
SHA-256 truncated to 128, 64, 32 most significant bits
(32 bit by default)

Confidentiality Either no encryption or AES with 128-bit block size in
Cipher-Feedback (CFB) mode (AES-128-CFB128)

The proposed protocols in [31,32] are prone to attacks, which was demonstrated by
Blanchet in 2017 via symbolic and computational verification [120]. In that work, a
key compromise impersonation attack was identified if the long-term key of an aircraft
is compromised. This attack is only possible, due to session keys being derived taking
the long-term keys of communications partners as input. One suggested solution to
mitigate the threat is using ephemeral public/private Diffie-Hellman key pairs for that
purpose [15].

Furthermore, the cipher suites of AMS are limited: (1) key establishment only foresees
the ECDH unified static model, hence static keys from which session keys are derived;
(2) user-data can be sent without encryption - hence AMS not providing confidentiality -
and if data is encrypted, the only option is AES128-CFB128; (3) user-data can be sent
without message integrity and data origin-authenticity and if foreseen, the only option is
a HMAC-256 generated MAC, truncated to 32 bit. Finally, certificate revocation is a
reason for concern: while the GS requests signed CRL records to check the validity of the
aircraft’s certificate, the AS never receives proof of the validity of the GS certificate [15].
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3.4.2. The case of AeroMACS
AeroMACS MOPS [59] reuse IEEE 802.16-2009 security implementations with some new
additions: The key management protocol of AeroMACS relies either on the Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP) [156], a PKI with X.509 digital certificates [157] or
a sequence of Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) authentication first, followed by EAP.
The AeroMACS key management protocol is PKMv2 [59]. Here, the focus is on the
certificate-based part. Every AS carries a unique X.509 v3 certificate, issued by the AS
manufacturer, binding the AS MAC address to the RSA encryption key. AS certificate
information fields contain the following information:

1. countryName = <Country Manufacturer>

2. organizationName = <Company Name>

3. organizationalUnitName = <City Manufacturer>

4. commonName = <Serial Number>

5. commonName = <MAC Address>

The GS certificates have the same fields as mentioned before, the only exception is
organizationalUnitName equals WirelessMAN and commonName is set to BSID.

AeroMACS uses security associations, which are sets of security information a GS and
one or more AS share to support secure communications across a network. The primary
security association is obligatory and set up during the initial connection establishment
between AS and GS during the authorization process. For that purpose, AeroMACS
relies on PKMv2, which has two phases.

Phase 1 – Authentication and Authorization
The AS first presents the certificate of its Certificate Authority (CA). In a second message,
a 64-bit random value, its certificate, a Security Association ID (SAID) and an RSA
signature over all fields are sent [67]. The GS replies with the third message, including the
previous and a new random value, the encrypted pre-Primary Authorization Key (PAK)
via the public key of the AS, the lifetime and sequence number of the PAK, its certificate,
and an RSA-based signature over all attributes in the message. At this point, AS and
GS are mutually authenticated and use a KDF to derive the PAK. Optionally, the EAP
procedure may follow [67].

Phase 2 – PKMv2 SA TEK 3-way handshake
Cryptographic capabilities are exchanged between AS and GS: a cipher-suite is agreed
upon and Cipher-based MAC (CMAC)/HMAC keys, the Authorization Key (AK), and
the Key Encryption Key (KEK) are negotiated. The latter is used by the GS to encrypt
the Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) used for user-data protection. All three PKMv2
SA TEK 3-way messages are protected by either a CMAC or HMAC generated MACs.
Table 3.3 includes the used implementations for the different features offered by the
AeroMACS security algorithm.
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Table 3.3.: AeroMACS security algorithms [59].
Feature Implementation
Signature RSA signature algorithm defined in PKCS #1 with SHA-1
Key Establish-
ment

GS chosen pre-PAK encapsulation via RSA and public key
of AS → AK key derivation via Dot16KDF based on EAP
or RSA or both → KEKs and H/CMAC keys are derived
from AK → TEK is generated by the GS and transmitted
encrypted via AES and the KEK: Hence the TEK results
from AES key wrap with 128-bit key.

Key Derivation Dot16KDF
Message Authen-
tication Code

AES-128-CCM

Confidentiality AES-128-CCM

Summarizing shortcomings, AeroMACS foresees no ephemeral keys (i.e., pre-PAK and
TEK are both chosen by GS only). It only supports one cipher suite option and provides
no immediate certificate validity proof [15].

3.4.3. The case of ATN/IPS
Security specifications of the ATN/IPS are distributed over several documents: ICAO
Doc 9896 [28] provides the core requirements while referring to RTCA DO-379 [88]
for security requirements at the IPS nodes. ARINC 858 [29] defines communications
protocols for implementing the ATN/IPS and parts of the security implementations.

Figure 2.3 in Section 2.2.2 illustrates the protocol architecture of the ATN/IPS, which
follows a multi-layer approach for security, including (1) link-layer security (specifically,
introduced for LDACS in this work), (2) network layer security, comprising of net-
work and transport layer security, and (3) application layer security. Rigorous security
implementation guidelines for (2) and (3) are outlined in [28]:

On network layer, ICAO Doc 9896 [28] states that IPSec [158] and IKEv2 [133] shall
be implemented on all ATN/IPS nodes. This includes implementations of Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP) and Authentication Header (AH) [158] on the IPv6 packets [159]
with algorithms allowed as specified in NIST special publication 800-77 [160]. Version
two of the ICAO Doc 9896 explicitly lists the Suite-B-GCM-128 algorithm set of RFC
4869 [161] as recommended, with more possibilities listed in [160]. Proposed security
algorithms on ATN/IPS network layer are given in Table 3.4.

The transport layer of the ATN/IPS utilizes Transport Layer Security (TLS) [89], and
as the ATN/IPS is based on UDP, it also proposes the use of Datagram Transport Layer
Security (DTLS) [162], both in version 1.3 [29,88]. The implementation is proposed to
use a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database of X.509 v3 certificates
along with CRLs [157], based on an ICAO PKI bridge concept as defined in the Airline
for America (A4A) Specification 42 [163]. Table 3.5 provides a summary of the security
algorithms used on the ATN/IPS transport layer.
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Table 3.4.: ATN/IPS security algorithms on network layer [28,29,160].
Feature Implementation
Signature RSA, DSA, and ECDSA with SHA-256 on 256-bit prime

curve; 128 bit security strength
Key Establish-
ment

Full IKEv2 via ECDH on 233-bit random ECP group

Key Derivation PRF_HMAC_SHA_256
Message Authen-
tication Code

HMAC-SHA256, HMAC-SHA384, HMAC-SHA512, AES-
GMAC, HMAC-SHA-3

Confidentiality AES-GCM, AES-CTR, AES-CBC, AES-CCM (128, 192,
256-bit keys)

Table 3.5.: ATN/IPS security algorithms on transport layer [28,29,160].
Feature Implementation
Signature ECDSA with SHA-256 on NIST P-256/X25519
Key Establish-
ment

PSK, established offline or during previous connection with
ECDHE over secp256/384/512r1, X5519, X448

Key Derivation HKDF-Extract and Derive-Secret with PSK (established
either out-of-band or during previous session) and ECDHE
shared secrets as inputs

Message Authen-
tication Code

AES-128/256-GCM, HMAC-SHA-384

Confidentiality AES-128/256-GCM

Table 3.5 illustrates that the cipher suites for DTLS over the ATN/IPS are a subset of
the ones proposed in the official Request For Comments (RFC) [89,162]. Additionally,
there are two modes: (1) authentication, integrity and confidentiality services, (2) and
services without confidentiality. For the first, AES-256-GCM with SHA-384 is used, and
for the second, HMAC-SHA-384 is used. It is worth mentioning that all recommendations
by the RFCs are considered for DTLS over ATN/IPS, including the enforcement of
forward secrecy via ECDHE. Additionally, access network security is defined through the
use of EAP in combination with an authenticator and an Authentication, Authorization
and Accounting (AAA) server operating via RADIUS or DIAMETER [164,165].

On application layer, IKEv2 is used again for key establishment with established keys
used in HMAC-SHA-256, resulting in 32 bit truncated MAC tags over every user-data
packet with an added send number for replay protection [28,29].

The security architecture of the ATN/IPS follows a multi-layer approach, including
measures on the network, transport and application layer. However, ICAO Doc 9896
also highlights that using the 4-pass IKEv2 protocol for link-layer security may result in
significant latency and data overhead, thus making it a subject for further research.
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3.4.4. Lessons Learnt from related Security Architectures
The case of AMS revealed the necessity for sound model checking when designing
appropriate authentication and key establishment measures for LDACS, prior to the
finalization of the LDACS standard. Additionally, since updating aeronautical standards
rarely happens (cf. the case of AMS), security features for LDACS must be modular,
configurable, and incorporate upgradeable cryptographic primitives.

Also, using the ATN/IPS architecture as a role model, key establishment should include
the forward secrecy property alongside enabling the negotiation of cipher-suites between
sender and recipient. LDACS is another FCI candidate alongside AeroMACS and, as
such, establishing its own dedicated PKI and aligning its structure with the ones from
AeroMACS and the ATN/IPS helps easing its integration in the ecosystem. However,
both cases of AMS and AeroMACS, show that certificate validation should be mutually
performed, possibly online. Lastly, as the ATN/IPS documents state, that IKEv2 might
be too bulky for datalinks, a shorter 3-way handshake is desirable for LDACS.

3.5. Findings
This chapter introduced the fundamentals of cryptography, LDACS, GBAS, and security
architectures for ACARS,
AeroMACS and the ATN/IPS. Since LDACS is the main technology focus of this work,
security-related architectural design choices were discussed and constraints for security
features were identified.

To answer the second part of Research Question 2, which is identifying LDACS
system specific constraints for cybersecurity measures, this analysis concludes that the
following constraints were identified: the Cell Entry procedure must be performed with
little to no cryptographic additions due to size constraints, then the authentication and
key establishment procedure can take place in the LDACS user-data channels. This must
be performed before any user-data is allowed to be transmitted via LDACS. Security
solutions for LDACS must address point-to-point and broadcast scenarios for certain
traffic, paired with timely broadcast authentication due to GBAS. Finally, the small
sizes of LDACS control channels are a concern and demand slim cryptographic solutions.

Since GBAS is an aeronautical service that requires a broadband, broadcast datalink
to work as intended, LDACS is an apparent successor for the aged VDB link. Especially
the aspect that LDACS can offer broadcast authentication services for GBAS by design
makes investigating GBAS over LDACS interesting.

Looking at existing security architectures for aeronautical systems enabled the identifi-
cation of several shortcomings, which security features for LDACS must overcome. As
such the following lessons were extracted: LDACS should have its own dedicated PKI
along with mutual certificate validation (possibly online), a suitable MAKE protocol,
negotiable cipher-suites with underlying long-term cryptographic primitives. Also, model
checking proposed protocols and procedures prevents cases like the one from AMS.

In the next chapter, additional LDACS security requirements are identified via an
aeronautical technology-related threat and risk analysis.
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This chapter identifies security threats and resulting security requirements, and provides
answers to the first part of Research Question 2 - identifying LDACS cybersecurity
requirements. Please note that excerpts of this Chapter were published by the author
in [166,167].

During the development of LDACS, several evaluations of its safety and security were
conducted, as listed in Table 4.1. Although the results of the evaluations conducted in
2019 and 2022 are not publicly available, and only partial results from the evaluation
conducted in 2014 can be found, publications [166–168] provide some insight.

Table 4.1.: Summary of LDACS security assessments.
Year Organization Methodology Results
2011 National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA)
COCR Version 2.0 Security Analy-
sis [142], NIST SP800–53 [169]

[168]

2014 ICONAV members [170] Common Criteria 2012 [171] [170]
2017 DLR Adapted model from [172] [116,166]
2019 SESAR wave 2 [24] SecRAM 2.0 [173] -
2022 SESAR wave 3 [24] SecRAM 2.0 [173] -

All threat- and risk analyses listed in Table 4.1 agree on fundamental security re-
quirements such as authentication of communications members and data in transit,
along with mandatory integrity and optional confidentiality protection of data in transit.
However, most findings are limited to point-to-point LDACS user-data, hence ATN/IPS
traffic [166–168]. As such, APNT, digital voice, GBAS or control-data are hardly re-
garded here, disregarding several open problems resulting in the following attacks due
the lack of authentication:
BCCH: An attacker spoofs an LDACS ground station signal which reduces the terrestrial
navigation capabilities.
CCCH: The modification of resources allocations results in resource starvation of an
aircraft, effectively removing the capability to communicate with the ground stations.
DCCH: Removing an acknowledgment message for a certain user-data packet leads
to the continuous transmission of that message until a timeout is triggered, reducing
LDACS user-data capacity.
FL DCH: LDACS supports digital voice transmission with the “partly-line” effect, thus
any aircraft in a cell needs to be able to listen to any voice message sent by one cell
member [150]. Since aircraft voice messages need to be mirrored by the GS, all voice
messages are transmitted in the clear in the FL DCH. As such, an attacker can put up a
rogue GS, jam the valid GS signal and insert arbitrary voice messages.
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To look deeper into these vulnerabilities and countermeasures, the official aeronautical
datalink threat- and risk methodology of SESAR developed datalinks is followed: the
SESAR ATM Security Risk Assessment Methodology (SecRAM) 2.0 methodology [173].

4.1. SecRAM 2.0 Methodology
“Security risk assessment” in the SecRAM 2.0 framework is defined as “a process to
identify and mitigate the consequences of an attack” [173].

Within SecRAM 2.0, risk is regarded as the combination of impact and likelihood of
an attack with five severity levels for each property - from 1 (very low) to 5 (very high).
The conditions for a certain level are clearly set by SecRAM 2.0 as a prerequisite, and
can be found in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Additionally, risk is evaluated in several dimensions,
depending on which security property is impacted. Thereby, it is differentiated between
confidentiality, integrity and availability. Since multiple impact categories and security
dimensions are regarded, the final impact rating is simply the maximum value of the
assessment.

Finally, the risk is evaluated in a risk rating matrix, mapping impact and likelihood to
one of three severity categories: low (green), medium (yellow), and high (red) as depicted
in Table 4.4. Any red category threat needs to be mitigated, hence security additions
are mandatory. Any yellow category threat should be countered, or, if not feasible, a
thorough explanation is required in the final report. Lastly, green category threats are
simply accepted [173].

Table 4.2.: Definition of SecRAM 2.0 impact levels [173].
Impact Value
Areas 1 (No impact) 2 (Minor) 3 (Severe) 4 (Critical) 5 (Catastrophic)
People No injuries Minor injuries Severe injuries Multiple Severe

injuries
Fatalities

Capacity No capacity
loss

Loss of up to
10% capacity

Loss of 30%-10%
capacity

Loss of 60%-30%
capacity

Loss of 60%- 100%
capacity

Performance No quality
abuse

Minor system
quality abuse

Severe quality
abuse that makes
systems partially
inoperable

Major quality
abuse that makes
major system
inoperable

Major quality
abuse that makes
multiple major sys-
tems inoperable

Economic No effect Minor loss
of income /
increased ex-
penses

Large loss of
income

Serious loss of
income

Bankruptcy or loss
of all income

Branding No impact Minor com-
plaints

Complaints and
local attention

National atten-
tion

Government and
international atten-
tion

Regulatory No impact Minor regula-
tory infraction

Multiple minor
regulatory infrac-
tions

Major regulatory
infraction

Multiple major reg-
ulatory infractions

Environment Insignificant Short Term
impact on
environment

Severe pollution
with noticeable
impact on envi-
ronment

Severe pollution
with long term
impact on envi-
ronment

Widespread or
catastrophic im-
pact on environ-
ment
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Table 4.3.: Definition of SecRAM 2.0 likelihood levels [173].
Value Likelihood (Description)
5 High probability that the scenario successfully occurs in the short term
4 High probability that the scenario successfully occurs in the medium term
3 High probability that the scenario successfully occurs during the lifetime of the project
2 Low probability that the scenario successfully occurs during the lifetime of the project
1 Very little/no probability that the scenario successfully occurs during the lifetime of the

project

Table 4.4.: SecRAM 2.0 risk matrix [173].
Impact

Likelihood 1 2 3 4 5
5 Low High High High High
4 Low Medium High High High
3 Low Low Medium High High
2 Low Low Low Medium High
1 Low Low Low Medium Medium

This fixed framework can now be used as a tool throughout the assessment, which
follows a strict seven-step approach:

1. Here the scope and boundaries of the target system along with assumptions are set.
This evaluation is performed by system experts and via a thorough analysis of the
system specification, technical manual or complimentary material.

2. This step consists of identifying Primary Assets (PAs) and Supporting Assets (SAs).
PAs may include services that when lost, makes carrying out a system intended
purpose impossible, or services that contain classified processes, i.e., proprietary
technology. SAs focus more on equipment, hardware and software. As such PAs
are defined by the primary purpose of a system while supporting assets enable that
primary purpose.

3. For an initial security assessment, the impact of a possible compromise of confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability on PAs and SAs is performed, using the impact
rating depicted in Table 4.2. This part is executed by security experts by looking
at all PAs and SAs from an attacker’s point of view and rating the impact of a
potential attack on confidentiality, integrity and availability.

4. Since a compromise of a security property requires either the lack of security
measures, exploitation of a vulnerability or a mis-configuration, or any combination
thereof, the fourth step is creating a threat catalogue in which open issues are listed.
In the same step, threats are mapped to PAs and SAs. Also, the previous impact
assessment of step 3 combined with a new likelihood assessment via Table 4.3
results in the first risk severity evaluation as per Table 4.4.
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5. In the next step, the initial risk is evaluated. For every threat that is rated as a
medium or high risk, security countermeasures need to be proposed. As such, this
marks the step where security controls are introduced first.

6. Now the residual risk is evaluated again and an informed decision is made, whether
architectural changes are still necessary or more additional controls are needed.
Overall, these additional controls and changes reduce either the likelihood for success
of an attack by applying security controls, or reduce the impact of a successful
attack via contingency measures [173]. Once the risk has been reduced to an
acceptable level, i.e., low or medium with additional argumentation in the technical
report for all threats, this part is completed.

7. Once necessary changes and controls are specified, this leads to identified security
requirements in the form of previously identified system changes or security controls.
These need to be explicitly stated as the final result of the SecRAM methodology.

4.2. Applying SecRAM 2.0 to LDACS
In this part, the aforementioned seven step methodology is applied onto the LDACS
system.

4.2.1. Scoping and Assumptions
Figure 3.3 depicts the overall LDACS environment and relevant entities, while Figure 3.4
focuses on the LDACS stack entities. System boundaries are set on the air side within the
AS in form of the ANI and AVI interfaces, and on the ground side by the LDACS digital
voice GW and the LDACS air/ground router (cf. Figure 3.3). As such, the components
of interest in scope of the LDACS A/G section and LDAN are as follows:

Aircraft Station: airborne LDACS radio that transceives LDACS traffic and is the
interface in between air gap and airborne internal hardware, such as router or voice
system.

Ground Station: physical ground radio transceives LDACS traffic and is the interface in
between air gap and ground VU, AC-R and GSC.

Ground Station Controller: ground controller that connects multiple GSs of one service
domain together and handles ground LDACS control-data.

Voice Unit: ground voice entity, possibly aligned with the GSC, handling the handover
of voice data from the ground voice GW to the correct GS.

Access-Router: ground data handling entity, possibly aligned with the GSC, handling
the handover of data traffic from the ground LDACS A/G router to the correct GS.
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Since several areas are not defined in the LDACS specification [17] yet, such as handling
the traffic between multiple ANSPs with different access networks, some assumptions
(abbreviated as “ASSUMP” in the following) must be made. For an overview of all
different LDACS network areas, please refer to Figure 3.3. The primary focus of this
risk assessment is the LDACS A/G section, as detailed in its official specification [17].
There, only the AS and the GS are described in depth, which results in the limitation of
this risk assessment to one ground- and one air-segment as given in ASSUMP#1. Since
LDACS is part of the FCI, it is a reasonable assumption that similar authentication
approaches apply, leading to ASSUMP2 to 5 [29,51,67]. It is probable that similar external
communication limitations, as well as physical security measures, such as fences around a
ground installation, will be put in place as with VDLm2 and AeroMACS. This results in
ASSUMP 6 and 7. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, layer three and up protection measures
are foreseen for ATN/OSI and ATN/IPS related data, leading to ASSUMP#8 [29].
Since LDACS control channels are too small for any authentication related information
such as signatures, authentication procedure will be handled after link establishment,
which is addressed in ASSUMP#9 (cf. Constraint#3). Time synchronicity between AS
and GS is set up upon connection establishment, and is thus another assumption in
ASSUMP#10. Lastly, protected spectrum, reserved for safety critical services, must be
constantly monitored for irregular activities, which is usually carried out by government
agencies [1]. This is addressed under ASSUMP#11.
ASSUMP#1 (LDANs: Data Handover): Data handover between different LDANs
is out of scope of this assessment.
ASSUMP#2 (LDAN: Authentication Handling): LDACS providers, running an
LDANs, handle authentication related information in their own respective networks,
either in the form of a sub-routine per GS or a central AAA server.
ASSUMP#3 (LDAN: Certified Providers): The LDAN is operated by a certified
provider (i.e., as is the case for current VDLm2 installations). This leads to several more
assumptions:
ASSUMP#4 (LDAN: Secure Data Transport): All data within the LDAN is
transported in a secure manner.
ASSUMP#5 (LDAN: Internal Network): Network connections between (usually
remote) GS and central entities in the access network such as the GSC are internal ones,
meaning they are physically and logically protected by the network operator.
ASSUMP#6 (LDAN: External Communications): External communications to the
access network will be secured in an adequate manner (e.g., Wireguard, VPN protected
access).
ASSUMP#7 (Physical Protection): Necessary physical protection of the network
and provider infrastructure is provided.
ASSUMP#8 (Security on Transport Layer): Any confidential user-data from the
Communications Service Provider (CSP) is either transported via the ATN/IPS and
thus protected by its security measures (cf. Section 3.4.3) or appropriately protected on
application layer.
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ASSUMP#9 (L2 Establishment then Authentication): As pointed out in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 authentication takes place after L2 link establishment.
ASSUMP#10 (Time Synchronicity): All GSs and GSC entities in an access network
are time synchronized with each other.
ASSUMP#11 (Frequency Monitoring): Telecommunications offices monitor the
radio frequency and has the legal rights to act in case of frequency assignment violations.

4.2.2. Identification of Primary and Supporting Assets
Following the SecRAM 2.0 methodology, elaborated in Section 4.1, the next step includes
the identification of primary and supporting assets. Primary assets are defined as
“services that when lost, makes carrying out a system intended purpose impossible” [173].
Chapter 3 gave enough background information about the services running via LDACS,
while [166, 167] list these additionally. From these sources, the primary assets can be
identified as follows:
PA#1 (ATS): High critical user-data (i.e., ATS, voice data)
PA#2 (AOC): Medium critical user-data (i.e., AOC data)
PA#3 (Control): LDACS control-data (i.e., Cell Entry in RACH)
PA#4 (APNT): LDACS APNT positioning information (i.e., GS sync symbols in FL)

Since LDACS primary purpose is communications, while also offering APNT as a
navigation alternative, disturbing any of the aforementioned services undermines that
purpose. SecRAM 2.0 defines supporting assets “any asset that enables that primary
purpose of a given system” [173]. To provide any communications or navigation service,
hard- and software along with correct configurations need to be working as intended,
leading to the following supporting assets:
SA#1 (AS): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the airborne
LDACS radio.
SA#2 (GS): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the ground
LDACS radio.
SA#3 (GSC): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the
ground inter-GSs managing entity.
SA#4 (VU): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the ground
voice managing unit.
SA#5 (AC-R): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the
ground data traffic managing unit.
SA#6 (LDAN): Hard-, software, configuration and management components of the
network infrastructure connecting (1) LDACS digital voice GW via the VU to the GS VI,
(2) LDACS A/G router via the AC-R to the GS SNP and (3) the GSC to the GS LME.
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4.2.3. Initial Impact Assessment on Primary and Supporting Assets
The list of primary assets is rather short but includes all primary means of the LDACS
datalink. The analysis on the impact in the event of a compromise of confidentiality,
integrity or availability by the dimensions as described in Table 4.5 is conducted here.
Results are shown in Table 4.5. As seen in Table 4.5, if integrity and availability are
compromised the general primary purpose of LDACS - providing means of safety critical
communications - is threatened.

Table 4.5.: Impact of security compromise on LDACS primary assets.
Primary Asset Security Property Categories Maximum

Impact
PA#1 (ATS) Integrity, Availability Capacity, Performance 5, 5
PA#2 (AOC) Integrity, Availability Capacity 5, 5
PA#3 (Control) Integrity, Availability Capacity, Performance 5, 5
PA#4 (APNT) Integrity, Availability Capacity, Performance 3, 3

Since the actual assessment consists of weighing many arguments and is too detailed
to be shown here, a full version for the evaluation on all primary assets can be found in
Appendix B in Table B.1. Here, one example for rating the impact value for the PA#1
(ATS) on the compromise of integrity and availability is given in the following.

Table 4.2 lists the worst-case scenario for “capacity” as a “loss of 60%- 100% capacity”
and for “performance” as “major quality abuse that makes multiple major systems
inoperable”. Since the assessment is performed only on the selected primary asset,
unavailable, modified, forged or deleted ATS data can lead to an outage of up to 14
safety critical services which is especially dangerous since the ATS primary objective is
to prevent collisions between aircraft [167]. Since many systems such as TCAS, ATC or
radio navigational aids are designed to keep aircraft at a minimum separation distance,
outage or modification of ATS can result in a system failure for all of these. Due to
the high importance of ATS data for the physical safety of aircraft, a successful attack
here can have catastrophic consequences, which is why the impact is rated as such.
Furthermore, since capacity and performance are co-dependent in this scenario, loss of
ATS data, i.e., loss of network capacity, leads to reduced performance, which is why both
categories receive the same rating.

By extension, the same ratings also apply to supporting assets, as by the SecRAM 2.0
methodology they inherit the impact rating when they support one or multiple primary
assets [173]. As such, any supporting asset that is partially responsible for e.g., PA#1
(ATS), automatically receives the same impact rating of 5 - catastrophic. The results are
depicted in Table 4.6 with a detailed version in Appendix B in Table B.2.
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Table 4.6.: Impact of security compromise on LDACS supporting assets.
Supporting
Asset

Supports
Primary
Asset

Security
Property

Categories Maximum
Impact

SA#1 (AS) PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

SA#2 (GS) PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

SA#3 (GSC) PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

SA#4 (VU) PA#1 (ATS),
PA#2 (AOC)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

SA#5 (AC-R) PA#1 (ATS),
PA#2 (AOC)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

SA#6 (LDAN) PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

Integrity,
Availability

Capacity,
Performance

5,
5

4.2.4. Threat Catalogue and First Risk Evaluation
The identification of vulnerabilities and resulting threats highly depends on the system
understanding of LDACS (cf. Section 3.2). As a simplification and support, SecRAM
lists several threats in categories, so called Threat Scenarios (TSs). This risk assessment
is aligned with previous works in [166,167] and only addresses the following TS:
TS#1 (Jamming): Jamming the LDACS physical link
TS#2 (Spoofing FL Control): Spoofing LDACS FL control-data
TS#3 (Spoofing FL User): Spoofing LDACS FL user-data
TS#4 (Spoofing RL Control): Spoofing LDACS RL control-data
TS#5 (Spoofing RL User): Spoofing LDACS RL user-data
TS#6 (Eavesdropping Control): Eavesdropping on LDACS control-data
TS#7 (Eavesdropping User): Eavesdropping on LDACS user-data
TS#8 (Higher Layer Interference): Interfering on higher layers, e.g., Denial of
Service (DoS) attack on LDAN with high load of IP-based packets

While the above TSs are kept generic on purpose, i.e., spoofing LDACS user-data can
range from capturing valid traffic and replaying it later on or simply forging ATN/IPS
traffic with the intent to disrupt ATC services. Concrete examples for each TSs are listed
in Appendix B in Table B.3.

As described in Section 4.1, the fourth SecRAM step consists of creating a threat
catalogue along with mapping TSs to PAs and SAs. This enables a first risk evaluation
on the current state of the system. Table 4.7 shows the corresponding mapping.

The impact rating in Table 4.7 stems from the impact assessment in Section 4.2.3,
while the likelihood rating is tightly linked to Table 4.3 with the following rationale:
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Table 4.7.: Linking threats to impact assessment of primary and supporting assets.
Threat ID Supporting

Asset ID
Primary
Asset ID

Impacting Impact
Rating

Likeli-
hood
Rating

TS#1 (Jamming) SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

Availability 5 3

TS#2 (Spoofing
FL Control)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

Integrity,
Availability

5 3

TS#3 (Spoofing
FL User)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Integrity,
Availability

5 4

TS#4 (Spoofing
RL Control)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Integrity,
Availability

5 3

TS#5 (Spoofing
RL User)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Integrity,
Availability

5 4

TS#6 (Eavesdrop-
ping Control)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS),
SA#4 (VU) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

Confiden-
tiality

1 4

TS#7 (Eavesdrop-
ping User)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS),
SA#4 (VU) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#2 (AOC)

Confiden-
tiality

3 5

TS#8 (Higher
Layer Interference)

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

Availability 5 2

TS#1 (Jamming) is comparatively easy to carry out. However, the detection and
localization of a jammer by the telecommunications authorities with possible resulting
arrest and high fines or jail-time is equally likely, and thus a high risk to the attacker.
As such, the threat is rated as “highly likely to occur once during the lifetime of
LDACS”. Interfering with LDACS control-data is relatively hard to carry out, due to
the necessity of having a sophisticated understanding of LDACS as well as dedicated
hardware. Additionally, the actual user-data content itself cannot be modified or altered
by this type of attack. Therefore, TS#2 (Spoofing FL Control) and TS#4 (Spoofing RL
Control) are rated at “3”.

Manipulating ATS, AOC or voice data, however, is possibly of a higher interest to an
attacker, while at the same time can be easier to carry out, due to longer slot times in
LDACS frame-structure, compared to control-data. As such TS#3 (Spoofing FL User)
and TS#5 (Spoofing RL User) are rated with “4”. Listening in on LDACS data is easy
to carry out, however an attacker is more likely to be focused on user-data. Hence, TS#6
(Eavesdropping Control) receives a “4” and TS#7 (Eavesdropping User) the highest
rating, “5”. Lastly, to interfere with the LDACS network, an attacker must be within it,
as access is restricted by the ANSP. As such, the impact of an insider attack is high,
however not that likely as it is difficult and risky to carry out, which is why it is rated
with a likelihood of “2”.
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Table 4.8.: LDACS risk evaluation without any security controls.
Impact

Likelihood 1 2 3 4 5
5 TS#7 (Eaves-

dropping User)
4 TS#6 (Eavesdrop-

ping Control)
TS#3 (Spoofing FL User),
TS#5 (Spoofing RL User)

3 TS#1 (Jamming),
TS#2 (Spoofing FL Control),
TS#4 (Spoofing RL Control)

2 TS#8 (Higher Layer
Interference)

1

By examining Tables 4.7 and B.3 in Appendix B, it is possible to identify various levels
of attack severity:

• An attacker is passively listening to and decoding the LDACS signal.

• An attacker is recording and replaying a signal via a Software Defined Radio (SDR)
with higher power than a valid LDACS transmitter1

• An attacker is actively interfering in the communications via using a custom made
LDACS encoder or old LDACS radio, while jamming the or transmitting at higher
power than the valid LDACS signal; this allows an attacker to inject arbitrary
messages of her own choosing and puts her in a man-in-the-middle position.

The last attack category is possibly hardest to carry out, since the valid signals need
to be captured, the valid radio signal needs to be disturbed locally at the Ground
Station (GS), in order for the attacker to get in the man-in-the-middle position. However,
if it can be successfully carried out, all LDACS communications are entirely under the
control of an attacker, without both parties having any way to notice it, except, perhaps,
by the added latency.

With these observations and deduced values from Table 4.7, the first risk evaluation
results in the first LDACS risk evaluation without any security controls depicted in
Table 4.8.

4.2.5. Risk Treatment
Table 4.8 clearly points out the need to implement security controls, as all TSs are rated
in a high severity category. In other words, the analysis thus far revealed LDACS to be
vastly insecure without the addition of security controls. The introduction of security
controls is step five in the SecRAM 2.0 methodology and content of this section.

1Remark: This attack is relatively easy to carry out and already has severe consequences ranging from
wrong APNT solutions, delayed or interrupted communications or altered transmitted messages.
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Apart from the distinction between security controls either reducing the likelihood or
the impact of an attack, no specific security control categories are foreseen by SecRAM
2.0 and the selection of suitable controls is up to security experts. Following previous
work in [166–168], suitable LDACS security controls were identified and are described,
along with their rationales, in Tables 4.9 and 4.10.

Table 4.9.: LDACS security controls: CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink) -
CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers).

Security Control & Rationale Supporting
Asset

Primary
Asset

CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink): When the avail-
ability of the LDACS link is compromised, VHF or
SatCOM can be used as fallback.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#2 (AOC)

CTRL#2 (Backup Frequencies): When an as-
signed LDACS frequency is disturbed, alternative fre-
quencies can be used to mitigate the interference.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy): Since an LDACS
GS has a range of up to 200 NM, at least four to an
estimated 17 GS by current cell planning [174] are
visible and available for the AS. In the event of an
attack, switching between them is possible.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication): To prevent
LDACS communications members impersonation and
to prevent spoofing attacks, mutual authentication at
L2 establishment is necessary.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#5 (User-Data MACs): To prevent the
injection or alteration of user-data, the validity of
the transmitted ATS, AOC or voice data must be
verifiable.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS),
SA#4 (VU) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)

CTRL#6 (User-Data Encryption): Even if user-
data is transported in a protected manner via the
ATN/IPS, the ACARS or ATN/OSI are still in use.
Thus, adding an optional confidentiality protection
on L2 layer prevents easy to carry out eavesdropping
attacks on the air gap.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS),
SA#4 (VU) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#2 (AOC)

CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs): This control
allows AS and GS to verify the validity of control-data,
allowing the detection and prevention of control-data
related attacks.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#3 (GSC)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers): Combined with
MACs, this prevents message replay attacks on the L2
layer, as well as enabling AS and GS to detect deleted
messages.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#5 (AC-R)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#3 (Control)
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Table 4.10.: LDACS security controls: CTRL#9 (Time Synchronization) -
CTRL#16 (Known GS Locations).

Security Control & Rationale Supporting
Asset

Primary
Asset

CTRL#9 (Time Synchronization): Once AS and
GS established a connection, they are time synchro-
nized to an error smaller than 1.6 µs. Thus, delays in
communications between AS and GS become recogniz-
able, helping detect Man-in-the-middle attacks.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#10 (Tamper Protection): This prevents
the malicious modification of software or settings on a
device and hardens the system against internal threats.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management): A
vulnerability management system helps keeping the
LDACS related software up-to-date and eases patching
vulnerabilities.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#12 (Rate-Limiting): At highest CMS,
LDACS offers 1.4 Mbps on FL and RL. Depending
on the link quality, the access network and, lastly, the
GS, should implement rate-limiting to mitigate the
threat of DoS attacks.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#13 (Security Control Set): This includes
having strict network access controls in place, harden-
ing devices by disabling all unused ports and services,
have a user access control scheme in place and only
allow authorized personal physical and remote access
to LDACS related devices.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#14 (LDAN Secure Channel): Secure chan-
nels among access network devices hardens against L3
attacks here. Also, since security related data as well
as safety-critical data is exchanged among GSs, having
secure channels among these devices is of special im-
portance.

SA#2 (GS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#15 (Secure Logging): Any security related
event, e.g., the identification, authentication and au-
thorization of a new communications member, the
passed or failed validity check of a message, or the
sudden deviation of an APNT solution by a certain
threshold, must be logged in a secure manner to be
able to review the incident later.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#6 (LDAN)

PA#1 (ATS) -
PA#4 (APNT)

CTRL#16 (Known GS Locations): Together with
CTRL#9 (Time Synchronization), this control hardens
against APNT related attacks and prevents the sce-
nario in which an attacker attempts to impersonate a
GS of an entirely different geographical region.

SA#1 (AS) -
SA#2 (GS)

PA#4 (APNT)
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4.2.6. Residual Risk Evaluation
After the identification of suitable control measures in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 to reduce the
risk from previously collected Threats (cf. Tables 4.7, 4.8 and B.3), the residual risk
after the implementation of controls needs to be evaluated. That is the task of the next
SecRAM 2.0 step and performed in this section.

Table 4.12 maps identified security controls to each TSs and evaluates the residual
risk of that TS with security measures implemented. A rational for each rating is found
in the last column. Please note, that sometimes ranges of security controls are given,
i.e., CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink) - CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy), which also includes
CTRL#2 (Backup Frequencies).

Finally, to demonstrate the effectiveness of identified security controls, the newly
evaluated risk with implemented security controls is shown in Table 4.11. As seen in
Tables 4.11 and 4.12, all residual risks are acceptable as by the SecRAM 2.0 methodology
[173].

Table 4.11.: LDACS risk evaluation with security controls.
Impact

Likelihood 1 2 3 4 5
5
4
3 TS#7 (Eavesdrop-

ping User)
2 TS#6 (Eavesdrop-

ping Control)
TS#2 (Spoofing FL Control),
TS#4 (Spoofing RL Control)

TS#1 (Jamming),
TS#3 (Spoofing FL User),
TS#5 (Spoofing RL User),
TS#8 (Higher Layer
Interference)

1

4.2.7. Security Requirements
A total of 16 security control mechanisms were identified in Section 4.1, which need to be
transformed into LDACS security requirements. Although this is still part of the SecRAM
2.0 methodology, it is given its own section here due to its significance throughout this
doctoral thesis.

Please note, several controls are already aligned with the listed assumptions at the
beginning of Section 4.2: the LDAN is access controlled as per ASSUMP#2 (LDAN:
Authentication Handling), ASSUMP#3 (LDAN: Certified Providers) and ASSUMP#7
(Physical Protection), and data is protected via ASSUMP#5 (LDAN: Internal Network)
and ASSUMP#8 (Security on Transport Layer). As such, controls CTRL#13 (Security
Control Set) and CTRL#14 (LDAN Secure Channel) are partly included in these.
CTRL#9 (Time Synchronization) is covered by ASSUMP#10 (Time Synchronicity), due
to the then achieved time synchronicity with ASs, GSs and GSC. CTRL#10 (Tamper
Protection) is covered by ASSUMP#3 (LDAN: Certified Providers) - only certified
ANSPs are allowed to operate an LDAN. CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink) -
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Table 4.12.: Residual risk rating after implementation of LDACS security controls.
Threat Control IDs Rev.

Im-
pact

Rev.
Like-
li-
hood

Rationale

TS#1
(Jamming)

CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink) -
CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy),
CTRL#10 (Tamper Protection),
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

3 2 Alternative frequencies, datalinks and
GSs prevent a total loss of communi-
cations, while tamper-proof devices
harden against the scenario of an at-
tacker modifying used LDACS radios.

TS#2
(Spoof-
ing FL
Control)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication),
CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs) -
CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management),
CTRL#13 (Security Control Set) -
CTRL#16 (Known GS Locations)

2 2 Entity authentication, access control,
time synchronization, and known
GS locations hardens against imper-
sonation attacks, while MACs with
sequence numbers on control-data
prevent the injection of control-data.

TS#3
(Spoofing
FL User)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication) -
CTRL#6 (User-Data Encryption),
CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

3 2 Entity authentication, user-data pro-
tection such as MACs, sequence
numbers and optional Authenti-
cated Encryption with Associated
Data (AEAD), and relying on a se-
cure ground network (CTRL#11-14),
hardens user-data aimed attacks.

TS#4
(Spoof-
ing RL
Control)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication),
CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs) -
CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management),
CTRL#13 (Security Control Set) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

2 2 The rationale is like the one in TS#2
(Spoofing FL Control), with the
exception that the transmission of
APNT related data does not need to
be protected on the RL.

TS#5
(Spoofing
RL User)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication) -
CTRL#6 (User-Data Encryption),
CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

3 2 The argumentation follows the same
logic as in TS#3 (Spoofing FL User).

TS#6
(Eaves-
dropping
Control)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication),
CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs) -
CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management),
CTRL#13 (Security Control Set) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

1 2 While listening on the air gap for
LDACS control-data is still possible,
tamper proof devices, access control
to the network and having a hard-
ened ground network in place, make a
successful attack even less likely.

TS#7
(Eaves-
dropping
User)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication),
CTRL#6 (User-Data Encryption),
CTRL#10 (Tamper Protection),
CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management),
CTRL#13 (Security Control Set) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

1 3 Optional AEAD protection for user-
data prevents an attacker to success-
fully sniff ATS or AOC data on the
air gap. Voice data must remain ac-
cessible, which has not been deemed
a threat.

TS#8
(Higher
Layer
Interference)

CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication) -
CTRL#6 (User-Data Encryption),
CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers) -
CTRL#15 (Secure Logging)

3 2 A secure ground network, access
control and rate-limitation harden
against DoS attacks within the
LDACS A/G and access network.

CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy) is also covered by ASSUMP#11 (Frequency Monitoring),
as legal action can be immediately taken in case an active radio disturbance is detected.

As stated in Chapter 1, the goal of Research Question 2 - identifying LDACS
security requirements and constraints - is focused on areas, where standard cybersecurity
solutions are not applicable. In other words, the focus of this doctoral thesis is on LDACS
and GBAS specific cybersecurity measures that require changes in their specifications
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and on protocol layer. For example, several controls are cybersecurity generic, such as
CTRL#10 (Tamper Protection) - CTRL#12 (Rate-Limiting) and CTRL#13 (Security
Control Set) - CTRL#15 (Secure Logging), and not necessarily specific to the LDACS
protocol.

This means, that the exact implementation of CTRL#10 (Tamper Protection),
CTRL#11 (Vulnerability Management), CTRL#12 (Rate-Limiting), ASSUMP#2 (LDAN:
Authentication Handling), ASSUMP#5 (LDAN: Internal Network), ASSUMP#7 (Physi-
cal Protection), and ASSUMP#8 (Security on Transport Layer) with CTRL#14 (LDAN
Secure Channel) and CTRL#15 (Secure Logging) is left to the LDACS radio manufac-
turers and ANSPs. While they need to proof the implementation of these controls in
adequate form (as required by ICAO [146]), these controls do not need to be translated
into content for the LDACS specification but can be included in the LDACS SARPS.
As CTRL#1 (Alternative Datalink) - CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy) are ATM system
and LDACS cell planning related, e.g., how to assign multiple LDACS frequencies to a
location with a reuse factor of seven [17,174], they also need to be implemented without
stating a specific realization in the LDACS specification (i.e., which frequencies to assign
in which specific location).

Overall, this leaves the following security requirements that need to be addressed
within this doctoral thesis, which are aligned with security objectives in [15,62,70,166]
and included in the LDACS SARPS [146]:
Security Requirement#1 (Safety over Security): LDACS system security functions
shall not diminish the ability of the LDACS system to operate safely and effectively (cf.
constraints from Section 3.2.2).
Security Requirement#2 (MAKE): LDACS shall provide a mutual authentication
and key establishment capability between the LDACS airborne and the LDACS ground
subsystem (as per CTRL#4 (AS-GS Authentication) - CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs),
CTRL#9 (Time Synchronization), CTRL#16 (Known GS Locations)).
Security Requirement#3 (Message Authenticity): LDACS shall provide a capa-
bility to protect the integrity and authenticity of messages in transit (as per CTRL#5
(User-Data MACs), CTRL#7 (Control-Data MACs) - CTRL#8 (Sequence Numbers)).
Security Requirement#4 (Message Confidentiality): LDACS should provide a
capability to protect confidentiality/privacy of messages in transit (as per CTRL#6
(User-Data Encryption)).
Security Requirement#5 (Secure Handover): LDACS shall provide a capability to
conduct secure, seamless handovers between GSs of the same ANSP (as per CTRL#2
(Backup Frequencies) - CTRL#3 (GS Redundancy), CTRL#13 (Security Control Set) -
CTRL#14 (LDAN Secure Channel)).

Security Requirement#1 (Safety over Security) refers to the requirement, that security
functions require system resources, and the security resource requirements shall be kept as
low as possible to allow for the maximum user-data throughput with reasonable security
field (e.g., MACs tags, signatures) sizes. Security Requirement#2 (MAKE) serves as
impersonation protection and is a necessary access control mechanism, along with the
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prerequisite to later protect user or control-data via established cryptographic keys.
While Security Requirement#3 (Message Authenticity) applies to user and control-data,
Security Requirement#4 (Message Confidentiality) is only applicable to user-data. Both
have their roots in the key establishment mechanism of Security Requirement#2 (MAKE).
Security Requirement#5 (Secure Handover) allows for handovers between multiple GSs
in the same LDAN, while maintaining a secure connection, in case the connection to one
ground radio is intentionally or accidentally disturbed.

4.3. Findings
This chapter introduced and applied the SecRAM 2.0 methodology to LDACS, resulting
in the identification of primary and supporting assets, threats, the evaluation of an initial
risk to LDACS without security measures, controls, the evaluation of the residual risk to
LDACS with security controls, and finally, security requirements.

The first part of Research Question 2, which is identifying LDACS cybersecurity
requirements, was thereby answered. While all controls of Tables 4.9 and 4.10 need to be
realized by the various LDACS stakeholders - such as the radio manufacturer ensuring
tamper protection for the radio device, or the ANSP ensuring access control to the LDAN
- only a limited number need to be directly realized by the LDACS datalink itself. These
controls will be part of this doctoral thesis: (1) Mutual entity authentication and key
establishment, (2) optional message in transit encryption with mandatory integrity and
authentication protection, (3) allowing for seamless, secure handovers among different
GSs in the same LDAN.

The design to fulfill these requirements under evaluated constraints (cf. Chapter 3) is
presented in the next chapter.
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5. LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture
Design

This chapter introduces suitable cryptographic solutions for LDACS, following security
requirements of Section 4.2.7, while respecting constraints from Section 3.2.2.

First, the chapter is opened with Section 5.1, which states clear assumptions and
prerequisites about the LDACS and the LDAN. Then, trust solutions for LDACS are
introduced in Section 5.2, partly answering Research Question 3, a suitable MAKE
and secure handover protocol for LDACS is the content of Sections 5.3 and 5.4, partly
answering Research Question 4, point-to-point and point-to-multi-point user-data
security solutions are discussed in Section 5.5.1, partly answering Research Question 5,
and LDACS control-channel security measures are the focus in Section 5.5.2, partly
answering Research Question 6.

5.1. Prerequisites
The constraints listed in Section 3.2.2 and the identified security requirements in Sec-
tion 4.2.7 guide the design of the LDACS security system. Assumptions made in the
threat and risk analysis in Section 4.2.1 also aid in determining the scope of security
measures. However, it is not necessary to reinvent well-established concepts such as
a certificate-based chain of trust, a PKI, or the ability to generate keys with high en-
tropy [130]. The following is a list of prerequisites that establish a starting point for the
LDACS security design and highlight areas that need to be addressed. Some of these
prerequisites are taken from scientific literature [17,35,41,175] and some are extensions
of the assumptions listed in Section 4.2.1:
Prerequisite 1: AS and GS establish a time synchronization with a maximum offset of
1.6µs [17].
Prerequisite 2: AS and GS know the typical aeronautical traffic patterns (i.e., 80%
125-175B packets, 20% 1400B packets [35, 41]) or rather know all offered services via
LDACS and corresponding packet formats.
Prerequisite 3: AS know physical locations and corresponding identities of GSs, as well
as its own position (i.e., via GNSS).
Prerequisite 4: Entities within the LDAN (cf. Figure 3.3) are connected via an authen-
ticated and encrypted channel.
Prerequisite 5: The GS can periodically generate keys with high entropy and store them
locally in a secure manner. Also, several GSs can periodically and securely agree on a
common set of keys with high entropy, which can be stored locally in a secure manner.
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Prerequisite 6 (PKI): AS and GS are integrated in the LDACS PKI.
A CDS is in place for secure AS and GS certificate distribution purposes.
An Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) server is in place for certificate revocation
purposes.
GS and CDS/OCSP are connected via an authenticated, encrypted channel.
AS and GS have stored locally an unrevoked, valid CA certificate, denoted CertCA.
AS and GS have access to their own certificate, denoted CertAS and CertGS respectively,
and respective private keys, denoted PrivKeyAS and PrivKeyGS.

Prerequisite 7: Certificate authorities of the LDACS PKI are trusted.

Furthermore, aeronautical navigation builds on physical and navigational assumptions
that aim to identify AS and GS in proximity. Particularly, it is assumed that a sender is
aware of the receiver and how to communicate with them in Prerequisites 1 to 3.

While Prerequisites 6 and 7 already state prerequisites about a possible LDACS PKI,
the following Section 5.2 goes one step back to look at feasible trust approaches and
introduces the reasoning behind both assumptions.

5.2. Trust
Since it is not possible to establish an authenticated session key without prior existing
secure channels being available, every security architecture requires some form of trust
root. The issue is, that the term trust is used throughout the literature without providing
a good definition of the term [132]. NIST defines trust as follows in Definition 5.1.

Definition 5.1 (Trust a). A characteristic of an entity that indicates its ability to per-
form certain functions or services correctly, fairly and impartially, along with assurance
that the entity and its identifier are genuine.

ahttps://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/Trust (accessed January 20, 2023)

Overall, trust does not necessarily need to come from a source of knowledge, but can
also be the result of someone being in possession of something, i.e., a security token, or
someone or something having a unique property, i.e., identification, authentication and
authorization via an iris scan [130].

As such, examples for trust origins range from an identity being bound to (I) a mutually
shared secret, i.e., a shared key, or an identity being bound to (II) a public-private key
pair, which is the case for certificates incorporated within a PKI. Lastly, trust can
originate from (III) a challenge-response protocol, i.e., when someone is in possession of
a security token and can enter the one-time password at the right point in time, which
is then verified by the security token provider, i.e., via looking up that value from in a
secure database.

In the first case (I), a trust relationship can emerge, if (1) a key is shared prior
to any communication via a secure channel between two principals, (2) the principals
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then present their identities to each other, (3) assure the other party of their identity
claim via using the shared secret and the identity in a MAC function, (4) exchange the
resulting MAC tags and (5) verify the identity claim by using the shared key to verify
the respective others MAC. If the verification process succeeds and both parties believe
that only the other respective party can be in possession of the pre-shared key, then they
have established mutual trust. One famous family of wireless communications system,
whose trust is based on shared keys, are the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
standards on commercial mobile wireless communications, such as 3G, 4G or 5G [8,10].

In the second case (II), a trust relationship can emerge if (1) both principals are in
possession of their own certificate, (2) that certificate being signed by a mutually trusted
CA, (3) and the public key of the respective other party being known to the principal.
Then (4) both principals can exchange an identity claim and sign that identity claim with
their respective private keys. (5) Upon verifying that signature with the public key of
the respective other party, trust emerges if the CA signature of a principal’s certificate is
correctly verified and the initial signature verification passes. Three examples which rely
on digital certificates, signatures and a PKI, are AMS, AeroMACS and the ATN/IPS,
as already discussed in Section 3.4.

In the third case (III), one principal has access to a security token and the other
principal has the possibility to verify the correctness of the one-time password of that
security token. Let’s say Alice is in possession of the token which generates certain
random looking values based on a certain input and Bob has a large database at hand.
Prior to the actual communications, (1) Alice generates a lot of those random-looking
values based on certain inputs and (2) Bob stores these pairs of in- and outputs in a
secure database, while (3) Alice deletes them after the initial setup. Whenever Alice
wants to securely communicate with Bob, (4) Bob can send one of the stored inputs,
called a challenge, and Alice, in possession of the token, (5) generates the output, called
a response, (6) which is then transmitted to Bob. That way, (7) Alice proofed to Bob to
be still in possession of the token and thus established a one-way trust relationship.

While the third case has been the subject of two publications by the author of this
doctoral thesis [62, 176] by using a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) as a security
token, both the first and third case fall short when confronted with the geopolitical
reality of aviation: (1) it operates worldwide without borders and (2) a small number
of dominant state actors are capable of securing critical infrastructure and have limited
trust towards others. This begs the question, who should be the instance handing out
either shared-keys or security tokens. Both cases, the pre-shared key and the security
token method, do not offer the option for a hierarchical scalable solution, meaning that,
i.e., German issued tokens or shared keys must be shared with the rest of the world, while
all other countries must do the same with Germany. Additionally, when an aircraft is
entering the respective domestic airspace, a trust relationship between aircraft and ground
can only be established with access to the respective other nations secure database or
shared keys. In other words, a large pool of secure keys or tokens must be made accessible
to every air traffic control instance globally to realize these options for establishing trust.
As mentioned in this paragraph in (2), some state actors are able to effectively protect
their critical infrastructure, i.e., access to that global database, some are not. Since trust
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among nations is limited as it is (cf. (1) in this paragraph), using this worldwide ATC
accessible database as trust approach is not only very hard to realize in a secure manner.
It is also inconceivable due to different countries being able to protect their access in
different, more sophisticated ways and an attacker only requiring to break through the
least protected one [15,176].

Since a PKI is hierarchical and offers different trust origin approaches, such as trust
bridges, cross-certification or a single root of trust, this work focuses on a PKI as trust
source.

5.2.1. PKI Entities and Principles
The general idea of a PKI is the attempt to solve the problem of having to trust a
communication’s partner identity claim. A PKI can solve this problem via involving a
trusted third party who verifies the identities of the parties who wish to engage in digital
communications via issuing digital certificates. Figure 5.1 shows entities, principles and
a workflow for a typical PKI.

Info

How are Certificates and the PKI interrelated?

Public Key

Private Key

Registration
Authority

Certificate
Authority

Validation
Authority

wants
access

OK

OK

Info

Info

Figure 5.1.: Overview of PKI entities and principles [177].

Before any certificate is issued, a root CA is installed with a self-signed certificate.
From there, all trust is derived further down the chain of trust to sub-CAs and finally to
the end-entities. End-entities in the LDACS context are AS and GS and as such, both
entities shall have their own respective certificate with their public key embedded in it
and the private key stored safely at the end-entity. To receive a certificate, entities (i.e.,
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the requesting party which could be airlines or ground network service providers) need to
apply for one. First, they must pass the inspection of the Registration Authority (RA),
which checks the validity of provided information. If the information checks out, the
Certificate Signing Request (CSR) is passed to the CA which then signs that request
with its own private key and passes the newly created certificate back to the certificate
requester. At the same time, information about this procedure, such as signing and
validity time of the certificate, are passed to a Validation Authority (VA), which can be
contacted by any entity requesting information about the validity of a certain certificate.
This usually happens when entities authenticate to each other by presenting a signature
to each other and the verifying entity needs to assure itself about the validity of the
certificate. This is necessary as the certificate contains the respective public key required
to verify the correctness of the presented signature.

5.2.2. Deciding on an LDACS PKI Structure
A PKI can generally be structured in three different ways: (1) Cross-Certification, (2)
Single-root CA, or (3) Bridge CA. Each possibility is depicted in Figure 5.2.

Root CA

Sub CA 1
Region 1

CA

Region 1

CA

Region 1

CA

Trust

(a) Single-root PKI.

ICAO 

Bridge

Root 4

CA

Root 3

CA

Root 2

CA

Root 1

CA

Trust

(b) Bridge CA PKI.

Region 1

CA

Region 2

CA

Region 3

CA

Region 4

CA

Region 5

CA

Region 6

CA

Trust

(c) PKI cross-signing.

Figure 5.2.: Basic PKI frameworks and structures.

The final design agreement on the PKI structure for LDACS will have to be reached
at ICAO, via all possible future LDACS users agreeing on the best way for countries
to trust each other. Generally, a PKI with few intermediate levels, i.e., sub-CAs, is
preferable to keep the PKI related data overhead to a minimum. As discussed in
Section 3.4.2, one relatively new deployed aeronautical communications system with a
PKI is AeroMACS [30]. Here a single-root CA with only one sub-CA level design is
chosen [30]. Since LDACS and AeroMACS are both FCI candidates and interoperability
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is important in this multi-link concept (cf. Section 3.2), a single root-CA PKI structure
for LDACS is a logical consequence.

Additionally, the ATN/IPS follows a similar approach with the global root CA being
hosted as an offline root CA on worldwide neutral ground, at ICAO [29, 114, 178].
Section 5.2 mentions the geopolitical realities of worldwide civil aviation and especially
the limited trust countries have towards each other. A single offline root CA managed
by ICAO, with tiers below managed by respective country sub-CAs, such as a German
sub-CA, an American sub-CA, a Chinese sub-CA, and so forth would at least reduce the
need to directly trust each other. As ICAO is a United Nations (UN) specialized agency,
with 193-member states, countries ratifying this proposal are essentially putting trust in
the other 192 states, allowing this decision to be made by a democratic vote.

The author of this doctoral thesis strongly recommends and explicitly proposes this
approach with an example design of the LDACS PKI depicted in Figure 5.3.

Since every PKI requires certificate policies, these are given by the LDACS advisory
council, a new body at ICAO with every member state being able to join. Decisions
in this council are reached by a democratic vote. The executing body at ICAO is the
LDACS management authority which manages the PKI according to certificate policies
and authorizes the issuance of sub-CAs. Sub-CAs can be centrally hosted for a country,
i.e., the FAA could host the US LDACS sub-CA directly, or sub-CAs are regionally
distributed, i.e., one sub-CA for each state of the US. Lastly, device certificates refer to
certificates installed in the actual airborne or ground LDACS radios - AS or GS.

5.2.3. LDACS Certificate Content
To better align LDACS with AeroMACS and the ATN/IPS, a similar certificate structure
- the X.509 version 3 certificates [157] - is recommended here as well. The certificate
structure is encoded using Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) of the Abstract Syntax
Notation One (ASN.1), which is representing values in a tag-length-value format [157,179].
Therefore, individual fields can be of arbitrary length and adjusted to the current use case.
Since the signature algorithm choice is subject of Section 6.1.1, the specific certificate
fields receive placeholder values algo and σ. Please note that recommendations for
network nodes in the ATN/IPS from the ICAO Doc 9896 [28], RTCA DO-379 [88] and
ARINC P-858 [29] are taken into account when modeling the LDACS certificate values.
The content of LDACS GS certificates is set as depicted in Listing 5.1 with the differences
between AS and GS certificate depicted in Table 5.1.

In Listing 5.1, a bare LDACS certificate in X.509 format without extensions is given,
denoted in ASN.1 DER representation. The public key size (denoted px in line 17) and
signature size (denoted sx in line 20) is 248 Byte. The subject of the certificate is set by
the UA, a 24-bit unique ICAO provided identifier (cf. line 13), along with country and
PKI organization IDs (lines 14 and 15), both assumed to require 20 Bytes together.

Validity periods (lines 11 and 12) differ for AS and GS with the AS certificate being
valid for three years, and the GS certificate being valid for one year. The validity periods
for root-CA/sub-CA are 20 years and ten years respectively, with the public key of the
sub-CA being valid for 13 years. These lifetimes thus follow again ATN/IPS and FCI
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Table 5.1.: Differences between LDACS AS and GS certificate values.
Size (in byte) Field Value

32 validity notBefore: set by Issuing CA, time of certificate creation
notAfter: set by Issuing CA, notBefore + 3 year

84 subject

ID = <UA>
C = <COUNTRY>
O = <PKI Operating Organization>
OU = < "ICAO Airline Three-Letter Designator" >
CN = < "Air Device Subject CN" >

recommendations [28,29].

Listing 5.1: LDACS GS X.509 certificate with the following format: field sizes (in
Bytes) field names and LDACS specific field values [157]

1 ( 4) C e r t i f i c a t e {
2 ( 4) t b s C e r t i f i c a t e {
3 ( 5) v e r s i o n : p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r
4 ( 9) ser ia lNumber : p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r generated by i s s u i n g CA
5 (13) s i g n a t u r e : b i t s t r i n g c a l c u l a t e d by i s s u i n g CA on
6 ASN. 1 DER−encoded t b s C e r t i f i c a t e
7 (84) i s s u e r : ID = <ID>
8 C = <COUNTRY>
9 O = <PKI Operating Organizat ion>

10 CN = <PKI Operating Organizat ion>
11 (32) v a l i d i t y : notBefore : s e t by I s s u i n g CA, c e r t i f i c a t e c r e a t i o n time ,
12 notAfter : s e t by I s s u i n g CA, notBefore + 1 year
13 (84) s u b j e c t : ID = <UA>
14 C = <COUNTRY>
15 O = <PKI Operating Organizat ion>
16 CN = <GS Operating Organizat ion>
17 ( px ) sub jec tPub l i cKeyIn fo : ID−a lgoPubl i ckey
18 } ,
19 (13) s ignatureAlgor i thm : a lgo
20 ( sx ) s ignatureVa lue : σ
21 }

5.2.4. LDACS Certificate Revocation
As described in Section 5.2.3, certificate validity periods of one year or more are foreseen,
hence timely certificate revocation measures are necessary. Generally, a certificate can be
used during its entire validity period as stated upon its creation.

The certificate validity period is defined as the time between its notBefore and notAfter
values (cf. line2 11 and 12 in Listing 5.1). In general, the validity period can be
of arbitrary length, however since September 2020, major browser companies, such
as Apple or Mozilla, do not accept certificates with a validity longer than 398 days
anymore [180,181].

Due to various reasons, such as the compromise of the private key or the compromise of
a CA higher up in the trust chain, a certificate might become invalid before reaching its
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expiration date [157]. Therefore, possibilities to revoke a certificate are needed, which is
often realized by the CA via a CRL or the OCSP [157,179]. While both options serve the
same purpose, they differ in their content, distribution methods and scopes. A CRL is a
periodically published list, often referred to as denylist, containing all revoked certificates
by one CA. Issued with a time stamp, it is cryptographically signed by the respective CA
and made available for public access. The validity of a certificate is verified by ensuring
it is not included within the current CRL. The certificate validation is therefore also
possible in retrospect, if the respective CRL of the time in question is known. While
CRLs for a certain CA can be cached and made available for later, even offline use, they
might not be suitable for bandwidth restricted environments such as LDACS. Even
if only one certificate must be verified, the entire CRL has to be downloaded, which,
depending on the number of revoked certificates, can become quite large [177].

If resource limitations are significant, frequent and recent information of a certificate’s
status are needed, OCSP is another option for revocations. In contrast to CRLs, infor-
mation about the validity of certificates is requested at an OCSP responder, and only
results regarding the queried certificates are included in the response. The function
of the OCSP responder can be fulfilled by the CA itself, a trusted responder or a CA
designated responder - the latter being examples for VAs as shown in Figure 5.1. As
individual requests are answered, an online connection to the responder has to exist.
As such, this is only an option for GSs or for AS being registered in an LDACS cell
and then downloading the certificate status online via LDACS. The issue here is, that
an AS also need to check the GS certificate status, which was a major shortcoming of
the security solutions offered by AMS or AeroMACS, detailed in Section 3.4. Within
the OCSP response, the certificate status can be identified via the status values “good”,
“revoked”, or “unknown”. However, the word “good” is misleading in this case, as that
status only indicates, that no certificate with the listed serial number has been revoked
within its validity period. It does not specify whether the respective certificate has ever
been issued. Further, additional information such as the source of certificate revocation
(i.e., the respective CRL) can be included [177,179].

Since the validity of a certificate must be checked during the establishment of a
secure communications channel between peers, the AS needs to be able to check the GS
certificate’s validity and vice versa. Using a CRL for that purpose means to transmit the
entire list over LDACS. With Constraint#8 (Low Data-Rate) and Section 3.2 stating
230-1400 kbps per LDACS cell, this might prove too costly int terms of data overhead.
To compare both options directly, Listing 5.2 shows the content of a CRL for one revoked
certificate (seen by the 22 minimum Bytes in the “revokedCertificates” field in line 7)
and Listing 5.3 does the same for OCSP responses.

Listing 5.2 shows a minimum CRL length of 134 Bytes, plus 22 Bytes for every
additional revoked certificate entry, plus the actual signature (denoted as sx).

Listing 5.3 shows a minimum OCSP response length of 112 Byte, plus 32 Bytes for
every additional revoked certificate entry, plus the actual signature (denoted as sx).

As such, if the information about just one certificate validity status is required, the
OCSP is slightly more efficient. However, OCSP become more inefficient, depending on
the amount of responses are queried for. However, with OCSP being specifically designed
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to look up a certain certificate statue [157, 179], OCSP matches the LDACS use case
better. Thus, LDACS will use OCSP as certificate validity verification solution.

Listing 5.2: CRL basic fields and
field sizes in Bytes in
parenthesis [157]

1 ( 4) C e r t i f i c a t e L i s t {
2 ( 2) t b s C e r t L i s t {
3 ( 5) ver s ion ,
4 (13) s ignature ,
5 (84) i s s u e r ,
6 (13) thisUpdate ,
7 (22) r e v o k e d C e r t i f i c a t e s {
8 ( 9) u s e r C e r t i f i c a t e ,
9 (13) revocat ionDate

10 }
11 } ,
12 (13) s ignatureAlgor i thm ,
13 ( sx ) s i g n a t u r e
14 }

Listing 5.3: OCSP response fields
and sizes in Bytes in
parenthesis [179]

1 ( 2) OCSPResponse {
2 ( 4) responseStatus ,
3 ( 2) responseBytes {
4 ( 3) responseType ,
5 ( 2) re sponse {
6 ( 2) tbsResponseData {
7 (22) responderID ,
8 (15) producedAt ,
9 ( 2) r e s p o n s e s {

10 ( 2) {
11 (24) certID ,
12 ( 4) ce r tSta tus ,
13 (15) thisUpdate ,
14 }
15 } ,
16 } ,
17 (13) s ignatureAlgor i thm ,
18 ( sx ) s i g n a t u r e
19 }
20 }
21 }

5.3. Security Enhanced LDACS Cell Entry Procedure
Before any AS-GS connection attempt, prerequisites listed in Section 5.1 have to be
met. This includes certificates roll-out (cf. Prerequisite 6), establishment of a secure
connection among entities in the LDAN (cf. Prerequisite 4) and updates to existing
AS certificates as well as OCSP responses must have been securely transmitted from
CDS/OCSP to GS. With that, the GS has stored locally all current AS certificates with
valid OCSP responses, which are valid for a 24 h time window [29], as well as its own
valid GS certificate CertGS , along with its private key PrivKeyGS .

LDACS Constraint#1 (No Changes to PHY Layer and Frame Structure), Constraint#2
(User-Data after Cell Entry), Constraint#3 (Small Control-Channels), and Constraint#4
(Cell Join Time Limit) state the difficulties and purpose around the Cell Entry procedure.
The main issue is that LDACS control channels are too small for authentication or key
establishment purposes. However, certificate information and cipher-suite options can
be added in the RACH and CCCH, allowing AS and GS to agree on a common set of
cryptographic algorithms. Section 3.1 already mentioned the rising threat of quantum
computers, along with the necessity to be able to upgrade algorithms and key material
to post-quantum level. This makes cipher-suite negotiations for LDACS a must (cf.
Constraint#9 (Long Lifetime)).

Since it is distinguished between LDACS control- and user-data, two cipher-suite lists
- one for each domain - reduce the overall size of the cipher-suite parameter. They
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Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Addresses: UAGS , SACGS , Address: UAAS

Certificates: CertGS, CertAS, CertCA Certificates: CertAS, CertCA(CertGS)
Keys: kBC, kCC , kvoice Keys: -
Sequence Numbers: SQNBC, SQNCC,DC Sequence Numbers: -
Step 1 : Prepare mBC = SIB||SQNBC

Mac(kBC , mBC)→ tBC

Step 2 :
BCCH: System Identification Broadcast

UAGS , SACGS , tBC

Step 3 : Store UAGS , SACGS , tBC

CertGS stored ? scgs = 1 : scgs = 0

Step 4 :
RACH: CellEntryRequest

UAAS , SACGS , scgs

Step 5 : Store UAAS

if CertAS not valid : Abort
Set SACAS , CCLDACS, EPLDACS

Prepare SQNBC, SQNCC,DC and CCmsg1 with
CCLDACS, EPLDACS, SQNBC, SQNCC,DC

Set mCC = CCmsg1 ||CCmsg2 ||...
Mac(kCC , mCC)→ tCC

Step 6 :
CCCH: CellEntryResponse

SACAS , mCC, tCC

Step 7 : Store SACAS , EPLDACS, CCLDACS

SQNBC, SQNCC,DC, tCC

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DCH open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 5.4.: Security enhanced LDACS Cell Entry procedure.

are denoted EPLDACS for MAKE and user-data specific algorithms, and CCLDACS for
control-data algorithms. Implementation details of these cipher-suites are given in
Section 6.3.

Additionally, several keys are generated by the GS - or agreed upon by several GSs -
as per Prerequisite 5, prior to the Cell Entry procedure: (1) since the CCCH must be
available to all AS in an LDACS cell, the current cell specific and GS generated kCC

key, (2) since every AS registered with an access network service provider must be able
to securely use APNT and to do that BCCH of multiple GSs in the same LDAN are
received and processed, the current access network wide valid kBC key, and (3) since
every AS registered with an access network service provider must be able to verify the
integrity of digital voice messages, the current cell specific and GS generated kvoice key.
Origin and usage of these keys is detailed in Sections 5.4, 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. The steps of
the secure Cell Entry procedure are given in Figure 5.4 and described in detail below [15].

Step 1: Every BCCH contains a MAC tag, generated using the concatenation of System
Identification Broadcast (SIB) with SQNBC , hence the LDAN agreed sequence
number for the current BCCH (cf. Section 5.5.2.1), and the BCCH specific kBC

key. Please note, Section 3.2.1.1 stated that an AS can listen to two different BC
slots of two different GS. As such, placing two MAC tags in slots BC1 and BC3
would allow APNT within two SF. However, unique GS identifying information is
only provided in BC2, and the other two BCCH slots are occupied by too much
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LDACS control-data (cf. Table 3.1) for a full 128-bit MAC tag to fit. Thus, the tag
is placed in BC2, creating the necessity for an AS to listen to four distinct BC2
slots, i.e., four SFs, before APNT is available. All this is prepared by the GS.

Step 2: GS transmits the SIB, revealing its identity (global - UAGS , local - SACGS),
and the BC MAC tag tBC .

Step 3: AS and GS certificates use the ICAO unique address as subject name and are
both synchronized in time as per Prerequisite 1. This address combined with
the validity period in the certificate, the verification of the CA signature and the
timestamp of the original signature suffices for the AS to assess whether it is in
possession of the current GS certificate or not. The AS stores tBC - as it has no
access to the kBC yet - and the GS addresses for later use. It then checks via
UAGS , if the current CertGS is stored locally. If so, the scgs parameter is set to
1 else 0, indicating the GS to transmit its current CertGS later on.

Step 4: AS transmits the CellEntryRequest message in the RACH, revealing its (global)
identity UAAS . The one bit padding in the original CellEntryRequest message
(cf. [17]) is replaced with the scgs flag.

Step 5: The GS stores the global AS identity UAAS , processes the scgs flag and chooses
an LDACS specific address for the AS, SACAS , a cipher-suite for control channel
protection CCLDACS (cf. Section 5.5.2) and adds all supported cipher-suites for
user-plane protection and MAKE in EPLDACS (cf. Section 5.5.1).
Additionally, the next CCCH and DCCH cell-specific sequence number SQNCC,DC

is generated and, if necessary, the BCCH LDAN specific sequence number SQNBC

agreed upon with all other Ground Station (GS) in the cell. If no new SQNBC is
needed (i.e., in CCCH slots 1,2 and 3 since there are four CC slots per SF and only
once BC slot), this field remains empty.
Then, the CCCH control messages are concatenated, with CCmsg1 containing the
actual CellEntryResponse message with EPLDACS, CCLDACS and the new sequence
numbers SQNBC , SQNCC,DC , via mCC = CCmsg1 ||CCmsg2 ||.... Lastly, the current
CCCH MAC tag tCC is generated.

Step 6: The GS transmits the CellEntryResponse message in the CCCH. Thereby the
AS is assigned the temporary identity SACAS , informed about current cipher-suite
options - CCLDACS, EPLDACS -, and the current control-data sequence numbers
SQNBC , SQNCC,DC , and the CCCH MAC tag tCC .

Step 7: Finally, the AS stores SACAS , CCLDACS, EPLDACS, SQNBC , SQNCC,DC , and
tCC . Since it has no access to the kCC yet, later validation of tCC follows.

If any steps fail throughout the procedure, the protocol is aborted and re-initiated up
to three times by the respective party. After all steps pass successfully, the LDACS DCH
is opened between AS and GS allowing for the next step, the MAKE procedure, to use
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a channel with more bandwidth. Please note, details about the control-data sequence
numbers SQNBC , SQNCC,DC , control-related MACs and keys are given in Section 5.5.2.

5.4. Mutual Authentication and Key Establishment
AS-GS MAKE protocols have been subject of many of our works, the earliest being a
proposal for a PKI-based bare 4-pass Station-To-Station (STS) protocol in 2018 [116]
with updates, such as post-quantum options or identities in 2020 [182]. Cipher-suites
were added with the proposal of a PKI-based 4-pass adaption of the SIGMA protocol
without identity-hiding in 2021 [37]. In the same year, the PUF-based 4-pass Physical
Unclonable Function based Mutual Authentication Key Exchange (PMAKE) protocol
was the first option without PKI dependence. 2022 brought an update on the SIGMA
variant with minor improvements [15], but also a new PKI-dependent IKEv2-based
3-pass MAKE protocol for LDACS. Also, in 2022, the original 4-pass STS received a yet
unpublished update with the PKI reliant 3-pass adaptation of the ISO/IEC 11770-3:2021
“Key agreement mechanism 7” (ISO KAM-7) [183]. Finally, since the LDAN was always
assumed to have established a secure connection among entities prior to any Cell Entry
or MAKE, ground-handover protocols were not in focus until 2022, when a direct GS-GS
connection was considered for LDACS type 2 handovers [17]. As such, a secure ground
handover protocol among different GS in the same LDAN became a research topic with
published work in [175].

For the scope of this doctoral thesis, only the two most efficient (in pass amounts
terms) 3-pass MAKE variants are introduced in Section 5.4.1, with a secure ground
handover protocol described in Section 5.4.2. Before that, security goals and properties
of the MAKE protocols are set as follows.

Security Requirement#2 (MAKE) demands authentication, which we already defined
via Definition 3.1 as “injective agreement”, and a key establishment capability. This
capability must include the good key (cf. Definition 3.6), key integrity (cf. Definition 3.7),
consistency (cf. Definition 3.8) and perfect forward secrecy (cf. Definition 3.9) property,
at least for keys used to protect user-data.

5.4.1. AS-GS MAKE Protocols
In this section, the two MAKE procedures are explained in detail. The first is an
instantiation of the ISO/IEC 11770-3:2021 “Key agreement mechanism 7” [183], the
second an adaptation of the IKEv2 [133] key exchange with 3-passes.

Please note, the long-term keys here are PubKey, PrivKey and information, binding
the identity of an entity and its public key together, along with stating how long that
key is valid for that entity, is found in the certificates Cert (for full certificate content cf.
Listing 5.1). Proof of the validity of a certificate is given by OCSP responses, denoted
OCSPCert, which contains the queried certificate number, its status and a timestamp of
the update time, forged together by the VA (here: CA) signature σCA (for full OCSP
response content cf. Listing 5.3)). The used notation follows the definitions given in
Section 3.1.
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Furthermore, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5/Figure 5.6 have to be understood as one
intertwined message exchange. Permanent identifiers of AS and GS, UAAS and UAGS,
along with the cipher-suite options, EPLDACS and CCLDACS, and the information about
the presence of the GS certificate at AS, scgs, as well as control-data related messages
mBC , mCC and corresponding message tags tBC , tCC were exchanged during Cell Entry.
Since so many data fields were already exchanged here, and need to be verified during
MAKE, both protocols are so interrelated.

5.4.1.1. LDACS MAKE - Instantiating ISO KAM-7

The entire MAKE procedure is depicted in Figure 5.5, with each individual step detailed
as follows. Please note, TESLA along with its Key Disclosure Schedule (KDS) parameters
and usage are detailed in Section 5.5.1.

Step 1: For every protocol run, the GS creates a fresh public-secret component pair
either for every pre-quantum level i via (PGS,i, xGS,i)← DHToken(·) or for every
post-quantum key agreement type i via (PGS,i, skGS,i)← KeyGen(·). All values
are concatenated to {PGS,i}i and a fresh nonce NGS is generated.

Step 2: {PGS,i}i and NGS are transmitted to the AS.

Step 3: The AS chooses a cipher-suite algo from EPLDACS and by doing so selects the key
agreement type, user- and control-channel protection mechanisms and algorithms.
It proceeds with its own generation of a fresh public-secret component pair. Depend-
ing on the type of key agreement mechanism, the shared secret z is either generated
via the public GS and secret AS (ephemeral Diffie-Hellman) or via generating a
random value rAS and using the KEM encapsulation on the public GS component
and rAS . This results in the shared secret z and the public AS component PAS.
After the generation of a fresh nonce NAS , the pre-agreed KDF is used with shared
secret, nonces and identities as input to generate the point-to-point session key
kAS,GS , a key used for MAC generation during MAKE kM (ensuring the consistency
property, cf. Definition 3.8), a point-to-point DCCH protection key kDC and a
KEK, necessary to securely transmit the GS generated keys kBC , kCC , kvoice and
TESLA parameters KDST ESLA from GS to AS later in step 7.
Public key components, the GS identity, GS certificate status at AS, the cipher-suite
choice and AS nonce are concatenated and used as input to calculate both, a MAC
tag tAS based on kM , and a signature σAS based on PrivKeyAS .

Step 4: The cipher-suite choice algo, public AS component PAS , its nonce, signature
and MAC tag are transmitted to GS.

Step 5: In a similar fashion like the AS in step 3, the GS now generates the shared secret
and derives corresponding keys.
Since the next steps consist of many verifications, it has to be noted, that the
protocol is immediately aborted, if one of them fails.
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Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Addresses: UAGS, SACGS, Addresses: UAAS , SACAS ,

Certificates: CertGS, CertAS , CertCA Certificates: CertAS , CertCA, (CertGS)
OCSP response: OCSPCertGS

, OCSPCertAS
OCSP response: -

Keys: PrivKeyGS, kBC , kCC , kvoice Keys: PrivKeyAS

MAC tags: - MAC tags: tBC , tCC

Parameters: KDST ESLA, scgs Parameters: scgs, mBC , mCC

Cipher-suites: EPLDACS, CCLDACS Cipher-suites: EPLDACS, CCLDACS

Step 1 : Generate NGS; For every key agreement type i

if DH Key Agreement
(PGS,i, xGS,i)← DHToken(·)

elseif KEM
(PGS,i, skGS,i)← KeyGen(·)

Step 2 : PGS,i, NGS

Step 3 : Choose algo from EPLDACS, Store NGS

if DH Key Agreement
(PAS, xAS)← DHToken(·)
z← DHSharedSecret(PGS,i, xAS)

elseif KEM
Generate rAS ; (PAS, xAS(= z))← Encaps(PGS,i, rAS)

Generate NAS and via KDF(z, NAS, NGS, UAAS, UAGS):
Session key kAS,GS, MAC protocol key kM

DC MAC key kDC , KEK key kKEK

Prepare mAS = PAS||PGS,i||UAGS||SACGS||scgs||algo||NAS

Compute MAC tag tAS ←Mac(kM , mAS)
Compute Sig value σAS ← Sig(P rivKeyAS , mAS)

Step 4 :
algo

PAS, NAS, σAS, tAS

Step 5 : if DH Key Agreement
z← DHSharedSecret(PAS, xGS,i, )

elseif KEM
z← Decaps(PAS, skGS,i)

Generate via KDF(z, NAS, NGS, UAAS, UAGS):
Session key kAS,GS, MAC protocol key kM

DC MAC key kDC , KEK key kKEK

Verify CertAS validity via OCSPCertAS

Prepare m′
AS = PAS||PGS,i||UAGS||SACGS||scgs||algo||NAS

Verify AS Sig value {0, 1} ← verify(P ubKeyAS , m′
AS , σAS)

Verify AS MAC value {0, 1} ← verify(kM , m′
AS , tAS)

Abort if either are not valid.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AS authenticated to GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Step 6 : Prepare kset = kCC ||kBC ||kvoice||KDST ESLA

AEAD encrypt kset with kKEK : ckset ← Encrypt(kKEK , kset)
Prepare mGS =

PGS,i||PAS||UAAS||SACAS||EPLDACS||CCLDACS||NGS||ckset

Compute MAC tag tGS ←Mac(kM , mGS)
Compute Sig value σGS ← Sig(P rivKeyGS , mGS)
scgs ? : Attach CertGS; Attach OCSPCertGS

Step 7 :
ckset , σGS, tGS

OCSPCertGS
, (CertGS)

Step 8 : scgs ? : Store CertGS

Verify CertGS validity via OCSPCertGS

Prepare m′
GS =

PGS,i||PAS||UAAS||SACAS||EPLDACS||CCLDACS||NGS||ckset

Verify GS Sig value {0, 1} ← verify(P ubKeyGS , m′
GS , σGS)

Verify GS MAC value {0, 1} ← verify(kM , m′
GS , tGS)

AEAD decrypt and verify ckset with kKEK :
kset ← Decrypt(kKEK , ckset )

Verify tBC with kBC : {0, 1} ← verify(kBC , mBC , tBC)
Verify tCC with kCC : {0, 1} ← verify(kCC , mCC , tCC)
Abort if any of the above values are not valid.
Store keys kCC , kBC , kvoice; Initialize TESLA via KDST ESLA

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .GS authenticated to AS → AS-GS mutually authenticated and sharing secret session key kAS,GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 5.5.: ISO/IEC 11770-3:2021 “Key agreement mechanism 7” based 3-pass LDACS
MAKE protocol.
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Step 5 (cont.): Since the message mAS was not directly transmitted, but all its compo-
nents are known to the GS, it recreates that message (denoted m′

AS) and verifies
the AS signature and MAC tag value. If these steps are successful, the AS is
authenticated to the GS at that point.

Step 6: All GS generated keys and cryptographic parameters are concatenated in kset

and AEAD encrypted via kKEK . Then the message mGS is prepared, based on the
public AS and GS components, AS identities, cipher-suite options, GS nonce, and
the encrypted kset. Via kM , a GS MAC tag, and via PrivKeyGS , the GS signature
is computed, both based on the mGS message. Lastly, the OCSP response for the
GS certificate, and the GS certificate itself are attached. The latter is only sent if
requested by the AS via scgs.

Step 7: The optional CertGS , GS certificate OCSP response, encrypted kset, GS signa-
ture and MAC tag are transmitted to AS.

Step 8: The AS potentially stores CertGS , but in all cases verifies the GS certificate
validity via the OSCP response. This and the next five operations consist of either
tag or signature verification and if one step fails, the protocol is aborted at once.
First mGS is recreated using all its components, which is denoted m′

GS . Then the
GS signature (via PubKeyGS) and MAC tag (via m′

GS) are verified. Since the AS
has access to kKEK since step 3, ckset is decrypted and its authenticity verified.
After that, the AS has access to kBC and kCC for the first time and can verify the
message validity of mBC , mCC via verifying tBC , tCC (cf. Step 1, 5 in Figure 5.4).
If these checks pass as well, all keys are securely stored at AS and the TESLA key
chain is initialized via KDST ESLA.

After this protocol, AS and GS are mutually authenticated, share keys kBC , kCC , kDC ,
kvoice, kAS,GS and an aligned TESLA key chain.

5.4.1.2. LDACS MAKE - Adapting IKEv2

The entire IKEv2 based MAKE protocol is depicted in Figure 5.6. Since the ISO KAM-7
based MAKE protocol, depicted in Figure 5.5, and the one discussed in this chapter are
similar in its design, only the differences are pointed out.

Step 3: AS MAC tag tAS and signature σAS value are computed on two different mes-
sages: the first includes algorithmic choices (i.e., algo), public AS key component
and nonce, the second all identifiers of both principals in the AS-then-GS order.

Step 5: Similarly, verification of the AS MAC tag tAS and signature σAS are computed
based on the two, previously mentioned, different messages.

Step 6: Here, GS MAC tag tGS and signature σGS value are computed on two different
messages: the first includes cipher-suite options, public GS key component and both,
GS and AS, nonces, the second all identifiers of both principals in the GS-then-AS
order.
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Ground Station (GS) Aircraft Station (AS)
Addresses: UAGS, SACGS, Addresses: UAAS , SACAS ,

Certificates: CertGS, CertAS , CertCA Certificates: CertAS , CertCA, (CertGS)
OCSP response: OCSPCertGS

, OCSPCertAS
OCSP response: -

Keys: PrivKeyGS, kBC , kCC , kvoice Keys: PrivKeyAS

MAC tags: - MAC tags: tBC , tCC

Parameters: KDST ESLA, scgs Parameters: scgs, mBC , mCC

Cipher-suites: EPLDACS, CCLDACS Cipher-suites: EPLDACS, CCLDACS

Step 1 : For every key agreement type i

if DH Key Agreement
(PGS,i, xGS,i)← DHToken(·)

elseif KEM
(PGS,i, skGS,i)← KeyGen(·)

Generate NGS

Step 2 : PGS,i, NGS

Step 3 : Choose algo from EPLDACS, Store NGS

if DH Key Agreement
(PAS, xAS)← DHToken(·)
z← DHSharedSecret(PGS,i, xAS)

elseif KEM
Generate rAS ; (PAS, xAS(= z))← Encaps(PGS,i, rAS)

Generate nonce NAS

Generate using KDF(z, NAS, NGS, UAAS, UAGS):
Session key kAS,GS, MAC protocol key kM

DC MAC key kDC , KEK key kKEK

Prepare mAS,1 = algo||PAS||NAS

Compute Sig value σAS ← Sig(P rivKeyAS , mAS,1)
Prepare mAS,2 = UAAS||SACAS||UAGS||SACGS

Compute MAC tag tAS ←Mac(kM , mAS,2)

Step 4 :
algo

PAS, NAS, σAS, tAS

Step 5 : if DH Key Agreement
z← DHSharedSecret(PAS, xGS,i, )

elseif KEM
z← Decaps(PAS, skGS,i)

Generate using KDF(z, NAS, NGS, UAAS, UAGS):
Session key kAS,GS, MAC protocol key kM

DC MAC key kDC , KEK key kKEK

Verify CertAS validity via OCSPCertAS

Prepare m′
AS,1 = algo||PAS||NAS

Verify AS Sig value σAS ← Sig(P rivKeyAS , m′
AS,1)

Prepare m′
AS,2 = UAAS||SACAS||UAGS||SACGS

Verify AS MAC value {0, 1} ← verify(kM , m′
AS,2, tAS)

Abort if either are not valid.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AS authenticated to GS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Step 6 : Prepare kset = kCC ||kBC ||kvoice||KDST ESLA

AEAD encrypt kset with kKEK :
ckset ← Encrypt(kKEK , kset)

Prepare mGS,1 = EPLDACS||CCLDACS||PGS,i||NGS||NAS

Compute Sig value σGS ← Sig(P rivKeyGS , mGS,1)
Prepare mGS,2 = UAGS||SACGS||UAAS||SACAS

Compute MAC tag tGS ←Mac(kM , mGS,2)
scgs ? : Attach CertGS; Attach OCSPCertGS

Step 7 :
ckset

, σGS, tGS

OCSPCertGS
, (CertGS)

Step 8 : scgs ? : Store CertGS

Verify CertGS validity via OCSPCertGS

Prepare m′
GS,1 = EPLDACS||CCLDACS||PGS,i||NGS||NAS

Verify GS Sig value σGS ← Sig(P rivKeyGS , m′
GS,1)

Prepare m′
GS,2 = UAGS||SACGS||UAAS||SACAS

Verify GS MAC tag tGS ←Mac(kM , m′
GS,2)

AEAD decrypt and verify ckset with kKEK : kset ← Decrypt(kKEK , ckset )
Verify tBC with kBC : {0, 1} ← verify(kBC , mBC , tBC)
Verify tCC with kCC : {0, 1} ← verify(kCC , mCC , tCC)
Abort if any of the above values are not valid.
Store keys kCC , kBC , kvoice; Initialize TESLA via KDST ESLA

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GS authenticated to AS → AS-GS mutually authenticated and sharing secret session key kAS,GS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 5.6.: IKEv2 based 3-pass LDACS MAKE protocol.
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Step 7: Similarly, verification of the GS MAC tag tGS and signature σGS are computed
based on the two, previously mentioned, different messages.

Again, as in Section 5.4.1.1, AS and GS are mutually authenticated, share keys
kBC , kCC , kDC , kvoice, kAS,GS and an aligned TESLA key chain.

5.4.2. Secure Ground Handover Protocol
The overall goal of the secure handover protocol is to enable a seamless AS handover
between GS cells. The current LDACS specification foresees two handovers: one where
interconnected adjacent GSs are coordinating the handover, and one where no coordination
among GSs takes place (i.e., GSs are not interconnected) [17].

The second case works by terminating the old connection and establishing a new one
with another GS. This results in breaking off the connection via a Cell Exit message
with the old GS and initiating a new connection with the new GS by running a new Cell
Entry and MAKE protocol. The focus of this section lies on the first case, the handover
type 2 as by the official LDACS specification [17].

Similar security properties, as defined in Section 5.4, assumptions, as defined in
Section 5.1, and requirements, as defined in Section 4.2.7, uphold for the secure ground
handover protocol. Please note, that the secure handover can only take place after an
initial Cell Entry and MAKE protocol finished successfully, resulting in the AS and GS
sharing keys kBC , kCC , kDC , kvoice, kAS,GS and an aligned TESLA key chain. Since two
GSs are involved in the protocol, they and associated cryptographic key material are
denoted by GS1, GS2. Please note, that GS1 also has access to all certificates, OCSP
responses, keys (between itself and AS and GS2 respectively) and parameters, same as
AS and GS2 in Figure 5.7. However, these are not explicitly mentioned in the figure for
space reasons.

Step 1: The AS triggers the HO process and reuses agreed algorithms with GS1. This is
only possible, since GS1 and GS2 are in the same LDACS network and share the
same configuration.
Depending on the previous choice of key agreement method, AS generates DHKE
or KEM based key material, a fresh nonce NAS,GS2 and checks whether it has
stored CertGS2 locally. This choice is encoded in scgs.
Then the AS public key component, identities, scgs and the nonce are used as input
for the AS signature generation. The previous inputs are concatenated with the
signature and the resulting message mAS,2 AEAD encrypted with kAS,GS1 resulting
in cmAS,2 .

Step 2: cmAS,2 is sent to GS1, then decrypted via kAS,GS1 and again encrypted via the
GS1-GS2 shared key kGS1,GS2.
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Step 3: GS2 decrypts the message and, since mAS,2 consists of mAS,1 and SigAS,GS2,
proceeds to verify the currently stored AS certificate validity and the AS signature.
If these checks pass, a fresh nonce NGS2 and the new AS SAC is generated.
Via DHKE or KEM, the shared secret z is derived. Then, via the pre-agreed KDF,
taking the shared secret, AS and GS2 nonces and identities as inputs, the same
keys as in the MAKE procedure are generated (cf. Step 3/5 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6).
Since kBC , kvoice are valid in the entire LDAN, only the kCC key and TESLA
parameters KDST ESLA are concatenated and AEAD encrypted with kKEK .
Both public key components and nonces are concatenated and a signature computed
based on that message with key PrivKeyGS2. For key consistency purposes, a MAC
is computed based on GS2-then-AS identifiers (similar to Step 3/5 in Figure 5.6)
and key kMGS2 .
The new AS SAC, GS2 nonce, GS2 public key component, signature and MAC tag,
as well as encrypted kset and OCSP response to CertGS2 with an optional CertGS2
(depending on scgs) are concatenated to one message mGS2,3. This message is
AEAD encrypted using kGS1,GS2 resulting in cmGS2,3 .

Step 4: cmGS2,3 is sent to GS1, then decrypted via kAS,GS1 and again encrypted via the
GS1-GS2 shared key kGS1t,GS2.

Step 5: The AS decrypts the message, optionally stores CertGS2 but always verifies the
GS2 certificate validity.
Using the GS2 public and its own secret key component, it arrives at the shared
secret z. Similar to GS2 in Step 3 (also cf. Step 3/5 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6) via the
KDF, keys are derived.
Since AS can now rebuild messages mGS2,1, mGS2,2, it can verify the correctness of
the GS2 signature and MAC tag. If these checks pass, the key set is decrypted, the
new CC protection key kCC stored and the new GS2 TESLA key chain initialized.

Step 6: Since the AS has now all parameters to commence in secure communications
with GS2, it terminates the connection with GS1 via a Cell Exit message and GS1
informs GS2 about the successful handover in a Handover (HO) acknowledgement
message.

Again, as in Sections 5.4.1.1 and 5.4.1.2, AS and GS2 are mutually authenticated, share
keys kBC , kCCGS2 , kDCGS2 , kvoice, kAS,GS2 and an AS-GS2 aligned TESLA key chain.

5.5. LDACS Channel Security
Protocols in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 ensure, that the initial AS-GS exchange results in a
mutually authenticated connection with shared session keys. These keys are now used to
actually protect the session data, with the distinction between user-data (cf. Section 5.5.1)
and control-data (cf. Section 5.5.2).
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5.5.1. User-Data Channel Security
Relevant keys in this section are the AS-GS point-to-point key kAS,GS , the LDAN wide
valid broadcast voice key kvoice and the TESLA key chain parameters KDST ESLA. The
first is used to secure point-to-point data (cf. Section 5.5.1.1), and the first, second and
third together to protect point-to-multipoint data (cf. Section 5.5.1.2).

Before detailing the actual protection mechanisms, the EPLDACS cipher suite list is
elaborated on here. It consists of (1) a key agreement scheme, (2) a signature algorithm, (3)
user-data (a) a point-to-point protection mechanism (b) a point-to-multipoint protection
mechanism, (4) a hash algorithm and (5) additional parameters, such as underlying
elliptic curves for key agreement or signature schemes. Since a concrete proposal for
security algorithms is subject to Section 6.1, only an example is given here:

LDACS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM_AES_128_CMAC_SHA256_P256
In the given example, (1) the key agreement scheme is ECDH based on SHA-256 and

the P256 NIST curve, (2) the signature scheme is ECDSA based on SHA-256 and the
P256 NIST curve, (3a) the point-to-point protection mechanism is the AEAD scheme
AES-128-CCM, (3b) the point-to-multipoint protection mechanism is the MAC algorithm
AES-128-CMAC, (4) the hash algorithm is SHA-256 and (5) one additional parameter is
the P256 NIST curve.

5.5.1.1. Point-To-Point User-Data Channel Security

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the SN-PDUs packet structure allow for the largest LDACS
internal end-to-end packets allowing for up to 2030 Byte large packets. Any user-data
(e.g., ATS, AOC) from air traffic control, sent via the ATN/IPS network, over the AC-R
into the LDACS ground access network and then via the LDACS radio datalink to the
aircraft (and vice versa, cf. Figure 3.3), is encapsulated in SN-PDUs.

For replay protection SN-PDUs are assigned a sequence number SQN . The concate-
nated IPv6 packet and SQN are used as message input for two possible algorithms: (1)
the first is guaranteeing message integrity and authenticity, (2) the second the former two
combined with confidentiality. The used algorithm has been AS-GS agreed via EPLDACS
and algo during MAKE. Finally, the used key to perform these operations is kAS,GS .

To summarize: first the IPv6 payload is concatenated with the sequence number -
m = Ipv6packet||SQN - and then either AEAD encrypted - cm ← Encrypt(kAS,GS , m)
- or just authenticated - tm ← Mac(kAS,GS , m). Either the resulting ciphertext cm or
the concatenated message m||tm is used as payload in the SN-PDU and then transmitted.
Since the receiving entity is in possession of kAS,GS , it can either decrypt or verify the
authenticity of the message.

5.5.1.2. Point-To-Multipoint User-Data Channel Security

The first part of this section is looking at methods to secure voice data, the second to
protect GBAS or other services, that require constant data-origin authentication.
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Protecting LDACS Voice Data Similar to Section 5.5.1.1, every voice message receives
a sequence number SQN from the respective sender. However here, voice data is
encapsulated in VI-PDUs. By agreed algorithms via EPLDACS and algo, the voice packet
is then message integrity and authenticity protected.

Please note a distinct difference between FL and RL transmissions.
On the RL, the voice packets are transmitted in a point-to-point fashion between

AS and GS. The entire procedure here looks as follows: (1) Form a message v =
voicepacket||SQN , (2) compute the MAC tag using the AS-GS point-to-point key kAS,GS

via tv ← Mac(kAS,GS , v), (3) concatenate message and tag to V I − PDU = v||tv and
(4) transmit that VI-PDU to the GS. Since the GS has access to kAS,GS , it can verify
the authenticity of the message and then use the FL secure voice procedure to relay that
voice message to all other AS in the cell.

On the FL the procedure looks as follows: (1) Form a message v = voicepacket||SQN ,
(2) compute the MAC tag using the point-to-multipoint key kvoice via tv ←Mac(kvoice, v),
(3) concatenate message and tag to V I − PDU = v||tv and (4) transmit that VI-PDU to
all ASs in the cell. Since all AS know the current kvoice, they can verify the authenticity
of the FL voice message.

Protecting GBAS Data Data authentication and integrity ensures that data has not
been altered by unauthorized entities, that data was sent by a party in possession of a
(shared) secret and that the receiving party is able to verify both claims. One challenge
with GBAS data is that it must be verifiable to the receivers at all times, that the data
originated from the claimed source and was not modified en route. When using MACs in
a broadcast fashion, with many principals having access to the MAC key, any principal
could be the originator of that data. As such, using MACs only in a broadcast session
does not guarantee data origin authentication. To achieve that security property in a
group setting, one solution is using digital signatures, since then identity and key is
uniquely cryptographically bound to each other (cf. Section 3.1). Digital signatures
come with the downside, that they are computationally expensive and relatively large
(cf. Section 3.1).

The TESLA protocol1 was introduced in Section 3.1 and requires three prerequisites:
(1) the buffering of received messages until Alice’s authentication key has been received -
a capability which AS and GS can offer, (2) loose time synchronization - which is given
for LDACS as per Prerequisite 1, (3) and the necessity to transport KDST ESLA in an
authenticated manner - given as per Step 6/7 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and Steps 3-5 in
Figure 5.7.

Please note, the key disclosure delay - the delay until the authenticity of a message
can be verified - increases communications latency between principals since the receiving
party has to wait until it can verify the authenticity of received messages. This additional
latency is the reason why TESLA cannot be utilized in securing voice data or APNT:
voice transmission requires very low latency - typically not longer than 100 ms [150].
For the APNT case, the LDACS radio switches to one GS, receives that specific BCCH

1Please note, this approach has been published by the author in [40,45,69].
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and then switches to then next GS in the next SF (cf. Section 3.2). Including TESLA
here not only requires TESLA specific keys and MACs to be put in the BCCH, which is
almost full as it is (cf. Table 3.1, but also requires the AS to stay tuned to one GS for at
least two SF, essentially at least doubling the time until APNT is available.

The GBAS ground system typically transmits GNSS correction messages every 500 ms
via a secure channel (as per Prerequisite 4) to the LDACS GS. Here, that 859 Byte
dual-frequency multi-constellation GBAS packet (cf. Section 3.3) is received in the GS
SNP.

There, (1) the packet, GBAS, is encapsulated in an SN-PDU mGBAS = GBAS, (2)
the GS measures the current time Ti, (3) it uses the current key ki in interval i to
calculate the MAC tag ti ←Mac(ki, mGBAS), (4) it looks up the current key to reveal
so ki−d, (5) it builds the TESLA message mT ESLA = mGBAS ||ti||ki−d and (6) transmits
that message in the FL DCH via the LDACS broadcast address to all AS in the cell [17].

The AS (1) buffers mT ESLA, (2) waits for ki which occurs d intervals later, (3) verifies
ti via {0, 1} ← verify(mGBAS , ti) and (4) use the GBAS message, i.e., the GNSS
corrections, if the check passes.

d is typically set to one or two intervals, with interval durations varying depending on
the target application. However, interval lengths of a few 100 ms are typical [40,45].

5.5.2. Control-Data Channel Security
Relevant keys in this section are the LDACS cell wide valid broadcast voice key for
CC protection kCC , the AS-GS point-to-point DC protection key kDC and the LDAN
wide valid BC protection key kBC . The first is used in Section 5.5.2.1, the second in
Section 5.5.2.2 and the third in Section 5.5.2.3. For the sake of completion, security
additions to the RACH are shortly repeated in Section 5.5.2.4. Since the CCCH carries
the most important security additions, including a parameter that is used to additionally
secure BCCH and DCCH, this section starts with CCCH security.

Similarly, to Section 5.5.1, the cipher suite list CCLDACS is explained here. It consists
of (1) a group key management scheme, (2) a group key transport algorithm, (3) a MAC
algorithm, since integrity and authenticity is the main protection focus here, (4) MAC
tag lengths for BC, CC and DC. Since a concrete proposal for security algorithms is
subject to Section 6.1, only an example is given here:

LDACS_GKM_AES_128_CCM_AES_128_CMAC_128_128_64
(1) the group key management scheme is the one in which (a) the GS regularly generates

a fresh kCC , (b) all GSs regularly agree on a fresh kBC key and (c) these keys are securely
transported to the AS via MAKE or secure handover procedure, (2) the group key
transport algorithm is the AEAD scheme AES-128-CCM, (3) the MAC algorithm is
AES-128-CMAC, and (4) MAC tag lengths are 128 bit for BC and CC and 64 bit for the
DC.
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5.5.2.1. LDACS CCCH Security

Since control messages on the CCCH are intended for different ASs, individual point-to-
point keys and MACs for each AS-GS session would result in a large communications
overhead. This is not feasible when looking at available CCCH space in Table 3.1. To
limit the security overhead, the use of one group key kCC , generated and updated in
regular intervals by the GS (as per Prerequisite 5) and shared between members of the
same LDACS cell, is proposed here.

Furthermore, it is proposed that this key is used to compute a MAC over the entire
CCCH, hence over all CC messages. Since the CCCH is fully under GS control, it can
collect all CC messages and then compute the CC MAC over these.

The ASs receivers use the kCC to verify the authenticity of the CCCH. As such, as
only MAKE authenticated entities receive the kCC in a secure manner (cf. Step 6/7 in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and Steps 3-5 in Figure 5.7), this scheme proves group membership.

If no dedicated GKM scheme is used, keys are not updated upon group members
joining or leaving the cell, but simply in regular, fixed, timely intervals by the GS. As
such, the scheme fails if an AS remains truthful while in the cell, becomes corrupted
afterwards and then shares the kCC with a rogue GS. As by the LDACS design, an AS
can physically not send in the CCCH and thus a GS is required for that attack. Hence,
this attack violates backward secrecy (cf. Definition 3.13). Further evaluations on suitable
GKMs are made in Chapter 7.

An overview of the control channel protection mechanisms, including the computations
for BC, CC and DC MAC is given in Figure 5.8. In the following, the CCCH part in
that overall scheme is elaborated on.

In Section 5.3, the sequence numbers SQNBC , SQNCC,DC were introduced. Their
origin and purpose shall be explained here.

Since LDACS control messages are fairly small (cf. Section 3.2), adding a sequence
number to every of message is infeasible, yet necessary to prevent replay attacks (cf.
Section 3.1). Since every control slot appears at very specific points in time and AS and
GS have to be precisely synchronized to allow any data transmission (cf. Prerequisite 1),
every control slot is distinguishable for both parties (cf. Figure 5.8). As mentioned at the
beginning of this section (and depicted as such in Figure 5.4), one MAC is applied over the
entire CCCH. As such, one sequence number SQNCC,DC per CCCH suffices to protect
CCCH and DCCH. The actual protection works by concatenating the sequence number
at the end of all concatenated CCCH/DCCH messages and use the resulting message
(denoted mCC1 and mDCAS#1 , mDCAS#2 in Figure 5.8) in the MAC tag calculation for
that specific channel. The SQNCC,DC is transmitted from GS to every AS in the cell
via the CC_MAC message (cf. Section 6.3.4) in an authenticated form (cf. CC related
boxes in Figure 5.8). Also, as shown in Figure 3.6, that sequence number is part of the
extended CellEntryResponse message (cf. Section 6.3.4).

Since the SQNCC,DC is only cell-specific, whereas the reception and verification of
BCCH from different GSs in the LDACS just allows APNT, a separate LDAN-wide
sequence number SQNBC is necessary. Additionally, that SQNBC is also used in the
MAC calculations of the BC (cf. Figure 5.8 and Sections 5.5.2.2 and 5.5.2.3). Since
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Figure 5.8.: Overview of BC, CC and DC protection mechanisms. Sequence number
SQNBC is LDACN agreed per SF, SQNCC,DC is newly generated per CC
slot by the GS, and SQNBC is used for BC MAC computation, SQNCC,DC

for CC and DC MACs.

SQNBC has also to be available to ASs, it is included in the CellEntryResponse message
and every fourth CC_MAC message (cf. Section 6.3.4), since the BC slot only appears
once per SF.

This scheme ensures, that message overhead in the form of both sequence numbers is
reduced by just transmitted them in the CCCH when necessary in an authentic form.
However, that way replay attacks on BCCH (cf. Section 5.5.2.3 and Section 5.5.2.2) are
also prevented, since that sequence number is used in the computation of their individual
MACs.

5.5.2.2. LDACS DCCH Security

After Step 8 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and Step 5 in Figure 5.7, AS and GS share a
fresh point-to-point DC protection key kDC . Securing DC messages is depicted in
Figure 5.8 and works as follow: (1) the AS concatenates all its DC messages and the
current sequence number, which it received from the GS in the previous CC slot, to
mDC = DCmsg1 ||DCmsg2 ||...||SQNCC,DC , (2) it computes the DC MAC tag tDC ←
Mac(kDC , mDC), (3) but only transmits DCmsg1 ||DCmsg2 ||...||tDC , since the GS already
knows SQNCC,DC . Please note, that despite up to 32 different ASs using the same
sequence number in the MAC computation, all use different point-to-point keys with
the GS (cf. first DC slot in Figure 5.8). That way, one SQNCC,DC per MF suffices. For
the next DC slot, the next SQNCC,DC is used, shown in the third DC slot in Figure 5.8.
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Please note, that each DC slot only allows for 83 bit and is already almost fully occupied
with LDACS control-data. Hence truncation of the MAC tag will be a necessity and is
evaluated in Section 7.2.1.

5.5.2.3. LDACS BCCH Security

After Step 8 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and Step 5 in Figure 5.7, the AS has decrypted kset

and with that access to the kBC key. Now it can verify the authenticity of all BC slots of
all GSs within the same LDAN.

The GSs proceeds as follows, when transmitting the BCCH: (1) it concatenate all BC
messages and the current sequence number mBC = BCmsg1 ||BCmsg2 ||...||SQNBC , (2)
compute the BC MAC tag tBC ←Mac(kBC , mBC), (3) only transmit BCmsg1 ||BCmsg2 ||...||tBC ,
since it has already informed the AS about the current SQNBC in the CCCH, either per
CellEntryResponse message and via every fourth CC_MAC message. Thus, one SQNBC

per SF suffices as only one BCCH slot is secured per SF using that SQNBC together
with kBC . These steps are depicted in Figure 5.8 under the BC slot.

5.5.2.4. LDACS RACH Security

Table 3.1 shows that there is only one free bit left in the RACH (i.e., the padding “PAD”
bit), which can be used to incorporate a security mechanism. In Section 5.3, that bit
was filled with the scgs flag, informing the GS, whether it should transmit its current
certificate to the AS or not. No other security measures are added.

5.6. Findings
Throughout this chapter the LDACS cybersecurity architecture design was presented.
In the process we answered the theoretical part to Research Questions 3 to 6 while
implementation details and evaluations are subject of Chapters 6 and 7.

Research Question 3 asked about identifying a suitable trust framework for LDACS.
While solutions such as security tokens in the form of PUFs or pre-shared keys were
discussed, LDACS trust will be based on a dedicated PKI. In Section 5.2 the general
PKI structure, with offline ICAO hosted root-CA, online country-wide sub-CAs and
end-entities residing in AS and GS, as well as the X.509 version 3 aligned certificate
format was presented. Furthermore, details on certificate lifetimes and revocation in the
form of OCSP were introduced.

The next Research Question 4 was aimed at identifying suitable key agreement and
authentication mechanisms. Section 5.3 presented the prerequisite, a security enhanced
Cell Entry procedure, followed by two MAKE protocols in Section 5.4 - one based on ISO
KAM-7 and the other on IKEv2. Since also cell handovers within the same LDAN must
be handled securely, this section closed with presenting a secure ground handover protocol.
These protocols result in AS and GS being mutually authenticated, having agreed upon
security algorithms via algo, EPLDACS and CCLDACS, and sharing the following keys:
kAS,GS for point-to-point user-data protection, kvoice for point-to-multipoint voice data
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protection, KDST ESLA for prolonged data origin authentication for certain broadcast
services, kBC for BCCH and APNT protection, kCC for CCCH protection and kDC for
DCCH protection.

The first three keys - kAS,GS , kvoice, KDST ESLA are used in Section 5.5.1 to answer
Research Question 5, how LDACS user-data can be protected. kAS,GS is used to either
AEAD encrypt or only integrity and authenticity protect the largest LDACS user-data
packets, the SN-PDUs. kAS,GS is also used to protect voice data on the RL, while kvoice

is used to compute a MAC over voice data on the FL, since all ASs in a cell need to be
able to receive voice and verify its origin and correctness. Lastly, since GBAS requires
constant data origin authenticity, the broadcast authentication scheme TESLA is used
here, based on the KDST ESLA parameter.

The last three keys - kBC , kCC , kDC - are used in Section 5.5.2 to answer Research
Question 6, how LDACS control-data can be protected. Via the CCCH, two new
sequence numbers - SQNBC , SQNCC,DC - for LDAN-wide BCCH and cell-wide CCCH/
DCCH protection are shared, and used as replay protection mechanism in BCCH, CCCH
and DCCH. Via the respective control channel keys, concatenated messages and sequence
numbers, MACs are computed and attached at the end of the respective concatenated
control channel messages.
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6. LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture
Implementation

This chapter finalizes the security architecture outlined in Chapter 5 by proposing specific
security algorithms, message formats and detailing the placement of security functions
in the LDACS protocol stack. In Section 6.1, the security algorithms are presented.
In Section 6.2, the placement of security functions is discussed. Section 6.3 defines
the message formats for security related messages. Finally, in Section 6.4, the security
architecture is fully implemented in software simulations, and in Section 6.5, it is partially
implemented in real hardware during two flight trials in 2019 and 2022 respectively

6.1. Choice of Security Algorithms
In [116] the first set of security algorithms was proposed, with updates in [15,37,167,175].
As such, parts of this section were published in the referenced works.

Throughout Chapter 5, several security functions were mentioned. This section proposes
cryptographic algorithms to fulfill mentioned functions. Section 6.1.1 introduces pre-
and post-quantum signatures schemes, Section 6.1.2 suitable pre- and post-quantum
key establishment mechanisms, Section 6.1.3 a key derivation scheme, Section 6.1.4
message encryption schemes, Section 6.1.5 message authentication, Section 6.1.6 group
key management possibilities and Section 6.1.7 suitable parameters for TESLA. The
cipher-suites EPLDACS and CCLDACS were already introduced in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2
with Section 6.1.8 explaining them in depth.

Please note, that due to Constraint#9 (Long Lifetime), cryptographic algorithms will
have to be updated during LDACS’s lifetime. As such, we define one low SL and one
high SL for pre- and post-quantum algorithms.

To begin, NIST recommendations on cryptographic key lengths compare the security
level of symmetric algorithms with asymmetric ones, shown in Table 6.1 [184].

Table 6.1.: Key size (bit) comparison for symmetric vs. asymmetric algorithms [184].
Symmetric Asymmetric

Symmetric Key Finite Field Elliptic Curve
128 3,072 256
192 8,192 384
256 15,360 512

Table 6.1 clearly shows symmetric algorithms to require the smallest keys, followed by
asymmetric ones with underlying elliptic curves and then asymmetric solutions solely
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based upon finite fields. These key size results will play a major role in the rationale for
the choices of security algorithms in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.7.

6.1.1. Signatures
The current NIST specification on digital signature algorithms specifies only the RSA
digital signature algorithm, Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), and ECDSA as allowed
NIST standardized signature algorithms [185]. While RSA relies on the hardness of the
problem of prime factorization, DSA relies on the Diffie-Hellman problem (cf. Defini-
tion 3.10). With key size comparisons in Table 6.1, it becomes apparent that RSA and
DSA, both originally based on finite fields, require relatively large pre-quantum keys [185].
This is one reason, why ATN/IPS certificates rely on Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) as signature algorithm (cf. Section 3.4.3) [178]. For the LDACS
pre-quantum signature scheme we recommend to follow this example and define ECDSA
and according parameters as shown in Table 6.2.

Please note, that [185] states “the security level of the hash function shall be equal
to or higher than the desired security level. The hash function used for computing the
message digest should be the hash function whose security level is the security level of
the implementation of ECDSA”. As such, for a 128-bit security level, 256 bit elliptic
curve based ECDSA requires at least a SHA-256 hash function, which can be seen in the
pre-quantum columns in Table 6.2.

Since an elliptic curve point P is represented by two field elements, the x- and y-
coordinate of P , i.e., P = (xp, yp). Since elliptic curves are symmetric about the x-axis,
the inverse of point P = (xp, yp) is −P = (xp,−yp). This phenomenon can be used for
elliptic curve point compression, meaning that the x-coordinate of an elliptic curve point
has to be well defined, while the y-coordinate has to be on the curve which only allows
for two possible y-coordinates. As such, the size of P on a 256-bit curve, can be reduced
from 512 to 257 bit. 256 bit stem from the x-coordinate, while the last bit informs about
a positive or negative y-value. This point compression technique can be used for all NIST
P- or Brainpool-curves [185,186] and is also used for LDACS and its PKI to save security
data overhead on the datalink.

Table 6.2.: LDACS recommended pre-quantum [184, 185, 187] and post-quantum [188]
signature schemes.

PKI Level Pre-Quantum Post-Quantum
Low SL High SL Low SL High SL

Root CA ECDSA, SHA-512, P-521 FALCON1024
Sub-CA ECDSA, SHA-384, P-384 FALCON1024

End-Entity ECDSA, ECDSA, FALCON512 FALCON1024SHA-256, P-256 SHA-384, P-384
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In terms of post-quantum signatures, NIST selected algorithms 20221 include CRYSTALS-
DILITHIUM, FALCON, and SPHINCS+. Constraint#8 (Low Data-Rate) lists network
constraints in terms of available bandwidth, and thus the necessity to select the algorithm
with the least overhead on the LDACS datalink. Since MAKEs protocols allow the GS
to additionally transmit its certificate, which includes its public key, selection criteria are
signature and public key size combined. As seen in Table 6.3, FALCON is by far the
candidate with the smallest combined public key and signature size and is thus chosen as
post-quantum signature scheme for LDACS (cf. Table 6.2).

Table 6.3.: Signature and public key size (in Byte) comparison of CRYSTALS-
DILITHIUM, FALCON, and SPHINCS+ [188–190].

SL CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM FALCON SPHINCS+
Low SL High SL Low SL High SL Low SL High SL

Algorithm Dilithium2 Dilithium5 FALCON512 FALCON1024 SPHINCS+-128s SPHINCS+-256s
PubKey 1,312 2,592 897 1,793 32 64

σ 2,420 4,595 666 1,280 7,856 29,792

6.1.2. Key Establishment
In [182], we compared finite field Diffie-Hellman, elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman and super-
singular isogeny Diffie-Hellman key establishment schemes for their respective suitability
for LDACS. Diffie-Hellman and, in general, key agreement schemes came into focus due
to the LDACS requirement for perfect forward secrecy (cf. Definition 3.9), at least for
point-to-point user-data keys. The results of [182] clearly demonstrated ECDH to be the
most efficient scheme in key size terms (again, cf. Table 6.1). As such, for pre-quantum
key establishment ECDH with underlying parameters are chosen, as shown in Table 6.4.
The same curves, hash-function and point compression techniques as for ECDSA are
recommended here, as well (cf. Table 6.2).

Table 6.4.: LDACS recommended pre-quantum [130,184,185,187] and post-quantum [188]
key establishment schemes.

SL Pre-Quantum Post-Quantum
Low SL High SL Low SL High SL

Algorithm ECDH, ECDH, Kyber-512 Kyber-768SHA-256, P-256 SHA-384, P-384

Since ECDH, as well as ECDSA will be broken with sufficient q-bits [46], also key
agreement requires a separate post-quantum algorithm. In previous work [15, 37] the
KEM scheme Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation (SIKE) was considered, but is no
longer regarded since in light of a recent publication [191], the security of SIKE may be

1https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/post-quantum-cryptography/selected-algorithms-2022
(accessed January 20, 2023)
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in question. As a replacement, CRYSTALS-KYBER [192] is proposed here, since it is the
only post-quantum secure key agreement scheme among the NIST selected algorithms in
2022.

6.1.3. Key Derivation
As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is good cryptographic practice to use different keys for
different purposes. In Steps 3 and 5 in Figures 5.5 to 5.7, a KDF is used to generate the
point-to-point session key kAS,GS , a MAC generation key kM , a point-to-point DCCH
protection key kDC and a GS key transport key kKEK . The KDF performs this operation,
taking the shared secret, nonces, and identities as input, and is thus aligned with its
definition in Definition 3.15. Already in 2018, we proposed the HMAC Key Derivation
Function (HKDF) - defined in RFC 5689 [140] - for that purpose [116] since is able to
derive an arbitrary amount of keys with arbitrary lengths with high entropy, and relies
on provable security [140,193]. As such, this scheme shall be introduced here.

HKDF uses the "extract-then-expand" paradigm, which consists of two main phases.
First, the input keying material (z, NAS , NGS , UAAS , UAGS) is taken (cf. Steps 3 and

5 in Figures 5.5 to 5.7) and a fixed-length pseudo random key PRK is extracted. The
extract phase is especially important, if the initial shared secret z is not sufficiently
uniform (i.e., the key is uniform only in a subset of the original key space). Here, a pseudo
random key PRK is extracted from the shared secret z by adding a salt value, which
can be any fixed non-secret string chosen at random - in the LDACS case NAS , NGS . In
the process, the pseudo random key PRK becomes indistinguishable from a uniform
distribution of bits. In general, HKDF can be used with or without salt value, however
the use of salt significantly increases the strength of HKDF. Salt ensures independence
between different uses of the hash function, supports “source-independent” extraction,
and strengthens the analytical results that back the HKDF design [140]. Equation (6.1)
summarizes this first step [140].

HKDF-Extract(salts, z)→ PRK (6.1)
RFC 5869 only defines the HMAC MAC algorithm, based on any approved hash-

function H, e.g., SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-384, SHA3-
512 [187]. The HMAC is defined in Equation (6.2), with k being a key, m being a message,
H a hash function, k′ being H(k) if k is larger than the block size and k′ = k otherwise,
opad being the block-sized outer padding of repeated byte values of 0x5c and, ipad being
the block-sized inner padding of repeated byte values of 0x36 [140].

HMAC(k, m) = H((k′ ⊕ opad)||H((k′ ⊕ ipad)||m)) (6.2)
Second, the key PRK is expanded, resulting in multiple additional pseudorandom keys

as output of the KDF. As inputs the PRK, an optional application specific information
string “info”, and a value L, which defines the length of the output keying material
OKM , is required. The expand phase is given in Equation (6.3) [140].

HKDF-Expand(PRK, info, L)→ OKM (6.3)
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The output of OKM requires the output length of the hash function, denoted here as
hashlen, and is calculated as shown in Equation (6.4) [140].

N = ⌈L/hashlen⌉
T = T0||T1||...||TN

OKM = first L octets of T , where
T0 = empty string, zero length
T1 = HMAC(PRK, T0||info||0x01)
T2 = HMAC(PRK, T1||info||0x02)
...

TN = HMAC(PRK, TN−1||info||0xN)

(6.4)

As such, the HKDF can be used as a KDF to derive sufficient keys for all entities and
services with required key lengths for LDACS.

6.1.4. Encryption
Apart from the KEM in the MAKE, no asymmetric encryption is required in this
protocol. Since CRYSTALS-KYBER has already been set as suitable post-quantum key
establishment scheme, the focus of this section is on symmetric schemes.

The most commonly used algorithm is the AES, which offers a 128-bit, 192-bit and
256-bit security level in the pre-quantum world and, due to Grover’s algorithm, a 64 bit,
96 bit and 128 bit security in the post-quantum world [46]. AES comes with different
operation modes of block (e.g., CBC and CCM) and streaming ciphers (e.g., GCM and
CTR), with block ciphers possibly requiring padding and thus being less efficient than
streaming ciphers in terms of network overhead. Another streaming cipher family is
ChaCha, which became quite popular alongside AES due to its efficient implementation
in software [194]. ChaCha, AES-CCM and AES-GCM are all AEAD algorithms (ChaCha
is then supported by Poly1305), offering message authentication alongside encryption,
which is a necessity for the MAKE schemes. Looking at standardized encryption options
in TLS 1.3 [89], the mandatory standard is AES-128-GCM, with AES-256-GCM and
CHACHA20_POLY1305 being optional. In DTLS 1.3 [162] the same algorithms apply,
with the additions of AES-128-CCM and AES-256-CCM. While AES in Galois Counter
Mode (GCM) has been the de-facto AEAD standard due to its mandatory status in
D/TLS since version 1.2 [89,162] and many computation operations being available in
hardware [195], it requires the key and nonce to be used only once. If a nonce is re-used,
then authenticity and confidentiality are potentially lost for this specific key [196].

As such, nonce-reuse resistant schemes were investigated, with the newest AES-GCM
version being the AES-GCM-SIV (“SIV” referring to Synthetic Initialization Vector)
which is resistant to this kind of attack [196]. As such, AES-GCM-SIV in 128- and 256-bit
mode are recommended for LDACS, with AES-CCM and CHACHA20_POLY1305 being
optional as backup options. With that, key lengths are set at 128 bits at lower, and
256 bits at higher security levels. Since MAC tag lengths have a significant impact on
LDACS performance, optimal sizes are evaluated in Section 7.2.
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6.1.5. Message Authenticity
Since AEAD schemes already offer message authentication alongside encryption, this
section focuses on scenarios in which message authenticity only is necessary. In the LDACS
context, this extends to voice, GBAS user-, and BCCH, CCCH and DCCH control-data.
Section 6.1.3 already introduced HMAC with a hash-function from the Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA)2/3 family as MAC tag generation and verification algorithm. The
current security proof by Bellare states that HMAC is a Pseudo Random Function (PRF)
if the compression function is a PRF [197]. A PRF is thereby defined by NIST as seen
in Definition 6.1. HMAC allows the truncation of MAC tags to at most half the length
of the hash output, i.e., 128 bit in the SHA-256 case.

Definition 6.1 (Pseudo Random Functiona). A pseudo random function is a function
that can be used to generate output from a random seed and a data variable, such that
the output is computationally indistinguishable from truly random output.

ahttps://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/Pseudorandom_function (accessed January 20, 2023)

Another message authentication code is the Galois Counter MAC (GMAC), which is
based on AES-GCM and requires nonces. As such, it is vulnerable to the nonce reuse
attack and thus not taken into further consideration [195].

Lastly, CMAC shall be introduced, which is a MAC based on block ciphers of fixed
length. It is secure for variable length messages, requires one key of a certain block length
(128- bit and 256-bit in the LDACS case, matching AES block lengths) and explicitly
allows truncation of the tag length, but with a strong recommendation for 64 bit or
more [198]. The last part is why we recommend AES-CMAC as message authentication
only algorithm for LDACS, with HMAC-SHA-256 and POLY-1305 as backup option.
With that, similar to Section 6.1.4, key sizes are set at 128 bits at lower, and 256
bits at higher security levels. For MAC tags lengths, the following facts have to be
considered: Table 3.1 show, and Constraint#3 (Small Control-Channels) state, LDACS
control channel are very small and already mostly filled with necessary control-data.
MAC tag lengths have a significant impact on LDACS performance. As such, optimal
sizes for user- and control-data MAC tags are evaluated in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2.

6.1.6. Group Key Management
In [138] different GKM were compared in terms of security data overhead on the network.
The compared schemes were the original GKM Protocol (GKMP), Logical Key Hierarchy
(LKH), One-way Function Tree (OFT), Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) Group Key
(CRGK), CRT-GKM and the Central Authorized Key Extension (CAKE). Furthermore,
a simple group key scheme has been proposed, called “simple GKM” here. “Simple GKM”
foresees the GS to generate a group key and to send it in an AEAD encrypted fashion in
the last MAKE message to the ASs.

The following Table 6.5 provides a performance overview for join and leave operations
of in- and outgoing group members (i.e., ASs in the LDACS context).
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Table 6.5.: Performance and security comparison of different GKM procedures.

Protocol
Security Properties

Network Overhead (in bit) FW BW Key Inde-
Secrecy Secrecy pendence

GKMP
[199,200]

Join:
Broadcast: 2× k
Unicast: 2× k + k

Leave: (n− 1)× 2k

✔ ✔ ✔

LKH
[201,202]

Join:
Multicast: 2log2(n)× k
Unicast: 1× k

Leave: (2log2(n)− 1)× k

✔ ✔ ✔

OFT
[203]

Join:
Multicast: log2(n)× k
Unicast: log2(n)× k + k

Leave: log2(n)× k

✔ ✔ ✔

CRGK
[204]

Join:
Multicast: |CRT (n)|
Unicast: prime-length in bit

Leave: |CRT (n)|

✔ ✔ ✔

CRT-
GKM
[204]

Join:
Multicast: |CRT (n)|
Unicast: prime-length in bit

Leave: |CRT (n)|

✔ ✔ ✔

CAKE
[205]

Join:
Broadcast: 2× k
Unicast: 3× k + prime-length in bit

Leave: |CRT (log3(n2))|+
k + (log3(n)− 1)× |CRT (3)|

✔ ✔ ✔

Simple
GKM

Join:
Broadcast: -
Unicast: 1× k

Leave: -

✔ ✘ ✔

Also, security properties of each of these schemes are given. Please note the following
notation in Table 6.5: n describes the number of participants in the communications
group, k the length of the used keys in bits, CRT (n) the solution in bits of the CRT for
n, and the prime length in bits denotes the underlying prime number for the CRT [132].

Table 6.5 already shows, that while established GKM offer all necessary security
properties, the simple GKM does not provide backward secrecy. On the other hand, a
clear performance advantage can be seen and the question remains whether backward
secrecy is necessary, if the key is updated regularly in short intervals while maintaining
the key independence property. Evaluations in Section 7.2.1 answer this question.
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6.1.7. TESLA parameters
In Section 3.1, the TESLA concept was introduced and the KDST ESLA parameter is
included in the ckset message part in Figures 5.5 to 5.7. Once a receiver gets access to
these parameters in an authentic manner, it begins storing TESLA keys and, after the
key disclosure delay, verifying the message and origin authenticity of the TESLA secured
message. The AES-CMAC algorithm was identified as suitable MAC tag generation and
verification algorithm. For the same arguments presented in Section 6.1.5, we recommend
the AES-CMAC here, as well. To find optimal MAC tag lengths in terms of security and
performance, evaluations are performed in Section 7.2.2.

The KDST ESLA parameter itself consists of F ||F ′||F ′′||Tint||T0||i||l||d||kc. F , F ′ and
F ′′ are the hash-function to generate the key chain, the key derivation function and
the MAC tag generation algorithm, followed by the time interval schedule consisting of
interval duration Tint, start time T0, index of interval i and the length of the one-way
chain l, the key disclosure delay d, and a key commitment to the key chain kc, with ci
being the current interval and c < ci− d. Assuming, that F , F ′ and F ′′ are set and pre-
agreed between AS and GS by AES-CMAC, HKDF and AES-CMAC (cf. Sections 6.1.3
and 6.1.5), this means that only the other parameters need to be transported over LDACS.
Tint, T0, i, l can all be stored in a 32-bit integer, d with 8 bit since delays are typically
around one to two time intervals, and finally the kc key with 128 bit.

6.1.8. Cipher Suite Encoding
EPLDACS and CCLDACS were first mentioned in Section 5.3, and explained in Section 5.4.1
and Section 5.5. For EPLDACS (1) a key agreement scheme, (2) signature algorithm, (3)
user-data (a) point-to-point protection mechanism (b) point-to-multipoint protection
mechanism, (4) hash algorithm and (5) additional parameters need to be encoded here.

The low pre-quantum security level includes ECDH and ECDSA based on NIST P-
256/brainpoolP256r1 256-bit curves, AES-128-GCM-SIV/AES-128-CMAC and SHA-256
as mandatory algorithms, and CHACHA20_POLY1305/AES-128-CCM and HMAC-
SHA-256 as backup options.

The high pre-quantum security level includes ECDH and ECDSA based on NIST P-
384/brainpoolP384r1 384-bit curves, AES-256-GCM-SIV/AES-256-CMAC and SHA-384
as mandatory algorithms, and CHACHA20_POLY1305 and HMAC-SHA-384 as backup
options.

The low post-quantum security level includes Kyber-512, FALCON512, AES-128-
GCM-SIV/AES-128-CMAC and SHA-256 as mandatory algorithms, and CHACHA20_
POLY1305/AES-128-CCM and HMAC-SHA-256 as backup options.

The high post-quantum security level includes Kyber-768, FALCON1024, AES-256-
GCM-SIV/AES-256-CMAC and SHA-384 as mandatory algorithms, and CHACHA20_
POLY1305 and HMAC-SHA-384 as backup options.

This leaves three options for key agreement and signature scheme, ten for point-to-point
user-data, six for voice data protection, two for the hash-algorithm and four for curves
resulting in 3× 3× 10× 6× 2× 4 = 4, 320 options, which can be encoded in 13 bits. To
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be Byte aligned again, 2 Bytes for the encoding of one cipher-suite options in EPLDACS
should thus suffice to be future proof. Please note, that for AEAD encryption of MAKE
related data, either the agreed upon AEAD scheme or as default AES-CCM is used.
Furthermore, HKDF is the default key derivation function and thus needs no extra
encoding for key derivation function agreement.

Lastly, the default low pre-quantum security level cipher suite is set as follows:
LDACS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SIV_AES_128_CMAC_SHA256_P256.
The default high pre-quantum security level cipher suite is set as follows:
LDACS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SIV_AES_256_CMAC_SHA384_P384.
The default low post-quantum security level cipher suite is set as follows:
LDACS_Kyber-512_FALCON512_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SIV_AES_128_CMAC_SHA256.
The default high post-quantum security level cipher suite is set as follows:
LDACS_Kyber-768_FALCON1024_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SIV_AES_256_CMAC_SHA384.

Similar considerations have to be made for CCLDACS, which consists of (1) a group
key management scheme, (2) group key transport algorithm, (3) MAC algorithm, since
integrity and authenticity is the main protection focus here, (4) MAC tag lengths for BC,
CC and DC. For (1) group key scheme, the three most efficient schemes from Section 6.1.6
are recommended, (2) group key transport should be aligned to the respective security
level of EPLDACS, hence 128 or 256 bit and for option (3) the same algorithms are proposed
like in Section 6.1.5. Tag lengths (4) should be fixed to a minimum length for each
channel. Let’s assume BC and CC MAC to have the same length. As such these leave
3× 6× 10× 8× 8 = 11, 520 options, which can be encoded in 16 bits, assuming the MAC
lengths are incremented Byte aligned. As such, two Bytes should suffice to encode one
cipher-suite in CCLDACS. Exact bit lengths for BC, CC and DC MAC tags have yet still
to be evaluated, which is subject of Section 7.2.1.

6.2. Placement of Security Functions within the LDACS
Protocol Stack

The next step is defining implementation points for security functions in the LDACS
protocol stack. This is necessary, since these entities in the stack are then extended
by additional messages and inter-entity communication capabilities, i.e., enabling key
transfer among them. Figure 3.4 shows the LDACS protocol stack and is referred to
during this section. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, LDACS stack entities have states
which deny or allow certain actions. For example, user-data is only transmitted if all
entities in the protocol stack are set to “OPEN”.

6.2.1. Cell Entry and MAKE within LME and SNP Layer
The LME is the first entity in the stack to establish basic contact between AS and GS (cf.
Section 3.2.1.3). It is responsible for running the Cell Entry and CellExit procedure and
notifying all other protocol layer entities, such as MAC, DLS, and SNP, about a successful
cell join. This results in them switching to the “OPEN” state and starting to process
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user-data (cf. Figure 3.4 in Section 3.2.1). Since the LME is responsible for allowing
certain user-data to pass through the stack, the security additions for the Cell Entry
procedure, MAKE and secure handover protocol shall be added here. While the security
enhanced Cell Entry procedure is still located in BCCH, RACH and CCCH, MAKE
messages are encapsulated by the LME in FL-/RL-DCH messages and transmitted via
the SNP.

This way, the LME can exchange MAKE messages in user-data sized packets, set
the other entities to the “OPEN” state after a successful MAKE or secure handover
protocol, distribute established keys with this “OPEN” command and also manage keys
and certificates.

6.2.2. User-Data Security within LME, SNP and VI Layer
After the MAKE finished successfully, user-channel relevant keys, such as kAS,GS , kvoice

and KDST ESLA need to be handed from LME to the correct protocol entity handling
the specific user-data. As such, with the “OPEN” command, the LME hands the kAS,GS

and KDST ESLA to the SNP, and the kAS,GS and kvoice to the VI in the AS case and just
the kvoice to the VI in the GS case.

As already stated in Sections 3.2.1.5 and 3.2.1.6, the VI- and SN-PDUs are the largest
end-to-end packets in the overall LDACS protocol. Placing security measures here means
introducing the least security network overhead. This is due to MAC tags requiring space
in a message and the longer the actual message, the less relative overhead by the MAC
tag is introduced. VI-PDUs are thereby solely used for bidirectional voice transmission
with one very important difference: while voice data in RL VI-PDUs are protected by
the kAS,GS session key, FL VI-PDUs are protected by the kvoice key. This distinction is
necessary since the GS needs to be able to ensure that voice data, originated from an
aircraft before, are mirrored on the FL to maintain the party line effect. This results in
the necessity that the VI is able to attach a MAC tag to a voice message and verify the
validity of MAC tags.

SN-PDUs are used for any end-to-end user-data communications, such as point-to-point
ATN/IPS data and GBAS transmissions. This creates the necessity that cryptographic
operations, such as user-data en-/decryption, MAC tag generation and verification, and
TESLA key chain operations, must be placed within the SNP.

6.2.3. Control-Data Channel Security within LME and MAC Layer
After the MAKE finished successfully, control-channel relevant keys, such as kBC , kCC

and kDC need to be handed to the entity in the protocol stack that has access to all
control messages in the respective channel. This entity is the MAC layer.

As such, the MAC layer needs to buffer all MAC-SDUs for a certain control-channel,
create the full MAC-PDU for the control-channel at that point in time and use that
MAC-PDU as message input for the MAC tag generation. Consequently, this specific
BC-, CC-, and DC-MAC tag needs its own message format and is then appended at the
end of the actual MAC-PDU, i.e., MAC-PDU || MAC tag.
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Please note, that the LME needs to know the sizes of all control messages in the
control slots to allocate control-channel resources correctly. Thus, it also plays a role
in control-data channel security apart from the negotiation of keys. It reserves space
for the respective BC_MAC and CC_MAC message, so that control-data such as the
“control offset” is computed correctly [17]. The MAC layer then has the task to fill the
reserved bits for the MAC tag with the actual MAC tag after all control messages for
the respective slot are set. The definition of control-data security related messages is
subject of Section 6.3.

6.2.4. Extension of the LDACS Protocol Stack
With the MAKE protocol, a new state is created in which the AS joined the cell, but
is not yet allowed to transmit user-data. To reflect that in the protocol stack, a new
“AUTH” state is required for SNP, DLS, LME and MAC layer during which the initial
MAKE is executed. Necessary changes are depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1.: LDACS stack with updated
states in MAC, LME, DLS
and SNP layers.

During the “AUTH” state, MAC, LME,
DLS and SNP receive new functions.

The MAC handles LDACS control-data
and user-data as is, but buffers BC, CC and
DC messages with their respective MAC tags,
so that once the LME sets the MAC layer to
the “OPEN” state, the MAC layer can verify
the validity of previously received LDACS
control messages.

The DLS only allows MAKE related mes-
sages, i.e., messages of priority seven, to and
from the SNP.

The SNP remains closed to the ANI and
only listens to SN-PDU send requests issued
by the LME.

After a successful Cell Entry, the LME
sets itself to the “AUTH” state and begins
with MAKE as described in Section 6.2.1.

First, the secure Cell Entry (cf. Sec-
tion 5.3) takes place between AS and GS

via the LDACS control channels and the “F-”/“GSCANNING” and “CONNECTING”
states (all denoted in red). Then, the MAKE protocol (cf. Section 5.4) takes place in the
LDACS data channel via the highest priority messages (DLS_CoS_7) and in the “AUTH”
state (denoted in blue). After keys have been handed to the SNP (kAS,GS , KDST ESLA),
VI ((kAS,GS), kvoice) and MAC (kBC , kCC , kDC), user-data can be securely exchanged
in the “OPEN” state (cf. Section 5.5) (denoted in black). Lastly, in case a GS to GS
handover is triggered (cf. Section 5.4.2), MAC and LME switch to the “HO 2” state
and hand over the new keys to respective other protocol stack entities (again denoted in
blue).
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6.3. Message Formats
In the following four subsections, new message additions to the LDACS standard are
introduced, which enable the LDACS security measures.

6.3.1. Cell Entry Messages
This section only discusses necessary additions during the security enhanced Cell Entry
procedure (cf. Figure 5.4). For this, the CellEntryRequest and CellEntryResponse
messages need to be modified. The updated messages can be found in Tables 6.6 and 6.7
with security additions marked in bold text and the original messages stemming from [17].

Table 6.6.: Security enhanced CellEntryRequest message.
Field Size Description
R_TYP 2 bit Cell Entry Request
UA 28 bit Unique Address
GS SAC 12 bit Local GS ID
SCGS 1 bit GS Certificate Status at AS
VER 3 bit Protocol Version
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

Table 6.7.: Security enhanced CellEntryResponse message.
Field Size Description
C_TYP 5 bit Cell Entry Response
AS SAC 12 bit Local AS ID
UA 28 bit Unique Address
PAV 7 bit Power Adaptation Value
FAV 10 bit Frequency Adaptation Value
TAV 10 bit Time Advance Value
CO 9 bit Control Offset
EPLDACS 128 bit User-Data/MAKE Cipher Suite
CCLDACS 16 bit Control-Data Cipher Suite
SQNBC 20 bit BCCH Sequence Number
VER 3 bit Protocol Version
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

While the only addition in Table 6.6 is the scgs bit instead of padding, choices in
Table 6.7 need to be elaborated on more. Since one cipher-suite in EPLDACS and CCLDACS
is two Byte long (cf. Section 6.1.8), a certain amount of these choices should be able
to be transported here. As such, the GS sets the control-channel cipher-suite. This is
consistent with the LDACS cell being entirely under control of the GS. Also, the GS
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needs to handle the GKM and reusing the same kind of MAC tag generation mechanism
for all control channels eases implementation effort without reducing security, as long
as the respective keys are unique and remain secret. Lastly, the SQNBC is transported
here, so it is made sure that the AS has access to that value once the MAKE procedure
finishes, and the AS can verify the authenticity of the tBC immediately (cf. Figures 5.5
to 5.7)

6.3.2. MAKE Messages
Since all MAKE messages are transmitted in SN-PDUs, they do not require additional
message fields. However, since the source and sink for MAKE messages is the LME, a
distinction between SN-PDUs for user-data transport and SN-PDUs for MAKE purposes
must be made, so that respective MAKE messages originate and terminate at the LME.

As such, a header is required for SN-PDUs, indicating the message type (TYP) and
message priority (PRIO). Since LDACS defines eight classes of service, PRIO is 3 bit
long, while TYP can be 5 bit long. Before MAKE terminates, no other message type and
priority other than TYP=%0001 and PRIO=%111 is allowed, since this defines MAKE
messages and are forwarded by the SNP to the LME.

User-data keys can be transported from LME to SNP layer via the SN_DATA.req/.ind
functions (cf. Section 3.2, Figure 6.1 and [17]), carrying the respective MAKE SN-PDUs.
However, there is no such function for LME to VI layer, hence VI_DATA.req/.ind
functions are required for these two entities to be able to communicate with each other.
Control-data keys can be transported from LME to MAC layer via the MAC_BCCH/
CCCH/DCCH.req/.ind functions. Finally, the LME can change the state of MAC, LME,
DLS, VI and SNP layer from “CLOSED” to “OPEN”, which only occurs for VI and SNP,
after MAKE finished successfully. In the same notification, respective keys are handed to
MAC, SNP and VI.

6.3.3. Secure SN/VI-PDU Messages
While SN- and VI-PDUs are specified in [17], they require an additional MAC size field
in the header to support variable MAC tag sizes. The actual MAC tag length is subject
to evaluations in Section 7.2.2.

6.3.4. Secure BC/CC/DC MAC-PDU Messages
Since the MAC tag is computed over the entirety of the content in the respective BC,
CC or DC block in the current MF (cf. Section 3.2), a dedicated MAC-PDU message is
required to be attached after the actual control slot content. While BCCH and CCCH
offer enough space for a full 128-bit MAC tag according to Table 3.1, the DCCH does
not. As pointed out in Sections 5.5.2.2 and 6.1.5, the concrete MAC tag length needs to
be evaluated properly, which is performed in Section 7.2.1.

Tables 6.8 to 6.11 show the details of each new MAC-PDU message, with MAC tag
lengths that need extra evaluations being denoted as To Be Evaluated (TBE).
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Table 6.8.: BC_MAC message fields, sizes and description.
Field Size Description
B_TYP 4 bit BC MAC TYP
MAC TBE bit BC Message Authentication Code
PAD 4 bit Padding
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

Table 6.9.: CC_MAC message fields, sizes and description.
Field Size Description
C_TYP 5 bit CC MAC TYP
SQNCC,DC 19 bit Control Sequence Number
MAC TBE bit CC Message Authentication Code
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

Table 6.10.: CC_MAC_2 message fields, sizes and description.
Field Size Description
C_TYP 5 bit CC MAC TYP
SQNBC 20 bit Control Sequence Number
SQNCC,DC 19 bit Control Sequence Number
MAC TBE bit CC Message Authentication Code
PAD 4 bit Padding
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

Table 6.11.: DC_MAC message fields, sizes and description (cf. Section 7.2.1).
Field Size Description
DC_DATA 83 - TBE bit DC Payload
MAC TBE bit DC Message Authentication Code
CRC len(CRC) bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

The most interesting part is the choice of a 19 bit SQNCC,DC and a 20 bit SQNBC

sequence number for the CC_MAC and CC_MAC_2 message and the fact, that there
two different messages. The idea here is, that while a new SQNCC,DC is required per
MF, only one new SQNBC is required per SF. The SQNBC is thus transported in the
CC_MAC_2 message in MF#4 of the SF, as shown in Figure 5.8. To prevent duplicate
information in the CCCH, that number is thus transmitted only once per SF with three
CC_MAC and one CC_MAC_2 message per SF.

LDACS CC messages require a 5-bit TYP field. A 19-bit SQNCC,DC fills that padding
to Byte size and allows for 524, 288 CC messages before the SQNCC,DC repeats. Since
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the SQNCC,DC is used by all AS in the cell and the SQNCC,DC is renewed roughly every
60 ms, this allows for roughly 8 h 44 min communications time before the SQNCC,DC

needs to wrap around. Consequently, after 8 h 43 min latest, new keys kBC and kCC

need to be distributed to all group member to prevent opening an attack window for
replay messages.

The SQNBC is used by all GSs in an LDAN. A 20-bit SQNBC requires a new kBC

latest after 69 h and 54 min. This allows for enough time to ensure that all aircraft have
left the current LDAN.

6.4. Software Implementations
This section is split between two main parts: Tamarin, a symbolic security protocol
verification tool [34], and the FACTS2, a large-scale flight, ATM and aeronautical traffic
data simulation tool [35].

In Tamarin, we modeled both MAKE protocols and the security ground handover
procedure in the symbolic model [175]. In the latter, we implemented the security archi-
tecture for LDACS at various stages [15,147,175,182] concluding with an implementation
capable of simulating the concept based on real cryptographic operations.

6.4.1. Tamarin Implementation
Mechanized protocol verification tools rely either on the (1) symbolic or the (2) computa-
tional model. In the first case the Dolev-Yao model is the underlying attacker capability
model [206] and cryptographic primitives are black boxes, which are “unbreakable” as
long as the attacker has no possession of the right key. Messages are terms of these
primitives and the adversary can only apply these primitives.

This is in contrast to the computational model, where messages are regarded as
bitstrings and cryptographic primitives are modeled as functions on these bitstrings. The
adversary is regarded as a probabilistic Turing machine. “Although in some restricted
cases a proof in the Dolev–Yao model can imply a computational proof [...], this is in
general not the case” [130]. Still, only the symbolic model is considered by applying
Tamarin [34] in the performed analysis [207].

Tamarin works with (1) terms, which are used to model messages, (2) rules, which
define transition systems, and (3) facts which model interactions with the network. With
these basic tools, roles such as AS and GS can be built via state facts, which link multiple
rules together by carrying the state of a role from rule to rule. After defining desired
rules and transitions, Tamarin starts in the initial state of the transition system being an
empty multiset. The previously set rules then define how a system can progress to a new
state. Once an end state has been reached, no further transitions are possible. If during
execution no stated lemma has been violated, Tamarin confirms the correctness of the
tested lemma. As such, Tamarin looks for counterexamples violating the stated lemma
and if it finds one, the defined cryptographic system does not possess the modeled property
of the lemma. As such, lemmas are properties to be proven for the defined protocol, such
as perfect forward secrecy (cf. Definition 3.9) or authentication (cf. Definition 3.1) [34].
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Section 5.4 defines the security properties of MAKE, namely authentication via “in-
jective agreement”, and a key establishment capability. This capability must include
the good key (cf. Definition 3.6), key integrity (cf. Definition 3.7), consistency (cf.
Definition 3.8) and perfect forward secrecy (cf. Definition 3.9) property, at least for keys
used to protect user-data. This list hence defines the required lemmas here. Furthermore,
MAKE requires a PKI, which must also be modeled in Tamarin.

Via the “OnlyOnce” restriction, we made sure there is only one CA (cf. lines 1 and 2
in Listing 6.1). Via the “OnlyOnceV” restriction, there can be at most one identity with
a key registered in the PKI (cf. lines 3 and 4 in Listing 6.1).

Listing 6.1: OnlyOnce and OnlyOnceV restriction in Tamarin
1 r e s t r i c t i o n OnlyOnce :
2 " Al l #i #j . OnlyOnce ( )@#i & OnlyOnce ( )@#j ==> #i = #j "
3
4 r e s t r i c t i o n OnlyOnceV :
5 " Al l #i #j x . OnlyOnceV ( x )@#i & OnlyOnceV ( x )@#j ==> #i = #j "

With these restrictions set, the PKI is modeled with initializing the CA and generating
the CA private (ltk - line 2 in Listing 6.2) and public key (pk(ltk) - line 6 and 7 in
Listing 6.2), and then “registering” the end-entities private (ltkX - cf. line 2 in Listing 6.3)
and public (pk(ltkX) - lines 6 and 7 in Listing 6.3) key pairs.

Listing 6.2: CA initialization
1 r u l e CA_init :
2 [ Fr (~ l t k ) ]
3 −−[ OnlyOnce ( ) ]−>
4 [
5 ! LtkCA(~ l t k )
6 , !PkCA( pk (~ l t k ) )
7 , Out( pk (~ l t k ) )
8 ]

Listing 6.3: “Building” a PKI
1 r u l e Register_pk :
2 [ Fr (~ ltkX ) ]
3 −−[ OnlyOnceV ( pk (~ ltkX ) ) ]−>
4 [
5 ! Ltk ($X , ~ ltkX )
6 , ! Pk($X , pk (~ ltkX ) )
7 , Out( pk (~ ltkX ) )
8 ]

Lastly, the attacker capabilities of compromising an agent PKI private (ltk - cf. line 3
in Listing 6.4) or ECDH/KEM key (cf. lines 7 and 10 in Listing 6.4), and leaking the
sessions key (cf. line 14 in Listing 6.4) are modeled.
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Listing 6.4: Attacker capabilities modeled in Tamarin
1 // Compromising an agent ’ s long−term key
2 r u l e Reveal_ltk :
3 [ ! Ltk ($X , ltkX ) ] −−[ CorruptedLtk ($X) ]−> [ Out( ltkX ) ]
4
5 // Compromise an agent ’ s DH key
6 r u l e Reveal_dh :
7 [ !DHk($X , DHkX) ] −−[CorruptedDHk ($X)]−> [ Out(DHkX) ]
8 // Compromise an agent ’ s KEM key
9 r u l e Reveal_kem :

10 [ !KEMk($X , KEMkX) ] −−[CorruptedKEMk ($X)]−> [ Out(KEMkX) ]
11
12 // Leaking an agent ’ s s e s s i o n key
13 r u l e Leak_sess ion :
14 [ ! Sessk ( s , k ) ] −−[ Leaked ( k ) ]−> [ Out( k ) ]

These prerequisite now enables us to build the secure Cell Entry procedure (cf. Sec-
tion 5.3), both MAKE protocols (cf. Section 5.4) and the secure ground handover protocol
(cf. Section 5.4.2) in Tamarin. Therefore, the distinct states of the procedures are defined
in states and rules for transitioning from one state to the next.

Please note, that per protocol there are four different distinct versions: (1a) one for
ECDH ephemeral keys and the GS certificate stored at AS, (1b) one for ECDH ephemeral
keys and the GS certificate not stored at AS, (2a) one for KEM keys and the GS certificate
stored at AS, and (2b) one for KEM keys and the GS certificate not stored at AS. As
such, in the final version we modeled both protocols for these four distinct states resulting
in eight different Tamarin files. For simplicity, just the initial AS rule (cf. Listing 6.5)
and the second GS rule (cf. Listing 6.6) shall be shown and elaborated on here. The rest
of the implementation follow the steps as detailed in Figures 5.4 to 5.6.

Listing 6.5: Create the AS in Tamarin
1 r u l e init_AS :
2 [
3 Fr (~ s i d ) //AS s e s s i o n id
4 , ! Ltk (UAas , ltkAS ) // get AS p r i v a t e key and bind UAas to ltkAS
5 ]
6 −−[ Create (UAas , ~ s i d ) ]−>
7 [
8 S_AS_0(UAas , ~ s id , ltkAS )
9 ]

As seen in Listing 6.5, the first rule basically “creates” an aircraft radio with fresh
constant session id value ∼ sid (line 3), constant value UAas and via using the persistent
fact !Ltk(UAas, ltkAS) binding the aircraft identity to its private key (line 4). This
also allows the attacker to access the aircraft’s public key. Finally, this rule ends in the
S_AS_0(...) state (line 8), which can be used as a prerequisite fact for a subsequent
rule, i.e., rule AS_1.

The second GS rule happens directly after the Cell Entry procedure finished and
MAKE is initialized by the GS.
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Listing 6.6: GS initializes MAKE via ECDH
1 // ECDH v e r s i o n
2 r u l e GS_2:
3 l e t Pgs = ’ g ’^~ x // compute ECDH p u b l i c GS key Pgs
4 in
5 [ S_GS_1(UAgs , SACgs , s id , Kset , ltkGS , UAas , SACas)
6 , Fr (~x ) // generate ECDH p r i v a t e GS key " x "
7 , Fr (~ Ngs ) // generate f r e s h nonce
8
9 ]

10 −−[
11 Running (UAgs , UAas , s id , Pgs )
12 ]−>
13 [
14 S_GS_2(UAgs , SACgs , s id , Kset , ltkGS , UAas , SACas , Pgs , ~x , ~Ngs )
15 , !DHk(UAgs , ~x ) // check f o r ECDH leakage
16 , Out(<Pgs , ~Ngs>)
17 ]

The rule GS_2 is triggered if the state of S_GS_1 has been previously reached (cf.
line 5 in Listing 6.6). It can be seen, that the GS at this stage has already its identifiers
UAgs, SACgs, a session ID sid, the key set of kBC , kCC , kDC , KDST ESLA denoted as
Kset, its own private PKI key ltkGS, and both AS identifiers UAas, SACas. Then it
generates a ECDH secret ∼ x and a fresh nonce ∼ Ngs (cf. lines 6 and 7 in Listing 6.6),
computes the public ECDH part Pgs (cf. line 3 in Listing 6.6) and transmits the nonce
and public ECDH key onto the network via Out(< Pgs, Ngs >) (cf. lines 14,15 and 16
in Listing 6.6). Comparing step 1 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 with Listing 6.6, it becomes
clear the above Tamarin rule simply executes the ECDH part as described.

All other rules model the respective protocol, resulting in four rules on AS and GS
side each.

Lastly, we like to address the modeled lemmas against which the protocol is evaluated.
Either, Tamarin checks whether one trace (which equals a series of transitions) exists or,
whether the lemma holds for all possible traces.

Let’s assume a rule has an action state Secret(Kas_gs) which is used to check for
the perfect forward secrecy property for the session key Kas_gs, that action state is
actually defined as a lemma as given in Listing 6.7.

Listing 6.7: Perfect forward secrecy lemma in Tamarin
1 lemma secrecy_pfs :
2 " Al l x #i .
3 S e c r e t ( x ) @i ==>
4 not (Ex #j . K( x ) @j )
5 | (Ex #u . Leaked ( x )@u)
6 | (Ex A #r . CorruptedDHk (A)@r & Honest (A) @i )
7 | (Ex A #r . CorruptedLtk (A)@r & Honest (A) @i & r < i ) "

Listing 6.7 essentially states whenever a secret action Secret(x) occurs at time i (cf.
line 3), the adversary does not know x (cf. line 4) or the session key x has been leaked
(cf. line 5), the adversary gained access to the secret ECDH part at some point in
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time (cf. line 6) or an agent A (AS or GS) claimed to be honest at time point i has
been compromised at a time r before (cf. line 6). If no such event occurred during the
execution of the protocol, the session key x is considered “perfect forward secret”.

The Tamarin code on the Cell Entry procedure and both MAKE protocols can be
found on Github at https://github.com/NilsMaeurer/ldacs_iso-kam7_ikev2_mak
e_proofs.

Since the secure ground handover procedure (cf. Section 5.4.2) requires the same
security properties, lemmas and prerequisites from the MAKE models are reused. Also,
the distinction between the four different states of key agreement type and GS certificate
locally stored at AS or not, was followed again. Only the actual protocol model is
different. Three roles were modeled via respective rules - AS, GS1 and GS2. The Tamarin
code for this implementation can be found on Github at https://github.com/NilsMae
urer/LDACSSecureCellHandover.

All Tamarin implementations introduced in this section will be used in Chapter 7 for
the actual evaluation of security properties.

6.4.2. FACTS2 Implementation
While Tamarin was used to evaluate the security properties of the introduced protocols,
FACTS2 is used for performance evaluation reasons and to provide a proof-of-concept
implementation.

FACTS2 is written in Python3 and follows the “separation of concerns” by implementing
simulation services which can be piped together to solve even more complex tasks. At
the heart of the framework is the simpy library, which enables an event-based simulation.
This works by generating a simulation environment and objects can subscribe to or state
events - so called signals - that are made available to all other objects that run in the
same simulation environment. As such, when an object signals an event and another
object has subscribed to it, a registered callback function can be executed resulting in
other events being triggered.

The result of these steps is then stored XML encoded in a logfile. In general, this allows
FACTS2 to generate arbitrary aviation infrastructure, such as planes, ground stations,
runways, sectors, airports, simulate movement of aircraft or drones, generate aeronautical
data traffic based on ATS, AOC or ATC services, emulate an underlying datalink, such
as VDLm2 or LDACS and evaluate the result in multiple dimensions such as datalink
performance, air traffic patterns, air traffic data patterns and more. Additionally, data
from real flights and real-word events can be encoded in XML and then used as input
in FACTS2. This makes FACTS2 a versatile tool and very useful in the performance
evaluation of the LDACS security concept. Listing 6.8 lists a combination of several
combined services with Figure 6.2 depicting the visual result [35].

First, a gzipped XML file containing 27,302 Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) flights over
a 24-hour period is used as input file via the Linux tool “zcat”. Then ATS, AOC or
ATC aeronautical data traffic is generated which is then exchanged between AS and GS
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via the LDACS datalink. Finally, the entire situation is depicted via calling the viewgl
service. The result is depicted in Figure 6.2.

Listing 6.8: FACTS2 example commands piped together
1 $ zcat wwatm_24h_3s_updates . xml . gz | . / d a t a t r a f f i c | . / l d a c s | . / v iewgl

Figure 6.2.: FACTS2 “viewgl” simulation service output with 3,579 aircraft visible at the
same time worldwide [35].

FACTS2 also contains a tool - the “fciscenario” FACTS2 service - to generate an
arbitrary amount of static aircraft that are exchanging a certain amount of data in
FL and RL in a certain data traffic pattern. Since this tool and the FACTS2 LDACS
simulation implementation help in evaluating the security concept and in its actual
implementation, both shall be introduced in depth here.

Gräupl et al. [208] identified a regular flight data pattern of 1 kbps per aircraft in the
ENR scenario with a certain packet size distribution in aeronautical traffic. In the FL
74% of all packets are small packets with a weighted average size of 270 Byte and 26% of
all packets are large packets with a weighted average size of 1400 Byte. In the RL 80%
of all packets are small packets with a weighted average size of 121 Byte and 20% of all
packets are large packets with a weighted average size of 1400 Byte.

This situation can be modeled via a parameter file, which is then used as input in the
“fciscenario” FACTS2 service as depicted in Listing 6.9. The packet distribution can be
set to a uniform or exponential distribution, with the latter being more realistic. This is
due to regular packet bursts, caused by busy airspace or weather report updates, while
the rest of the time little data is exchanged [208].
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Listing 6.9: Regular ENR aeronautical data traffic pattern for ten aircraft [208]
1 $ cat 10_10_10 . py
2 [ . . . ]
3 parameters .SN_PDU_SIZE = [270 ∗ BYTE, 1400 ∗ BYTE, 121 ∗ BYTE]
4 parameters . FL_average_throughput = 10 ∗ KBIT / SEC
5 parameters . RL_average_throughput = 10 ∗ KBIT / SEC
6 parameters . FL_prior i ty_rat io = [ 7 4 , 26 , 0 ]
7 parameters . RL_prior ity_rat io = [ 0 , 20 , 80 ]
8 parameters . PIAC = 10
9 parameters .ACKED_TRANSMISSION = True

10 parameters .BEGIN = 0.0 ∗ SEC
11 parameters .END = 10.0 ∗ SEC
12
13 $ . / f c i s c e n a r i o −p 10_10_10_10 . py −o f c i s c e n a r i o . 10 _10_10 . xml . gz

As seen in Listing 6.9, the mentioned FL and RL data traffic is set to 10 kbps traffic (cf.
lines 4 and 5) distributed among ten aircraft (“PIAC”) (cf. line 8), the datalink using the
“fciscenario. 10_10_10.xml.gz” file as input should use acknowledged transmission (cf.
line 9) and the entire simulation is supposed to run 10 seconds total (cf. lines 10 and 11).
Important results in the “fciscenario.10_10_10.xml.gz” file are depicted in Listing 6.10.

Listing 6.10: Excerpts of the “fciscenario.10_10_10.xml.gz” file
1 <c r e a t e _ f l i g h t time ="0.000" id ="1" flt_number ="1" domain="ENR" />
2 <create_packet time ="2.389" id ="5" pkt_di rec t ion ="FL" pkt_size ="1400"
3 pkt_peer ="3" cos ="1" category ="AOC" domain="ENR" />
4 <create_packet time ="4.006" id ="11" pkt_di rec t ion ="RL" pkt_size ="121"
5 pkt_peer ="7" cos ="2" category ="ATS" domain="ENR" />
6 <d e l e t e _ f l i g h t time ="10.000" id ="1" />

Listing 6.10 shows the basic XML structure. Flights, packets, ground stations and more
are created via “create_X” (cf. lines 1, 2 and 4). If packets are successfully transmitted,
the counterpart writes “set_X” to the logfile and if an element is no longer needed it is
deleted via “delete_X” (cf. line 6). Every element has an identity and a time when it was
created, set or deleted in the simulation environment. Additional arguments for flight are
the flight number, possibly their longitude, latitude, altitude, speed and in which domain
they currently are - here in the ENR domain (cf. line 1). Packets are transmitted in a
certain direction, have a size in Byte, are transmitted to the “pkt_peer”, have a class of
service (cos), are of different categories - here ATS for small, AOC for large packets -
and they are also assigned a domain for which they are valid - here ENR - so that only
infrastructure elements designed for the same domain interact with them (cf. lines 2 and
4). Hence, this tool helps generating input in the correct format for the datalink service.

The initial LDACS implementation without any security additions consists of 5,288
lines of code and defines classes for every LDACS protocol layer (cf. Figure 3.4) for AS
and GS each. Additionally, LDACS specific packet formats - the PDUs (cf. Section 3.2) -
are defined by distinct classes for MAC-/LME-/DLS-/SNP-PDUs each with dependencies
with the FACTS2 framework and the parameters files. That way an interaction with the
rest of the framework and setting desired configuration details is enabled.
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The output is generated via a trace file and the “main” function takes flights, packets
and more as input and then applies the LDACS protocol logic. The entire simulation is
driven forward by the PHY layer implementation waiting the times set by the LDACS
frame structure (cf. Figures 3.5 and 5.8.

This was the starting point for our security additions to the LDACS simulation. While
simulation versions used for [15,147,175] differ from each other, only the latest version
shall be elaborated on here.

The entire secure LDACS implementation in FACTS2 has 7,296 lines of code and
includes the actual use of cryptographic operations during secure Cell Entry and MAKE,
on user-data (SN-PDUs), and control-data (BCCH, CCCH, DCCH). For cryptographic
operations, the Python “cryptography”2 and “PyCryptodome”3 libraries were used and
the main task was to define a cryptographic module that allows interaction with the
different LDACS protocol layers.

New messages as detailed in Section 6.3 were implemented, security functions placed
and the protocol stack extended by the “AUTH” state of MAC, LME, DLS and SNP
layer, all as described in Section 6.2. One particular difficulty was the necessity for the
LME to reserve space for the BC/CC_MAC messages, while the actual content of the
MAC is then generated by the MAC layer after all messages for that particular control
slot are accumulated. Please note, that TESLA was not implemented since this was
already done in actual flight trials, detailed in Section 6.5.

After the implementation of all security features discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, we
used the previously introduced scenario file “fciscenario.10_10_10.xml.gz” as input. A
128-bit security level is set; hence keys and MAC tags are 16 Byte long4, the SECP256K1
curve and SHA-256 is used for ECDH and ECDSA, AES_CMAC and AES_CCM are
used for message authentication and AEAD encryption. Listing 6.11 depicts selected
output of the simulation. Please note, that the selected SN-PDU is the encapsulated 137
Byte long FL ATS message with id 11 from Listing 6.10 (cf. lines 12 to 15).

2https://cryptography.io/en/latest/ (accessed January 20, 2023)
3https://pycryptodome.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html (accessed January 20, 2023)
4As the ideal MAC tag length is evaluated later in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, the 16 Byte MAC here is

simply assuming a full MAC tag length.
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Listing 6.11: Result excerpts of running the secure LDACS implementation with
the “fciscenario.10_10_10.xml.gz” as input file

1 <set_keys time ="0.571" id ="AS7"
2 kAS_GS="b ’ \ xc f \ xbf \xa7\ x7f \xd1\xc9\nM\x03\ xe32 \ x82sI \xab\ xcf ’ "
3 kvo i ce = [ . . . ] kBC = [ . . . ] kCC="b ’64 f154152b952055 ’ " kDC = [ . . . ]
4 />
5 [ . . . ]
6 <create_MACpdu time ="0.993" id ="133" pkt_size ="20.000" pkt_di rec t ion ="FL"
7 pkt_peer=" a l l " pkt_pr io r i ty ="CCCH" l o g i c a l _ c h a n n e l ="CCCH"
8 mac=" l d a c s /LME_PDU" d e s c r i p t i o n ="[CC_MAC C−TYP:%10001 SQN:16
9 MAC: b ’ f \xa7\xd2\x9d7dL (\ x98\ x7f \xe2\xca\ x1f \xc5\x0b , ’ s i z e :160 b]"/ >

10 <set_MACpdu time ="0.995" id ="133" pkt_status="OK" mac=" l d a c s /LME_PDU"/>
11 [ . . . ]
12 <create_SNpdu time ="4.006" id ="11" pkt_size ="137.000" pkt_di rec t ion ="RL"
13 pkt_peer ="7" pkt_pr io r i ty ="DCH−3" l o g i c a l _ c h a n n e l ="RL DATA"
14 mac=" l d a c s /SN_PDU" d e s c r i p t i o n ="[SN−PDU TYP: acknowledged
15 DATA: b ’ I>#\x fe \xa2\ xf4 \ xc f \ xec \xe4P\x87 [ . . . ] ’ s i z e : 1 . 1 2 0 b ] " />
16 <set_SNpdu time ="4.145" id ="11" pkt_status="OK" mac=" l d a c s /SN_PDU"
17 d e s c r i p t i o n ="[SN−PDU TYP: acknowledged
18 DATA: b ’ The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog [ . . . ] ’ s i z e :992 b]"/ >

As seen in Listing 6.11, an AS with an UA of “7” terminates MAKE with 16 Byte
keys (cf. lines 1 to 4) and, thus, can verify the 16 Byte CC_MAC MAC tag, or AEAD
encrypt the message “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog”5 (cf. lines 12 to 15).
The GS in turn is able to generate a MAC tag for the CCCH slot (cf. lines 6 to 9) and
decrypt and verify the authenticity of the SN-PDU message sent by AS7 (cf. lines 16, 17
and 18). When looking at the message sizes, the CC_MAC is 20 Byte in length (aligned
with Table 6.9), while the SN-PDU has a 3 Byte header, a 121 Byte payload and a 16
Byte MAC tag resulting in 140 Byte or 1.120 bit as depicted above. On the receiving
side, the message is decapsulated resulting in the original 121 Byte payload.

With this implementation, the design of the LDACS cybersecurity architecture is
proven to function properly under Constraint#2 (User-Data after Cell Entry). As such,
cell-attachment is possible with Cell Entry being performed in control-channels, while
MAKE is handled in the user-data channel.

6.5. Flight Trials
Throughout this doctoral thesis, the author participated in two major LDACS flight
demonstration campaigns: The MICONAV campaign6 in March and April 2019 and the
FALCO campaign7 in July 2022.

The second campaign was part of the European ATM modernization program SESAR
with the focus on demonstrating LDACS end-to-end connectivity.

5Please note, that message parts were cut off for space reasons due to the 121 Byte message length.
6https://www.dlr.de/content/de/artikel/news/2019/01/20190327_dlr-flugversuche-moderne-

technik-fuers-cockpit.html (accessed January 20, 2023)
7https://de.linkedin.com/pulse/digitale-kommunikation-für-den-zukünftigen-flugverkehr

-dlr (accessed January 20, 2023)
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Two ground IPv6 enabled LDACS radio were set up on ground, with an AC-R managing
access to the LDAN and end applications communicating with the AC-R via IPv6. In
the DLR Dassault Falcon 20E aircraft, one LDACS airborne radio was installed, with
end applications having to communicate with the radio via the ANI interface.

My contributions here were split in two parts: the first was the development of a DLR
software suite in Python enabling (1) the exchange of synthetic ATN/IPS data over
an IPv6 interface, (2) real-time CPDLC between air- and ground-crew and (3) ADS-C
over LDACS; the second was supporting the flight trials as DLR ground operator, which
included the coordination of experiments with the aircraft crew. However, since no
LDACS internal security capabilities were demonstrated during FALCO, the focus in
this doctoral thesis will be on MICONAV.

In MICONAV, the goal was to demonstrate LDACS capabilities in flight, such as mes-
sage prioritization, radio range, APNT and DME interference mitigation, by transmitting
plain ADS-C, ATN/IPS data, CPDLC, or GBAS over LDACS, or transmitting secured
ADS-C, ATN/IPS data, CPDLC, or, GBAS over LDACS. Therefore, four ground stations
were set up - two with full duplex bidirectional communications capabilities, and two just
for navigational purpose - since APNT requires at least four GS (cf. Section 3.2). Similar
to FALCO, one LDACS radio with full communications and navigation capabilities was
installed in the DLR Dassault Falcon 20E aircraft. The location of all four GSs and the
radio hardware setup on the aircraft and on ground is depicted in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3a depicts the MICONAV GS locations, with Oberpfaffenhofen being the
main DLR site in Bavaria with the ICAO denoted EDMO airport co-located nearby,
from which the experimental flights took place. Also, a full duplex equipped LDACS GS
was installed on the rooftop of the DLR Institute of Communications and Navigation
(KN). The other full duplex communications radio was set up in Schwabmünchen, with
the radios for navigational purposes being installed in Peiting and Königsdorf.

Figure 6.3b shows the research aircraft and also the position of the L-band antenna
at the belly of the plane. Please note, that due to the antenna pattern and the L-band
antenna having to be attached right between the wings, the radio signal strength might
be reduced significantly in banking.

Figure 6.3c lists the LDACS AS demonstration radio hardware with three racks in
total, with the front one containing a High-Power Amplifier (HPA), a Rubidium (Rb)
clock, a console to access the airborne PC, the LDACS radio transmission (TX) unit and
an Ethernet switch, connecting radio units, computers, IQ recorders and GNSS sources.

Figure 6.3d depicts the Oberpfaffenhofen GS rack with a similar installation. Finally,
Figure 6.3e shows the L-band Oberpfaffenhofen GS antenna on the rooftop of the KN
institute building.

My main contribution in MICONAV was the development of the DLR experiments
software and being the airborne DLR operator aboard the aircraft during the flight trials.
The software was mainly developed in Python. For a better overview, Figure 6.4 includes
all MICONAV applications and interactions between different hard- and software levels.
Five different aeronautical applications were demonstrated during this flight campaign in
two modes.
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(a) GSs locations. ©Map data: ©2020 GeoBasis-DE/BKG (©2009), Google [41].

AS L-band Antenna Position 

(b) DLR’s research aircraft Dassault Falcon 20E (D-CMET).

AS Rb Clock 

LDACS AS HPA 

LDACS 

Airbone PC 

LDACS AS Tx 

Ethernet Switch 

(c) AS installation.

LDACS GS HPA 

LDACS GS Rx/Tx 

IQ Recorder 

GS Rb Clock 

Ethernet Switch 

LDACS Ground PC 

(d) Ground station.

GS L-band  

Antenna 

Position 

(e) LDACS GS antenna.

Figure 6.3.: MICONAV setup with GSs locations & AS/GS LDACS equipment [40,45,69].
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The first application, Controller–Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC), was
emulated by exchanging short text messages, which included standard commands and
responses as used in CPDLC, between the computer connected to the AS radio and the
Oberpfaffenhofen or the Schwabmünchen computer, which in turn were connected to
the GS radios. Second, the ADS-C service was recreated by periodically transmitting
the position of the aircraft to ground. Third, the transmission of audio messages was
demonstrated by transmitting from the AS computer several prerecorded audio messages
to the Oberpfaffenhofen computer. Since the test aircraft was a very noisy environment,
the messages had to be prerecorded. Fourth, correction data from an experimental GBAS
deployment at the DLR site in Oberpfaffenhofen were collected by the Oberpfaffenhofen
computer and sent to the AS computer using LDACS. The correction data in the GBAS
messages, allowed the aircraft to estimate its GNSS-based position much more accurately
and with a higher integrity level, allowing it to perform complex ATM procedures, such
as curved approaches (cf. Section 3.3) not feasible otherwise. As fifth application type,
synthetic ATN/IPS data traffic was generated on AS/GS computers and then exchanged
via LDACS [40,41].

Apart from sending all data in clear, which was the first supported transport mode, a
dedicated security mode was implemented, enabled on AS/GS computers and allowing
to secure all applications during the flights. For the implementation of the latter,
the Python Networking and Cryptography library (NaCl) was largely used [209]. To
test the transmission of secured applications using LDACS, the data generated by the
demonstrated applications were secured prior to their transmission. The security protocols
were implemented on application layer by two different security mechanisms: one to secure
the applications using point-to-point communications, i.e., CPDLC, ADS-C, synthetic
ATN/IPS traffic and audio transmission; and second the applications using broadcast, i.e.,
GBAS. Since in 2019, the LDACS security architecture was not progressed to the point
as described throughout Chapters 5 and 6, slightly different mechanisms and algorithms
were implemented [40,41].

After the AS successfully joins a cell, and prior to any exchange of user-data, a
key transport procedure based on the asymmetric Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC)
McEliece scheme was conducted between AS and GS. This scheme was chosen at the
time to demonstrate LDACS’s capability to exchange a session key even when using the
largest NIST PQC candidate at the time. Please note, that the proposed Kyber-512
scheme in Section 6.1 has only a public key size of 800 Byte, which is just ∼ 0.3% of the
261,120 Byte large public key of the involved mceliece348864 scheme. After the McEliece
key transport based key establishment, all later point-to-point user-data communications,
were protected by the established 256-bit key and AES-256-GCM. GBAS was secured
by using the broadcast authentication protocol TESLA [141], which in turn used the
blake2b MAC generation and verification procedure [209].

Overall, the MICONAV campaign communications-part software suite included more
than 30,000 lines of code, with an additional 20,000 lines of code for the navigational part,
which included a framework for GBAS and APNT. In total, roughly 20,000 lines of code
were contributed, including all security features and parts of the GBAS experimental
setup. For the evaluation of the MICONAV campaign, another set of software tools was
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created with another 8,604 lines of code.
By securing the applications using these security measures, the aim was to demon-

strate that LDACS is capable of not only supporting different aeronautical applications
under real-life conditions, but also securing them robustly using state-of-the-art security
measures providing PQC security levels. Communication from and to the LDACS radios
was realized via a UDP interface and a proprietary set of commands for the radio to
perform certain actions. As such, endpoints of communications were three Linux Ubuntu
18.04 laptops (“AS/GS computers”), which were executed the DLR software suite.

6.6. Findings
This chapter includes the practical aspect of Research Questions 3 to 6. First,
specific security algorithms were proposed for LDACS, including ECDSA with SHA
and NIST P-curves, FALCON for signatures, ECDH with SHA and NIST P-curves,
CRYSTALS-Kyber for key establishment, HKDF for key derivation, AES-GCM-SIV,
CHACHA20_POLY130, AES-CCM for data AEAD encryption, AES-CMAC, and HMAC
with SHA for message authentication, and plain GKM and OFT for group key manage-
ment. Then, the positioning of security functionalities within the LDACS protocol stack
was analyzed and decided upon, with most additions being placed in the MAC, LME,
and SNP layers. Additionally, new necessary security messages were introduced. With
these prerequisites set, the actual implementation was split into three parts.

The first part was done using Tamarin, to evaluate the security properties of the
two proposed MAKEs and the secure ground handover protocol in a symbolic model.
The second part was carried out in the FACTS2 simulation framework, allowing the
implementation of the LDACS security architecture as described in Chapters 5 and 6.
The third part was implemented as a DLR software suite used in the MICONAV and
FALCO flight trials in 2019 and 2022 respectively. Since the MICONAV experimental
setup included security features on the application layer, the concept of secure GBAS
over LDACS, a key exchange and securing application data could be demonstrated in a
real-world environment. With pre-installed certificates in FACTS2, these implementations
are a proof of concept for the security design, demonstrating that answers to Research
Questions 3 to 6 are realistic and implementable.

All three implementation parts will be used in the following Chapter 7 to evaluate the
security and performance of the proposed LDACS security architecture.
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7. LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture
Evaluation

In this chapter, the proposed and implemented LDACS cybersecurity architecture (cf.
Chapters 5 and 6) is evaluated in different aspects. First, in Section 7.1, the security
properties of the two proposed MAKE and secure ground handover protocol are evaluated
using Tamarin. Second, in Section 7.2, the performance of the architecture is evaluated
using the FACTS2 simulation framework, focusing on the latency and data overhead
introduced by the security measures, including the Cell Entry, MAKE, and ground
handover protocols, GKM procedures, and protection of user- and control-data. Third, in
Section 7.3, the performance results from Section 7.2 are compared with the measurement
data obtained during the flight demonstration campaigns of FALCO and MICONAV to
evaluate the performance of GBAS over LDACS.

7.1. LDACS MAKE and Secure Ground Handover Protocol
Security Evaluation

Section 4.2.7 lists LDACS security requirements with Section 5.4 specifying security
requirements for the MAKE and secure ground handover protocols. Authentication is
defined per “injective agreement” (cf. Definition 3.1), the key establishment capability
per “good key” (cf. Definition 3.6), “key integrity” (cf. Definition 3.7), “consistency” (cf.
Definition 3.8) and “perfect forward secrecy” (cf. Definition 3.9) properties - at least for
user-data session keys.

7.1.1. Tamarin Lemmas
In Section 6.4.1, we described the implementation of two MAKE protocols (cf. Figures 5.4
to 5.6) and the secure ground handover protocol (cf. Figure 5.7) in Tamarin.

Within Listing 6.7, we described the method for how to test for the “perfect forward
secrecy” property in Tamarin. Overall, all three protocols are evaluated against the
following lemmas:
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Session Exists If this property is fulfilled, it confirms that the model is executable and
can run to completion. As such, it is a proof of concept for the modeled security
protocol - meaning that all primitives are included in the messages and both parties
have access to necessary primitives - and a sanity check for the model itself.

Two Sessions Exist This property is an extension to the first, allowing the attacker to
use knowledge gained from previous protocol runs. As such, this check confirms
that the protocol and model remains executable and still fulfilling other security
properties, even after one run completes. Also it proves that fresh parameters are
chosen for every protocol run.

Mutual Authentication Since the protocols are required to have the “mutual authentica-
tion” property, the “injective agreement” property has to hold for both directions.
Thus two lemmas are required, one for each agent confirming the “injective agree-
ment” property of and to the other. The lemma works as follows: If agent A finishes
a run with agent B by exchanging a parameter y at a point in time i, she can be
sure, agent B also ran the protocol with agent A and parameter y has not been
exchanged before in any other run (injective agreement) with the only exception if a
long-term key (private key of CertAS/GS and stored in PKI) has been compromised
at a time r before i.

Session Uniqueness To achieve Lowe’s definition of full agreement in a given session,
the set of exchanged values that agent A and B agree on, must define a unique run
of the protocol between the two parties. As such, we extend the authentication
from the “injective agreement” property to the “full agreement” property, which
requires that different sessions must have different, unique session keys.

Perfect Forward Secrecy Following the definition in Definition 3.9, we defined the “per-
fect forward secrecy” lemma with the help of the action “Secret(x)”. The lemma
is formulated as follows: Whenever a secret action “Secret(x)” occurs at point in
time i, the adversary does not know the secret “x” or an agent A (in the LDACS
case: AS or GS) claimed to be honest at time point i has been compromised at a
point in time r before. The important detail here is: she needs to be compromised
before i. If she was compromised later (after i) all older secrets still remain secret,
which is the main idea of perfect forward secrecy.

Session Keys Consistency The last lemma checks for key confirmation, also called “con-
sistency”: For all sessions sid with agents A and B and keys key1 and key2, when
A confirms key key1 at time i in session sid and when B confirms key key2 at time
j and in session sid and both agents were honest at time i (but can be corrupted
at a later point in time r), then key key1 and key2 key2 must be the same. As
such, both agents A and B then have a mutual understanding of the session key
key = key1 = key2.

The only properties not explicitly tested for are the “good key” (cf. Definition 3.6) and
“key integrity” (cf. Definition 3.7) properties. This is not necessary, as with the mutual
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Table 7.1.: Tamarin LDACS cell-attachment verification results. CertGS stored/not
stored at AS is written as scgs = 1/0, pre- and post-quantum variations as
“Pre” and “Post”.

Lemma Scope Protocol - IKEv2 based MAKE Protocol - ISO KAM-7 based MAKE
[-traces] Result #Steps Result #Steps

scgs=1 scgs=0 scgs=1 scgs=0
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Session Exists Exists ✔ 27 27 30 31 ✔ 27 27 29 30
2 Sessions Exist Exists ✔ 52 52 57 59 ✔ 52 52 63 58
Mutual All ✔ 56 78 59 84 ✔ 30 35 33 42Authentication
Session Uniqueness All ✔ 28 28 30 30 ✔ 28 28 30 30
PFS Secrecy All ✔ 204 197 204 197 ✔ 43 44 43 44
Key Consistency All ✔ 74 74 77 77 ✔ 74 74 77 77

authentication property agent A and B can confirm the claim on their respective identities
and, as such, both know each other to be legitimate participants of the protocol. Since
the session key KAS,GS is derived from a combination of fresh parameters (nonces NAS ,
NGS), identities (unique addresses UAAS , UAGS) and shared secret z, the “good key”
property is met by the design of the final key derivation and via the mutual authentication
and session uniqueness property. Similarly, the “key integrity” property is met since
“[when] a key is accepted by any principal, it must be a known function of only the inputs
of the protocol principals”. Since this is the case with the inputs for the key derivation
function, with protocol principal’s identity claims confirmed via mutual authentication
and session uniqueness properties, also “key integrity” is designed via the above lemmas
and the protocol design.

7.1.2. Results of the Security Evaluation
Modelling the pre- and post-quantum options, as well as the choice to send the CertGS

certificate in the last MAKE message (cf. Step 7 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6) resulted in four
models for every MAKE variant: one for pre-/post-quantum SL times the GS certificate
being stored at AS or not. The same applies to the Tamarin model of the LDACS secure
ground handover procedure [175].

Proving the pre- and post-quantum variations for all three protocols was done in
Tamarin automatic mode. In all cases, all lemmas could be verified.

All twelve Tamarin proofs are published on GitHub1, and in [175], and results can be
seen in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. All lemmas were proven with the Tamarin prover version
1.6.1 on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8850H CPU and 64GB RAM.

With all lemmas verified in the symbolic model (cf. Table 7.1), both cell-attachment
variations prove to be suitable authentication and key establishment protocols for LDACS.

1MAKE proofs: https://github.com/NilsMaeurer/ldacs_iso-kam7_ikev2_make_proofs (accessed
January 20, 2023)
Handover proofs: https://github.com/NilsMaeurer/LDACSSecureCellHandover (accessed January
20, 2023)
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Thus, from a security perspective, Research Question 4 is answered with the protocols
presented in Figures 5.4 to 5.6.

Table 7.2.: Tamarin LDACS secure ground handover verification results. CertGS

stored/not stored at AS is written as scgs = 1/0, pre- and post-quantum
variations as “Pre” and “Post”.

Lemma Scope Result #Steps
[-traces] scgs=1 scgs=0

Pre Post Pre Post
Session Exists Exists ✔ 27 26 28 27
2 Sessions Exist Exists ✔ 52 50 54 52
Mutual Authentication All ✔ 43 27 44 28
Session Uniqueness All ✔ 28 28 30 30
PFS Secrecy All ✔ 26 28 26 28
Key Consistency All ✔ 152 86 155 89

The results presented in Table 7.2 show that make-before-break handovers for aircraft
between different GSs are feasible from a security perspective. Hence, the cell-attachment
is only necessary when an aircraft enters a new LDAN. Within the same LDAN, an
aircraft can handover in a secure manner from GS to GS. This is assured by the same
security properties as with the MAKE protocol and security is not reduced by that
handover among several GSs. With this proof, the proposed LDACS secure ground
handover protocol (cf. Figure 5.7) is the inter-GSs answer to Research Question 4.

7.2. LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture Simulation
Performance Evaluation

The evaluation in this section covers the following aspects: evaluating the performance
impact (1) of security additions in BCCH, CCCH, and DCCH (cf. Section 7.2.1), (2) by
various GKM schemes (cf. Section 7.2.1), (3) by security addition in the LDACS DCH
(cf. Section 7.2.2), and (4) by cell-attachment and secure ground handover protocol (cf.
Section 7.2.2.1). Evaluations for aspects (1) and (3) first need to evaluate an optimal
MAC tag size. Aspect (4) needs to consider the 10 second timing requirement until the AS
cell-attachment must be completed. Finally, all four aspects need to consider the overall
bandwidth restriction of 230-1400 kbps with the necessity to integrate post-quantum
robust security functions due to a possibly very long lifetime of LDACS. This section
is closed with an overall performance evaluation in Section 7.2.3 of the entire LDACS
cybersecurity architecture as presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

The evaluation tool here is the FACTS2 simulation framework, introduced in Sec-
tion 6.4.2.

7.2.1. Performance Impact of LDACS Control-Data Channel Security
The goal of this section is to answer aspects (1) and (2) posed above in Section 7.2.
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The four control-channels are enabling LDACS to fulfill its primary purpose (cf.
Sections 3.2 and 4.2). Also, they are already filled with many essential control messages
(cf. Section 3.2 and Table 3.1). As such, protecting them ensures reliable and continuous
LDACS service but also requires the most lightweight security measures.

The proposed solutions in Section 5.5.2 foresee MAC tags over the entire BCCH via the
kBC group key, over the entire CCCH via the kCC group key, and over each AS DCCH
slot via the kAS,GS point-to-point key. Every MAC tag computation and verification
includes an SQN number, which is distributed via the CC_MAC message once per MF
(cf. Figure 5.8) for CCCH and DCCH, or once per SF for the BCCH.

The RACH slots are of fixed sizes and the proposed security solutions in Section 5.5.2
fit. This means, that the one bit scgs flag in the RACH, indicating the GS certificate
status at the AS, can be inserted instead of the current one bit padding field [17]. This
solution fits (cf. Table 3.1) and does not reduce LDACS performance.

As such, the focus of this evaluation is on the performance impact of BCCH, CCCH
and DCCH security additions.

7.2.1.1. Evaluating BCCH Security Impact on LDACS Performance

BCCH security consists of the MAC tag tBC over all BCCH messages in the BC2 slot,
which is transmitted in the BC_MAC message (cf. Table 6.8). The BCCH occurs at
fixed times, every 240 ms, and all members of the LDACS access network need to have
access to different BCCHs of various GSs for APNT reasons (cf. Section 3.2.1).

A minimum tBC MAC tag length shall be evaluated here.
Looking at NIST SP 800-38B [210] on recommendations for the use of CMACs, four

parts are important:
first, with the MAC tag length tlen providing protection against guessing attacks, an

attacker can guess a correct MAC tag with a probability of 1
2tlen

. Second, this attack type
can further be mitigated by limiting the number of unsuccessful verification attempts for
each key. Third, a “value for tlen that is at least 64 should provide sufficient protection
against guessing attacks” [210]. Fourth, a formula is given in Equation (7.1) to quantify
the risk with tlen being the MAC tag length, MaxInvalids being the limit on the number
of times that the MAC tags verification can fail before the key is retired, and Risk
the highest acceptable probability for an inauthentic message to pass the verification
process [210].

tlen ≥ log2(MaxInvalids/Risk) (7.1)

LDACS is designed for safety critical message exchanges. This means that the proba-
bility of a message with a guessed MAC being recognized as valid, i.e. Risk, must be
below 10−9 or 2−30 [17].

For MaxInvalids, several parameters are important. First, the amount of GS per
LDACS access network, sharing the kBC key. Mostafa et al. [174] estimated 84 LDACS
cells with a range of 120 nautical miles to be sufficient to cover all of Europe. Combining
all these GS are in one large LDACS access network, this represents an upper bound for
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the size of a European LDACS access network. As such, 84 different BC messages are
transmitted every 240 ms.

Since LDACS supports BERs ranging from 10−5 to 0, uncorrectable bit errors can lead
to MAC tag verification fails. Also, keys need to be updated latest after 69 h and 54 min
(cf. Section 6.3.4), due to the sequence number in the CC_MAC_2 message (Table 6.10).
During this time, a maximum of 84 × 69×3600+54×60

0.24 = 86, 953, 500 BC2 slots are sent.
This means the worst case under stated assumptions for MaxInvalids is 86, 953, 500 or
≈ 227. In this case, a MAC tag length of 57 satisfies Equation (7.1). Hence, following the
recommendation in [210] and after this estimation, we set the BCCH MAC tag length to
64 bit.

7.2.1.2. Evaluating CCCH Security Impact on LDACS Performance

CCCH security consists of the MAC tag tCC over all CCCH messages, which is transmitted
in the CC_MAC messages (cf. Tables 6.9, 6.10 and 7.3). Using Equation (7.1), first the
actual necessary length of the CCCH MAC tag needs to be investigated.

Risk is again set to 2−30, so approximately to 10−9. With one CCCH every 60 ms
per GS and kCC key updates occurring every 8 h and 43 min (cf. Section 6.3.4), the
MaxInvalids value is calculated via 8×3600+43×60

0.06 , resulting in 523, 000 possible CCCH
messages. Please note, that realistically, the kCC key changes every time an AS switches
to a new cell and the retention times in an LDACS cell are way below eight hours.
However the eight hours represent a worst case scenario.

This results in the worst case of MaxInvalids being 523, 000 or ∼ 219. Via Equa-
tion (7.1) this results in a minimum CCCH MAC tag length of 49 bit. Following
recommendations in [210] again, we set the CCCH MAC tag length to 64 bit.

This also confirms the assumption in Section 6.1.8, that BCCH and CCCH MAC tag
length are of equal size.

To answer the question, whether the 96-bit CC_MAC or the 120 bit CC_MAC_2
message actually fits as additional message in the CCCH, the following experiment was
set up using FACTS2 (cf. Section 6.4.2):

FACTS2 “fcisscenario” module was used to generate {1, 10, 25, 50, 75, 80, 85, 90, 93, 96,
98, 100}% LDACS data load at the highest CMS, with the data traffic pattern discussed
in Section 6.4.2, with all possible classes of service, over a 100 second simulation duration,
and with 512 AS in the cell. The maximum LDACS user-data rate of 1428.27 kbps in
FL/ 1390.00 kbps in RL assumes just one CC PHY-PDU and DC PHY-PDU. This is
realistically not possible due to many small packets requiring a lot of CC/DC PHY-PDUs
for resource allocation scheduling or acknowledging successful reception of messages, and
thus limiting the usable user-data. As such, the maximum user-data load of LDACS is
set to 1,000 kbps in FL/RL at highest CMS to avoid datalink overload.

This scenario represents the worst case scenario for filling up the CCCH, since the
LDACS message prioritization mechanism is forced to allocate resources for very large
messages, for every priority type with 32-different AS in every CCCH. The other scenarios
with lower traffic volume (1 - 75% load) are used to validate the experiment by confirming
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Figure 7.1.: 99th percentile and maximum CCCH occupancy with regular LDACS CC
control-data, without CC security, in worst case scenario. The x-axis denotes
the LDACS user-data load in percentage, y-axis denotes the BER on the
datalink.

that the CCCH actual slowly fills up the more user-data traffic is transmitted over
LDACS.

These scenarios are then used in the FACTS2 LDACS module with BERs of
{0, 10−6, 10−5} at highest CMS (FL PHY-PDU size of 3296 bit, RL PHY-PDU size of
528 bit) but without security additions and with all aircraft already having entered the
cell at the beginning of the simulation. That way, the remaining space for the CC_MAC
messages in the CCCH is determined. Please note, that all 8 CC PHY-PDU have a
combined size of 728 Byte. The result of that experiment with the maximum CCCH
occupancy is shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 shows, that the 12-Byte CC_MAC and even the 15-Byte CC_MAC_2
message still fits with a 64 bit MAC, even in the worst measured case in the worst case
scenario. At 100% load, equaling to 1,000 kbps in FL/RL, the worst case was observed
at BER = 10−5 with 579/728 Byte used over all eight CC PHY-PDU.

Since maxima can be the result of unusual user-data bursts, the 99th percentile values
at the top of the graphic confirms the findings with the worst case observed here with
478/728 Byte used over all eight CC PHY-PDU. As such, the 12 Byte CC_MAC or the
15-Byte CC_MAC_2 message clearly fits here, even at highest CCCH usage.
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Figure 7.2.: CCCH security related user-data throughput reduction in percentage. The
numbers show a user-data rate decrease, comparing the 1,000 kbps scenario
without security additions with the one with CCCH security. The x-axis
denotes the LDACS user-data load in percentage, y-axis denotes the BER
on the datalink.
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Figure 7.3.: Relative CCCH security related user-data latency increase for 95th percentile
cases. Baseline latency is set at 100% resulting from the nominal 1,000 kbps
scenario without security additions. The x-axis denotes the LDACS load in
percentage, y-axis denotes the BER on the datalink.
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The following question aims to determine the impact on performance of adding security
measures to the CCCH. Since resource allocations are handled by the CCCH, discarding
one CCCH can be costly in terms of latency and necessary re-transmissions. This is
due to the fate-sharing design, which discards the entire CCCH if the MAC cannot be
verified, which leads to a higher performance cost than just the added 12/15 bytes for
the CC_MAC_2 message. To compare the effects, the experiment previously described
will be repeated with CCCH security enabled, and the resulting user-data throughput
and 95th percentile of FL/RL user-data latencies will be compared.

Figure 7.2 shows almost a RL user-data throughput decrease by 7% in the “1,000
kbps in FL/RL at BER = 10−5” worst case scenario. This means 70 kbps less data
throughput. With the working point of LDACS being at BER = 10−6, here the decrease
is hardly noticeable by 0.40% FL and by 0.05% RL data throughput reduction.

However, looking at the 95th percentile user-data latencies in Figure 7.3, at BER =
10−6 a FL latency of up to 105.34% and a RL latency of up to 104.00%, compared to
a 100% latency baseline without CCCH security additions, is visible. At BER = 10−5,
these values worsen to 120.17% in the FL and even 123.16% in the RL.

While the results in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are not surprising, the performance cost is
still relatively high in edge cases. These start to get noticeable at traffic loads above 80%
and especially at bit error rates one magnitude worse than the system was designed for,
i.e., BER = 10−5. This is caused by the CC_MAC/_2 message which (1) increases the
data load on the CCCH, hence the load on the FL, and thus causes delayed RL user-data
scheduling, (2) causes more re-transmissions of resource allocations on the FL due to
previous messages in the CCCH being lost due to a failed MAC verification because of
bit-errors.

Adding more CC_MAC messages on the CCCH causes the overall load to grow, but
could reduce user-data throughput reduction and FL/RL user-data latency increase in
the explored edge cases. First, a CC_MAC message is defined without sequence number
fields, resulting in the CC_MAC_3 message of exactly 80 bit or 10 Byte size and shown
in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3.: CC_MAC_3 message fields, sizes and description.
Field Size Description
C_TYP 5 bit CC MAC TYP
MAC 64 bit CC Message Authentication Code
PAD 3 bit Padding
CRC-8 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Checksum

Since one CC PHY-PDU is 728 bit long, one CC_MAC_3 message fits if the PDU only
contains up to 648 bit CCCH data. Naturally, the CC_MAC/_2 messages, including the
SQNCC,DC/SQNBC sequence numbers, needs to be always sent. Additional CC_MAC_3
messages just reduce the impact of bit flips on user-data throughput and latency in cases
with a high BER. To identify an optimal amount of additional CC_MAC_3 messages,
the following experiment was conducted:
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One MAC tag is placed on average after every {600, 900, 1200, 1500} bits of CCCH data,
starting with the original CC_MAC/_2 messages, followed by additional CC_MAC_3
messages. In other words, the MAC tag is placed +/- 15 bit around the {600, 900, 1200,
1500} values to include only complete CCCH messages in the tCC computation.

Also, since the LDACS GS cannot predict how much data will be transmitted via the
CCCH previous to its completion, this also means that a last MAC tag can be added
after just one additional CCCH message. For example, in the 600 bit scenario this means
that at eight CC PHY-PDU, one CC_MAC/_2 and seven CC_MAC_3 messages are
sent. The simulation is run for 100 seconds at 1,000 kbps on FL/RL at CMS = 8 and
BER ∈ {10−6, 10−5}, just with this new CCCH security scheme enabled. Evaluation
criteria are again the user-data throughput reduction and relative latency increase due
to CCCH security, compared to a 100% baseline latency from the experiment without
CCCH security. Results are depicted in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.

Figure 7.4 shows, that even with one CC_MAC message set on average per CC PHY-
PDU (MAC tag every 600 bit scenario), it has little to no impact on the FL user-data
throughput rate. On the RL, it reduces the user-data throughput reduction from 6.96%
in Figure 7.2 to only 1.31 % in the worst case. With increased distance between CC MAC
tags, the FL load reduction lessens slightly and the RL user-data throughout reduction
gets a little worse from 2.03 % at the MAC tag after roughly every 900 bit CCCH data,
over 2.26% at 1200 bit distance to 3.56% in the 1500 bit distance scenario, all percentages
given at full 1,000 FL/RL user-data throughput rate.

Similar results are observed for the latencies, shown in Figure 7.5. The 600 bit MAC tag
spacing scenario has roughly a similar FL latency impact than values seen in Figure 7.3,
so in the scenario with just one CC_MAC message over the entire CCCH. However,
the RL latency is significantly improved with 110.81%, which is an improvement of
13% compared to the “one MAC tag over the whole CCCH” scenario. Furthermore,
the 900-1500 bit MAC tag spacing scenarios show a latency performance improvement
compared to Figure 7.3. However, that an FL improvement is noticeable compared to the
600 bit scenario itself is not surprising, since the CCCH itself is less filled with MAC tag
data. Also, in the 900-1500 bit scenarios, the RL increases again, but never reaches the
123.16% latency increase detected in Figure 7.3, with the worst case reached at 116.34%
in the 1500 bit spacing between MAC tags scenario.

LDACS was specifically designed for robustness and for the purpose to handle data
related to the safety and regularity of a flight. As such, we argue that even in edge case
scenarios, security should have little impact performance. Figure 7.1 showed a maximum
CCCH occupancy of 579/728 Byte. To allow for a 10% safety margin, the previously
explored 1200 bit spacing between MAC tags allows for a maximum of five MAC tags, so
one CC_MAC/_2 and four CC_MAC_3 messages since 578 + 12 + 4× 10 = 630 Byte.

As such, the result of this evaluation is to change the CCCH security design to the 1200
bit MAC tag spacing scenario, with impacts as shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Reasons
for this decision are the improved user-data rate and latency in edge cases.
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Figure 7.4.: CCCH security related user-data throughput reduction in percentage based
on CC_MAC_3 placements after {600, 900, 1200, 1500} bit of CCCH data
on average. The numbers show a user-data rate decrease, comparing the
1,000 kbps scenario without security additions with the one with CCCH
security. The x-axis denotes the LDACS user-data load in percentage, y-axis
denotes the BER on the datalink.
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7.2.1.3. Evaluating DCCH Security Impact on LDACS Performance

DCCH security mainly consists of the MAC tag tDC over all DCCH messages in one
DC slot, which is transmitted in the DC_MAC message (cf. Table 6.11). However, the
MAC tag length still needs to be evaluated, since the DCCH is already almost full (cf.
Table 3.1).

First the evaluation by Equation (7.1) is performed. Risk is again set below the
2−30 threshold, so approximately to 10−9, similar as in Sections 5.5.2.1 and 5.5.2.3.
MaxInvalids is harder to obtain, since it depends on the AS amount in a cell, and on
the time, an AS remains in the cell. Only 32 slots exist per MF. For 512 AS, this means
that each AS needs to wait 960 ms on average (16 medium access cycles) until it is
assigned another DCCH slot and has the opportunity to request resources again. The
worst case for this evaluation type is to just have one AS in a cell, since that AS uses the
DCCH every 60 ms then. To receive a realistic remain time per LDACS cell, more data
is required.

For that purpose, detailed temporal and geographical information is retrieved from
ADS-B data collection networks, such as OpenSky. The OpenSky network is a non-
profit receiver network and provides its collection of surveillance data for academic and
institutional researchers. Since its start in 2013, over 25 trillion position reports have
been collected worldwide. As updates on flight movement, velocity and heading of an
individual aircraft are provided with up to second-precision , the data suits the above
stated requirements perfectly [177,211] .

LDACS will be initially deployed within Europe [17]. This is why the analyzed data
has been restricted within the latitudes 34 degrees North and 70 degrees North as well
as the longitudes 11 degrees West and 30 degrees East (cf. Figure 7.7). Furthermore,
a representative data-set, resembling the airspace situation for the deployment date of
LDACS and its future, is required. With 2019 being the busiest year of air traffic in
history [93], the 25th of June 2019 has been chosen as one of the busiest days in civil
aviation history, according to EUROCONTROL [22]. The available position reports in
the OpenSky Network database were not assigned to a particular flight, hence, certain
rules were applied to the collected data by a pre-processor in order to retrieve individual
flight paths: [177]

• A flight starts, when the first record for an aircraft’s ICAO 24 bit address is detected
and no previous active flight is known

• A flight ends, when the aircraft reports on ground. Alternatively, if no position
report within 15 minutes has been received, the flight is ended as the on ground
message might not have been received due to, i.e., shadowing of the signal near
ground.

• As the operation area of LDACS is the ENR, only flights reaching an altitude over
10,000 ft are considered.

Having applied the pre-processor, 28,944 complete flight traces were available for
this day. The difference to the official EUROCONTROL data, listing 35,270 flights,
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can be explained geographically, as our evaluation area differs. Areas such as Turkey
(3,341 flights), Ukraine (582 flights), Morocco (555 flights), Israel (533 flights), or Cyprus
(243 flights) are not (fully) included in our traces, while being part of the official
EUROCONTROL data. The remaining difference of 1,072 flights results from incomplete
traces or filtering conditions of our pre-processor [177].

Current LDACS cell planning foresees 84 GS with a radius of 120 NM in the ENR,
or 40 NM in the TMA scenario, to cover continental Europe [17, 174]. As cell radius
and location might vary for each GS, the allocations of the different cell sizes have
been estimated with the OpenSky network traces. Since the purpose of this task is to
identify the longest, realistic AS remain time in one LDACS cell, only the larger cell
scenario of 120 NM is considered. The observed area has hereby been partitioned into
squares of similar area, resulting from taking the area of a circle with 120 NM radius as
a basis. Finally, this resulted in 84 squares in the 120 NM cell-size case and present the
geographical base for the computations [177]. Over these 120 NM squares, the duration
of stay of an AS in an LDACS cell was computed. This resulted in a mean value of 1,221
seconds, a 95th percentile of 2,438 seconds, a 99th percentile of 3,508 seconds and a
maximum value of 9,505 seconds. The maximum value will be taken as upper limit for a
realistic AS duration of stay time per LDACS cell.

MaxInvalids can now be computed via 9,505
0.06 ≈ 158.416 possible DCCH messages,

which results in MaxInvalids ≈ 218. Following Equation (7.1), this results in a necessary,
minimum DC MAC tag length of 48 bit.

However, Table 3.1 clearly shows that the DCCH is almost completely full. To clarify
the question, how many MAC tag bits still fit in the DCCH without reducing performance
by too much, again computer simulations with FACTS2 were run.

The scenario from Section 5.5.2.1 with a 100 second simulation time at 1,000 kbps
FL/RL user-data traffic load (i.e., the full user-data load an LDACS cell realistically
offers), with the traffic pattern as described in Section 6.4.2 at BER = 10−6 and
distributed over 512 AS in the cell, was used again. This time, the DCCH MAC tag sizes
were increased bit by bit and the impact on user-data loss and RL latency was evaluated.
This revealed the following situation depicted in Figure 7.6. Figure 7.6 shows that after
an 11-bit DCCH MAC tag, performance decreases dramatically. This can be seen by a
32% RL user-data throughput decrease and a tenfold increase of the 95th percentile RL
latency starting at 12-bit MAC tag size.

This is due to the 32-bit “acknowledge” (ACK) message [17], which is responsible
for signaling that a user-data transmission was successful. Without the ACK message,
the LDACS acknowledged transmission mode is essentially broken. Additionally, since
LDACS offers different priorities, which allows it to solve the head-of-line problem, every
message of a different priority requires its own ACK message. As discussed in Section 6.4.2
LDACS regularly transports messages of at least two different priorities. With that, two
different ACK must fit into the DCCH slot, reducing available space to 83− 64− 8 = 11
bit. To increase the MAC tag size, replacing the 8 bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
by a 19 bit MAC is the only possibility. If Byte alignment is of concern, a 16 bit MAC
tag can be chosen instead.
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Figure 7.6.: Impact of increasing DCCH MAC sizes on RL data loss and latency.

With such a small tag size of 19 bit, the question about security bounds must be asked
again. Here we use Equation (7.1) and the following values: Since DCCH messages are
rather small, the probability for a packet error, even at the highest BER of 10−5, remains
small, precisely at Ppacket−error = 1− (1− 10−5)83 ≈ 0.8296%. Over the course of 9,505
seconds, one AS sends at most 158,417 DCCH messages.

Via the binomial distribution f(k, n, p) =
(n

k

)
pk(1 − p)n−k, with

(n
k

)
= n!

k!(n−k)! , with
k being the number of successes, n being number of trails, and p being the probability
of a success in a given trial, the probability that at most MaxInvalids invalid message
verification happen during that time, can be computed.

The goal of this investigation is to evaluate a value for MaxInvalids, such that the
probability for a message verification fail is below 10−9. Equation (7.2) shows the
necessary formula, with n = 158, 417 and p = (1− 10−5)83.

1− 10−9 ≤
j∑

i=1

(
n− i

i

)
pi(1− p)n−i (7.2)

Via Equation (7.2) MaxInvalids is evaluated to 206, or in other words with
MaxInvalids being in the order of 28, Risk can be set to 2−11.

We are aware that a 19 bit MAC does not suffice the absolute minimum recommended
MAC length or any MAC tag length necessary to fulfill a Risk level of 10−9 [1, 210].
However, LDACS simply does not offer more space in its DCCH.

As such, we recommend a 19 bit MAC tag (or 16 bit if Byte alignment is absolutely
necessary, but then accepting a Risk level of 2−8) for the DCCH and the removal of the
CRC-8 for the DCCH.
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7.2.1.4. Evaluating GKM Security Impact on LDACS Performance

GKM schemes presented in Section 6.1.6 and Table 6.5 are necessary in the LDACS
security architecture due to the kCC , kBC and kvoice group keys, which must be exchanged
in a secure manner.

Table 6.5 presents the induced network overhead in abstract form. For a performance
evaluation, concrete sizes are necessary. An LDACS cell supports a maximum number of
512 AS. Assuming a key length of 128 bit, a necessary prime number with 136 bit length,
and a full LDACS cell, results in the numbers presented [138] and in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4.: Various GKM protocol network overhead costs for join and leave operations
in bit, calculated based under the assumption of a full LDACS cell.

Protocol Member Join Cost [in bit] Member Leave Cost [in bit]

GKMP Broadcast: 2× 128 = 256 Broadcast:
Unicast: 2× 128 + 128 = 384 (512− 1)× 2× 128 = 130, 816

LKH Multicast: 2log2(512)× 128 = 2, 304 Multicast:
Unicast: 128 (2log2(512)− 1)× 128 = 2, 176

OFT Multicast: log2(512)× 128 = 1, 152 Multicast:
Unicast: log2(512)× 128 + 128 = 1, 280 log2(512)× 128 = 1, 152

CRGK Multicast: CRT (512) ≈ 69, 120 Multicast:
Unicast: 136 CRT (511) ≈ 68, 985

CRT-GKM Multicast: CRT (512) ≈ 69, 120 Multicast:
Unicast: 136 CRT (511) ≈ 68, 985

CAKE Broadcast: 2× 128 = 256 Broadcast: CRT (log3(5122))
Unicast: 2× 128 + 128 + 136 = 408 + 128 + (log3(512)−1)×|CRT (3)| = 9, 024

Simple GKM Unicast: 128 -

Table 7.4 clearly shows the simple GKM protocol, offering no backward secrecy, is the
most cost efficient one, followed by OFT and then LKH. The next step is to evaluate a
realistic amount of Cell Entries and Cell Exits. This way, a realistic GKM overhead can
be identified and a scheme recommended.

For that purpose we used the OpenSky data, introduced in Section 5.5.2.2. In the
evaluation, the day was split in one hour windows and in 120 NM tiles. Then the cell
join and leave events were counted per hour per tile. The simulation was run again in
FACTS2. The maximum amount of join events was discovered above Paris, London and
Brussels between 10 and 11 hours UTC with 487 unique join, and 443 leave events. The
join events are depicted in Figure 7.7 on a logarithmic scale from 0 to 1,000 join events.
Assuming enough aircraft have joined this cell such that the maximum LDACS cell
capacity of 512 concurrent existing AS is reached, then the values depicted in Table 7.4
apply. With 512 AS in a cell and 487 join and 443 leave events, this results in a realistic
worst-case network overhead for simple GKM, OFT and LKH as depicted in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 shows the simple GKM to be 27 times more efficient than OFT and 35
times more efficient than LKH. Since the security analysis of LDACS (cf. Chapter 4) did
not demand backward secrecy for LDACS control messages, simple GKM seems like a
reasonable choice.
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Table 7.5.: Realistic network overhead caused by GKM at perfect channel quality (BER =
0), in a full cell (#AS is 512) at 487 join and 443 leave events.

Protocol Total Join Cost Total Leave Cost Added Traffic Load
[in bit] [in bit] [in kbps]

Simple GKM 62,336 - 0.017
OFT 1,184,384 510,336 0.471
LKH 1,184,384 963,968 0.597

Another argument, in favor of the simple GKM scheme, is that LDACS does not support
a reliable broadcast transmission. Consequently, after a broadcast transmission of a key
update, ASs that did not receive the update will need to request it in unicast mode,

101

102

103

100

Figure 7.7.: 487 maximum join events at 10:00 -
11:00 UTC on 2019-06-25 at 48.0, -0.4
for a 120 NM LDACS cell [177].

which will further increase the key
update data load. Yet another is-
sue is that kBCCH and kvoice are
shared over all GS in an LDACS
access network. Since the 487 cell
join events measured and shown in
Figure 7.7 cover just one cell, at an
estimated 20 GSs per LDACS ac-
cess network, this results in ∼9 kbps
just for the necessary key update at
single join and leave event. As such,
we recommend the simple GKM as
standard LDACS GKM to reduce
the security data load on LDACS,
accepting the limited risk of a gen-
uine aircraft becoming rogue after
leaving the cell and sharing its kCC ,
kBC and kvoice key with a rogue GS.
This scheme is used in the evalua-
tion of MAKE and secure ground
handover performance impact, fol-
lowing in Section 7.2.2.1.

In summary, this section has demonstrated that the introduced LDACS control-channel
security works under stated Constraint#3 (Small Control-Channels) and Constraint#7
(Group Security Requirements). The limited size of the LDACS control channels presents
a challenge. However, by using the evaluated MAC tag sizes and appropriate GKM
schemes, security additions can be incorporated with minimal impact on overhead. Also,
the selected security schemes align with the point-to-point nature of the DCCH and
the point-to-multipoint nature of BCCH and CCCH. Therefore, especially through the
use of group key schemes, the security-related overhead on the control-channel level is
minimized.
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7.2.2. Performance Impact of LDACS User-Data Channel Security
In this section, the added user-data security measures, hence MAC tags on SN-PDUs,
VI-PDUs and TESLA secured SN-PDUs, are performance evaluated.

Similar to the control-data security related evaluation sections (cf. Sections 7.2.1.1
to 7.2.1.3), the first evaluation step uses Equation (7.1) to arrive at a minimum MAC
tag length. Therefore, Risk is again set to 2−30 and MaxInvalids needs to be carefully
built. The ATN/IPS data traffic pattern in [208] and Section 6.4.2 did not take voice and
GBAS data into account. In [150] an average voice data packet size of 60 Byte with a
load of 8 kbps is suggested. In Section 3.3, the future GBAS packet format is set at 859
Bytes. With packet updates every 500 ms, this results in 13.744 kbps. Together with the
ATN/IPS data traffic pattern discussed in Section 6.4.2, this will form the data traffic
baseline. The distinction between the traffic types is necessary, as GBAS packets carry a
MAC tag and a key update, causing more security data overhead. This analysis shows,
voice data packets with 60 Byte to be the smallest.

To arrive at a worst case scenario for MaxInvalids, hence a maximum amount of
transmitted packets before the key is retired, the following scenario is created. One
AS remains for 9,505 seconds in an LDACS cell (i.e., longest remain time evaluated in
Section 7.2.1.3), exchanges the maximum amount of data - 1428.7 kbps in FL, 1390 kbps
in RL - in 60 Byte or 480 bit packets. This results in 1,428,700+1,390,000

480 ≈ 5, 873 packets
per second and 9, 505 × 5, 873 ≈ 55, 816, 133 packets over the overall AS stay in the
LDACS cell. With log2(55, 816, 133) ≈ 26, MaxInvalids is set to 226 and the resulting
MAC tag length is 56 bit.

Since user-data might be more interesting for attackers to meddle with, longer MAC
tag sizes are considered. The next part is analyzing the resulting user-data security
induced overhead with increasing MAC tag sizes.

At BER = 0, with load being the throughput rate in kbps, tlen being the size of the
MAC tag in bit, a 128-bit TESLA key, and a traffic pattern with 8 kbps voice, 13.744 kbps
GBAS and the rest filled with ATN/IPS as per the pattern given in Prerequisite 2, the
FL user-data security data overhead can be computed in percentage (SO%−F L) as given
in Equation (7.3) and the RL user-data security data overhead in percentage (SO%−RL)
as given in Equation (7.4):

SO%−F L =( tlen

60× 8 ×
8

load
+ 128 + tlen

859× 8 × 13.744
load

+
tlen

270× 8 × ((1− 8
load

− 13.744
load

)× 0.76)+
tlen

1400× 8 × ((1− 8
load

− 13.744
load

)× 0.24))× 100

(7.3)

SO%−RL =( tlen

60× 8 ×
8

load
+ tlen

121× 8 × ((1− 8
load

)× 0.80)+
tlen

1400× 8 × ((1− 8
load

)× 0.20))× 100
(7.4)
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While in the FL equation (cf. Equation (7.3)), GBAS data is included, in the RL
equation (cf. Equation (7.4)) it is not, since GBAS is just transmitted from ground to
air (cf. Section 3.3). Based on these equations, the user-data overhead in percentage can
be calculated, as depicted in Figure 7.8. Please note the scaling of the figure, with the
x-axis covering throughput rates from 100 to 1000 kbps. We deliberately start at 100
kbps, since voice and GBAS data have fixed load sizes and would otherwise take too
much space compared to the ATN/IPS traffic. Also, the investigated LDACS PDUs have
a 3 Byte header, which is discussed in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8.: User-data security measures (MAC, TESLA sizes) induced overhead on
LDACS SN-PDUs in percentage at BER=0.

As seen in Figure 7.8, especially the RL security data overhead is rather large at 128
bit MAC tags, ranging from 10.7% to 11.7%. The FL security data overhead at the same
MAC tag size reaches from 4.9% to 6.3%. This is mainly due to the many small packages
that make up air traffic communications. With a 96 bit MAC tag, the security data
overhead ranges from 3.6% to 4.7% in the FL, and from 6.7% to 7.3% in the RL. The
lower end with 64 bit MAC tag size ranges from 2.5% to 3.2% security data overhead in
the FL, and from 5.3% to 5.9% in the RL. Considering the minimum 56 bit MAC tag
length from the analysis at the beginning of this section, the question of a reasonable
MAC tag size still remains.

AES-CCM and AES-CMAC generated message authentication codes are believed to
offer PRF security [210, 212]. Considering the secret signing key k and the tag t and
assuming that |k| > |t|, then there are three attack scenarios [175]:

First, given a valid message-tag pair, an attacker could perform an exhaustive offline
attack on the key k, requiring O(2|k|/2) (quantum) computational steps. Second, an
adversary could generate a random tag for a chosen message. The tag would be correct
with probability 2−|t|, as discussed in Section 7.2.1. Finally, evaluating the scheme
on random messages is expected to result in a collision after 2|t|/2 tries. However, the
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adversary could not choose the messages, nor perform the evaluations herself, instead,
she would have to query AS or GS. The key spaces for the deployed MAC are sufficiently
large to provide security against an exhaustive key search; |k| = 128 for lower (i.e., SL 1
pre-/post-quantum) and |k| = 256 for higher (i.e., SL 2 pre-/post-quantum) SLs.

Since typically more FL traffic is transmitted in the ENR scenario, with a FL/RL ratio
of five to one, [142, 150], and with a 96-bit MAC tag, this results in a total user-data
security data overhead of 4.4% to 5.4%. In [147, 175], an overhead value of 5-6% if
considered acceptable. After weighing all advantages and disadvantages, we follow this
proposition and also recommend using 96-bit truncated MAC tags for LDACS user-data
packets. Since MAC tags do not need their own field in SN-PDUs or VI-PDUs, this
leaves space for future extensions of their length, if necessary.

To close this evaluation, the “ENR large” scenario from [147,175] is simulated with
and without user-data security enabled. The results are compared in terms of data load
on the LDACS system and latency of the user-data packets. The “ENR large” scenario
thereby consists of 204 aircraft producing a FL data load of 200 kbps and a RL data
load of 40 kbps. However, in this experiment, 2.5 times the traffic load are used to allow
for 500 kbps FL and 100 kbps RL traffic throughput. The data traffic pattern is the
one given in Equations (7.3) and (7.4). LDACS CMS is set to eight and bit error rates
of 0, 10−6 and 10−5 are simulated. To include possible re-transmissions in the analysis,
the sum of all DLS-PDUs sizes of both experiments are divided by each other (i.e., the
sum of DLS-PDUs sizes of the experiment with DCH security enabled divided by sum
of DLS-PDUs sizes of the experiment without DCH security). Also the 95th percentile
SN-PDU latency differences are compared, with results depicted in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6.: DLS-PDUs size increase [%], SN-PDUs 95th percentile latency increase [%].
Baseline is LDACS implementation without user-data security.
BER FL data size FL latency RL data size RL latency

increase [%] increase [%] increase [%] increase [%]
0.0 1.77 0.02 3.33 0.02
10−6 2.20 0.03 3.51 0.03
10−5 2.22 6.13 4.20 2.58

Table 7.6 clearly shows, that user-data security in the simulated scenario has little
impact on LDACS performance. FL DLS-PDU data overhead ranges from 1.77% to
2.22%, RL DLS-PDU data overhead from 3.33% to 4.20%. This is likely the case since
the DLS adds a 9 Byte header, reducing the overall impact of user-data security measures,
but also fragments SN-PDUs, hence the 96 bit MAC is split over several DLS-PDUs.
Also, the impact of re-transmissions is visible, even if only by very little.

Another factor, not evaluated before in this section, is latency increase. While for BER
0 and 10−6, the latency increase is barely noticeable, at BER 10−5 the increase is clearly
visible with 6.13% in the FL and 2.58% in the RL.

Overall, this evaluation shows, that the added 96 bit user-data MAC tag has limited
impact on LDACS performance, and thus is a reasonable addition to increase LDACS
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security.

7.2.2.1. Evaluating Cell-Attachment and Secure Ground Handover Impact on
LDACS Performance

The goal of this section is to answer aspect (3) posed in Section 7.2. Since LDACS
offers message prioritization, and cell-attachment or secure ground handover messages
have the highest priority, the performance impact of these protocols can be measured
without additional data traffic and with just one AS in an LDACS cell. To get this
data, one AS either enters the cell via cell-attachment, or switches cells via the secure
ground handover, following the protocols depicted in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, or Figure 5.7, at
BER ∈ {0, 10−6, 10−5}, without any additional data traffic in the cell. For BER 10−6

and 10−5, the experiment is repeated 100 times. Also, since the LDACS CMS scheme
has a significant impact on possible data throughput and thus latency, the experiment is
additionally extended by CMS ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Finally, the possibility of the GS
certificate to be stored locally at the AS, or not, must also be considered. Overall, this
results in 192 different simulation runs due to three different BER rates, eight distinct
CMS schemes, two possibilities of the GS certificate status at the AS, and four distinct
security levels with different security algorithms.

Sizes of specific cryptographic primitives were presented in Section 5.2.3 and Section 6.1.
Table 7.7 summarizes them. It should be noted that several parameter are set to fixed
sizes for the evaluations: tBC with 80 bit, EPLDACS with 128 bit, CCLDACS with 16 bit (cf.
Figure 5.4 and Section 6.1.8), algo with 16 bit, and both nonces, NGS and NAS, with 128
bit (cf. Figures 5.5 to 5.7). tCC (cf. Figure 5.4) varies in size, depending on the amount
of CC data transmitted in the CCCH, as per the design presented in Section 5.5.2.1. For
the measurement, just one CC_MAC message, tCC , with 96 bit size is assumed. Lastly,
the KDST ESLA parameter was specified in Section 6.1.7 with a size of 264 bit.

Table 7.7.: Sizes of security additions in bit [b] and Byte [B].
Security Scheme FL RL
Level PGS,i σGS CertGS OCSP ckset

tGS PAS,i σAS tAS

1 (pre-q) ECDH, ECDSA, P-256 257b 512b 348B 174B 776b 128b 257b 512b 128b
2 (pre-q) ECDH, ECDSA, P-384 385b 768b 396B 206B 1288b 256b 385b 768b 256b
1 (post-q) Kyber-512, Falcon-512 800B 666B 1814B 776B 776b 128b 768B 666B 128b
2 (post-q) Kyber-768, Falcon-1024 1184B 1280B 3324B 1390B 1288b 256b 1088B 1280B 256b

With primitive sizes as given in Table 7.7, and under the assumption that the GS
either sends only pre-quantum ECDH public keys (i.e., 257 bit + 385 bit = 642 bit),
or post-quantum Kyber public keys (i.e., 800 Byte + 1184 Byte = 1984 Byte), the
performance impact is computed. Since the goal of this experiment is to evaluate the
actual performance impact of cell-attachment and secure ground handover protocol,
LDACS internal PDU overheads, caused by the DLS and SNP headers, are included. To
capture possible re-transmissions due to bit errors, the latency and data overhead values
are measured on DLS layer within the FACTS2 secure LDACS implementation. This
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means that a 24 bit header for every SN-PDU, and a 72 bit header for every DLS-PDU,
is included in the evaluation.

Latency values are measured by the time from the first relevant received BCCH beacon,
that an AS received, to the reception acknowledgment of the last MAKE message by
the AS. Please note, that computational time overhead is assumed as follows: Expensive
operations such as FALCON key generation, which is in the order of 9 to 28 ms on
an Intel® Core® i5-8259U CPU [188], happen before the protocol. As such, the most
expensive operations remain the signing of a messages, which is limited mostly by the
FALCON-1024 scheme with only 2913 signing operations per second [188]. Since other
cryptographic and message building operations also need to take place, the overall
computational time overhead is estimated with an overall five additional milliseconds.
Finally, the performance was measured considering all eight LDACS CMS. For this
evaluation, the 95th percentile is computed over all CMS, which is depicted in Table 7.8.
Please note, that Figures 5.5 and 5.6 differ in procedure but not in message sizes. As
such, the performance impact, measured in the 95th percentile for both cell-attachment
protocols, are shown in Table 7.8.

For the secure ground handover protocol, the same experiment is repeated, but this
time the latency is measured from the AS sending the first handover message in the DCH
to the moment when the GS1 receives the CellExit message. Other than that, the same
parameters and procedures as above are used in the same experimental setup. Results
are shown in Table 7.9.

Table 7.8.: 95th percentile latency [ms] and security data overhead [b] for the LDACS
cell-attachment procedure.

Security BER = 0 BER = 10−6 BER = 10−5

Level AS has Cert AS needs Cert AS has Cert AS needs Cert AS has Cert AS needs Cert
[ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b]

1 (pre-q) 576 5,473 576 8,257 576 5473 576 8257 576 547 587 8,392
2 (pre-q) 576 7,137 576 10,305 576 7137 576 10,305 576 7,137 692 17,673
1 (post-q) 576 41,182 576 55,766 582 53,099 587 57,281 816 59,732 939 83,687
2 (post-q) 576 59,318 693 86,126 587 60,065 693 87,743 874 80,427 1,114 116,779

Table 7.9.: 95th percentile latency [ms] and security data overhead [b] for the LDACS
secure ground handover protocol.

Security BER = 0 BER = 10−6 BER = 10−5

Level AS has Cert AS needs Cert AS has Cert AS needs Cert AS has Cert AS needs Cert
[ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b] [ms] [b]

1 (pre-q) 301 4,619 301 7,403 301 4,619 301 7,403 418 8,048 417 8,632
2 (pre-q) 301 6,539 301 9,707 301 6,539 301 9,707 312 7,022 418 13,240
1 (post-q) 301 31,241 301 45,825 301 31,241 312 47,047 483 50,621 599 58,586
2 (post-q) 301 56,289 418 83,025 312 58,373 430 94,390 786 80,494 1,021 124,769

As stated in Constraint#4 (Cell Join Time Limit), the cell-attachment needs to be
completed after 10 seconds total. As seen in Table 7.8, even at a post-quantum security
level with large key sizes the cell-attachment reaches 1,114 ms in the very worst case
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scenario, which is still almost nine times less than what is required. With that, also
Constraint#9 (Long Lifetime) is fulfilled, since LDACS is able to sufficiently support post
quantum solutions. Also Constraint#8 (Low Data-Rate) is fulfilled, since in the worst
case scenario, the cell-attachment requires 116.8kb

1.114s ≈ 105 kbps for the largest post-quantum
keys at worst bit error rate. LDACS offers 230 kbps at least in situations with bad bit
error rate and thus 105 kbps still fit. The last important finding is that for pre-quantum
algorithms the latency never goes above 700 ms.

Table 7.9 shows the LDACS secure ground handover protocol to be ∼10% - ∼92% more
latency, and up to 32% more data overhead efficient than the cell-attachment procedure.
However, at BER = 10−5 and SL 2 (post-q), it can cause more protocol data on the link
than MAKE. Hence, when switching between GS within the same LDACS access network,
the LDACS secure ground handover protocol is more efficient than the cell-attachment
in terms of latency and data-overhead, except in edge cases. This makes it a suitable
protocol to reduce security data overhead on the datalink. Also, since these values only
show how long it takes/how much data is necessary to complete the secure handover
protocol. Another interesting question is the connection downtime, so the time it takes
for the AS to stop communicating with GS1 and commencing communications with
GS2. Evaluations from the experiment above show that the 95th percentile connection
downtime is 26 ms, and, thus, fast enough for handling digital voice as per [150] and
Constraint#6 (Multipoint for Voice).

7.2.3. Performance Impact of the LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture
Here, the overall performance evaluation of the LDACS security architecture with MAC
tag sizes of 64 bit for BCCH and CCCH, 16 bit for DCCH, and 96 bit for DCH closes this
section. For that purpose, the same scenario as in Section 7.2.2 is simulated with and
without all security additions enabled. The scenario consists of 500 kbps in FL and 100
kbps in RL at LDACS CMS eight, with 512 AS in the cell, simulated at BER 0, 10−6, 10−5,
and with the data traffic pattern as given in Section 7.2.2. Results in Table 7.10 show
values without the performance impact of the cell-attachment or handover procedure.
The impact of these on LDACS user-data is evaluated below.

Please note, the security data overhead impact is given in kbps, the latency represents
the 95th percentile in milliseconds, cases with security turned on is denoted “w sec”, and
cases without security is denoted “w/o sec” .

Table 7.10 shows that the security additions have no LDACS internal latency overhead,
but cause more data on the link resulting in higher measured latency values on SN-PDU
level. While security in the BCCH only causes a ∼4% difference in transported data, in
the CCCH this difference is more noticeable with 15% and peaks in the DCCH with 57%.
The reason for the high DCCH security data overhead are the many AS in the LDACS
cell sending comparatively low traffic amounts. Every aircraft sends mostly small, 8 bit
keep alive messages, but which are now secured by a 16 bit DCCH MAC. This causes
the high overhead. One lesson from this could be to replace the DCCH RL keep alive
message with just the DC_MAC message, since any message from a communications
participant can be used as a keep alive. In terms of user-data performance impact,
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Table 7.10.: Overall LDACS security performance impact on BCCH, CCCH, DCCH, and
DCH (DLS-PDUs) and SN-PDUs with data overhead in [kbps] and latency
overhead given in the 95th percentile in [ms].

Security BER Security BER
data 0 10−6 10−5 latency 0 10−6 10−5

overhead FL RL FL RL FL RL overhead FL RL FL RL FL RL
BCCH [kbps] 5.4 - 5.4 - 5.5 - BCCH [ms] 7.0 - 7.0 - 7.0 -w/o sec w/o sec
BCCH [kbps] 5.6 - 5.6 - 5.8 - BCCH [ms] 7.0 - 7.0 - 7.0 -w sec w sec
BCCH [%] BCCH [%]
security 104.8 - 104.6 - 104.9 - security 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 -
overhead overhead
CCCH [kbps] 10.5 - 10.5 - 10.8 - CCCH [ms] 5.0 - 5.0 - 5.0 -w/o sec w/o sec
CCCH [kbps] 12.1 - 12.1 - 12.5 - CCCH [ms] 5.0 - 5.0 - 5.0 -w sec w sec
CCCH [%] CCCH [%]
security 115.2 - 115.2 - 115.1 - security 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 -
overhead overhead
DCCH [kbps] - 7.4 - 7.5 - 7.5 DCCH [ms] - 13.0 - 13.0 - 13.0w/o sec w/o sec
DCCH [kbps] - 11.7 - 11.7 - 11.7 DCCH [ms] - 13.0 - 13.0 - 13.0w sec w sec
DCCH [%] DCCH [%]
security - 157.1 - 157.1 - 157.2 security - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0
overhead overhead
DCH [kbps] DCH [ms]
(DLS-PDUs) 511.9 102.4 515.1 103.5 548.1 109.8 (DLS-PDUs) 65.0 89.0 65.0 89.0 65.0 93.0
w/o sec w/o sec
DCH [kbps] DCH [ms]
(DLS-PDUs) 523.3 105.8 527.3 106.5 559.5 115.0 (DLS-PDUs) 65.0 89.0 65.0 89.0 65.0 93.0
w sec w sec
DCH [%] DCH [%]
(DLS-PDUs) 102.2 103.3 102.4 102.9 102.1 104.8 (DLS-PDUs) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
security security
overhead overhead
DCH [kbps] DCH [ms]
(SN-PDUs) 500.8 96.0 500.8 96.0 500.62 96.0 (SN-PDUs) 118.0 489.0 118.0 489.5 139.3 659.6
w/o sec w/o sec
DCH [kbps] DCH [ms]
(SN-PDUs) 512.3 99.4 512.3 99.4 511.8 99.4 (SN-PDUs) 118.0 489.0 118.0 494.0 146.4 685.6
w sec w sec
DCH [%] DCH [%]
(SN-PDUs) 102.3 103.6 102.3 103.6 102.2 103.5 (SN-PDUs) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.91 105.1 103.9
security security
overhead overhead

the DCH security measures, without taking cell-attachment and handover performance
impact into account, cause a 2.42% to 4.75% security data overhead in DLS-PDUs, but
without increasing their latency. SN-PDUs, on the other hand show a 2.24% to 3.55%
security data overhead increase, while the latency remains the same at bit error rates of
0 and 10−6, but increases slightly with 5.10% in the FL and 3.94% in the RL at a BER
of 10−5.

To finally include a realistic impact of the cell-attachment and LDACS secure ground
handover procedure (cf. Section 7.2.2.1), yet one more experiment is conducted. Here,
one flight begins with the cell-attachment and ends with the handover procedure. The
aircraft average length of stay in an LDACS cell was evaluated with 1,221 seconds in
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Section 7.2.1.3, hence cell-attachment and LDACS secure ground handover procedure
security data impact are calculated over this period. Thereby, all security levels and the
option to transmit the GS certificate online via LDACS, as given in Tables 7.8 and 7.9,
are regarded. For this evaluation, the SN-PDU data overhead results from Table 7.10 are
used and combined with the added cell-attachment and handover procedure overhead.
Please note, that the simulated scenario is again the “ENR large” scenario, where 204
aircraft join the cell, hence the procedures are performed 204 times. Results can be found
in Table 7.11 with values representing the added cell-attachment and handover procedure
overhead in kbps for the 204 AS that remain 1,221 seconds in the LDACS cell. Since
CertGS can be transmitted once during MAKE and once during the handover protocol,
the additional load is evaluated by all three cases of no, one or two transmitted CertGS .
This is why the FL load increases, while the RL load remains the same for each BER.

Table 7.11.: Additional cell-attachment and secure ground handover procedure security
data overhead in [kbps] for 204 AS remaining for 1,221 seconds in the cell.
Security # of BER

level transmitted 0 10−6 10−5

CertGS FL RL FL RL FL RL

1 (pre-q)
0 1.17 0.36 1.18 0.37 1.24 0.40
1 1.63 0.36 1.65 0.37 1.73 0.40
2 2.10 0.36 2.11 0.37 2.22 0.40

2 (pre-q)
0 1.59 0.54 1.61 0.54 1.69 0.58
1 2.12 0.54 2.14 0.54 2.25 0.58
2 2.65 0.54 2.67 0.54 2.81 0.58

1 (post-q)
0 7.91 3.98 7.98 4.01 8.39 4.33
1 10.34 3.98 10.42 4.01 10.96 4.33
2 12.76 3.98 12.87 4.01 13.53 4.33

2 (post-q)
0 11.71 6.61 11.81 6.65 12.42 7.18
1 16.15 6.61 16.29 6.65 17.13 7.18
2 20.60 6.61 20.76 6.65 21.84 7.18

Table 7.11 shows that an additional 1.17 kbps in the FL and 0.36 kbps in the RL are
required for 204 AS to securely connect to and then handover to another LDACS cell, at
lowest security level (ECDSA, ECDH, P-256, SHA-256; 128 bit MAC) and exchanging no
certificates via LDACS. In other words, these extra kbps are necessary before any actual
user-data exchange can be performed. As explained above, the FL load grows with the
number of exchanged certificates, while the RL load remains the same. The jump from
pre- to post-quantum cryptography is quite noticeable with almost one magnitude more
data necessary, with 1.17 kbps in the FL/0.36 kbps in the RL at pre-quantum security
level 1 and 7.91 kbps in the FL/3.98 kbps in the RL at post-quantum security level 1.
These results confirm the findings of Section 7.2.2.1, namely that both procedures are
realizable over LDACS. We base this claim on the fact that at worst bit error rate and
with two transmitted certificates, security at post-quantum security level 2 only requires
21.84 kbps in the FL/7.18 kbps in the RL. As such, the LDACS security architecture
clearly works under Constraint#8 (Low Data-Rate), which stated the datalink throughput
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limitations of LDACS with 230 to 1400 kbps. Another assertion of Table 7.11 is that
transmitting certificates via LDACS causes 40 - 80% data overhead on the link. This
confirms evaluations in [177], also recommending for certificates to be pre-installed, i.e.,
during maintenance.

The last investigated metric in this section combines all LDACS internal channels
(BCCH, CCCH, DCCH, DCH with DLS-PDU), cell-attachment, and secure ground
handover procedure security data overhead, to present values how much data is required
to transmit 500 kbps user-data in the FL and 100 kbps in the RL.

In the best case, at BER = 0, pre-quantum security level 1, and without transmitting
any certificates, it takes 542.18 kbps in the FL and 117.87 kbps in the RL with security,
compared to 527.78 kbps in the FL and 109.87 kbps in the RL without security, to
transmit 500 kbps user-data in the FL and 100 kbps user-data in the RL.

In the worst case, at BER = 10−5 and post-quantum security level 2, and transmitting
two certificates, it takes 599.62 kbps in the FL/133.91 kbps in the RL with security,
compared to 564.48 kbps in the FL/117.25 kbps in the RL without security, to transmit
500 kbps user-data in the FL and 100 kbps user-data in the RL.

As such, the overall best case security data overhead is 102.73% in the FL and 107.28%
in the RL, the overall worst case security data overhead is 106.23% in the FL and 114.20%
in the RL.

7.3. LDACS Cybersecurity Architecture Flight Trial
Performance Evaluation

In Section 6.5, the setup and experiments of the LDACS flight trials 2019 and 2022 were
discussed, with a focus on the trials in 2019. As explained there, several experiments were
run here: (1) the establishment of a secure LDACS link via pre-installed certificates, a
McEliece post-quantum key transport and AES-256-GCM, (2) the bidirectional exchange
of (un)secured ADS-C, CPDLC and ATN/IPS data and (3) the demonstration of GBAS
and TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS. This section is thus split in two parts: the first
part in Section 7.3.1 covers the GBAS experiments, along with improvements researched
after the flight trials; the second part in Section 7.3.2 covers the secure ATN/IPS
experiments.

7.3.1. Secure GBAS via LDACS Demonstration
The idea to transmit GBAS data via LDACS origins in the issues with the current
datalink, the VDB, as stated in Section 3.3: (1) VDB can only transmit corrections
for the L1 frequency of GPS satellites, (2) it does not provide sufficient throughput for
correction and integrity data for multiple constellations and frequencies, (3) VDB does
not provide cyber-security measures on par with modern wireless systems, (4) it has
limited range with 42 km radius and (5) does not operate in non-line-of-sight situations.
This led Felux et al. to propose LDACS as an alternative datalink [151] [45, 69]. The
objective of the flight trials was to confirm that LDACS overcomes all these shortcomings.
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Table 7.12.: MICONAV flight trajectories for GBAS experiments [40].
Exp. Trajectory Duration [s] Security Parameters

01 Flight 1 762.160 TESLA Tint = 1s, d = 1
02 Flight 1 3,755.519 TESLA Tint = 1s, d = 2
03 Flight 1 1,459.296 TESLA Tint = 1s, d = 2
04 Flight 2 1,213.501 unsecured improved msg. format
05 Flight 2 2,765.582 unsecured improved msg. format

06 Flight 2 3,028.761 TESLA Tint = 1s, d = 2
improved msg. format

The following two sections were published in [40].

7.3.1.1. Secure GBAS via LDACS: Flight Trajectories and Experiments

Six experiments in two flights were performed with two different flight trajectories to
demonstrate secure GBAS via LDACS with different pitch and roll alignments of the
aircraft-station and ground-station antennas. During the first flight only TESLA secured
GBAS via LDACS was transmitted. Thereby, the key disclosure delay was modified to
compare different TESLA parameters for GBAS performance. In the second flight the
first two experiments were conducted with transmitting unsecured GBAS via LDACS,
while the last experiment used TESLA again. Flight 2 used a more efficient GBAS
message format. The experiments are summarized in Table 7.12. Both flights included
considerable taxiing times and preparation times on the apron not included in the
table [40].

The first flight took place on the 26th of March 2019, had takeoff at 08:53 UTC, touch
down at 10:50 UTC, and was chosen as dedicated test flight to demonstrate secure GBAS.
Its total airtime was 7000 s with a distance of 1048 km covered. The goal was to climb,
remain at a constant altitude of 6000 m for as long as possible to have different pitch
and roll configurations towards the ground-station antenna at constant altitude, and
then descend and land, which was achieved as plotted in Figure 7.9a. The second flight
trajectory was used to directly compare TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS and unsecured
GBAS via LDACS in several experiments during the same flight. A greater distance to
the ground-station was chosen at two different flight altitudes, with steeper and longer
curves and missed approaches provoking and resulting in more antenna shadowing. All
these prerequisites were achieved as shown in Figure 7.9b. Takeoff was on the 2nd of
April 2019 at 14:03 UTC, touch down at 16:06 UTC with a total flight time of 7424 s
and 1291 km covered with the trajectory depicted in Figure 7.9b [40].

7.3.1.2. Secure GBAS via LDACS: Flight Trial Results

As described in Section 3.3, GBAS is determined by its availability, with GBAS GAST-
C requiring a maximum correction, or message, age of 3.5 seconds, GBAS GAST-D
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Figure 7.9.: Trajectory, speed and altitude of secure GBAS via LDACS experimental
flights. The location of the ground station is marked “GS-OP” for Ground-
Station Oberpfaffenhofen near Munich, Germany [40].

one of 1.5 seconds. This means, that any GBAS messages older than that need to be
discarded [102].

The first result shows a detailed view around the airport, measuring the GBAS
correction age in Figure 7.10a. The figure shows GBAS correction age during arrival,
departure (flight 1), three go-arounds (flight 2), and taxiing. Throughout taxiing and
after takeoff, still close to the airport, a stable performance with GBAS data correction
ages well below the requirements (GAST-D: 1.5 s, GAST-C: 3.5 s) with a single short
(10 s) LDACS outage during one of the go-arounds was measured. Please note, that
taxiways and runways are covered although the ground-station antenna is shadowed by a
hangar building, as shown in Figure 7.10a. Figure 7.10b shows the availability of the
GBAS solutions over the entire course of flight 2. In most situations during flight 2
GAST-D coverage was given, implying a GBAS correction age of less than 1.5 seconds.
Analyzing the median and 95% percentile (P95%) of the correction age, given in Table 7.13,
these observations are confirmed. Please note, in experiments 01 - 03 one GBAS message
was fragmented into five LDACS packets. In experiments 04 - 06 a more efficient message
format was used. No fragmentation was needed in these experiments, which resulted in
lower correction ages for flight 2 [40].

As seen in Table 7.13, with a key disclosure delay of d = 2 and a time interval of
Tint = 1s, the correction age of 1.5 required for GBAS GAST-D is not achievable.
However, experiment 01 used a delay of d = 1 at the same time interval, and results show
that in 87% of all times, the GBAS GAST-D availability is given with TESLA. This
behavior is further shown in Figure 7.11, comparing experiment 01 and 02.

Clearly visible in Figure 7.11a, most latencies remain below the 1.5 second threshold,
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Table 7.13.: GBAS via LDACS correction age and availability. Please note that exper-
iment 04 and 05 did not employ TESLA. In all other experiments GBAS
availability was measured before and after TESLA authentication [40].

Exp. Security Median P95% GAST-C GAST-D
Cor. Cor. Availa- Availa-
Age Age bility bility

Flight 1 (GBAS message fragmented in 5 LDACS packets)

01 after TESLA (d = 1) 1.8s 2.2s 88.17% 87.40%
before authentication 0.9s 1.3s 99.92% 99.84%

02 after TESLA (d = 2) 2.8s 3.3s 97.91% 0.00%
before authentication 0.9s 1.3s 99.40% 99.40%

03 after TESLA (d = 2) 2.8s 3.2s 99.30% 0.00%
before authentication 0.9s 1.3s 99.84% 99.84%

Flight 2 (GBAS message not fragmented)
04 unsecured 0.4s 0.6s 99.98% 99.98%
05 unsecured 0.4s 0.6s 99.66% 99.61%

06 after TESLA (d = 2) 2s 2.6s 97.61% 0.00%
before authentication 0.4s 0.6s 99.97% 99.97%
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(a) GBAS correction age at EDMO Airport. (b) GBAS availability in flight 2.

Figure 7.10.: Age of GBAS correction data in the experiments [40].
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Figure 7.11.: Latencies of secured GBAS messages. Please note that the GBAS messages
in experiment 01 and 02 have been fragmented into five LDACS packets.
Latency can be improved with the more efficient message format used in
flight two [40].

while at twice the key disclosure time in Figure 7.11b all values are above that threshold.
Lastly, the LDACS range was also measured during these experiments. EIRP was set
to 40 dBm due to local regulations, instead of the 52 dBm foreseen in the LDACS
specification [17]. This reduction of 12 dBm – assuming free-space path loss – should
result in a reduced communication range of at least 50 NM (92.6 km). And indeed in
flight 2, a maximum distance of 94 km was reached. At that range, successful reception
of GBAS packets was possible, making the maximum demonstrated GBAS via LDACS
service range in in the experiment 94 km. At 52 dBm, up to 370 km range shall be
possible [17,40].

With these results, all five VDB constraints from Section 7.3.1 were remedied by
LDACS: (1) corrections for L1 and L5 GPS frequencies were sent, (2) even GALILEO,
Beidou and GLONASS were taken into account, and all GBAS corrections transmitted
over LDACS, essentially enabling dual-frequency, multi-constellation via LDACS, (3)
with LDACS cybersecurity architecture and TESLA, modern security was applied to
GBAS, using the blake2b MAC function (cf. Section 6.5) [209], which caused a total
144 Byte packet overhead for each GBAS message (4) the range in the experiments was
94 km at 12 dBm lower EIRP, possibly allowing for 370 km range and (5) as seen in
Figure 7.10a, the system remained operational in non-line-of-sight situations.

Since Tint = 1s and d = 1 are rather large time spans for a system requiring a message
age of 1.5 seconds, the following section will discuss improvements for TESLA secured
GBAS via LDACS published in [45,69].

7.3.1.3. Secure GBAS via LDACS: Performance Improvements

[45, 69] found ways to minimize the negative impact of TESLA on latency and data
size, such as improving the key disclosure delay or key and MAC tag usage. The first is
decreasing Tint to several milliseconds, instead of one whole second as in Section 7.3.1.1.
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The second is setting the key disclosure delay d always to one, so that the next TESLA
secured GBAS packet always carries the key to verify MAC tags of the previous interval.
The third is synchronizing LDACS FL GBAS transmit intervals with the TESLA time
intervals. This way, one TESLA interval passes between the transmission of TESLA
secured GBAS packets. With d = 1, the next packet always contains the necessary key.
This last issue is visualized in Figure 7.12a.

Applying these optimizations in post-processing and setting Tint to 300 ms, improves
the measured TESLA induced latencies from a 95%-percentile 2596.76 ms latency during
the flight trials to a 95%-percentile 632.98 ms latency in post-processing. Results of
this enhancement can be seen in Figure 7.12b, with the scenario comparable to the one
depicted in Figure 7.11a.
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data is transmitted at 2 Hz and GAST-D
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Figure 7.12.: Figure 7.12a is demonstrating the de-synchronized clocks for LDACS and
TESLA in the MICONAV flight trials at experiment 06
Figure 7.12b shows improved latencies at the optimized configuration for
Tint = 300ms and d = 1 for experiment 06 in post-processing [40,69].

With these improvements of 2,596.76 ms to 632.98 ms, an enhancement of
∼410% was achieved already. In [45] these optimizations were continued, researching
measures for even shorter latency times.

LDACS prioritization can be exploited to allow very short GBAS encapsulated in
LDACS packet latencies if GBAS data is assigned a high CoS value (i.e., from five up).
Results in [45] show an optimized FL LDACS latency time for GBAS packets of 55.45
ms in the 95th percentile with higher prioritization. If TESLA key updates are sent
in an additional message with the key update scheduled right after a GBAS packet,
TESLA latency can also be further reduced. In [45] both ideas are combined, while using
AES-CMAC to generate the MAC tag at 128 bit key and 96 bit MAC tag length. For
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the TESLA key update packet, 96 bit of dummy data are generated and then secured
by the additional MAC tag. Together this additional key update packet adds 320 bit to
LDACS communications.

Instead of transmitting the key update in the LDACS DCH, it could also be put either
in the BCCH or CCCH. Results in Section 7.2.1 confirmed that both channels offer
enough additional space for another 320 bit message. Setting d = 1 for all cases Tint to
very short 6 ms for the DCH case, to 60 ms for the CCCH and to 240 ms for the BCCH
case, latency results are depicted in Table 7.14. The first value is the best case result
obtained during the flight trials without post-processing and also given in Section 7.3.1.2.

Table 7.14 shows that assuming zero computational time, a best case latency of 55.45 ms
is possible via sending the TESLA key update in an extra message shortly after the GBAS
message. This is due to high prioritization of both messages and the interleave pattern
of LDACS frame structure (cf. Section 3.2), which only allows decoding after several FL
PHY-PDUs have been received. Since the key update is so small, it is included in the
interleaved part also including the GBAS message. However, for all TESLA applications
in the LDACS DCH, the issue is that every application is secured individually, since the
data packets are addressed to specific AS. The BCCH and CCCH variation have the
advantage, that every AS receives and decodes these channels anyway. So any application
using TESLA can profit from these key updates in the control-channels, saving overall
LDACS FL bandwidth.

However, even the LDACS FL DCH allows transmitting to a broadcast address,
accessible to all AS in the same cell (cf. Section 3.2). GBAS GAST-D requires a message
age of 1.5 seconds and variation two (d = 1, Tint = 300 ms) in Table 7.14 already fulfills
that.

Table 7.14.: Comparison of TESLA integration approaches within LDACS [45].
Broadcast Security Data

Authentication Mean 95th Percentile Overhead for TESLA parameters
Strategy Latency Latency securing n services

TESLA message part
1219.52 ms 1287.96 ms n× 144 B d = 1, Tint = 1sattached to GBAS

in DCH (original)
TESLA message part

617.94 ms 632.98 ms n× 28 B d = 1, Tint = 300 msattached to GBAS
in DCH (optimized)
TESLA message part

40.59 ms 55.45 ms n× 40 B d = 1, Tint = 6 msalso attached to
extra message in DCH
TESLA message part

128.44 ms 228.88 ms 1× 28 B d = 1, Tint = 240 msattached to message
in BCCH

TESLA message part
52.36 ms 67.16 ms 1× 28 B d = 1, Tint = 60 msattached to message

in CCCH
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Our final recommendation for TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS is to add the key
update to every GBAS message transmitted in a 2 Hz frequency and correctly synchronize
TESLA intervals and LDACS FL send sequences. The GBAS message should be addressed
thereby to every AS in the cell, such that relevant AS in the TMA profit from GBAS.

7.3.2. Secure ATN/IPS Demonstration
As explained in Section 6.5, a McEliece based key transport was used to exchange an
AES-256 key, which was used to secure all later traffic via LDACS. The McEliece key was
generated by the botan2 2 cryptographic library with n = 2960 and t = 57. This resulted
in ∼ 200 kB public McEliece keys for key establishment. After Cell Entry, this key was
transmitted over LDACS from AS to GS and vice versa. Then, the AS generated the
AES-256 key and transmitted that encrypted by the GS public McEliece key to the GS.
As such, the GS McEliece key over LDACS would have sufficed for the KEM scheme.
However, latency evaluations were of interest in FL/RL and such, the large McEliece
keys were transmitted in both directions. The GS decrypted that AES-256 key message
with its own private McEliece key to receive the AES-256 key. For key confirmation
measures, it generated a nonce and a timestamp, encrypted that with the AES-256 key
via the AES-256-GCM encryption scheme and transmitted that to the AS. Here, the GS
nonce and timestamp were decrypted with the AS chosen AES-256 key and the AS adds
its own nonce and timestamp, encrypts everything with the AES-256 key and sends it
back to the GS. Here, the GS can confirm its previously sent nonce and timestamp. At
the transmission of the first user-data payload, the AS nonce and timestamp are attached
to the user-data payload, so aliveness of both communications participants is verified.

The configuration for this experiment is illustrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, and Fig-
ure 7.13 presents an image of the aircraft end-system screen depicting the aforementioned
experiment during the 2019 flight trial.

The transmissions of the ∼200 kB public McEliece keys were split in 1,300 Byte sizes
and then converted in a specific MICONAV flight trials packet format, such that 1,761
Bytes were transmitted per packet. These 155 McEliece packets took a 11.88 seconds
transmission time on FL and 11.53 seconds on RL in the 95th percentile. So the initial
large McEliece public key exchange put 183 kbps on FL and 189 kbps on RL. With
the rest of the procedure combined, the secure connection setup took a total of 28.69
seconds in the 95th percentile. Please note, that (1) the first 11.53 seconds could be saved
when leaving out the AS McEliece key transmission, (2) the LDACS security architecture
in Chapter 5 foresees Kyber for post-quantum key establishment which causes only
∼ 0.4%/0.6% with its 800/1184 Byte key sizes, (3) the LDACS prototype in MICONAV
used a decreased duty cycle of only 110/162 possible tiles in the RL and (4) only offers
the lowest CMS in FL/RL [41]. As seen in Figure 7.13, all McEliece public key blocks
were transmitted from AS/GS to GS/AS, the AES key confirmation went through and
different UDP ports were opened for different services, such as ADS-C, CPDLC, GBAS,
and audio transmissions.

2For more information, please refer to https://www.cryptosource.de/docs/mceliece_in_botan.pdf
(accessed January 20, 2023), and https://botan.randombit.net/ (accessed January 20, 2023).
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Figure 7.13.: Picture of the airborne computer screen aboard the DLR Dassault Falcon
20E during secure connection setup at the MICONAV flight campaign 2019.

As last evaluation, the latency of the actual Cell Entry and then MAKE protocol is
compared with results in Table 7.8. Since the MAKE protocols as described in Figures 5.5
and 5.6 was not implemented directly in MICONAV, the only way to compare latency
times is to look at packets of similar sizes as given in Table 7.7 and then take these
packets latencies as approximate value. For example, at pre-quantum security level one,
the first MAKE message, is 770 bit or ∼97 Byte on FL, the second 1,041 bit or ∼131
Byte on RL, and the third 2,808 bit or 351 Byte on FL. As approximate value, we set 90
to 110 Byte for message #1, 120 to 140 Byte for message #2, and 340 to 360 Byte for
message #3.

Results from the flight trials show a Cell Entry latency of 311.24 ms and 77.20 ms,
107.18 ms, and 95.68 ms latency in the 95th percentile for MAKE message #1, #2, and
#3 respectively. This results in a total of 591.30 ms. Hence, the simulation results differ
by 591.31− 576.00 = 15.3 ms, or ∼2.66%. These final evaluations from the MICONAV
flight trial confirm the accuracy of the simulations results in Section 7.2.

7.4. Findings
This chapter evaluates the proposed LDACS cybersecurity architecture from Chapter 5
using the implementations from Chapter 6.

First, via the symbolic model checker Tamarin security properties of both MAKE, and
the secure ground handover protocol were evaluated. As seen in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, all
three protocols fulfill the security properties of “authentication via injective agreement”,
“perfect forward secrecy” and with that secure key establishment, and “key consistency”.
These were demanded in Chapter 5, Section 5.4 and are now confirmed to be present.
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Second, the FACTS2 simulation environment was used to evaluate the performance
impact of the security proposal. The evaluation focused on the MAC tag sizes for
BCCH, CCCH and DCCH. It was found that while a single BC_MAC message with
a 64 bit MAC tag was sufficient for the BCCH, the CCCH security scheme required
some adaptation due to its fate sharing design and necessity to communicate the current
control-channel sequence number. To address this, a CC_MAC_3 message was added
after every 1,200 bits of CCCH data. This reduced latency in bad channel situations by
10% and increased user-data throughput rate by 3%. The DCCH proved to be the most
difficult to add security to due to its small size of 83 bits, resulting in a very low level of
security. The group key management scheme was also evaluated, which included data
from the OpenSky network, with a simple scheme without backward secrecy being found
to have the least performance impact at an acceptable risk level for LDACS. On the
user-data channel a 96 bit MAC tag was evaluated, causing almost no latency increase,
but a security data overhead of ∼4% on FL and ∼7 % on RL. The cell-attachment and
secure ground handover protocols were also evaluated, with the most important result
being that even in a worst case scenario, cell-attachment requires 1.1 seconds latency
which is far below the necessary DO-350A 10-second threshold [47]. The total added
security data overhead cost for the LDACS security architecture ranges from 2.73% to
6.23% in FL and from 7.28% to 14.20% in RL and confirms that the architecture regards
all performance constraints listed in Chapter 3.

Third, the results from two flight campaigns in 2019 and 2022 were evaluated. The
MICONAV campaign in 2019 showed that GBAS data could be successfully transmitted
and secured via LDACS and TESLA with a 99.80% availability rate. The TESLA
secured GBAS had a 95th percentile 1287.96 ms latency in the flight trials. Further
improvements were done in post-processing and latencies of even 55.45 ms were achieved.,
which was improved through post-processing. The McEliece key transport scheme was
also demonstrated with AES-256 key during the campaign. The results from the flight
trials confirmed the accuracy of the simulation implementation results used in the previous
section, with a latency deviation in the cell-attachment of only 2.66%.

Overall, this chapter confirms that the proposed solutions in previous chapters for
Research Questions 3 to 6 are feasible, implementable and performance efficient.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

This dissertation developed cybersecurity solutions for the next generation aeronautical
datalink, LDACS, without changing its physical and medium access layer design. This
was a challenging task because the frame structure of LDACS is set and the sizes of its
user- and control-channels are fixed. This makes it difficult to integrate security measures
such as MAC tags and signatures, which require additional security data on the link but
are necessary for authenticity of messages in transit. Another challenge was that LDACS
user- and control-data can be point-to-point or broadcast addressed and cell members
(aircraft) frequently change. Additionally, requirements from aeronautical standards had
to be taken into account, such as the need to integrate measures for network access
control and to guarantee low latency when an aircraft accesses an LDACS cell. In order to
overcome these limitations, this thesis focused on developing slim cybersecurity measures
in terms of security latency and data overhead. This is captured by the central research
question of this dissertation:

What are the appropriate techniques for achieving secure communications in the
LDACS digital wireless aeronautical system while adhering to resource constraints,
accommodating with frequent participant changes, minimizing data overhead and

maintaining low latency for security?

To understand the context in which LDACS will be deployed, it is important to
recognize the ongoing transition in civil aviation towards automation and digitalization
of communications technology. As protected aviation spectrum is limited and many
datalinks are still analogue, the introduction of digital datalinks like LDACS is necessary.
Digital signals can be compressed and transmitted more effectively using techniques like
error-correction codes and can also be modulated and demodulated with greater accuracy,
reducing wasted spectrum due to noise and interference. As digitalization in critical
infrastructure systems increases, the human element in controlling data and system
behavior is decreasing, requiring operators to have greater trust in the data available to
them, particularly in air traffic control. Despite this fact, many aeronautical standards
and technologies currently lack specific security measures and, even if vulnerabilities are
identified, solutions are not typically incorporated into the standard.

Safety and security are closely linked in civil aviation, and one example of this is the
use of Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS) to improve the accuracy of GNSS
signals, which enables safe and automatic landings. Despite being used at around 50
airports worldwide, the datalink used to transmit corrections for GBAS currently lacks
cybersecurity measures, which raises concerns about the integrity and authenticity of the
corrections and the safety of landing aircraft using GBAS. As the LDACS datalink is a
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suitable replacement for the current datalink used for GBAS, a solution for secure GBAS
data transmission has been incorporated into the LDACS cybersecurity architecture.

As a next step, a thorough analysis of potential threats and risks was conducted,
resulting in the identification of five key security requirements: maintaining system
operationality while integrating security measures, establishing mutual authentication
and key exchange, ensuring mandatory integrity and authenticity of messages, and
optionally providing confidentiality. These requirements were subsequently incorporated
into the LDACS cybersecurity architecture through the use of a single-root PKI utilizing
X.509 certificates and OCSP for certificate revocation. Certificates are installed on both
aircraft and ground radio, and two specialized protocols for mutual authentication and key
establishment (MAKE protocols), were developed. These can optionally include the secure
online transmission of certificates and revocation information. A novel handover protocol
was also developed and implemented to facilitate smooth transitions between ground
stations. These protocols were integrated into the LDACS user-data channels, resolving
the issue of limited control channel size for entity authentication. Additionally, the
protocols allow for aircraft and ground equipment to share the necessary keys for securing
user- and control-channels, with group keys being utilized for broadcast transmissions
as needed for added security. Of particular interest are the following three developed
solutions:

• The proposed authentication protocols in this work incorporate both pre- and
post-quantum key establishment and authentication algorithms, ensuring long-term
security for the LDACS system.

• In order to address the limited space for message authentication in LDACS control-
channels, several solutions were implemented. These include (1) incorporating a
sequence number in the largest control-channel, which can be securely reused by
other control-channels, (2) using group key methods and constructing MAC tags
over multiple messages in a control channel addressed to various cell members, and
(3) decreasing MAC tag lengths to a suitable level of security without compromising
LDACS performance.

• To ensure the integrity and authenticity of position corrections for safe automatic
landings, we implemented the TESLA protocol in LDACS. TESLA utilizes time
synchronization between LDACS ground stations and aircraft stations to provide
message and data-origin authentication, while also utilizing symmetric cryptographic
methods for added security. This solution requires less security data on the link than
traditional signature methods and is also secure for usage after the pre-quantum
age.

Lastly, the LDACS cybersecurity architecture was thoroughly evaluated in multiple
dimensions to assess its effectiveness and compliance with necessary standards. The
security properties of the MAKE and secure ground handover protocols were evaluated
using Tamarin and found to meet the required specifications. The LDACS system,
along with its cybersecurity architecture, were implemented in a simulation framework
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called FACTS2, using python code. The simulation results showed that the implemented
security measures had minimal impact on latency and data overhead, thus meeting
the requirements set by aeronautical standards. Furthermore, the simulation results
were compared to measurement data obtained during two LDACS flight demonstration
campaigns. These campaigns, which included demonstrations of TESLA-secured GBAS
via LDACS and the MAKE protocol, as well as LDACS user-data protection measures,
yielded two key findings: first, the FACTS2 simulation of LDACS closely mimicked the
behavior of the radios during the flight trials, validating the simulation’s accuracy for
LDACS and its security. Second, GBAS via LDACS, as well as TESLA-secured GBAS
via LDACS, resulted in high levels of accuracy and availability for GBAS, with the added
benefit of secure transmission of GBAS position corrections.

The results in this doctoral thesis demonstrate that the presented LDACS cybersecurity
architecture effectively addresses the overall research question.

Future work includes addressing the open problem of developing and securing the
LDACS A/A extension, as the peer-to-peer ad-hoc network communications environment
in this mode is different from the A/G mode and requires different security measures. Once
developed, combining the LDACS A/A and LDACS A/G cybersecurity architectures
is yet another task. Additionally, research is needed to develop efficient and secure
routing protocols for dynamic multi-hop networks. The development of new group key
management schemes that use less data and maintain backward secrecy with minimal
performance impact upon nodes joining or leaving the cell, is also an open area of research.
Finally, incorporating robust cybersecurity measures into existing aeronautical legacy
CNS systems is crucial for enhancing the overall safety and security of the ecosystem.
This requires the integration of existing solutions into aeronautical standards and the
development of new solutions where necessary. The implementation of a comprehensive
wireless cybersecurity architecture for aeronautical datalinks could significantly contribute
to the effort of enhancing the safety and security of the ecosystem. The solutions presented
in this dissertation may serve as a foundation for this endeavor.
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A. Own Published Work during Thesis

A.1. Publications Directly Associated with this Dissertation
The following publications contributed parts of the security analysis, design steps, imple-
mentation ideas, algorithmic choices and evaluations towards securing the aeronautical
communications system LDACS, as well as the augmentation system GBAS.

• N. Mäurer and A. Bilzhause. Paving the Way for an IT Security Architecture
for LDACS: A Datalink Security Threat and Risk Analysis. In 2018 Integrated
Communications, Navigation, Surveillance Conference (ICNS), pages 1A2/1–1A2–
11, Herndon, VA, USA, 2018
Summary: Within this paper a security analysis methodology is presented, suitable
for analyzing security threats to LDACS, which is used and extended in the
dissertation throughout Chapter 4. This work won the ICNS 2018 "Best-Student
paper runner-up" award.
Own contribution: All steps from creating a threat catalogue, listing relevant assets
and safety-critical services, extending the threat- and risk analysis methodology,
based on the work by Mahmoud [20], conducting the threat- and risk analysis, rating
the threats, formulating security functions and extending the security objectives
based on the work of Bilzhause et al. [70] were performed by the author of this
thesis.
Other contributors: A. Bilzhause supported this work by performing an editorial
review and his initial work on LDACS security objectives published in [70].

• N. Mäurer and A. Bilzhause. A Cybersecurity Architecture for the L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS). In 2018 IEEE/AIAA 37th Digital
Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10, London, UK, 2018
Summary: Based on preliminary work, a first draft for an LDACS cybersecurity
architecture is presented here. While almost every aspect of this work is extended
and improved in this thesis, especially in Chapter 5, it still presents important
concepts of the interrelation between entities and identifies suitable placement of
security functionalities within the protocol stack of LDACS. This work won the
DASC 2018 "Best-of-Track" award in the "Special Issues" track.
Own contribution: All steps from formulating security measures fulfilling defined
security functions, their implementation and protocol setup, as well as listing
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necessary steps to secure communications over LDACS were performed by the
author of this thesis.
Other contributors: A. Bilzhause supported this work by performing an editorial
review and helped drafting Figures 2, 4 and 5.

• M. Felux, T. Gräupl, N. Mäurer, and M. Stanisak. Transmitting GBAS Messages via
LDACS. In 2018 IEEE/AIAA 37th Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC),
pages 1–7, London, UK, 2018
Summary: The GBAS system is progressing from the older GAST-C (GAST) to the
newer GAST-D extension, at the time of this writing. This includes using multiple
GNSS solutions, as well as multiple frequency bands for operation in a concept
called Multi-Frequency Multi-Constellation (MFMC) GBAS. With these changes,
the currently used data-link, VDB, becomes too inefficient and an alternate link is
needed. In this paper, the use of LDACS for the transmission of GBAS corrections
is proposed for the first time.
Own contribution: Necessary cybersecurity features, such as mutual entity authen-
tication or broadcast data authentication, to ensure the secure transport of GBAS
data, are introduced here. Furthermore, it is pointed out, how LDACS can provide
these. As such, this work is used to introduce GBAS in Chapter 3.
Other contributors: M. Felux and T. Gräupl proposed the general concept of using
LDACS for the transmission of GBAS data, while M. Stanisak proposed a first
data structure for MFMC GBAS.

• T. Gräupl, N. Schneckenburger, T. Jost, M. Schnell, A. Filip, M. A. Bellido-
Manganell, D. M. Mielke, N. Mäurer, R. Kumar, and O. Osechas. L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS) Flight Trials in the National
German Project MICONAV. In 2018 Integrated Communications, Navigation,
Surveillance Conference (ICNS), pages 4A2–1–4A2–7, Herndon, VA, USA, 2018
Summary: The Migration towards COm/NAV capabilities of LDACS (MICONAV)
LDACS flight trials are introduced here, together with relevant flight routes, demon-
stration purposes, experimental setup and experiments. Parts of this work are used
in the evaluations in Chapter 7.
Own contribution: The clear design of performance evaluations, such as handover
times between LDACS cells, was relevant for actual implementation of experiments
in the flight trials. Large parts of the software implementations were done by the
author of this dissertation.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl designed the setup, flight routes, hardware design
and deciding on relevant evaluations throughout the flight trials. The other co-
authors were reviewers or responsible for parts within the flight campaign, such as
building the actual hardware, manning measurement equipment or setting up and
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transporting equipment.

• N. Mäurer and C. Schmitt. Towards Successful Realization of the LDACS Cyberse-
curity Architecture: An Updated Datalink Security Threat- and Risk Analysis. In
2019 Integrated Communications, Navigation and Surveillance Conference (ICNS),
pages 1–13, Herndon, VA, USA, 2019
Summary: The security analysis methodology presented at ICNS 2018 is used to
evaluate the security of LDACS again, but with the integration of proposed security
functions from DASC 2018 [116]. Throughout Chapter 4, this work is referred to.
This paper won the ICNS 2019 "Best-of-Conference" award.
Own contribution: All content related steps in this work were performed by the
author of this thesis.
Other contributors: C. Schmitt provided valuable editorial review and helped im-
prove the structure of the paper’s content.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. Evaluation of the LDACS Cybersecurity
Implementation. In 2019 IEEE/AIAA 38th Digital Avionics Systems Conference
(DASC), pages 1–10, San Diego, CA, USA, 2019
Summary: An initial data- and time-overhead evaluation of at DASC 2018 [116]
proposed security measures is presented and referred to in Chapter 7. This paper
won the DASC 2019 "Best-of-Session" award in the "Secure Communications"
session.
Own contribution: The definition of relevant security messages, the implementation
of security measures from [116] in the FACTS2 simulation framework, as well as
the evaluation of security-data- and latency-overhead results were performed by
the author of this work.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl is the initiator and maintainer of the FACTS2 frame-
work and supported the implementation of security measures by providing FACTS2
and its manual as reference. C. Schmitt provided valuable editorial review and
helped improve the structure of the paper’s content.

• T. Gräupl, N. Mäurer, and C. Schmitt. FACTS2: Framework for Aeronautical
Communications and Traffic Simulations 2. In Proceedings of the 16th ACM
International Symposium on Performance Evaluation of Wireless Ad Hoc, Sensor,
& Ubiquitous Networks, pages 63–66, Miami Beach, FL, USA, 2019
Summary: Here, the FACTS2 is presented, which plays an important role in Chapter
7 in helping evaluate the proposed security solutions for LDACS and GBAS.
Own contribution: FACTS2 is used for rapid prototyping of ideas, such as per-
formance feasibility analysis of envisioned security schemes. In this paper, the
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selection of demonstration scenarios, as well as the introduction to split problems
into different areas of concern in FACTS2 was contributed.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl is the initiator and main contributor to the FACTS2
framework, while C. Schmitt helped introducing FACTS2 to a wider Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM) community.

• T. Gräupl and N. Mäurer. An Air Traffic Management Data Traffic Pattern
for Aeronautical Communication System Evaluations. In 2019 IEEE/AIAA 38th
Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–6, San Diego, CA, USA,
2019
Summary: Here, a realistic air traffic data pattern in the FCI in introduced, which
is used in Chapter 6 and 7 for security data-overhead evaluations.
Own contribution: Relevant Communications Operating Concept and Requirements
(COCR) for the future radio system services, packet sizes of different services, as
well as the distinction between high-priority ATS and low-priority AOC services
were contributed.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl identified the actual air traffic data pattern via
computer simulations in FACTS2.

• N. Mäurer, C. Gentsch, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. Comparing Different Diffie-
Hellman Key Exchange Flavors for LDACS. In 2020 AIAA/IEEE 39th Digital
Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10, San Antonio, TX, USA, 2020
Summary: In the DASC 2018 paper [116], a first MAKE scheme, based on the STS
protocol was introduced. Here, different DHKE schemes, pre- and post-quantum,
are compared for their impact on performance. Findings are used and extended in
Chapter 6 and 7. This paper won the DASC 2020 "Best-of-Track" award in the
"Cyber Security and Software" track.
Own contribution: All steps, from identifying relevant ephemeral Diffie-Hellman
variations, deciding on the evaluation methodology, defining the 4-pass LDACS
STS protocol, and evaluating it with all three Diffie-Hellman schemes, based on
the introduced formulae, as well as producing all presented results, was the work of
the author of this thesis.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl is the initiator for the LDACS latency evaluations
formulae in [214] and provided valuable guidance on their application to the STS
MAKE protocol. C. Gentsch supported the development of the 4-pass STS MAKE
protocol by adding the “consistency” property to it. C. Schmitt provided valuable
editorial review and helped improve the structure of the paper’s content.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, M. A. Bellido-Manganell, D. M. Mielke, A. Filip-Dhaubhadel,
O. Heirich, D. Gerbeth, M. Felux, L. M. Schalk, D. Becker, N. Schneckenburger,
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and M. Schnell. Flight Trial Demonstration of Secure GBAS via the L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS). IEEE Aerospace and Electronic
Systems Magazine, 36(4):8–17, 2021
Summary: This paper presents the worldwide first flight-trialed demonstration of
TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS. Evaluations show, sending GBAS via LDACS
to be a viable alternative to VDB, even surpassing its capacity and feature richness,
such as the addition of security and out-of-line-of-sight operations. Even though
TESLA added latency to the overall data-link latency, the flight trials demonstrated
the feasibility of the concept within existing GAST-D performance requirements.
The work is referred to in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.
Own contribution: The concept of TESLA secured GBAS data via LDACS, as well
as the experimental setup, software, conduction of experiments, participation in
all measurement flights and data evaluations were designed and performed by the
author.
Other contributors: A. Filip was the project lead on the MICONAV flight trials, T.
Gräupl and D. Mielke were co-developer of the experiment’s software and experi-
mental pipeline, M. Bellido, O. Heirich, L. Schalk, D. Becker, N. Schneckenburger
and M. Schnell were responsible for the radio hardware, D. Gerbeth and M. Felux
provided GBAS knowledge and the GBAS system.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, C. Schmitt, and G. Dreo-Rodosek. PMAKE: Physical
Unclonable Function-based Mutual Authentication Key Exchange Scheme for Digital
Aeronautical Communications. In 2021 IFIP/IEEE International Symposium on
Integrated Network Management (IM), pages 206–214, Bordeaux, France, 2021
Summary: Here the idea of a PUF based MAKE scheme is presented. As air
transportation operates worldwide, establishing worldwide trust within i.e., a PKI
proves a hard task. As such, exchanging the PKI by a PUF as trust origin, sparked
the idea of this work. Since this paper demonstrates an academic concept of
trust-establishment, it is referred to in Chapter 3 as related work.
Own contribution: Presenting alternative trust origins for establishing trust in
worldwide ATM by integrating PUFs into radio hardware and using a secure
database on ground for mutual authentication and key establishment via PMAKE
are the main contributions here.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl’s knowledge of the worldwide geopolitical power
distribution realities in ATM, C. Schmitt’s input on certificate-less trust schemes
as well as G. Rodosek’s comments on the initial draft proved vital in successfully
submitting this work to IM 2021 [176].

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. Cybersecurity for the L-band Digital Aero-
nautical Communications System (LDACS). In H. Song, K. Hopkinson, T. De Cola,
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T Alexandrovich, and D. Liu, editors, Aviation Cybersecurity: Foundations, Princi-
ples, and Applications, pages 83–121. Institution of Engineering and Technology
(IET), 2021
Summary: Within this book-chapter, the basic security concept at this point in
time (date of submission 2021-01-31) were summarized. As such, small parts of
this work can be found throughout Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Own contribution: All work content-wise was entirely performed by the author of
this thesis.
Other contributors: C. Schmitt provided valuable editorial review and ensured the
correct publication format for the IET book. T. Gräupl supplied the FACTS2
simulation and helped editing the document to its current structure.

• N. Mäurer, C. Gentsch, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. Formal Security Verification
of the Station-to-Station based Cell-Attachment Procedure of LDACS. In 18th
International Conference on Security and Cryptography (SECRYPT), pages 603–610,
Virtual, 2021
Summary: The security properties of the MAKE scheme from DASC 2018 [116] and
DASC 2020 [182] were never formally proven. This work does so by using Tamarin,
a symbolic model checker and evaluates on the security properties of mutual
authentication, secure key establishment, perfect-forward secrecy, consistency and
executability and is referred to in Chapter 7.
Own contribution: Starting with security properties identification for the MAKE
scheme, the formal development of these in lemmas and the concise description of
the protocol, together with supporting the Tamarin model development were key
contributions.
Other contributors: C. Gentsch helped to develop the Tamarin code, while T. Gräupl
and C. Schmitt supported during the editorial phase of the paper submission process.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, C. Gentsch, T. Guggemos, M. Tiepelt, C. Schmitt, and
G. Dreo Rodosek. A Secure Cell-Attachment Procedure for LDACS. In 1st Workshop
on Secure and Reliable Communication and Navigation in the Aerospace Domain
(SRCNAS) on 6th European Symposium on Security and Privacy (Euro S&P),
pages 113–122, Vienna, Austria, 2021
Summary: Open questions, such as the format and content of LDACS certificates,
choice of pre- and post-quantum security algorithms and LDACS cipher-suites, the
design of a security enhanced Cell Entry procedure, as well as further optimizations
in the MAKE procedure were addressed. Parts of this work are used in Chapter 5,
6 and 7. Also, the security of related aeronautical systems was analyzed, which is
summarized in Chapter 3.
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Own contribution: The security analysis of related aeronautical systems, format
and content of LDACS certificates, final selection of algorithms, as well as the final
design of the new MAKE procedure were supplemented.
Other contributors: C. Gentsch helped to develop the Tamarin code, T. Guggemos
and M. Tiepelt supported the selection process of post-quantum algorithms and
development of the post-quantum enabled MAKE procedure, while T. Gräupl, C.
Schmitt and G. Rodosek contributed a cleaner structure of the different topics, the
paper addresses.

• N. Mäurer, M. Caamano, D. Gerbeth, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. A Secure
Broadcast Service for LDACS with an Application to Secure GBAS. In 2021
IEEE/AIAA 40th Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10, San
Antonio, TX, USA, 2021
Summary: Here, the performance of TESLA secure GBAS via LDACS [40,69] is
further optimized in terms of latency and data-overhead, to the theoretical optimum
that LDACS supports. Any content on GBAS throughout 5, 6 and 7 adapts and
extends parts of this work.
Own contribution: Development of the TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS concept,
analysis and proposal of further performance optimizations and the extension of
broadcast data protection towards other LDACS services were own significant
additions of the author.
Other contributors: M. Caamano and D. Gerbeth provided insight into ongoing
developments and information on GBAS, while T. Gräupl supplemented knowledge
on the inner workings of the LDACS protocol on PHY layer.

• T. Gräupl and N. Mäurer. Performance-Optimizing Secure GBAS over LDACS. In
2021 Integrated Communications Navigation and Surveillance Conference (ICNS),
pages 1–9, Dulles, VA, USA, 2021
Summary: Analyzing the GBAS data of the MICONAV flight trials [40] revealed
slight timing improvements by time-synchronizing different components of the
system (GBAS data, LDACS radio, TESLA intervals). These are presented in this
work and used and extended in Chapter 6 and 7. This paper won the DASC 2021
"Best-of-Track" award in the "Cyber, Systems and Software" track.
Own contribution: Development of the TESLA secured GBAS via LDACS concept,
analysis and proposal of further timing optimizations were own additions of the
author.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl proposed the LDACS frame-alignment with GBAS
data and evaluated the latency improvements on actual clock synchronicity between
all relevant system components.
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• T. Ewert, N. Mäurer, and T. Gräupl. Group Key Distribution Procedures for the L-
Band Digital Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS). In 2021 IEEE/AIAA
40th Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10, San Antonio, TX,
USA, 2021
Summary: Here a group-key concept to secure LDACS control channels in investi-
gated and different concepts are compared for suitability. The principal group-key
concept is used and found in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.
Own contribution: Proposal of a group-key concept to security-data-overhead-
efficiently protect LDACS control-channels was made by the author.
Other contributors: T. Ewert created the catalogue of evaluation criteria and com-
pared all GKM schemes with each other.

• M. A. Bellido-Manganell, T. Gräupl, O. Heirich, N. Mäurer, A. Filip-Dhaubhadel,
Daniel M. Mielke, L. M. Schalk, D. Becker, N. Schneckenburger, and M. Schnell.
LDACS Flight Trials: Demonstration and Performance Analysis of the Future
Aeronautical Communications System. IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and
Electronic Systems, 58(1):615–634, 2021
Summary: This work is the main evaluation paper of the MICONAV flight trials.
Experimental setup, performance analysis and system capabilities are described in
detail. Here, especially Chapter 7 contains information from that work.
Own contribution: Parts of the flight trial software, as well as any security measure
demonstrated and evaluated during the flight trials were provided.
Other contributors: M. Bellido was the main contributor to this work, including
the performance evaluations on PHY layer, A. Filip was the project lead on the
MICONAV flight trials, T. Gräupl and D. Mielke were co-developer of the experi-
ment’s software, with T. Gräupl also being responsible for the DLL performance
evaluations, M. Bellido, O. Heirich, L. Schalk, D. Becker, N. Schneckenburger and
M. Schnell were responsible for the radio hardware.

• N. Mäurer, T. Guggemos, T. Ewert, T. Gräupl, C. Schmitt, and Grundner-Culemann
S. Security in Digital Aeronautical Communications - A Comprehensive Gap
Analysis. International Journal of Critical Infrastructure Protection, 38:100549,
2022
Summary: This work presents a comprehensive analysis of the state of cybersecurity
in aeronautical data-links, networks and applications and is mainly referred to in
Chapter 2.
Own contribution: Every section in this work was mainly written by the author with
the exception of Section 2 and as such, the specific content of every chapter including
the identification of aeronautical data-links, networks, services and standards, the
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security rating-criteria and actual rating, system descriptions as well as results and
recommendations were contributed.
Other contributors: T. Guggemos contributed parts of Section 2, especially the
examples on privacy, T. Ewert explaining real-world security incident examples from
the perspective of a pilot, T. Gräupl pointed out relevant aeronautical standards, C.
Schmitt helped in the editorial process, S. Grundner-Culemann reviewed security
definitions and examples.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, C. Schmitt, G. Dreo-Rodosek, and H. Reiser. Advancing
the Security of LDACS. IEEE Transactions on Network and Service Management,
pages 1–15, 2022
Summary: This work extends the SRCNAS workshop at Euro S&P 2021 paper [37]
by the addition of an LTE security analysis, an optimized choice for encryption
algorithm, as well as extensive evaluations in FACTS2 and its content is referred
to in a similar manner as [37].
Own contribution: The LTE security analysis and evaluations in FACTS2 were own
additions.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl provided the FACTS2 framework, C. Schmitt, G.
Rodosek and H. Reiser remarks on the security design, a thorough review and
editorial changes.

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. A Secure Ground Handover Protocol for
LDACS. In 2022 ENRI International Workshop on ATM/CNS (EIWAC), IWAC
2022, pages 1–8, Tokyo, Japan, 2022
Summary: This work presents an efficient, secure ground handover protocol for
LDACS. The procedure for an aircraft switching to another GS in the same LDACS
access network was not defined to that point and this work additionally includes
security message parts in this type two handover. The protocol is security evaluated
in the symbolic model via Tamarin and performance evaluated via FACTS2.
Own contribution: The protocol, Tamarin and FACTS2 model are all my ideas and
my work.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl provided the FACTS2 framework and C. Schmitt a
thorough review and editorial changes.

• T. Ewert, N. Mäurer, and T. Gräupl. Improving Usable LDACS Data Rate via
Certificate Validity Optimization. In 2022 Integrated Communication, Navigation
and Surveillance Conference (ICNS), pages 1–9, Dulles, VA, USA, 2022
Summary: This work analyzes possible LDACS user-data rate improvements by
comparing a one day and a one year validity periods for LDACS ground-certificates
and points out consequences of each design approach.
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Own contribution: The general idea for this work, Chapter 2 - "Background" A and
B, Figure 1, the methodology concept, as well as the results in chapter 4, Figure 2,
3 and Table III and IV stem from the author of this thesis.
Other contributors: T. Ewert as the main author provided the OpenSky database
set, and provided introduction, background subsection C, the method chapter,
discussions and conclusion. T. Gräupl supported with a thorough editorial review.

• T. Gräupl, N. Mäurer, L. J. A. Jansen, T. Ewert, B. Haindl, and C. Rihacek.
LDACS Broadcast Digital Voice Concept and Expected Performance. In 2022
Integrated Communication, Navigation and Surveillance Conference (ICNS), pages
1–11, Dulles, VA, USA, 2022
Summary: This work presents the digital voice concept of LDACS and evaluates
its latency via the FACTS2 framework.
Own contribution: The author of this thesis provided every addition to the LDACS
voice security concept, wrote most of the discussion and provided thorough feedback
and editorial review.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl and B. Haindl are the main idea givers for the digital
voice concept. L. Jansen and C. Rihaceck provided editorial review and T. Ewert
details on voice use in aviation today.

A.2. Standardization Activities Associated with this Dissertation
During the dissertation, an Internet community adapted LDACS standard [27] has been
contributed to the IETF standardization body, of which the following are discussed in the
working group Reliable and Available Wireless (RAW) and will be released as individual
RFC:

• N. Mäurer, T. Gräupl, and C. Schmitt. L-Band Digital Aeronautical Communica-
tions System (LDACS). https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-raw-
ldacs/ (accessed January 20, 2023), 2022
Summary: The IETF LDACS draft describes all relevant features to understand
what LDACS is, how it is attached to the FCI and how it interacts with the
ATN/IPS.
Own contribution: Abstract, Introduction, Acronyms, Provenance and Documents,
Advances Beyond the State of the Art, Requirements, Security, References and
Appendix were contributed by the author of this thesis.
Other contributors: T. Gräupl wrote chapter 5.2 "Application", chapter 7 "Charac-
teristics" and the LDACS protocol part of chapter 8 "Reliability and Availability".
C. Schmitt supported with a thorough editorial review and converting the document
to IETF conformance.
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A.3. Publications Outside the Scope of this Dissertation
The following publications did not or not directly contribute to the thesis, but presented
an opportunity with a collaboration between DLR, NASA and Booz Allen Hamilton
regarding Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the National Airspace System (NAS):

• R. Stroup, K. Niewoehner, R. Apaza, D. Mielke, and N. Mäurer. Application of
AI in the NAS–the Rationale for AI-Enhanced Airspace Management. In 2019
IEEE/AIAA 38th Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10, San
Diego, CA, USA, 2019
Summary: This work is looking at ways, how AI can help improve air traffic
throughput in the NAS for future ATM.
Own contribution: The author of this thesis provided growth estimates for datalink
traffic - Figure 2 and 6 - and the chapters "Information Exchange Networks",
"Communication – Today and the Future" and "Integrated CNS – Today and the
Future".
Other contributors: R. L. Stroup is the main author and responsible for the overall
content and concept presented in this work, K. Niewoehner supplied editorial review
and the introduction, R. D. Apaza added the parts about drones and the Unmanned
aeronautical vehicle Traffic Management (UTM) and D. Mielke wrote about the
safety aspect in the context of physical layer robustness of CNS technologies.

• L. J.A. Jansen, N. Mäurer, and T. Gräupl. Secure Point-to-Point Long-Distance
Multi-Hop Connections in a Dense Airplane Mesh-Network using LDACS. In
2022 IEEE/AIAA 41st Digital Avionics Systems Conference (DASC), pages 1–10,
Portsmouth, VA, USA, 2022
Summary: This work examines the applicability of the LDACS A/G security concept
onto the LDACS A/A communications system. Thereby, important parameters
such as the amount of peer-to-peer communications hops, as well as concurrent
incoming broadcast connections of nearby aircraft are evaluated. These metrics are
then used to estimate LDACS A/G security induced latency and data overheads in
the A/A domain.
Own contribution: I supported L. Jansen with the initial idea development, proposed
measurement metrics for the evaluation and helped with the Python3 coding using
the FACTS2 simulator. Also the content of Section II.B., Figures 3 and 4 as well
as excepts of Section III and IV were provided by me.
Other contributors: As the main author L. Jansen had the initial idea and imple-
mented the routing algorithms. Also, he evaluated the results from the OpenSky
dataset, which was the same as in [177]. T. Gräupl supported with a thorough
editorial review.
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B. Additions to the LDACS SecRAM 2.0
Threat- and Risk Analysis

In this appendix, additional details from Chapter 4 are collected. Table B.1 holds the
detailed analysis about the impact of a compromise of a security property in the primary
assets of LDACS and constitutes an extension from Table 4.5 in Chapter 4. Please note,
that PA#1 (ATS) receives an impact rating of two on a compromise of confidentiality,
while PA#2 (AOC) receives a three in the same category. This is due to the fact, that
AOC data includes company internal information, while ATS must be available to all air
traffic controllers in the vicinity of an aircraft. Furthermore, the highest impact rating
overall is chosen as final impact value.

Table B.1.: Detailed impact of security compromise on LDACS primary assets
PA#1 (ATS)
Name Type Description
High critical user-data Service Safety critical ATS services from [142]

such as flight plan consistency.
Compromise of Confidentiality
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 1 1 1 2 2 1
Maximum Impact: 2
Justification: ATS communications is transmitted without encryption. If an
airline transmits personal data via ATS services, then this incident could
lead to minor complaints from the public.
Operational scenario: Eavesdropping on LDACS communications
Compromise of Integrity
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
4 5 5 3 4 4 2
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: When an attacker is able to inject, alter, forge, replay or interfere
with any ATS related information on the link, its original purpose to deliver
safety critical data reliably without unauthorized modification is thwarted.
As such, major systems aboard an airplane, which are dependent on correct ATS
information, become inoperable and the datalink is unusable for the aircraft until
the threat is averted, which leads up to 100% loss in capacity to that point.
Operational scenario: Impersonation of AS or GS, Man-in-the-middle attack in
LDACS access network or A/G segment
Compromise of Availability
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Continuation of Table B.1
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
3 5 5 3 4 4 2
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: Successfully jamming the datalink renders it inoperable, leading to
a 100% capacity loss until the attack is averted.
Operational scenario: Jamming the LDACS radio link, DoS
attack within the access network
PA#2 (AOC)
Name Type Description
Medium critical user-data Service Safety critical AOC services from [142]

such as a weather report.
Compromise of Confidentiality
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 1 1 3 3 3 2
Maximum Impact: 3
Justification: AOC data includes sensitive information from airlines or personal
passenger information. When leaked, law suits or regulatory investigations into the
network service provide could be one consequence leading to complaints and by that
to a possible loss of income.
Operational scenario: Eavesdropping on LDACS communications
Compromise of Integrity
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
3 5 4 3 3 3 1
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: The same justification a with compromise of integrity in PA#1 holds,
with the exception, that less systems rely on AOC information. The threat is still
highly significant in its consequences.
Operational scenario: Impersonation of AS or GS, Man-in-the-middle attack in
LDACS access network or A/G segment
Compromise of Availability
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
3 5 4 3 3 3 1
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: This argumentation is similar to PA#1’s compromise of availability:
if the link is down, no communications is possible resulting in 100% capacity loss.
Operational scenario: Jamming the LDACS radio link, DoS
attack within the access network
PA#3 (Control)
Name Type Description
LDACS control-data Service LDACS control-data such as resource

allocations, or cell-entry attempts.
Compromise of Confidentiality
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Continuation of Table B.1
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Maximum Impact: 1
Justification: Listening in on LDACS control-data may reveal the unique
ICAO flight number or which aircraft in a cell requires which amount of resources.
Follow-up attacks from a compromise of confidentiality of LDACS control-data may
use the gained information to severe attacks, however loss of confidentiality per se
is not a big threat.
Operational scenario: Eavesdropping on LDACS communications
Compromise of Integrity
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
3 5 5 3 4 4 2
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: If an attacker can modify, inject or delete LDACS control-data,
she controls the datalink, which can lead to a 100% loss of capacity including the
consequence that no ATS data is transported via LDACS anymore.
Operational scenario: Impersonation of AS or GS, Man-in-the-middle attack in
LDACS access network or A/G segment
Compromise of Availability
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
3 5 5 3 4 4 2
Maximum Impact: 5
Justification: Without LDACS control-data the link is down and no operational
service possible anymore.
Operational scenario: Resource starvation, AS redirection to arbitrary GS,
altering CMS scheme
PA#4 (APNT)
Name Type Description
LDACS APNT Service LDACS RL pilot symbols with
positioning information BC information from various GSs.
Compromise of Confidentiality
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Maximum Impact: 1
Justification: Since the LDACS radio signal includes relevant APNT information
listening to LDACS sync symbols only reveals the presence of an LDACS GS
but is of little impact on its own.
Operational scenario: Eavesdropping on LDACS synchronization symbols
Compromise of Integrity
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 3 3 2 2 2 2
Maximum Impact: 3
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Continuation of Table B.1
Justification: If the integrity of the APNT position is compromised,
existing fallback systems such as GNSS or DME can mitigate the threat,
meaning this attack only leads to a small performance and capacity loss.
Operational scenario: Impersonation of AS or GS, Man-in-the-middle attack in
LDACS access network or A/G segment
Compromise of Availability
People Capacity Perfor-

mance
Economic Branding Regulation Environ-

ment
1 3 3 2 2 2 2
Maximum Impact: 3
Justification: Similar to the rating above, other systems can compensate
for the APNT loss, leading to only minor capacity and performance losses.
Operational scenario: Jamming the LDACS radio link, DoS attack within
the access network

End of Table B.1

Table B.2 holds the detailed analysis about the impact of a compromise of a security
property in the supporting assets of LDACS and constitutes an extension from Table 4.6
in Chapter 4.

Table B.2.: Detailed impact of security compromise on LDACS supporting assets
Supporting Asset SA#1
Name Type Description
Aircraft Station Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-

agement components of the airborne
LDACS radio

Support to: PA#1, PA#2, PA#3
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
Supporting Asset SA#2
Name Type Description
Ground Station Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-

agement components of the ground
LDACS radio

Support to: PA#1, PA#2, PA#3, PA#4
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
Supporting Asset SA#3
Name Type Description
Ground Station
Controller

Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-
agement components of the ground inter-
GSs managing entity.

Support to: PA#1, PA#2, PA#3
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Continuation of Table B.2
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
Supporting Asset SA#4
Name Type Description
Voice Unit Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-

agement components of the ground voice
managing unit

Support to: PA#1, PA#2
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
Supporting Asset SA#5
Name Type Description
Access-Router Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-

agement components of the ground data
traffic managing unit

Support to: PA#1, PA#2
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
Supporting Asset SA#6
Name Type Description
Network infrastructure
LDACS access network

Physical Hard-, software, configuration and man-
agement components of the network infras-
tructure

Support to: PA#1, PA#2, PA#3, PA#4
Inherited
impacts:

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

3 5 5
End of Table B.2

The following Table B.3 gives threat examples of the three designated threat categories
“jamming”, “spoofing” and “eavesdropping” and can be regarded as an extension of
Table 4.7 in Chapter 4. Please note, due to LDACS four distinct control channels
- BCCH, CCCH, DCCH and RACH - threats caused by a misuse of each are listed
separately.

Table B.3.: Threat examples in the “jamming”, “spoofing” and “eavesdropping” category
for LDACS

Threat Consequence
Category: Jamming
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Continuation of Table B.3
Threat Consequence
PHY
layer
jamming

This impacts mainly availability and reliability, since the link is not able to
successfully deliver data bidirectionally as intended. An attacker can either
send with high transmission power to interfere with the valid signal in the
whole band or use smart jamming strategies.

Category: Spoofing
Imper-
sonation
of GS

This attack can lead to the loss of any security property, as an AS cannot
distinguish between valid and rogue GS. Additionally APNT solutions
are wrong in this attack scenario, as the AS measures the signal strength
from a rogue GS with a spoofed ID, thus interfering with a correct position
solution.

Man-
in-the-
Middle
attack as
GS

While this attack is very hard to execute, since an attacker has to forward
messages between valid AS and GS, all security properties are violated
again, since both AS and GS have potentially (depending the on exact
latency tolerance for the LDACS signal) no way of to identify the presence
of the rogue GS.

Imper-
sonation
of AS

This attack has the potential to also compromise all security properties.
With multiple spoofed AS, the data channel can be overloaded with fake
information and the RL control channels can be filled, just as well, leading
to a compromise of FL control channels (especially CCCH - see below for
more details). Lastly, multiple rogue AS transmitting their SSR or ADS-C
signal are also a safety hazard.

Man-
in-the-
Middle
attack as
AS

This attack is possibly even harder to realize than posing as a GS, however
when done correctly puts the data-stream between valid AS-GS under full
control of the attacker and all security properties are compromised.

Spoofed
messages
in BCCH

An altered or forged BCCH control message can lead an AS to try to con-
tact a rogue GS, switch to a non-existent GS or use an attacker chosen
voice channel, s.t., authorized air traffic controllers are cut-out from the
communications. All security properties except confidentiality are violated,
as no user-data traffic is transported here.

Spoofed
messages
in CCCH

Since the CCCH is the main LDACS control channel, spoofing, altering or
forging messages here has devastating consequences. When an AS requests
access to a cell, a forged CellEntry response can lead it to connect to a
rogue GS, an AS can be resource-starved or overloaded, user-data reception
can be acknowledged while the valid GS has never received that data or
cell-entry can be permanently denied for an AS by the attacker triggering
either handover commands or CellEntry denied messages. Additionally, the
CMS or slot descriptor schemes can be manipulated, resulting in data on
the link appearing scrambled to the AS. Consequently, all security proper-
ties except confidentiality are compromised.

Replay
of valid
message
in BCCH

Without replay protection on BCCH, this attack can compromise all se-
curity properties except confidentiality and is very easy to carry out: an
attacker captures the LDACS signal in the BC slot and replays it with a
higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) than a valid LDACS signal leading to
the attacker intended behavior of the AS.
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Continuation of Table B.3
Threat Consequence
Replay
of valid
message
in CCCH

This attacker leads to a similar behavior than the previous attack, with the
exception that replaying the CCCH is harder, as it does not have a fixed
length. However, since more relevant control messages are transported here,
once successful, this attack is potentially more dangerous.

Spoofed
messages
in RACH

Since an LDACS cell is always under full control of the GS, many rogue AS
cannot lead to an in-availability of the datalink but can impact the ability
of valid AS to join the LDACS cell. As such, an attack here can impact
all security properties except confidentiality towards new AS and impact
authenticity towards the GS.

Spoofed
messages
in DCCH

Again, the LDACS cell is entirely controlled by the GS and spoofed mes-
sages have less consequences than spoofed ones on the FL. However, spoof-
ing resource requests of acknowledgement can lead to reduced availability
and reliability of the link for ASs.

Replay
of valid
message
in RACH

This attack has similar consequences for new AS as spoofing messages in
the RACH, but is generally easier to carry out, since capturing IQ-samples
and replaying them is easier, than to actually use a full functioning LDACS
encoder.

Replay
of valid
message
in DCCH

This attack has similar consequences as spoofing messages in the DCCH
but is easier to carry out due being able to record an LDACS signal and
replay only the DCCH parts with the desired content.

Spoofed
“ATS”
message
in DCH

Safety critical messages encompass clearances (i.e., ACL or DSC in [166]),
meteorological information (i.e., D-SIGMET in [166]), or flight trajectory
information (i.e., COTRAC in [166]). Spoofing, forging, injecting or alter-
ing these can lead to severe safety hazards, such as an aircraft flying in
unsafe weather conditions, on a wrong trajectory or obtaining clearances
for the wrong sector. As such, all security properties, this time including
confidentiality can be violated when an attack is carried out here.

Spoofed
“AOC”
message
in DCH

Since AOC data consists of mainly business related airline data, confiden-
tiality protection is especially important here. Safety critical AOC services
mainly concern the notice to airmen about special events (i.e., military ex-
ercises), load sheet documentation about cargo and the notification about
the flight crew and its status on board. Meddling with this can again lead
to the loss of any security property, with a special emphasis on integrity,
authenticity, accountability and confidentiality and the plane to enter re-
stricted airspace.

Spoofed
“voice”
message
in DCH

Since “voice” is a designated ATC service with even higher priority than
any ATS data service, interfering here means losing any security property,
except confidentiality. This is because of the party-line effect that states
that any airborne vehicle in the vicinity of each other need to be able to
tap in each other’s voice communications to be kept aware of ongoing situa-
tions.

Replay of
user-data
in DCH

Replaying previous messages can lead to similar consequences as in the
previous three but is easier to carry out then these. This is simply the case
as recording and replaying a valid LDACS signal with the desired message
content is easier to carry out than build a custom LDACS radio/encoder or
buy one, which is then used for malicious purposes.
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Continuation of Table B.3
Threat Consequence
Category: Eavesdropping
Scan-
ning air
gap for
LDACS
signal

In this scenario, the attacker is passive and only confidentiality can be
impacted via this attack. Via an LDACS decoder, the attacker listens to
any active communication via LDACS, potentially to ATS, AOC and voice
data, and extracts information. Since some airlines transmit credit card,
passenger information or technical information data via the datalink, that
is actually intended for safety-critical communications, the attack can also
possibly impact privacy [48].

Category: Interfering
DoS the
LDACS
access
network

When user- or control-data is flooded by the attacker onto the network,
reliability or availability of the access network can be greatly reduced, up to
a point that no service is available anymore.

End of Table B.3
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